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Electronic correlations in solids are known to lead to the emergence of novel, unexpected phenomena, which are not only of interest for fundamental research but also
have a great potential for technological applications. Hence there is a great need for
appropriate theoretical techniques that allow for an accurate exploration of correlated
electron materials. For a long time ﬁrst-principles investigations of correlated materials were out of reach. During that time the electronic properties of solids were investigated by two essentially separate communities, one employing density functional
theory (DFT), the other studying model Hamiltonians using many-body techniques.
Here the Dynamical Mean-Field Theory (DMFT), whose development started
more than 25 years ago, opened new perspectives. In contrast to single-particle theories the mean-ﬁeld of the DMFT is energy dependent, i.e., dynamical. Thereby the
local quantum ﬂuctuations on the impurity due to the bath are fully taken into account. The only approximation of the DMFT is the neglect of spatial ﬂuctuations.
Thus DMFT provides a comprehensive theoretical framework for the investigation
of correlated lattice models and can describe, for example, ﬂuctuating moments, the
renormalization of quasiparticles, and the correlation induced spectral-weight transfer
between low- and high-energy states.
To go beyond model studies and investigate real materials with strongly correlated
electrons, the combination of DFT in the local density approximation (LDA) with
the many-body DMFT, the so-called “LDA+DMFT” approach, was initiated 20 years
ago. Starting from band structure theory, local correlations are taken into account
by interaction terms which can be parametrized in particular by the Hubbard U
and the Hund’s rule coupling J. The resulting coupled, self-consistent LDA+DMFT
equations have to be solved numerically, usually by employing quantum Monte-Carlo
techniques.
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LDA+DMFT is a many-body approach which is able to describe the physics of
materials with correlated electrons for all strengths of the eﬀective interaction and all
dopings. It already proved to be remarkably successful in the investigation a large
number of correlated materials, ranging from transition metals and their oxides,
f -electron systems, and Heusler alloys, all the way to heterostructures of complex
oxides and doped organic compounds. Nevertheless the LDA+DMFT scheme still
needs to be improved in numerous ways. This was exactly the motivation behind the
foundation of the Research Unit FOR 1346 Dynamical Mean-Field Approach with Predictive Power for Strongly Correlated Materials: namely, to bring together experts in
electronic band theory, materials science, many-body approaches, quantum impurity
solvers, and numerical optimization techniques to advance the dynamical mean-ﬁeld
approach into a comprehensive, versatile ab initio method for the investigation of
correlated electron materials. Clearly, such a demanding goal can only be reached by
a concerted research eﬀort.
The Research Unit FOR 1346 was funded by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft
from 2010 to 2017. It was the ﬁrst coherent activity in this ﬁeld world-wide. Its
ultimate goal was to create a new standard of computational electronic structure
scheme which is suitable to explore the properties of complex, correlated materials.
From the very start it was clear that this is an extremely ambitious task, which would
require years and the eﬀort of the entire international community.
During the second funding period (2013–2017) the Research Unit consisted of
ten projects, eight of which were theoretical and two were collaborations between
experimentalists and theorists. It was initiated by 29 principal investigators from
17 institutions in Austria, Germany, and Switzerland, and involved a large number
of researchers from all over the world, as evidenced by the author list of the articles
of the present volume. For more detailed information we refer to the Research
Unit’s homepage:
http://www.physik.uni-augsburg.de/for1346/
The Research Unit FOR 1346 made great progress during its funding period. In
particular, the joint eﬀort of individual projects resulted in important developments
regarding the design of eﬃcient impurity solvers and the development of realistic
DMFT codes, the investigation of structural transformations and phonons anomalies,
the calculation of large-scale superlattices for Mott materials, the analysis of complex
photoemission spectra of correlated materials, and the prediction of anomalous
properties of correlated electron systems. Some of the most prominent achievements
are reported and discussed in the eleven articles collected in this special issue of
European Physical Journal - Special Topics. They are grouped according to the
following four methodological challenges:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Electronic structure of paradigmatic correlated materials
Eﬃcient quantum-impurity solvers for dynamical mean-ﬁeld theory
Non-local interactions and spatial correlations
Ordering phenomena and lattice transformations

In the ﬁrst three papers, part (1), some of our Research Unit’s studies of the electronic structure of typical correlated materials are described: T. Haupricht et al. [1]
report results of a detailed experimental and theoretical study of the electronic structure of NiO. In this material the charge-transfer nature of the band gap and the
intricate interplay between local electronic correlations and band formation lead to
challenges of a quantitative ab-initio modeling of the electronic structure. Furthermore, the presence of non-local screening processes makes it necessary to go beyond
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single-site many-body approaches to explain the valence band spectrum. M. Sing
et al. [2] discuss the inﬂuence of oxygen vacancies on two-dimensional electron systems
at SrTiO3 -based interfaces and surfaces. The insulator SrTiO3 can host high-mobility
two-dimensional electron systems on its surfaces and at interfaces with other oxides.
Based on calculations using DFT and DMFT as well as on experimental results using photoemission spectroscopy they elucidate the role of oxygen vacancies, thereby
highlighting their importance for the electronic and magnetic properties of this system. J. Minár et al. [3] review the developments and applications of a combination
of DFT and DMFT, the self-consistent LSDA+DMFT method, implemented within
the fully relativistic KKR (Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker) band structure method. In particular, they discuss the spin-orbit induced orbital magnetic moments in Fex Ni1−x
disordered alloys, the magnetic Compton proﬁles of fcc Ni and the angle-resolved
photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) spectra for gallium manganese arsenide dilute
magnetic semiconductors.
The following three papers, part (2), address the development and application of
eﬃcient quantum-impurity solvers for DMFT: Shinaoka et al. [4] discuss Monte Carlo
based impurity solvers. They present an eﬃcient implementation of the hybridization
expansion approach, which enables the simulation of multi-orbital impurity problems
with oﬀ-diagonal and complex hybridizations, and dynamically screened (retarded)
density-density interactions. As a complementary approach an impurity solver based
on the determinant Monte Carlo method is discussed, which scales favorably with
inverse temperature and hence provides access to the very low temperature regime.
Baumgärtel et al. [5] report results of massively parallel simulations of strong electronic correlations. They show that both Lanczos and quantum Monte Carlo in diﬀerent ﬂavors exhibit excellent scaling on massively parallel supercomputers, and apply
these algorithms to simulate realistic model Hamiltonians including the full Coulomb
vertex, crystal-ﬁeld splitting, and spin-orbit interaction. The authors show how to
extract the physically observable quantities from imaginary time data, in particular
correlation functions and susceptibilities, and they present benchmarks and applications for representative correlated systems. Yi Lu and Haverkort [6] use exact diagonalization as an impurity solver in DMFT. While most implementations solve the
DMFT equations using quantum Monte-Carlo sampling on the imaginary time and
frequency axis, these authors explore alternative methods using exact diagonalization,
i.e., representing the many-body ground state of the impurity as a sum over Slater
determinants and calculating Green’s functions using iterative Lanczos procedures.
Recent advances in exact diagonalization which can evade the exponential barrier are
reviewed.
In part (3) the importance of non-local interactions and spatial correlations are explored. Held et al. [7] describe recent developments in electronic structure calculations
that go beyond state-of-the-art methods such as DFT and DMFT. Speciﬁcally, they
discuss the GW approximation as implemented in the Vienna ab-initio simulation
package (VASP) with the self-energy on the imaginary frequency axis, the merging of
GW with DMFT, and the ab-initio dynamical vertex approximation DΓA. The latter
includes the physics of GW, DMFT and non-local correlations beyond, and allows
one to calculate (quantum) critical exponents. Lechermann et al. [8] discuss realistic
many-body approaches to materials with strong non-local correlations. While local
correlations are in principle treated exactly within DMFT, there are two major and
interlinked routes for important further methodical advances: On one hand, there is
a strong need for methods combining the DMFT with modern band-structure theory,
and on the other hand non-local correlations beyond the mean-ﬁeld paradigm must be
accounted for. Referring to several concrete examples the authors discuss how these
two routes can be combined. Schüler et al. [9] review method developments and applications of theoretical approaches for the realistic description of the electronic and
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magnetic properties of nanostructures with correlated electrons. The implementation
of a ﬂexible interface between DFT and a variant of DMFT suitable for the simulation of complex correlated structures is explained and illustrated. Discussing Cr (001)
surfaces, magnetic adatoms, and molecular systems as examples it is shown how the
interplay of the Hubbard U and Hund’s J determines charge and spin ﬂuctuations
and how these interactions drive diﬀerent sorts of correlation eﬀects in nanosystems.
Finally, part (4) is devoted to lattice transformations and ordering phenomena in
general. Kuneš et al. [10] discuss the search for electronic instabilities in materials
close to spin-state crossovers and analyze the properties of the corresponding ordered
states within DMFT. This investigation, motivated by the physics of LaCoO3 , led
to the discovery of the condensation of spinful excitons in the two-orbital Hubbard
model, with a surprisingly rich phase diagram. Electronic correlations can also be
the driving force behind structural transformations of materials. To be able to investigate such instabilities, a formalism for the computation of total energies and
forces was developed within a fully charge self-consistent combination of DFT and
DMFT. The properties of Fe and FeSe determined within this approach are discussed.
Schade et al. [11] review the current state of reduced density-matrix functional theory,
which is a natural extension of DFT for systems dominated by orbital physics. They
describe a method which combines many-particle eﬀects based on reduced densitymatrix functional theory with a density functional-like framework, and present the
construction of density-matrix functionals directly from many-particle theory such as
methods from quantum chemistry or many-particle Greens functions.
Results obtained within the Research Unit FOR 1346 can also be found in the
lecture notes of the two Autumn Schools organized by us at the Forschungszentrum
Jülich in 2011 and 2014, respectively:
The LDA+DMFT approach to strongly correlated materials
(http://www.cond-mat.de/events/correl11)
DMFT at 25: Infinite Dimensions
(http://www.cond-mat.de/events/correl14)
The basis for the success of the Research Unit FOR 1346 was the excellent cooperation between its numerous members – all experts in their respective ﬁeld of research. In particular, the highly signiﬁcant contributions by young researchers should
be stressed.
All members of the Research Unit FOR 1346 are very grateful to the Deutsche
Forschungsgemeinschaft for the funding during the last seven years which made this
research possible.
This special issue of EPJ-ST is dedicated to the memory of our colleague Thomas
Pruschke (1959–2016), one of the principal investigators of project P9, whose untimely
death has been an immense loss not only for our Research Unit but for the entire
correlated electron community.
Open Access This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the
Creative Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0),
which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium,
provided the original work is properly cited.
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Abstract. We report on a detailed experimental and theoretical study
of the electronic structure of NiO. The charge-transfer nature of the
band gap as well as the intricate interplay between local electronic
correlations and band formation makes NiO to be a challenging case
for a quantitative ab-initio modeling of its electronic structure. To reproduce the compensated-spin character of the ﬁrst ionization state
and the state created by hole doping requires a reliable determination
of the charge transfer energy Δ relative to the Hubbard U . Furthermore, the presence of non-local screening processes makes it necessary
to go beyond single-site many body approaches to explain the valence
band spectrum.

1 Introduction
NiO crystallizes in the rocksalt structure and is an antiferromagnetic insulator (AFI)
with a Néel temperature of 523 K [1]. De Boer and Verwey [2] pointed out already
80 years ago that many properties of 3d transition metal (TM) compounds cannot be
explained by band theory. Indeed, standard band theory predicts NiO to be a metal,
caused by the fact that its 3d shell is partially ﬁlled. It was then understood on a
qualitative level that strong Coulomb interactions between the 3d electrons must play
a role [3,4]. However, with the advancement of density functional based methods in
the 1980’s, it was proposed to treat the AFI oxides as Slater insulators so that a band
gap can be formed [5–7]. Indeed, the calculations produced a band gap for NiO, but
its value is very small, about 0.2 eV [5]. This quantitative prediction has in fact been
a
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falsiﬁed almost immediately by a combined photoelectron (PES) and bremsstrahlungisochromat (BIS) spectroscopy experiment which showed that the band gap is an order
of magnitude larger, namely 4.3 eV [8]. This experimental observation thus established
ﬁrmly the role of strong electron correlations in determining the insulating nature
of NiO.
Nevertheless, it was not clear for a long time why the magnitude of the band gap
in many correlated oxides does not always scale with the strength of the Hubbard
U , which is deﬁned as the energy cost to transfer one electron from one TM 3d ion
to another (far away) TM 3d ion in the solid. This puzzle was solved by Zaanen,
Sawatzky, and Alllen [9] who inferred that another energy scale plays an equally
important role, namely the charge transfer energy Δ, which is the energy cost to
transfer an electron from an oxygen 2p ion to a (far away) TM 3d ion. They argue
that the band gap is then determined by the smaller of the two quantities U or Δ. If
U is smaller than Δ, the low energy excitations are given by the TM 3d degrees of
freedom so that the band gap scales with U . This deﬁnes a Mott-Hubbard insulator
and Ti2 O3 , V2 O3 , and Cr2 O3 may serve as examples [9]. If on the other hand, Δ is
smaller than U , then the lowest energy excitations involve the removal of an electron
from the O 2p and its transfer to the TM 3d with the result that the band gap is given
by Δ. Such a system is then called a charge-transfer insulator and CuO, La2 CuO4 ,
and CuCl2 are good representatives [9]. These ﬁndings have resulted in the conception
of a new classiﬁcation scheme for transition metal oxides now known as the ZaanenSawatzky-Allen (ZSA) phase diagram. Interestingly, NiO seems to have comparable
U and Δ values so that NiO can be placed in the intermediate regime of the ZSA
phase diagram [9].
Taking the TM ion to have the 3dn conﬁguration in the ground state, we will ﬁnd
for Mott-Hubbard insulators that the ﬁrst ionization state or the lowest state that
one can reach with hole doping, will be given by one of the 3dn−1 multiplet states.
Moreover, one can readily expect that this will be of high-spin state character since
the ﬁrst Hund’s rule determines the order of those 3dn−1 multiplet states. For chargetransfer insulators on the other hand, the situation can be quite diﬀerent. With U
larger than Δ, the ﬁrst ionization state will no longer be of the 3dn−1 type but rather
3dn L, i.e., a state where the extra hole is in the O 2p ligand rather than in the TM
3d shell. Here we use the notation L for the ligand hole. It turns out that such a
ﬁrst ionization state can have a spin character that is not given by the Hund’s rule
high-spin state. Instead, due to the strong anti-ferromagnetic interaction between the
hole on the ligand and the hole on the TM ion, the state will be of spin-compensated
nature. A famous example is the formation of the d9 L Zhang-Rice singlet instead of
the d8 triplet upon doping of a Cu2+ cuprate with holes [10,11].
With NiO put in the intermediate regime of the ZSA phase diagram, it is not
clear a priori whether the ﬁrst ionization state has a high, or instead, a low spin
character. This is not an unimportant issue since understanding of many of the intriguing properties of Ni3+ compounds like RNiO3 (R = rare earth) and Li-doped
NiO requires knowledge about the relative stability of the possible spin states. The
question that needs to be addressed is whether the present day ab-initio theoretical
calculations can take up the challenge to reliably determine these quantities. A review
of the recent literature will be given below revealing that the results vary. To critically
test the reliability or accuracy of the diﬀerent theoretical approaches we will compare
the calculated valence band spectrum with the one measured by photoelectron spectroscopy. Such a spectrum in fact represents one of the most fundamental excitations
of the system, namely that one which is associated with the propagation of an extra
particle injected into the system. Also here we will discuss the various theoretical
approaches developed most recently and evaluate their strengths as well as possible
shortcomings.
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Fig. 1. Valence band (XPS) (1486.6 eV) spectrum of an in situ cleaved NiO single crystal
(blue curve) together with the results of LDA and LDA+U calculations (black curves), with
and without the broadening to account for the experimental energy resolution.

2 Valence band spectrum
Figure 1 shows the valence band X-ray photoemission spectrum (XPS, hν =
1486.6 eV) of a NiO single crystal cleaved in-situ. The measurement has been carried out at room temperature with an overall energy resolution of about 0.35 eV. The
spectrum represents essentially the Ni 3d spectral weight since the photo-ionization
cross-sections of the O 2p and the Ni 4s orbitals are relatively small [12]. Figure 1 also
shows the Ni 3d density of states as calculated by band theory in the local density
approximation (LDA). It is obvious that this deviates strongly from the experiment:
the LDA spectrum has a Fermi cut-oﬀ and a completely diﬀerent line shape than the
experiment. The inclusion of correlation eﬀects by using the LDA+U approach [13]
does reproduce the insulating state but does not solve the line shape problem. All this
conﬁrms the shortcomings of static mean ﬁeld theories to describe spectra associated
with the fundamental one-particle Green’s function of a strongly correlated system
[13,14].
Realizing that NiO is an insulator and that inter-Ni 3d charge ﬂuctuations are
strongly suppressed due to strong Coulomb interactions, Fujimori and Minami [15]
took a very diﬀerent approach in which they ignored band dispersions all together
and gave up the translational symmetry of the problem. Instead they used a local
NiO6 cluster in which they implemented a conﬁguration interaction model with full
atomic multiplet theory. They were able to obtain an extremely good simulation of
the experimental spectrum, see Figure 2. All characteristic spectral features seemed
to be reproduced.
Nevertheless, this issue was revisited almost a decade later by van Elp et al. [16]
motivated by the ﬁnding of Kuiper et al. [17] that upon Li-doping NiO has a large
number of holes in the O 2p band, strongly suggesting that NiO should be considered
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Fig. 2. Valence band XPS spectrum of NiO together with the results of single-site cluster conﬁguration interaction calculations reproduced from references 15 and 16, with and
without the broadening to account for the experimental energy resolution.

in essence as a charge-transfer insulator. This is helpful to understand why the Ni3+
system LiNiO2 is low spin rather than high spin, since a charge-transfer insulator
allows for low-spin solutions for the ﬁrst ionization state of the parent compound NiO.
The cluster calculations by van Elp et al. [16] therefore were done with parameters
such that the ﬁrst ionization state is the so-called low spin 2 E and not the high spin
4
T1 , i.e., opposite to the Fujimori and Minami solution, see Figure 2.
Interestingly, the spectral line shape of van Elp et al. has a less satisfactory match
with the XPS experiment as compared to that of Fujimori and Minami. For example,
the pronounced peak B in the experiment is much less present in the van Elp et al.
spectrum, see Figure 2. In the following sections we will discuss in more detail how
the spectral line shape and the character of the ﬁrst ionization state depend on the
magnitude of the Hubbard U and the charge-transfer energy Δ and how inter-cluster
eﬀects inﬂuence the spectral line shape.

3 Hubbard U versus charge-transfer energy Δ
We have calculated the Ni 3d spectral weight using a single Ni-site conﬁgurationinteraction cluster model which includes the full atomic multiplet theory as well as
the Ni 3d − O 2p ligand hybridization [18–20]. The simulations have been done for
a NiO6 cluster in Oh coordination using the program XTLS 8.3 [18] with parameter
values which were determined from earlier studies on NiO [16,18,21,22].1 We have
varied the values of the Hubbard U (Udd ) and the O 2p-Ni 3d charge transfer energy,
1

Parameters used for the calculation of the NiO6 cluster (in eV): Δ = 5.0 if not speciﬁed
otherwise, Udd = 6.5 if not speciﬁed otherwise, 10Dq = 0.5, Tpp = 0.8, V (eg ) = 2.2, V (t2g ) =
V (eg )/2, ζ see reference [18], Slater integrals 70% of Hartree-Fock values.
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Fig. 3. Ni 3d spectral weight from single-site NiO6 conﬁguration-interaction cluster calculations for varying values of the charge-transfer energy Δ with the Hubbard U (Udd ) set
to 7.0 eV (black curves), together with the experimental valence band (XPS) spectrum of
a NiO impurity in MgO (red curves). The calculations have been carried out with 0.05 eV
FMWH (full width at half maximum) broadening (sharp peaks) and also with 1 eV FWHM
broadening to account for the experimental energy resolution.

and a representative result is displayed in Figure 3 (black curves) for Udd = 7.0 eV
with the Δ values varied between 3.0 to 8.0 eV. As a reference we have included in
Figure 3 the Ni 3d valence band photoemission spectrum of Ni0.05 Mg0.95 O [23], i.e.,
a NiO impurity system in MgO (red curves). We would like to note that it is more
direct to compare the single-site calculations with a NiO impurity system than with
the NiO bulk since the bulk may show inter-Ni-site or non-local screening eﬀects that
inﬂuences considerably the spectral line shape as we will show later.
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Fig. 4. Phase diagram of the ﬁrst ionization state of NiO calculated using a NiO6 cluster:
low spin 2 E versus high spin 4 T1 .

Figure 3 reveals that a reasonable good match can be found between the simulations and the experiment for Δ values in the range of 4.0 − 5.0 eV. The lines shape
of the main peak at 1.8 eV binding energy (peak A) is well reproduced as well as
the energy separation with the satellite structure at 7.5 − 10.0 eV binding energies.
For Δ values of 6.0 eV or larger, we can observe appreciable discrepancies overall. In
particular, it is worth noting that a new peak structure appear in the calculations at
3.4 eV binding energy (peak B) which is not present in the experiment. From this we
can learn that U must be reasonably larger than Δ as to reproduce the single-site
electronic properties of NiO, i.e., that NiO is more on the charge-transfer side of the
ZSA phase diagram rather than in the intermediate regime.
Another important result from Figure 3 is the observation that the ﬁrst ionization
state is given by the small intensity 2 E peak for simulations with Δ values smaller
than U . Reversely, if U is smaller than Δ the ﬁrst ionization state will be of the high
intensity 4 T1 character. From a more comprehensive set of U and Δ variations we are
able to create a crude phase diagram that shows under which conditions the low-spin
or spin-compensated ﬁrst ionization state is likely to be preferred above the high-spin
one and vice-versa, see Figure 4. As already mentioned above, the ﬁrst ionization
state also represents the state that one will get if one dopes NiO chemically with
holes. The phase diagram is thus also of relevance for the understanding of the low
spin nature of Ni3+ systems like LiNiO2 and RNiO3 (R = rare earth).
The diﬀerence between the Fujimori and Minami study [15] and that of van Elp
et al. [16] is thus about what parameters to use as to simulate the experimental
valence band spectrum best and what consequences the choice of parameters has for
the spin character of the ﬁrst ionization state. The Fujimori and Minami simulation
had the better match to the experimental spectrum but ended up with the high spin
scenario while van Elp et al. proposed the low spin picture at the expense of a poorer
ﬁt to the experimental spectrum.
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Fig. 5. Comparison of the valence band photoemission spectra of bulk NiO and NiO impurity
in MgO. Also included is the calculated Ni 3d spectral weight from a single-Ni-site cluster
(NiO6 ) and a three-Ni-site cluster (Ni3 O16 ). The calculations have been broadened with
0.05 eV FMWH (sharp peaks) and also with 1 eV FWHM to account for the experimental
energy resolution.

4 Single-site versus multi-site eﬀects
The Ni 3d valence band photoemission spectrum of Ni0.05 Mg0.95 O [23] used as reference in Figure 3 is actually quite remarkable. It diﬀers in certain aspects essentially
from that of bulk NiO shown in Figure 1, and if properly understood, one could arrive
at a solution to the problem of how to have a good simulation of the experimental
spectrum of bulk NiO and at the same time obtain a low spin ﬁrst ionization state.
We present the experimental data once again in Figure 5 for a detailed investigation.
We can clearly observe that the main feature of the NiO impurity spectrum consists
of a single peak A at 1.8 eV binding energy, while that of bulk NiO has two peaks,
namely peak A at 1.8 eV and peak B at 3.4 eV.
To identify the origin of this striking diﬀerence, we present in Figure 5 a single-Nisite cluster calculation, namely a NiO6 octahedral cluster, that reproduces the NiO
impurity spectrum rather well. The emphasis for this single-Ni-site simulation is to
ensure that the calculated main peak does not show a pronounced peak B and that
the ﬁrst ionization state is the low-spin 2 E state. The parameters used are listed in
reference1 .
Next we carried out a multi-Ni-site cluster calculation in the form of a Ni3 O16
chain made of three corner-shared NiO6 octahedra using the method developed by
Tanaka [24] to reduce the many-body basis set. The spins of Ni ions in this short chain
have antiferromagnetic correlations in the initial state. Important is that also in this
calculation we are using the same values for all parameters as for the single Ni-site
simulation. The calculated Ni 3d one-electron removal spectrum on the central Ni ion
is then displayed in Figure 5. We now can clearly observe that a new feature appears
at 3.0 eV binding energy, resembling very much peak B of the bulk NiO spectrum.
We can expect that a Ni7 O36 cluster in which a central NiO6 cluster is surrounded
antiferromagnetically by six other NiO6 units, will produce an even more pronounced
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peak at 3.0-3.4 eV in Ni 3d spectrum for the central Ni ion. This then basically should
reproduce peak B of bulk NiO.
We therefore can infer that the appearance of peak B must be sought in nonlocal correlations, i.e., eﬀects which are beyond a single-site approach. An analogy
may be drawn with the case of the Ni 2p core level spectrum of NiO. Also there a
two-peak structure appears in the spectrum that is not present in a single Ni site
cluster calculation. Van Veenendaal and Sawatzky [25] proposed a so-called non-local
screening mechanism in which upon removal of a Ni 2p core electron, an electron of a
neighboring NiO6 cluster screens the localized Ni 2p core hole thereby leaving behind
a low-energy 2 E state on the neighboring cluster.
To interpret the results of our multi-Ni-site cluster calculations in terms of the
same non-local screening mechanism for our valence band case, we need to identify
the existence of a high intensity peak in the valence band that is also rather localized in nature. Looking at Figure 5, we can see that the main peak is given by
the 4 T1 state. This state is formed by a hole that is injected by the photoemission
experiment into the t2g orbital starting from a high-spin Ni d8 ground state. The
ability of this state to disperse is rather limited since the overlap between the Ni
3d(t2g ) and O 2p(π) is small. We thus can consider this state as quasi-core. We then
can invoke the non-local screening process as follows: After the creation of the 4 T1
state, an eg electron from a neighboring NiO cluster hops onto the Ni site, leaving
behind a coherent 2 E hole state on that neighbor. These two states are energetically
almost degenerate [25], and the Ni 3d(eg ) and O 2p(σ) hybridization between them
is then strong enough to produce two peaks: Not only the main peak A but also
peak B.
This non local screening mechanism is not applicable for the 2 E state, which is a
state in which a photohole is injected in an eg orbital starting from the 3d8 3 A2 ground
state [22]. This hole can be expected to readily propagate in the lattice rather than
being screened by the same type of hole on a neighboring site. Interestingly, although
the transfer intergrals between the Ni 3d(eg ) and O 2p(σ) orbitals are rather large
[16,25], the eﬀective nearest hopping of the 2 E state can be expected to be very small
due to the antiferromagnetic ordering. Indeed, the three Ni-site calculation show that
the splitting in the 2 E state is of order 0.2 eV only.

5 Antiferromagnetic order and electronic structure
To quantify to what extent inter-Ni or non-local screening eﬀects play a role in the
valence band electronic structure of NiO, we now investigate the inﬂuence of the
antiferromagnetic order on the spectra. Figure 6 shows the valence band spectra
taken at 300 K and at 525 K, i.e., below and at the Neel temperature. We can clearly
observe signiﬁcant changes. The loss of antiferromagnetic order apparently causes
a reduction of the height and an increase of the width of peak A. Also the energy
separation between peak A and peak B becomes smaller.
These observations ﬁts quite well with the non-local screening mechanism of the
4
T1 main peak mentioned above. To show this we take a closer look at the electron
removal states and the possible screening channels. Let us consider a spin-up Ni ion
with the d8 ground state, i.e., having two spin-down eg holes. The main peak in the
photoemission spectrum of this ion is the high-spin 4 T1 state, i.e., a state with the
added hole in the spin-down t2g orbital. In order to have the non-local screening from
a neighboring Ni ion, i.e., to have the hopping of an eg electron from the neighbor
leaving behind the 2 E state on that neighbor, the eg electron must be spin-down,
since the two eg holes available on the photoemitted Ni ion are both spin-down. This
means that the neighboring Ni ion must be spin-down d8 in the ground state. In other
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Fig. 6. NiO valence band spectra taken at 300 and 525 K.

words, non-local screening is in this (simpliﬁed) picture only possible from nearest
neighbors that are antiferromagnetically aligned. In the antiferromagnetic state, each
Ni ion is surrounded by six antiferromagnetic neighbors. In the paramagnetic state,
the number of antiferromagnetic neighbors is reduced to three on average. This means
that non-local screening eﬀects will be reduced in going from the antiferromagnetic
to the paramagnetic state. The experimental spectral changes observed is consistent
with these considerations, giving further support for our suggestion that multi Ni-site
eﬀects do play an important role in the electronic structure of NiO.

6 Recent theoretical developments
A ﬂurry of theoretical studies have been devoted recently to the NiO problem using a
variety of new and highly sophisticated approaches. These include several types of GW
calculations [26,27], LDA+DMFT [28–36], VCA (variational cluster approximation)
[37–40] as well as calculations of the relevant screened interactions [41].
Focussing on the LDA+DMFT studies, we notice that they diﬀer in the impurity
solver utilized and in the implementation of the double counting correction. Nevertheless, it is quite encouraging that the calculations by Kunes et al. [29,30], Yin et al.
[31], Miura et al. [32] and Nekrasov et al. [33] all produce quite similar Ni 3d spectral weight: the ﬁrst ionization state is of eg character and the main spectral feature
consists of a single peak A. That the ﬁrst ionization state is eg like is consistent with
the experimental indication for the presence of the 2 E state. However, the failure to
reproduce peak B visible in the experimental spectrum seems to indicate that peak B
indeed is a product of non-local screening eﬀects which require an explanation beyond
the single-site DMFT, i.e., a multi-site cluster DMFT is required. While the present
DMFT results resemble in eﬀect the single-site cluster ﬁndings of van Elp et al. [16],
we would like to note that energy separation between the eg ﬁrst ionization state and
the t2g main peak is much larger in the DMFT than in the van Elp study and in the
experiment. Looking back at the set of simulations in Figure 3, one may infer that
these DMFT studies somehow have overestimated considerably the Hubbard U value
relative to the charge-transfer energy Δ.
Interestingly, the DMFT calculations by Thunström et al. [34] as well as the VCA
by Eder [38–40] do produce a two peak structure for the main feature, although one
might object that the relative weights of the two peaks are quite diﬀerent from the
experimental peak A to peak B ratio. Most important is that the ﬁrst ionization
state is of t2g character (and thus 4 T1 like) in these calculations, in disagreement
with the low spin nature of Ni3+ oxides. In fact, one could infer that these results
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Fig. 7. Valence band XPS spectrum of NiO (blue curve) together with the Ni 3d spectral
weight from recent LDA + DMFT and VCA calculations (black lines with 1 eV FWHM
broadening, grey dashed lines as originally given in the references).

are quite similar to the early single-site cluster calculations by Fujimori and Minami
[15] and that the Hubbard U value has probably been underestimated relative to the
charge-transfer energy Δ. All this shows the importance of developing methods to
determine reliable values for the screened interactions [41] and to correct for possible
double counting of the interactions [33,42].

7 Conclusions
We have investigated the electronic structure of NiO using a combination of photoelectron spectroscopy and cluster conﬁguration interaction calculations. We have
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found that NiO is a charge-transfer insulator with a spin-compensated ﬁrst ionization
state, thereby explaining the tendency of Ni3+ oxides to form low-spin systems. From
studying experimentally the temperature and dilution dependence as well as from
analyzing the cluster size dependence of the spectral line shape we have also established the importance of non-local screening eﬀects. These ﬁndings call for a consistent
ab-initio determination of the charge transfer energy Δ and the Hubbard U and point
out the need to include multi-site interactions in the quantitative ab-initio modeling
of the electronic structure of transition metal oxides.
We gratefully acknowledge support of the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft through FOR
1346. Open access funding provided by Max Planck Society.
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Abstract. The insulator SrTiO3 can host high-mobility twodimensional electron systems on its surfaces and at interfaces with
other oxides. While for the bare surface a two-dimensional electron
system can only be induced by oxygen vacancies, it is believed that
the metallicity of heterostructure interfaces as in LaAlO3 /SrTiO3 is
caused by other mechanisms related to the polar discontinuity at the
interface. Based on calculations using density functional and dynamical mean-ﬁeld theory as well as on experimental results using photoemission spectroscopy we elucidate the role of oxygen vacancies,
thereby highlighting their importance for the electronic and magnetic
properties of the systems under study.

1 Introduction
Already for a long time the physics of semiconductors and in particular their technological application relies on the exploitation of electronically active defects — electron donors and acceptors — that are implemented in the host materials usually in
form of elemental impurities. Of paramount importance for the fabrication of working
devices like metal oxide semiconductor ﬁeld-eﬀect transistors is the exact control over
the spatially inhomogeneous distribution of these impurities at interfaces.
In the ﬁeld of transition metal oxides defects are often unwanted since they cause
disorder which often does harm to or even completely destroys the intrinsic functionalities of oxides such as superconductivity or magnetic order. An exception in some
a
Present Address: Research Institute for Interdisciplinary Science, Okayama University,
Okayama 700-8530, Japan
b
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particular cases e.g., in high-Tc superconductors represents the oxygen stoichiometry because via the oxygen concentration the charge carrier doping can be tuned to
ensure the highest Tc .
With the advent of modern thin ﬁlm technology it became possible during the
last one and a half decade to grow layered structures of transition metal oxides with
a precision down to the atomic scale similar to what has been accomplished for many
years for semiconductors on an industrial level. Thus the targeted manipulation and
control of defects in oxides and in particular at their surfaces and interfaces open new
avenues from both a fundamental and an applicational point of view.
A paradigmatic example for this development is the famous LaAlO3 /SrTiO3 heterostructure. It develops a two-dimensional electron system with intriguing properties
such as superconductivity or a dichotomy of superconductivity and magnetism at its
interface but only if 4 or more monolayers of LaAlO3 are grown on a properly prepared, TiO2 terminated substrate. The question whether the interplay of ﬁlm and
substrate is decisive for the formation and the properties of this two-dimensional
electron system or the substrate alone is suﬃcient to host two-dimensional conductivity of essentially the same kind has fuelled a vast number of experimental and
theoretical studies.
In this review we cover both advanced theoretical and experimental methods which
allow to investigate the inﬂuence of oxygen vacancies on two-dimensional electron
systems at SrTiO3 -based interfaces and surfaces and summarize the relevant results.

2 Oxygen vacancies and surface two-dimensional electron systems
in SrTiO3
2.1 Oxygen-vacancy-induced localized versus itinerant states
The role of oxygen vacancies in the formation of the two-dimensional electron system
(2DES) in SrTiO3 has been a subject of intensive discussion in recent years both
experimentally and theoretically [1–4]. A deep insight on the electronic behavior of
oxygen-deﬁcient SrTiO3 surfaces can be gained from electronic structure calculations
on SrTiO3 slabs based on density functional theory (DFT). Here, we review results
obtained by considering diﬀerent SrTiO3 slabs with various oxygen vacancy conﬁgurations and provide a comprehensive description of the origin of (i) the itinerant
2D electron system, (ii) the localized in-gap states, (iii) possible Rashba spin-orbit
coupling and magnetism and (iv) possible oxygen clustering.
The series of investigated slabs both, SrO-terminated and TiO2 -terminated, are
given in references [5–7]. In this article, we focus on representative examples of slabs
with TiO2 termination. In Figure 1 we show the cases of a TiO2 terminated 2 × 2 × 6
slab with a single oxygen vancancy in the surface layer (Fig. 1a) and a TiO2 terminated 3 × 3 × 4 slab with two vacancies in the surface layer (Fig. 1b). All slabs
have a vacuum of at least 20 Å to avoid spurious interactions between the periodic images. In order to account for possible surface reconstruction, the internal
coordinates of the slabs were relaxed with the projector-augmented wave basis [8]
as implemented in the VASP [9,10] code. As exchange-correlation functional we
employed the generalized-gradient approximation (GGA) [11] in the Dudarev scheme
(GGA + U) [12,13]. The electronic structure was analyzed with the all-electron fullpotential local orbital (FPLO) method [14]. GGA+U with U = 5 eV and JH = 0.64 eV
was performed using the atomic limit double counting correction.
The one-vacancy slabs provide already very valuable information on the formation
of the 2DES. There is a signiﬁcant surface reconstruction after introducing the oxygen
vacancy and we found the formation of a metallic state only after the insertion of the
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Fig. 1. Examples of single and double oxygen vacancy structures of SrTiO3 . (a) TiO2
terminated 2 × 2 × 6 slab with single vancancy in the surface layer. (b) TiO2 terminated
3 × 3 × 4 slab with two vacancies in the surface layer.

vacancy. The charge carriers, independently of the oxygen concentration, are strongly
localized at the surface and deplete rapidly within a few layers from the surface,
which indicates the formation of a two-dimensional electron system. Figure 2a shows
the bandstructure near the Fermi level for the slab in Figure 1a where the extra
electrons gained from the oxygen vacancy occupy Ti t2g bands. The lowest narrow
sub-bands are from in-plane Ti 3dxy states predominantly localized on the surface
TiO2 layer and there are also shallow heavy bands of Ti 3dxz character. These results
agree well with ARPES experimental observations [1,2]. A closer look at the Fermi
surface obtained with this slab (Fig. 2b) shows circular pockets around Γ of 3dxy
character and elliptical pockets of 3dxz character with high eﬀective masses along x
and low eﬀective masses along y. One should note that a defect in the TiO2 layer
breaks rotational symmetry and this is the reason why Figure 2b is not invariant
under a rotation of 90 ◦ , however, in reality, surface oxygen defects are randomly
distributed and a rotationally invariant Fermi surface is observed. Taking this into
account, these results agree well with experiments.
The multivacancy cases disclose further interesting features. In our slab calculations we mainly focussed on two vacancies near a titanium dioxide terminated SrTiO3
surface. Figure 3 shows the energy comparison for all slabs considered. The structure
scheme to the right explains the color code of the symbols. The conﬁguration of both
vacancies in the ﬁrst two layers (circles and triangles) is energetically clearly preferable to the cases of one or two layers separating the vacancies vertically (diamonds
and pentagon). Concerning the lateral separation, 4 to 6 Å separation appears to be
better than very short (2.5 Å) or very long (> 7 Å) distances between vacancies. One
has to keep in mind though that the lateral size of the largest cell we could aﬀord
to study (3 × 3 × 4 supercell) is still rather small, and the issue of vacancy clustering
could be reconsidered with larger computing power at some point.
Summarizing our observations, we conclude that the two vacancies preferably
cluster vertically, inhabiting the ﬁrst two layers, while in the direction parallel to the
surface, the vacancies show a weak tendency towards equal spacing. Furthermore,
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Fig. 2. (a) Band structure and (b) Fermi surface of a relaxed, TiO2 terminated 2 × 2 × 6
SrTiO3 slab with a single vacancy in the TiO2 surface layer (see Fig. 1a for the structure). This vacancy breaks the C4 symmetry of the surface. Reprinted with permission
from reference [5]. (This ﬁgure is subject to copyright protection and is not covered by a
Creative Commons license.)

Fig. 3. Total energies of SrTiO3 slabs with two oxygen vacancies calculated within
GGA + U. The ﬁrst vacancy is always in the surface TiO2 layer (layer 1). Energies are
given as function of distance to the second vacancy which can be in the surface TiO2 layer
(layer 1) (circles), in the subsurface SrO (layer 2) (triangles), in the ﬁrst subsurface TiO2 layer
(layer 3) (diamonds) or in the second subsurface SrO layer (layer 4) (pentagon). Reprinted
from reference [6].

analysis of the nonmagnetic electronic structure showed that oxygen defects in the
surface TiO2 layer lead to population of Ti t2g states and thus itinerancy of the electrons donated by the oxygen vacancy. In contrast, electrons from subsurface oxygen
vacancies populate Ti eg states and remain localized on the two Ti ions neighboring
the vacancy. We ﬁnd that both the formation of a bound oxygen-vacancy state composed of hybridized Ti 3d eg and 4p states neighboring the oxygen vacancy as well as
the elastic deformation after extracting oxygen contribute to the stabilization of the
in-gap states.
We ﬁnally analyze the eﬀect of spin-orbit coupling and magnetism in SrTiO3 slabs
with oxygen vacancies. We performed fully relativistic nonmagnetic and magnetic
density functional theory calculations [7] in the framework of the GGA + SO + U
functional on representative oxygen deﬁcient SrTiO3 slabs and found clear signatures
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Fig. 4. Spin textures and spin-polarized band structures of a 3 × 3 × 4 slab of SrTiO3
with two oxygen vacancies (for the structure, see Fig. 1 b). (a) Nonmagnetic GGA+SO+U
calculation with U = 5 eV. (b) and (c) are ferromagnetic GGA+SO+U calculations with
m  ẑ. Reprinted with permission from reference [7]. (This ﬁgure is subject to copyright
protection and is not covered by a Creative Commons license.)

of atomic specialization, namely, two types of electronic contributions: one is from Ti
atoms neighboring the oxygen vacancies that acquire rather large magnetic moments
and mostly create in-gap states; another comes from the partly polarized t2g itinerant
electrons of Ti atoms lying further away from the oxygen vacancy, which form the
two-dimensional electron system and are responsible for Rashba spin winding and
spin splitting at the Fermi surface.
In more detail, in agreement with the previous calculations above, Ti atoms neighboring the oxygen vacancies create eg localized states that are responsible for the
presence of in-gap states in the region of energies between −0.5 and −1 eV and the
magnetic calculations show that they acquire large magnetic moments. In our simulations we found that the position of the in-gap states is inﬂuenced by the slab
termination, the depth of the oxygen vacancy below the surface, and by possible
oxygen clustering. Further, Ti atoms lying further away from the oxygen vacancy
contribute with polarized t2g itinerant electrons to the conducting 2DES and induce
Rashba spin winding (see Fig. 4) and the spin splitting at the Fermi surface observed
in SARPES [15]. Our calculations found that magnetism suppresses the Rashba eﬀect
by increasing the spin splitting of the t2g orbitals and by modifying the individual spin
orientation, but it does not eliminate completely spin winding as can be observed in
the Fermi surface results for the 3 × 3 × 4 slab of SrTiO3 with two oxygen vacancies
(compare Figs. 4a and 4c). Considering that an averaging of inhomogeneities near
the surface of the measured sample is to be expected, SARPES measurements [15]
could be explained by our calculations as the combined eﬀect of the Rashba eﬀect
and magnetism.
2.2 Realistic DMFT for the oxygen-deficient SrTiO3 surface
So far we discussed the electronic structure of the oxygen-deﬁcient surface of SrTiO3
as described within the DFT+U approach. Though that theoretical framework seems
to provide good results for the present problem, one should be aware of its limitations.
The eﬀective single-particle DFT + U method describes electron correlations, based
on local Coulomb interactions, in the static limit and is furthermore designed for
long-range ordered phases. Several general aspects of Mott(-like) physics such as ﬂuctuating moments, or band narrowing and spectral-weight transfer to Hubbard bands
are missing.
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Fig. 5. DFT + DMFT results for an oxygen double vacancy on the SrTiO3 surface.
(a) Total spectral function. (b) Comparison of eg vs. t2g character (top) and spectra
of selected local states with DFT results. Here |ϕ(1)  ∼ −0.33|z 2  + 0.94|x2 − y 2  and

|ϕ(3)  ∼ |yz are located on the Ti site embedded by the double vacancy, while |ϕ(2,2 )  ∼
2
2
2
−0.39|z  ± 0.04|xz + 0.92|x − y  are next to both OVs.

We therefore advanced on the description of electronic correlations and applied
the charge self-consistent merging of DFT with dynamical mean-ﬁeld theory (DMFT)
to the given surface defect problem [16]. Our approach [17] is here based on the
combination of mixed-basis pseudopotential theory [18] for the DFT part and the
continuous-time quantum Monte Carlo method [19,20], as implemented in the TRIQS
package [21,22], for the DMFT impurity problem. In a slab supercell of 180 atomic
sites, two structural oxygen-vacancy (OV) cases are investigated, namely a two-singlevacancies structure and a double-vacancy defect. The slab is structurally relaxed
within DFT+U [6]. A Hubbard U = 3.5 eV and a Hund’s exchange JH = 0.5 eV are
active on each Ti site, with a local correlated subspace of three eﬀective 3d orbitals.
There are 16 inequivalent Ti impurity problems in the supercell, and the coupled
realistic problem is solved within multi-site DFT+DMFT at T = 290 K (see [16] for
details).
In the following we restrict the discussion to the double-vacancy (DV) defect structure. Figure 5a displays the correlated paramagnetic spectral function with metallic
character, with a pronounced in-gap weight at ∼ −1.2 eV. That location is in very
good agreement with experimental ﬁndings [1,2,23–25]. The in-gap weight stems dominantly from localized Ti eg orbitals near the defect, shifted to low energy because of a
correlation-enhanced crystal ﬁeld. Note that in conventional DFT, the defect-induced
Ti eg spectral weight remains close to the Fermi level, entwined with the onset of Ti
t2g weight from more delocalized states (see Fig. 5b). On the other hand, electronic
correlations drive an obvious dichotomy, i.e., localized eg far from the Fermi level
and itinerant t2g at low energy. Note that there still is some minor satellite-like t2g
character contributing to the in-gap peak, but a standard Mott-Hubbard picture does
not apply.
2.3 Realistic DMFT for the oxygen-deficient SrVO3
The previous sections showed that introduction of vacancies in SrTiO3 forms both
in-gap states and a 2DES at the surface of SrTiO3 . Furthermore, electronic correlations beyond conventional DFT appear as a vital ingredient to sustain these features.
From a broader perspective, the ﬁndings are then in place to challenge the two customary paradigms in view of coexisting low- and high-energy electron states in condensed
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matter. Namely, on the one side the weak-coupling defect-state picture from traditional semiconductor physics, and the strong-coupling Hubbard-band picture from
traditional correlated-oxide physics on the other side. In the case of band-insulating
SrTiO3 , commonly understood as being located close to a weak-coupling limit, it was
here shown that strong correlation eﬀects are indispensable to account for a proper
description of oxygen-vacancy induced electronic states, albeit a conventional strongcoupling picture does not readily apply. Yet it is then tempting to choose another
oxide system, by now commonly understood to reside close to that latter limit, and
ask the question if oxygen vacancies are also eﬀective in scrutinizing the other wellknown paradigm, i.e., the Hubbard-band picture. For this purpose, the moderately
correlated SrVO3 serves as an ideal comparing materials test case, since it has the
identical SrTiO3 perovskite crystal structure and displays t2g -based conductivity.
The SrVO3 compound has been the drosophila model system to test the predictions
of strongly correlated electron theories because it displays both coherent quasiparticles as well as incoherent excitations. This behaviour has been intensively studied
both experimentally by angle resolved photoemission [26–28] and theoretically by a
combination of density functional theory with dynamical mean ﬁeld theory [29–31]
and its extensions [32,33]. At a binding energy of about −1.5 eV, the angle integrated
photoemission spectra of SrVO3 show a broad peak that is usually interpreted as
an incoherent excitation, a Hubbard band linked to the V t2g electrons. However, a
broad feature at about −1.5 eV has been seen also in SrTiO3 , a 3d0 transition metal
oxide where this feature has been clearly linked to the presence of oxygen defects as
described above.
We have addressed this issue by performing charge selfconsistent DFT + DMFT
calculations for example structures of SrVO3 with oxygen vacancies; here we focus
on the two vacancy case shown in the inset of Figure 6b. We chose values of U =
2.5 eV and J = 0.6 eV for vanadium. We compare k-integrated and k-resolved spectral
functions (Fig. 6b and d) to bulk SrVO3 without vacancies (Fig. 6a and c). While
in the case of defect free SrVO3 , a t2g quasiparticle peak at the Fermi level and a
lower Hubbard band (LHB) at negative energies of the same t2g nature is found in
agreement with the ARPES result [34], the oxygen vacancies produce a dispersionless
in-gap state at ∼ −1 eV which is of eg character as in SrTiO3 . This is in very good
agreement with the oxygen vacancy states observed in ARPES which are created by
UV or X-ray irradiation. It means that the increase in intensity of the in-gap state in
the oxygen-deﬁcient SrVO3 should not be attributed to an increase in population of
the lower Hubbard satellite, but instead to the manifestation of vacancy states of eg
character.

2.4 Control of separate electronic phases
Electronic phase separation is a key concept in the ﬁeld of many-body physics, in particular in the context of strongly correlated transition metal oxides [36]. It denotes
a spatial inhomogeneity of the electronic and magnetic properties of a material at
its surfaces, interfaces with other materials or in its bulk on the nano- to mesoscale.
In a strict sense, it is induced in a chemically homogeneous solid when competing
internal or mutual interactions between the charge, spin, orbit, and lattice degrees of
freedom happen to depend strongly on electron density. Examples for such interactions include the superconducting pairing interaction, magnetic exchange or Rashba
spin-orbit coupling [36,37].
The tendency to enhance locally the electron concentration in order to beneﬁt in
turn from the energy lowering of a given interaction is counteracted — or frustrated
— by the Coulomb repulsion, leading to static or dynamic density ﬂuctuations on
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Fig. 6. LDA + DMFT results for SrVO3 , taking the renormalization of the bandwidth into
account [35]. (a) k-integrated spectral function for bulk SrVO3 . A quasiparticle peak at EF
and a lower Hubbard band at −1.6 eV is seen in the V t2g orbitals. (b) Spectral function
for the 2 × 2 × 3 supercell of SrVO3 with two oxygen vacancies. An additional nondispersive
V eg vacancy state originating from the V atom neighboring the oxygen vacancies leads to a
sharp peak below the Fermi level at ∼ −1.0 eV. The V t2g orbitals show a quasiparticle peak
at EF and a lower Hubbard band at −1.8 eV. (c,d) Show the corresponding spectral functions
(multiplied by a T = 20 K Fermi-Dirac function) along the path X − Γ − X. Reprinted with
permission from reference [34]. (This ﬁgure is subject to copyright protection and is not
covered by a Creative Commons license.)

ﬁnite length scales [38,39]. These can be thought of being local precipitations of spatially homogeneous phases which exist in other portions of the phase diagram [40].
Famous material classes prone to electronic phase separation comprise manganites
with their particular rich phase diagrams exhibiting metallic or insulating magnetic
as well as charge-ordered phases [40], cuprate high-temperature superconductors displaying various types of intertwined order [41,42], but also less correlated Fe-based
superconductors [43,44].
In a broader sense, the term electronic phase separation is used whenever two
or more phases with diﬀering electronic or magnetic properties coexist on microscopic length scales, including cases where the electronic phase separation is driven by
inhomogeneities of the chemical composition or structural disorder [45,46].
Regarding SrTiO3 -based interfaces and surfaces Ariando et al. [47] were the ﬁrst
to report on electronic phase separation at the LaAlO3 /SrTiO3 interface, i.e., in the
region of the two-dimensional electron system. From electrical and magneto-transport
data as well as magnetization measurements they inferred a separation of interface
charges into dense nanoscopic droplets with a large diamagnetic moment below 60 K,
ferromagnetic regions of about the same extension up to room temperature, and a
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background quasi-two-dimensional electron gas. The occurrence and coexistence of
these phases were found to depend strongly on growth conditions during pulsed laser
deposition, though no speciﬁc microscopic scenario for the electronic phase separation
was put forward.
Shortly after, Li et al. [48] and Bert et al. [49] communicated high-resolution magnetic torque magnetometry and direct imaging by scanning SQUID measurements,
respectively, indicating the coexistence of ferromagnetism and superconductivity at
the LaAlO3 /SrTiO3 interface. As possible microscopic origin Li et al. suggested a
non-uniform distribution of oxygen vacancies in the interfacial TiO2 layers, stabilizing
magnetic order of the Ti ions at the interface. Such a scenario would imply chemically driven electronic phase separation. From second harmonic generation Günter
et al. [50] got evidence for spatial inhomogeneities at the LaAlO3 /SrTiO3 interface
on a length scale of ≈ 30 µm for ﬁlm thicknesses not larger than a monolayer. In this
study electronic eﬀects were favoured over chemical ones, with clustering of oxygen
defects being explicitly discarded.
Stimulated by the experimental observations theoretical work related to electronic
phase separation at oxide interfaces was performed by Nanda and Satpathy [51],
Caprara et al. [52], Pavlenko et al. [53], Bucheli et al. [54], Bovenzi et al. [37], Seibold
et al. [55], and Scopigno et al. [56]. These studies draw up scenarios which are speciﬁc
to oxide surfaces and interfaces to varying degrees and comprise mechanisms involving electron-phonon coupling [51], Rashba spin-orbit coupling [37,52,54,55], oxygen
vacancies [53], the superconducting pairing interaction [37], and the electrostatic conﬁnement potential at the interface [37,56].
Our own experimental work [57] in this context focused on the role of oxygen
vacancies for the formation of a two-dimensional electron system at the surface of
bare SrTiO3 in (100) and (111) orientation. Using (angle-resolved) photoemission we
got evidence for two separate electronic phases at the surface that are distinguished
by a strong disproportionation of charge with respect to each other. We argue that
a highly doped metallic phase is due to surface regions with a large oxygen vacancy
concentration that are embedded in another insulating or only lightly electron-doped
phase. Since oxygen vacancies are known to trap electrons at nearby Ti sites it is
conceivable to relate the highly doped, oxygen vacancy rich phase to the ferromagnetic
domains that were observed at the LaAlO3 /SrTiO3 interface [48,49]. The other phase
gets (additionally) doped in case of the heterointerface due to the polar discontinuity
caused at the interface by the polar LaAlO3 ﬁlm on the non-polar SrTiO3 substrate
in order to compensate the arising electrostatic potential across the ﬁlm.
To control the average oxygen vacancy concentration at the SrTiO3 surface we
employed a newly developed technique. On the one hand, oxygen vacancies are created
under intense irradiation with X-rays at a synchrotron radiation facility [58]. On the
other hand, a metal capillary in front of the sample allows to direct a steady ﬂow
of oxygen onto the SrTiO3 surface. Thereby, oxygen vacancies are annihilated and a
certain concentration of oxygen vacancies can be adjusted in a dynamical equilibrium
through the oxygen ﬂow [57].
At maximum dosing oxygen vacancies can be suppressed completely and the
SrTiO3 surface is insulating. At ﬁnite oxygen vacancy concentrations a twodimensional electron system develops [1,2]. The positively charged oxygen vacancies
provide a conﬁnement potential at the surface resulting in a downward bending of
the Ti 3d t2g conduction bands. At the same time the oxygen vacancies donate a
certain fraction of electrons to these bands forming two-dimensional quantum well
states while the remaining fraction stays localized at Ti sites adjacent to the oxygen
vacancies [59] as discussed in Section 2.1.
In photoemission these two types of electrons — itinerant and trapped ones —
show up in diﬀerent ways. In the Ti 3p core-level spectra (see Fig. 7c) additional
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Fig. 7. (a) Fermi surface maps of the SrTiO3 (111) surface for three states corresponding to diﬀerent oxygen vacancy concentrations. Bottom row: as measured; top row: symmetrized. (b) k-integrated QP spectra. (c) Ti 3p core level spectra. For details see text.
From reference [57]. (This ﬁgure is subject to copyright protection and is not covered by a
Creative Commons license.)

electrons in the Ti 3d shell lead to emission at lower binding energies (Ti3+ ) since
an extra electron screens the core potential more eﬀectively than in the case where
Ti is in a 4+ oxidation state. Thus the Ti3+ emission is a measure of the total number of doped electrons. The itinerant electrons contributing to the metallic two-dimensional electron system give rise to a quasiparticle (QP) peak at the
chemical potential (Fig. 7b). In a k-resolved (angle-resolved) photoemission measurement it corresponds to the three degenerate Ti 3d t2g bands crossing the chemical potential and thus give rise to Fermi surface sheets as shown in Figure 7a
for SrTiO3 in (111) orientation (note that there are no indications for more than
one occupied quantum well state in our data). According to Luttinger’s theorem
the Fermi surface area is a direct measure of the sheet carrier density of itinerant
electrons, nF S .
Evaluating nF S from the Fermi surface sheets for three diﬀerent states of a SrTiO3
surface corresponding to three diﬀerent oxygen vacancy concentrations gives only a
moderate variation of the sheet carrier density between about 0.8 × 1014 cm−2 and
1.3 × 1014 cm−2 . In contrast, the k-integrated QP intensity in Figure 7b shows a much
stronger relative change in spectral weight for the same three states of the surface.
This ﬁnding can be reconciled if one assumes the existence of a metallic phase A with
only a slight increase of charge carrier density upon enhancing the oxygen vacancy
concentration while its surface coverage rises strongly.
From the Ti3+ /Ti4+ ratio one can infer the sheet carrier density of the itinerant
Ti 3d electrons averaged over the whole sampled surface area, navg (assuming a 1 : 1
disproportionation between localized and itinerant electrons due to the strong onsite
Coulomb repulsion which prevents two electrons from being trapped at the same Ti
site [59]). For a homogeneous distribution of charge carriers navg and nF S would
equal each other (blue line in Fig. 8 which plots these quantities against each other).
However, as can be seen in Figure 8 navg is much smaller for the three prepared
surface states, hinting again to the fact that there are highly doped metallic regions A
embedded in an insulating or only lightly doped matrix B (see Fig. 8). With increasing
coverage of the surface with phase A as can be read oﬀ from the QP intensity (right
axis) the data points become closer to the blue line and are expected to fall onto it
for a homogeneous coverage of the surface with phase A. The extrapolation of the
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Fig. 8. Comparison of the sheet carrier densities for the three diﬀerent states of Figure 7
as determined from the Fermi surface area (nF S ) and the Ti3+ /Ti4+ valence ratio in the
Ti 3p spectra. Also plotted is the relative k-integrated QP intensity. For details see text.
From reference [57]. (This ﬁgure is subject to copyright protection and is not covered by a
Creative Commons license.)

data points in Figure 7 to zero average carrier density suggests that there is a certain
critical electron density nC for this phase to form.
Our ﬁndings for the bare SrTiO3 surface are reminiscent of the electron
phase separation in LaAlO3 /SrTiO3 , viz. the coexistence of ferromagnetic puddles
embedded in a metallic (superconducting) matrix, mentioned above. They show that
the SrTiO3 surface or interface is prone to a non-uniform distribution of oxygen vacancies, giving rise to highly doped metallic regions. These then would correspond to
the ferromagnetic puddles at the LaAlO3 /SrTiO3 interface, with the local moments of
trapped electrons aligning ferromagnetically. In this scenario we further identify the
metallic matrix at the heterointerface with phase B, becoming (additionally) electron
doped by the polar discontinuity at the interface. The electronic phase separation at
the LaAlO3 /SrTiO3 interface thus appears to be of chemical origin.

3 Two-dimensional electron systems at SrTiO3 -based
heterointerfaces
3.1 Generic and specific doping mechanisms
Since the discovery of a two-dimensional electron system at the interface between the
wide-gap band insulators LaAlO3 and SrTiO3 by Ohtomo and Hwang [60] numerous
studies tried to pin down the exact mechanism leading to the formation of a conducting interface. It was found that the electron system forms only at and beyond a critical
ﬁlm thickness of 4 unit cells (uc) [61] and if the ﬁlm is grown on TiO2 -terminated
substrates. As a generic explanation electronic reconstruction was proposed [60,62].
In this scenario the potential build-up across the LaAlO3 ﬁlm due to the polar discontinuity at the interface — SrTiO3 is unpolar while LaAlO3 exhibits a stacking
sequence of positively and negatively charged lattice planes — is compensated by the
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transfer of half an electron from the LaAlO3 surface into Ti 3d states at the interface. From tunnelling and capacity measurements Singh-Bhalla et al. [63] conﬁrmed
the existence of such a built-in potential. Also Reinle-Schmitt et al. [64] concluded
on electronic reconstruction as origin of the conducting interface based on the observation that the critical thickness can be tuned by diluting LaAlO3 with SrTiO3 ,
thereby changing the polar nature of the ﬁlm. Similar conclusions were arrived at
from surface X-ray diﬀraction measurements [65], revealing an atomic rumpling in
the LaAlO3 ﬁlm due to the built-in electric ﬁeld and from the study of electrostrictive
eﬀects [66].
Alternatively, extrinsic eﬀects were invoked to account for the observed conductivity. Oxygen vacancies in SrTiO3 donate itinerant electrons and could induce
a metallic layer [67–69]. Likewise, cation intermixing at the interface, inherent to
the growth process by pulsed laser deposition, would result in electron doping [70].
Finally, the role of adsorbates as charge reservoir for the interfacial electron system
was pointed out in several studies [71–73].
Liu et al. [74] investigated the electric transport properties of SrTiO3 substrates
with crystalline and amorphous LaAlO3 overlayers [75] and systematically changed
parameters like ﬁlm thickness or oxygen vacancy concentration. From their extensive
studies Liu et al. arrived at the conclusion that oxygen vacancies are the dominant
source of electrons when the ﬁlm is amorphous whereas solely electronic reconstruction
accounts for the conductivity in oxygen-annealed crystalline heterostructures where
oxygen vacancies are completely suppressed.
From the above explanations only the electronic reconstruction scenario is able to
naturally account for a critical thickness of the interfacial insulator-metal transition.
Many theory papers reproduced the general picture, i.e., the band bending across the
LaAlO3 ﬁlm with the concomitant shift of the valence band maximum towards and
ﬁnally its crossing of the chemical potential at the critical thickness resulting in a
charge transfer to the interface [76–78]. Other theoretical studies elucidated speciﬁc
aspects of the electronic reconstruction scenario such as what actually leads to the
conﬁnement of the two-dimensional electron system [79,80] or why the experimentally
determined sheet carrier densities [61] are an order of magnitude lower than one would
expect from the transfer of half an electron to the interface [81,82].
The electronic reconstruction scenario, however, was also seriously cast into doubt
by X-ray photoemission measurements providing a fairly sensitive probe for binding
energy shifts — e.g., due to an internal electric ﬁeld in the LaAlO3 ﬁlm — but being
unable to reveal such traces of a ﬁnite potential gradient in the data [83–85]. Likewise,
angle-resolved photoemission measurements using soft X-rays failed to observe O 2pderived hole pockets due to the LaAlO3 valence band Fermi level crossing as expected
and predicted in an electronic reconstruction scenario [86].
Some theoretical studies provided an alternative view on the role of the polar discontinuity for the formation of the two-dimensional electron system taking defects,
in particular oxygen vacancies, into account [71,78,87–90]. They pursue the idea that
electronically active defects at the ﬁlm surface like e.g., oxygen vacancies may serve
as charge reservoir for the interfacial electron system. The electrons transferred to
the interface together with the positively charged defect sites staying behind diminish the internal potential and may screen it out completely, resulting in ﬂat bands
across the ﬁlm. Since the discharge energy per transferred electron increases with ﬁlm
thickness it will outweigh the defect formation energy at a certain critical value.
To shed light on the detailed mechanism at work behind the formation of a conducting interface and to clarify the nature of the two-dimensional electron system
our own research [91] combined two approaches: (i) full control of the oxygen vacancy
concentration in the SrTiO3 substrate and simultaneous monitoring of the microscopic electronic structure at the chemical potential by photoemission as described
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Fig. 9. Valence band spectra and evolution of QP and IG intensities of the metallic LaAlO3 /SrTiO3 heterointerface with a 4 unit cell (uc) thick ﬁlm for varying oxygen
vacancy concentrations. (a) Evolution of heterostructure Ti L-edge resonant photoemission
spectra under X-ray exposure, measured at the QP resonance. (b) Spectra measured at the
IG resonance, solely under X-ray exposure (bottom) or under simultaneous oxygen dosing
(top). The fully oxidized state is shown in blue, the one with saturated oxygen depletion
in red. The black arrows indicate the direction of time. (c) QP (pink curve) and IG (green
curve) spectral weights as function of X-ray exposure time with the oxygen dosing switched
oﬀ and on. With the constant remaining QP spectral weight in the fully oxidized state of the
heterostructure subtracted (grey curve), the QP spectral weight scales in direct proportion
to that of the IG state. From reference [91]. (This ﬁgure is subject to copyright protection
and is not covered by a Creative Commons license.)

in Section 2.4 and (ii) comparison of epitaxial and amorphous heterostructures to
emulate the toggling of the polar discontinuity [74,75].
To overcome the small probing depth of conventional photoemission in the vacuum ultraviolet and to gain direct access to the electronic structure of the buried
interface photoemission measurements have to be conducted in resonance at the Ti L
absorption edge around 460 eV as ﬁrst demonstrated by Drera et al. [92]. Thereby,
the emission of electrons from Ti 3d states is enhanced. Looking at such resonance
spectra in Figures 9 and 10 two structures can be discerned. The one right at the
chemical potential represents the so-called quasiparticle peak (QP) due to the itinerant carriers contributing to the two-dimensional interface electron system. The other
structure appearing at about 1.3 eV binding energy within the pristine gap (IG states)
of SrTiO3 corresponds to the emission of electrons trapped at Ti sites by nearby oxygen vacancies [24,26] (cf. Sects. 2.1 and 2.2). The energies of maximal resonance
enhancement for both structures are shifted by about 1 eV against each other.
The results of these resonant photoemission experiments are summarized in
Figure 9 for epitaxial and in Figure 10 for amorphous heterostructures. In both cases
the photon energy was adjusted such to maximize resonant enhancement either of the
QP peak or IG state. Turning ﬁrst to the spectra of epitaxial LaAlO3 /SrTiO3 it is
seen that both QP and IG states grow in intensity under irradiation with X-rays (see
Fig. 9b, bottom). The spectral changes are fully reversible under oxygen dosing using
a metal capillary in front of the sample (see Fig. 9b, top). The red curves correspond
to the state of saturated oxygen depletion reached in the experiment while the blue
spectra represent the measurements with strongest oxygen dosing. Since essentially
no IG weight is observed even under favourable resonance conditions for strongest
oxygen dosing we consider this state as fully oxidized. Strikingly, as is better seen
from the spectra displayed in Figure 9a, a QP component with ﬁnite weight remains
under these conditions, while the IG states are completely suppressed.
A quantitative account of the QP and IG spectral weights upon oxygen depletion
and re-oxidation is shown in Figure 9c. We plot them as obtained from integrating
the photoemission spectra over the highlighted energy intervals in Figures 9a and 9b
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Fig. 10. Valence band spectra of an amorphous LaAlO3 ﬁlm for varying oxygen vacancy
concentrations. Evolution of spectra for a 1.7 nm thick amorphous LaAlO3 ﬁlm under irradiation without oxygen dosing on the QP (a) and IG resonances (b). The fully oxidized state
is shown in blue, the one with saturated oxygen depletion in red. From reference [91]. (This
ﬁgure is subject to copyright protection and is not covered by a Creative Commons license.)

against X-ray irradiation time. The graph clearly displays the stationary ﬁnite weight
of the QP peak after the fully oxidized state is accomplished while at the same time
the IG weight vanishes. With this ﬁnite value subtracted, the rising curves of QP peak
and IG state during irradiation induced depletion fall on top of each other indicating
that the two electrons released per oxygen vacancy become itinerant or localized in
a ﬁxed — most likely 1 : 1 (see Sect. 2.4) — proportion.
It is instructive to compare these ﬁndings with similar measurements for an amorphous heterostructure with a 1.7 nm thick LaAlO3 ﬁlm (see Fig. 10), in which the
polarity is lifted. Both features, QP and IG states, show a similar behaviour upon
oxygen depletion (blue to red spectra) but with the salient diﬀerence that in the fully
oxidized state also the QP peak gets fully suppressed.
This result of our dosing experiments clearly manifests the existence of a generic
mechanism for the formation of a conducting interface in crystalline LaAlO3 /SrTiO3
that is distinctly diﬀerent from simple doping by oxygen vacancies as is realized at
the interface of amorphous heterostructures. A persistent QP component even under
full oxidation apparently requires not only the presence of a LaAlO3 ﬁlm but also
its crystallinity, i.e., polar order. Our results thus tip the balance in favour of polar
discontinuity as driving force for the intrinsic two-dimensional electron system. In the
light of other photoemission studies cited above that could not pin down the existence
of a built-in potential in the LaAlO3 overlayer, the ﬁndings presented here are furthermore in support of proposals considering electronically active defects as crucial
to understand the development of a conducting interface in epitaxial LaAlO3 /SrTiO3
heterostructures.
3.2 Realistic DMFT and real-space model study of oxygen vacancies
in the LaAlO3 /SrTiO3 interface
As for the SrTiO3 surface, ﬁrst-principles studies of defect-induced physics in oxide
interfaces are already challenging on the DFT(+U) level [78,88,93,94]. Averaged
frameworks, like e.g., the virtual-crystal approximation, often miss relevant aspects
of the spatial inhomogenity. But supercell approaches, due to size limitations and
periodicity, usually only allow for high defect concentrations and impose artiﬁcal
ordering patterns. Since an oxygen vacancy (OV) in SrTiO3 singularly modiﬁes the
electronic structure on the local level, i.e., from Ti(d0 ) towards Ti(d1 ), we follow
here a twofold supercell strategy to assess the dense and dilute defect cases. Realistic
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Fig. 11. DFT + DMFT study of oxygen-deﬁcient LaAlO3 /SrTiO3 (U = 2.5 eV, JH = 0.5 eV,
T = 145 K). (a) Superlattice with Sr (large green), Ti (grey), O (small red), La (large dark
red) and Al (small green) ions. (b) Total spectral function for diﬀerent defect- and magnetic
settings. Grey background marks the DFT(GGA) result. (c) Corresponding relevant local
spectral functions to (b). Dashed lines in the bottom part mark the spin-down spectra.

superlattice DMFT calculations are performed for the dense defect limit [95] and a
derived model Hamiltonian is applied to a large real-space lattice to treat the crossover
to dilute defect scenarios [96].
Figure 11a shows the used inplane-doubled dense defect n-type supercell, with
OVs in the TiO2 layer right at the interface, whereby one out of four oxygen sites is
vacant. Structural relaxations are handled on the DFT level within the generalizedgradient approximation (GGA). The system is already metallic without OVs due to
the polar(-like) mechanism with close to 0.5 t2g electrons on the interface Ti sites (cf.
Fig. 11b). In the presence of OVs, the spectral function exhibits again in-gap weight
of strong eg kind around -1.2 eV [86,97–99], but now with a substantial Hubbardband signature. That strong-correlation character might be partly related to the high
defect concentration, enforcing nearly exactly d1 occupation in the interface TiO2
layer. More detailed comparing investigations to the ﬁndings on the SrTiO3 surface
are needed. Note that oxygen vacancies and correlations are essential to stabilize
ferromagnetism in the LaAlO3 /SrTiO3 interface.
The ﬁrst-principles point of view renders it possible to utilize eﬀective (eg ,t2g )
modellings [53,96]. We derived a minimal two-orbital model, consisting of a t2g (xy)
state and an eﬀective eg state, i.e., ẽg [96]. The latter is lowered by crystal-ﬁeld
eﬀects if an OV is adjacent. This model is solved with an eﬃcient rotational-invariant
slave-boson scheme [100,101] for diﬀerenct OV concentrations on a 10×10 TiO2
interface lattice, whereby the explicit electronic oxygen degrees of freedom are integrated out. Intricate correlation-induced orbital polarizations with obvious diﬀerences
close to and far from the defects are encountered. Magnetic ordering most notably
changes from RKKY-like ferromagnetic (FM) order in the dilute defect case to local
antiferromagnetism at intermediate concentrations, to ﬁnally a more robust doubleexachange-driven FM state near the dense defect limit. This theoretical result allows
one to trace the experimental observations of strongly varying Curie temperatures in
diﬀerent materials samples [47,102–104] to likely diﬀerences in the OV content.
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4 Conclusions
In this review we have surveyed the inﬂuence of oxygen vacancies on the twodimensional electron systems that are hosted at SrTiO3 -based interfaces and surfaces.
The manifold of phenomena driven by oxygen defects is surprisingly rich. It comprises
among others charge localization and doping, electronic phase separation, and correlation eﬀects. Only advanced theoretical methods and computational schemes based
on density functional as well as dynamical mean-ﬁeld theory together with sophisticated experiments such as (high-energy) photoemission providing direct access to
the microscopic electronic structure will advance the profound understanding of the
underlying mechanisms with the perspective to utilize them in future devices and
applications.
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Abstract. In this review we report on developments and various applications of the combined Density Functional and Dynamical Mean-Field
Theory, the so-called LSDA + DMFT method, as implemented within
the fully relativistic KKR (Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker) band structure
method. The KKR uses a description of the electronic structure in
terms of the single-particle Green function, which allows to study
correlation eﬀects in ordered and disordered systems independently
of its dimensionality (bulk, surfaces and nano-structures). We present
self-consistent LSDA+DMFT results for the ground state and spectroscopic properties of transition metal elements and their compounds. In
particular we discuss the spin-orbit induced orbital magnetic moments
for Fex Ni1−x disordered alloys, the magnetic Compton proﬁles of fcc
Ni and the angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) spectra for gallium manganese arsenide dilute magnetic semiconductors.
For the (GaMn)As system a direct comparison with the experimental ARPES spectra demonstrates the importance of matrix element
eﬀects, the presence of the semi-inﬁnite surface and the inclusion of
layer-dependent self-energies.

1 Introduction
During the last decade the Density Functional Theory, through its various exchange
correlations functionals such as the local spin density approximation (LSDA), has
been succesfully combined with the Dynamical Mean-Field Theory (DMFT). This
combination came to be known as the LSDA + DMFT scheme and turned out to be
very successful in dealing with the electronic structure of a wide range of correlated
materials. Meanwhile, various LSDA + DMFT implementations are available [1–3].
a

e-mail: jminar@ntc.zcu.cz
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In the early LSDA+DMFT implementations a two step procedure has been used.
In the ﬁrst step the LSDA problem was solved using an eﬀective one-particle
Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian and the single particle wave-functions (Kohn-Sham basis
set) integrated into the Density Functional variational approach. The corresponding
Green function is obtained using the spectral representation of the Kohn-Sham
Hamiltonian. In the second step, the interacting problem, the low-energy eﬀective
Hamiltonian was formulated within a Wannier-like basis obtained through downfolding or, alternatively, by a suitable combination of Kohn-Sham basis sets. This
low-energy Hamiltonian was solved using DMFT, resulting in local self-energies and
Green functions that can in turn be used to calculate new charge densities and
new LSDA potentials. The above two step procedure follows partly the spirit of the
spectral density functional theory (SDFT) proposed by Savrasov and Kotliar [4].
The key idea of SDFT, however, is the self-consistent procedure applied to the
Dyson equation. This leads to the quasiparticle Schrödinger (or Dirac) equation
with a non-hermitian (component in the) Hamiltonian. An elegant way around the
technical diﬃculties of the SDFT and the Hamiltonian formulation is provided by
the multiple scattering KKR method.
In this manuscript we brieﬂy review the fully self-consistent (with respect to charge
density and self energy) LSDA+DMFT implementation within the full potential fully
relativistic multiple-scattering KKR method [3,5]. A more extended account for the
recent developments using the KKR method has already been published [6]. It is
important to note the KKR ﬂexibility in using the Dyson equation to relate the
Green function of a perturbed system to the Green function of a suitable unperturbed reference system. It allows in particular to calculate the properties of low
dimensional systems, e.g., semi-inﬁnite 2D surfaces, nanostructures and embedded
3D or 2D systems, without using an artiﬁcial supercell construction. Additionally,
the KKR Green function method allows to treat disorder within the Coherent
Potential Approximation (CPA) for substitutional disordered alloys [5,7]. Finally,
in combination with DMFT, all the above problems can be addressed together with
the electronic correlations. What makes relativistic multiple-scattering KKR particularly unique is the use of a fully relativistic formulation on the basis of the fourcomponent Dirac formalism. Important consequences derive from the presence of all
aspects of relativistic eﬀects, contrary to most frequent implementations which consider only spin-orbit coupling. Therefore in combination with the LSDA+DMFT, the
simultaneous description of the orbital magnetic moments [8–10], relativistic band
structure [11], hyperﬁne ﬁelds [12], spin-ﬂuctuations [13], and accurate total energy
calculations [14] becomes possible. In the later years, this method was successfully
applied to a variety of disordered magnetic systems including transition metal [9,15],
Heusler alloys [16,17] and diluted magnetic semi-conductors systems [18,19]. Furthermore, correlation eﬀects on the hcp-Co(0001) surface have been studied and showed
pronounced changes in the band structure seen when the magnetisation is oriented
in or out-of-plane, as a consequence of the spin-orbit coupling acting on the electronic states [20]. Similar important correlation eﬀects in the band structure close
to the Fermi level have been found for Fe, Co and Ni surfaces [21]. The analysis of
ground state properties have been complemented with spectroscopy investigations,
in particular using the angle-resolved photoemission (ARPES). The commonly used
comparison between the calculated density of states / spectral functions and the
corresponding measured spectra ignores among several things the matrix elements
and surface eﬀects. Within the KKR method all these eﬀects are included to a very
large extent. For example, an advanced analysis of ARPES data combines coherently
the LSDA + DMFT method with the one step model of photoemission and allows to
account properly for all relevant issues: the surface geometry, time-reversed LEED
state (as the best possible representation of the ﬁnal state) and most importantly the
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transition matrix elements. These recent theoretical developments have been summarised in two recent reviews [3,22] and were made possible within this research
unit.
In the following we shall review several results obtained with the LSDA + DMFT
method as implemented within the fully relativistic KKR method. In Section 2 we
brieﬂy review the formalism. The results of calculations for the ground state properties
of disordered Fex Ni1−x alloys are presented in Section 3, while spectroscopy related
results are shown in Section 4. In particular in Section 4.1 we discuss the results
of the Compton proﬁles of Ni and Section 4.2 presents the results for the angleintegrated as well as angle resolved photoemission spectra of transition metal surfaces
and disordered materials calculated within the one-step model of photoemission.

2 Computational details
When calculating the electronic structure of a solid, electron correlations may be
accounted for in a rather general way by complementing the scalar, real and local
single-particle potential VLSDA (r) as provided for example by LSDA by a suitably
chosen self energy Σ(r, r , E) that in the most general case is energy dependent,
complex and non-local. A very powerful way to solve the electronic structure problem
for this situation is to solve the corresponding Dyson equation for the single-particle
Green function G(r, r , E):




3 
G(r, r , E) = G0 (r, r , E) + d r
d3 r G0 (r, r , E) [VLSDA (r )δ(r − r )
+ Σ(r , r , E)] G(r , r , E)

(1)

where G0 (r, r , E) is the electronic Green function for the reference system and r, r
are deﬁned relative to the center of an atomic cell corresponding to a speciﬁc site.
The reference system is described by a one-electron Hamiltonian with non-overlaping
potentials located on the regular lattice. The non-overlaping potentials are necessary
for the rigurous applications of the multiple scattering. The Green function for electrons propagating in the potential of the type assumed in equation (1) is obtained
solving the single-site and subsequently the multiple scattering problem. These steps
are brieﬂy described below.
2.1 The single-site problem
Adopting a fully relativistic formulation the single-site problem is speciﬁed by the
corresponding single-site Dirac equation:




2
cα · ∇ + βmc + V̄ (r) + βσz · Beﬀ (r) − E Ψ(r) + d3 r  Σ(r, r , E) Ψ(r ) = 0,
i
(2)
where all quantities have their usual meaning [23] and V̄ (r) and βσz · Beﬀ (r) are
the spin independent and spin dependent parts of the LSDA potential, respectively,
restricted – as the self energy Σ(r, r , E) – to the atomic cell centered at site n.
Equation (2) may be solved by making an ansatz for the wave function Ψ(r) in
terms of four-component partial waves of the form [24]

ψν (r, E) =
ψΛν (r, E)
(3)
Λ
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with


ψΛν (r, E) =



gΛν (r, E) χΛ (r̂)
ifΛν (r, E) χ−Λ (r̂)

,

(4)

where the index Λ = (κ, μ) represents the relativistic spin-orbit and magnetic quantum numbers κ and μ, respectively, while the index ν labels the independent solutions.
In equation (4) gΛν (r, E) and fΛν (r, E) represent the large and small components,
respectively, and χΛ (r̂) is a bi-spinor [23]. This way one ends up with a coupled set of
integro-diﬀerential equations for the radial functions gΛν (r, E) and fΛν (r, E). After
these equations have been solved by a suitable scheme [5] the corresponding singlesite t-matrix tΛΛ (E) is obtained by matching the wave functions smoothly to the free
electron solution at the boundary of the atomic cell [25].

2.2 Multiple-scattering path-operator and the Green function
Having accounted for the local self energy Σ(r, r , E) already when solving the single
site problem all remaining steps to get the Green function are just the same as for plain
LSDA-based calculations. Within the multiple scattering formalism used in the KKR
method the Dyson equation (1) for the Green function is solved using the equation

of motion for the so-called scattering-path operator τ nn (E) connecting sites n and
n [26]:


τ nn (E) = tn (E)δnn + tn (E)





mn
Gnm
(E) ,
0 (E)τ

(5)

m =n

where the underscore indicates matrices with respect to the spin-angular Λrepresentation and Gnm
0 (E) stands for the free electron Green function or the real
space KKR structure constant matrix, respectively. Dealing with a three-dimensional
periodic system equation (5) can be solved exactly by Fourier transformation leading
to [27]:


1
d3 k [t(E)−1 − G0 (k, E)]−1 eik(Rn −Rn ) ,
(6)
τ nn (E) =
ΩBZ
ΩBZ

where G0 (k, E) is the standard k-dependent KKR structure constant matrix.
With the multiple scattering problem solved the Green function G(r, r , E) can
ﬁnally be written as [28,29]:
G(r, r , E) =


ΛΛ

−





n× 
nn
ZΛn (r, E)τΛΛ
 (E)ZΛ (r , E)



ZΛn (r, E)JΛn× (r , E)Θ(r − r)

Λ
+ JΛn (r, E)ZΛn× (r , E)Θ(r

− r ) δnn ,

(7)

where the regular and irregular wave functions, ZΛn (r, E) and JΛn (r, E), respectively,
are normalised in an appropriate way [28,29]. Here it should be stressed that for a
complex non-Hermitian self energy Σ(r, r , E) one has to distinguish between the leftand right-hand side solutions to the single-site Dirac equation (2) [30]. Accordingly,
the left-hand side solutions ZΛn× (r, E) and JΛn× (r, E) have been indicated by the
symbol ×.
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From the knowledge of the Green function, properties of the system represented
by an operator A are obtained by evaluating the expression
 EF

1
A = − 
dE d3 r Trace A G(r, r, E) ,
(8)
π
where the energy integration extends over the range of the occupied part of the
valence band up to the Fermi energy EF . For instance the spin and orbital magnetic
moments are computed with equation (8) using for A the operators μB βσz and μB βlz ,
respectively.

3 Ground state properties
One of the most appealing features of the KKR method is the possibility to link
directly to the CPA alloy theory. Dealing with a binary alloy of A and B atoms the
corresponding CPA medium is determined by the requirement that the substitutional
embedding of an A or B atom into the CPA medium does not lead in the average to
additional scattering. This demand is most easily expressed in terms of the scattering
path operator for α = A, B:
nn
nn
xA τ nn
A + xB τ B = τ CPA

with the component projected scattering path operator

−1
nn
−1
nn
τ nn
α = τ CPA 1 + tα − tCPA τ CPA

(9)

−1

.

(10)

Obviously, equations (6), (9) and (10) have to be solved for the single-site t-matrix
and scattering path operator, tCPA and τ nn
CPA , respectively, of the CPA medium. As
emphasised by Drchal et al. [7] assuming the self energy Σ(r, r , E) to be site-diagonal
as it is done within the LSDA+U as well as within standard DMFT schemes allows to
determine the eﬀective CPA mean-ﬁeld medium, i.e., to perform the single-site CPA
conﬁgurational average as for plain LSDA-based calculations.
In this section we present as an example the CPA formalism applied to the
Fex Ni1−x alloy system. These alloys show very interesting magnetic properties.
Permalloy (x = 0.19) which has fcc structure, shows vanishing magnetic anisotropy.
On the other hand, the bcc invar alloy (x = 0.65) have been intensively studied for low
magnetic moment and low thermal expansion. Using this example we will show that
the self energy shows non trivial behaviour w.r.t. concentration and we will discuss
the very well known problem of underestimation of the orbital magnetic moments by
spin density functional theory (for further discussions concerning electronic structure
and hyperﬁne ﬁelds see [12]).
Using the relativistic KKR-CPA formalism outlined above the electronic structure of ferromagnetic fcc-Fex Ni1−x alloys has been determined in a self-consistent
way using experimental lattice parameters. LSDA-based calculations have been
done using the parametrisation of Vosko et al. [31] for the exchange-correlation
potential. For the complementary self-consistent LSDA+DMFT calculations the
parameters U = 1.8 eV, J = 0.9 eV for Fe and U = 2.8 eV, J = 0.9 eV for Ni,
respectively, have been used. These parameters have been found to give the best
agreement between various experimental properties (e.g., spectroscopy and orbital
magnetic moments) and LSDA + DMFT calculations for the pure elements [3].
For the DMFT-part of the LSDA + DMFT calculations a FLEX-solver has been
used [32] working on a Matsubara energy grid corresponding to a temperature of
400 K. Double counting (DC) was corrected using the around mean-ﬁeld (AMF)
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Fig. 1. Spin resolved and orbital averaged DMFT real part of the self energy for Ni (left
panel) and Fe (right panel) for fcc-Fex Ni1−x disordered alloy as calculated within the KKRCPA formalism. Figure reproduced from [12]. (This ﬁgure is subject to copyright protection
and is not covered by a Creative Commons license.)
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Fig. 2. Left panel: element resolved and total magnetic moments of the fcc-Fex Ni1−x disordered alloy calculated within the LSDA (blue) and LSDA + DMFT (red) approach. Experimental data taken from [33]. Right panel: element resolved contributions to the orbital
magnetic moment (LSDA (blue) and LSDA + DMFT (red)). In both panels circles represent
Ni and squares Fe contributions, respectively.

scheme (for details concerning DC corrections within KKR calculations see reference [3,8]). In Figure 1, the real part of the spin-dependent self energy as a
function of the concentration is shown. It should be mentioned that only the
orbital averaged dynamical part of the self energy is shown. The order of magnitude
of the self energy reﬂects the very diﬀerent U -values appropriate for Fe and Ni. For
both components, the self energy varies with concentration in an appreciable and not
trivial way. The imaginary part of the self energy (not shown here) shows a similar behaviour. In addition one notes that the broadening of the spectral features (not shown
here) due to the imaginary part of self energy is comparable to the disorder induced
broadening.
As it was mentioned above, the magnetic properties of the Fex Ni1−x alloy are of
great interest. Only recently Glaubitz et al. [33] could obtain element resolved spin
and orbital moments for the whole concentration region by means of X-ray magnetic
circular dichroism. In the left panel of Figure 2 we compare element resolved total
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magnetic moments as calculated by LSDA and LSDA + DMFT method. In both cases,
the total magnetic moment follow the Slater-Pauling curve [34], with a magnetic
moment that drops continuously from Fe to Ni. This seems to reﬂect the continuous
ﬁlling of the 3d band. However, as clearly conﬁrmed by the XCMD results, Fe and
Ni keep their individual properties in contrast to this naive rigid band-like picture.
The LSDA + DMFT magnetic moments are slightly bigger than LSDA results. As
shown in the right panel of Figure 2, this enhancement can be traced back to the
higher orbital magnetic moments obtained by the LSDA + DMFT. Orbital magnetic
moments are caused by spin-orbit coupling and are typically underestimated within
the framework of plain spin density functional theory. To improve the description of
orbital magnetism, several related approaches have been proposed. The most general
approach which would be based on the current density functional theory is until
now, due to missing current exchange correlation functionals, impracticable. It has
been realised, that the explicit account of local many-body correlations by means
of LSDA+U can alternatively solve this problem [35,36]. The explicit account for
local correlations within the LSDA + DMFT approach which includes Hartree-Fock
like contributions to the self energy, should improve simultaneously the description
of the orbital magnetic moments [8,9], the relativistic band structure [11] as well as
spectral properties [10,15,20,21,37–43]. Concerning this, a very important issue is
an appropriate treatment of the so-called double counting terms. Comparison of the
calculated results directly with experimental data for the orbital magnetic moment
for Fex Ni1−x clearly shows that using the AMF setting is most adequate for this class
of materials.

4 LSDA+DMFT for calculations of spectroscopic properties
Spectroscopy is an extremely important experimental tool providing information on
the electronic structure of the probed system that has to be seen as a stringent
benchmark for the success of any electronic structure theory. Photoemission spectroscopy (PES) or its inverse – the Bremsstrahlen isochromat spectroscopy (BIS)
– in their angle-integrated form should reﬂect the density of states (DOS) rather
directly – in particular in the high photon energy regime (XPS). For that reason it
is quite common to check the DMFT-based calculations by comparing the calculated
DOS directly to PES spectra (see the reviews [1,2,44] for examples). However, this
approach ignores the inﬂuence of the speciﬁc PES matrix elements that in general
will introduce an element- and energy-dependent weight to the partial DOS. In case
of angle-resolved photoemission (ARPES) the situation is even move severe as the
surface as well as dipole selection rules may have a very pronounced impact on the
spectra [45] demanding for a coherent description as provided by the one-step model
of photoemission [22,46].
While ARPES has been succesfully used to map the spectral function (dispersion
of bands and k-resolved density of states) as explained above, relatively little attention
has been given to the wave function related quantities, despite the fact that wave
function information may provide a more sensitive way of testing the theoretical
models. The wave function can hardly be measured directly, instead the spectral
momentum density which within the independent particle model is proportional to the
square of the one-electron wave function can be obtained from scattering experiments.
According to its basic deﬁnition the Compton scattering is an incoherent, inelastic
scattering of a photon with a single electron. In the scattering process the photon
transfers energy to the electron and the degree of energy loss is dependent on the
scattering angle. The Compton scattering may provide complementary information
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to ARPES, in particular about the electronic correlations as we shall present below
results from our recent publications [43,47,48].
4.1 Compton profiles
The single particle momentum density of an interacting electronic system can be measured rather directly by high energy Compton scattering experiments [49]. Although
the momentum density is a relatively simple function it incorporates in a non-trivial
way the many-body aspects of the interactions between the electrons of the system.
Of particular interest in the case of metals are the tails of the momentum density
of conduction electrons which one would expect to extent beyond the Fermi surface
because of electron-electron correlations and the higher momentum components of
the conduction electron Bloch functions produced by the crystal potential. According
to its deﬁnition, the Compton proﬁle is a directional quantity, which represents the
projection of the momentum density along the transfered momentum K=kin -kout ,
with kin(out) the k-vector for in(out)-going beam, which typically can be chosen to
be parallel along certain crystallographic direction [hkl].
The KKR Green function formalism allows to compute Compton proﬁles JK (pz )
and magnetic Compton proﬁles Jmag,K (pz ) (MCPs) in a straightforward way
[50,73,74]. In the case of a magnetic sample, the spin resolved momentum densities are computed within the framework of LSDA(+U/DMFT) approaches using the
Green functions in momentum space, as follows:
1
nms (p) = − 
π



EF
−∞

LSDA(+U/DM F T )
Gm
(p, p, E)dE ,
s

(11)

where ms =↑ (↓). The total electron (n↑ (p) + n↓ (p)) and spin (n↑ (p) − n↓ (p)) momentum densities projected onto the direction K deﬁned by the scattering vector,
allows to deﬁne the (magnetic) Compton proﬁle as a double integral in the momentum plane perpendicular to the scattering momentum pz || K:
 
LSDA(+U/DM F T )
(pz ) =
[n↑ (p) + n↓ (p)]dpx dpy
JK
 
LSDA(+U/DM F T )
Jmag,K
(pz ) =
[n↑ (p) − n↓ (p)]dpx dpy .

4.1.1 Compton diﬀerence proﬁle
The anisotropy or diﬀerence proﬁle, i.e., the diﬀerence between two Compton proﬁles
taken along diﬀerent directions (for example K || [110] and K ||[100])
ΔJK,K (p) = J110 (p) − J100 (p)

(12)

is a frequently studied quantity that allows to eliminate to a large extent the isotropic
contribution of the core electrons. Although the computed anisotropy has in general
a trend similar to the experimental spectra, it often displays larger amplitudes of
oscillations in comparison with the measured proﬁles. For several transition metal
elements such discrepancies are found in the low momentum region (Fe, Ni, V, Cr)
[43,47,51–55]. The amplitudes of the characteristic oscillations are determined by
details of the ﬁne structures of the momentum densities. In order to address these
discrepancies, Lam and Platzmann [56,57] introduced a correction related to the
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diﬀerence between the occupation function for a non-interacting nfree (p) and a
homogeneous interacting nint (p) electron gas. The Lam-Platzman correction acts
in the low-momentum region and for some cases it reduces the diﬀerences between
experiment and theory. Nevertheless, the theoretical values still overestimate the
amplitude with respect to the experiment in the low momentum region and in
addition the residual diﬀerences appear anisotropic, contradicting the isotropic
correction of Lam and Platzmann. The anisotropic eﬀects were modeled for V and Cr
also by introducing an energy dependent occupation function for the d-orbitals [58].
While such corrections brought the theoretical proﬁle in better agreement with
the experiment, one has to stress that this has been achieved by incorporating the
corrections empirically into the calculations.
Later on Bauer [59,60] suggested that inclusion of electron-electron correlation
eﬀects may improve the diﬀerence between the theoretical and the experimental proﬁles. Kubo [61] computed the occupation number density within the GW approximation and discussed the corrections to the Compton proﬁle for the principal directions,
concluding that the strong directional diﬀerences are due to the d-bands. Alternatively DMFT can be used to account for the electronic correlations. In addition to
the anisotropy proﬁles according to equation (12) we studied [43,47] the diﬀerence
proﬁles taken along the same momentum direction with and without including electronic correlations:
+U/DM F T

ΔJK

LSDA+(U/DM F T )

(p) = JK

LSDA
(p) − JK
(p).

(13)

In particular this quantity allowed us to discuss the momentum space anisotropy of
correlations eﬀects.
Comparison between theoretical and experimental amplitudes of the Compton proﬁle anisotropies for Ni are presented and discussed in detail in references
[62–64]. Our results [43,47] for the computed anisotropy proﬁles J[110] − J[001] and
J[111] − J[001] are shown in Figure 3. In the upper panels (both left and right columns)
the LSDA results are presented, while in the middle and lower panel the spectra
obtained using LSDA+U and DMFT can be seen. A very similar behaviour, independent of the various level of sophistication to include the Coulomb interaction is visible.
In the lower panel (c) we compare the anisotropy spectra with the corresponding experimental data of Anastassopoulos et al. [64]. There is a rather satisfying agreement
between theory and experiment, in particular for the diﬀerence J[110] − J[001] (Fig. 3,
red lines) where the theoretical calculation properly reproduce most of the maxima
and minima seen in the experiment. On the other hand for J[111] − J[001] (Fig. 3,
green lines) diﬀerences may be seen not only in the amplitude of the oscillation but
also in the position of the minima/maxima. The right column of Figure 3 shows the
comparison on a reduced momentum scale 0 < pz < 1 a.u. The LSDA results are seen
to overshoot in the range 0 < pz < 0.2 a.u. the experimental spectra plotted with
dashed lines.
In the same momentum range the LSDA+U results underestimate the experimental data as seen in Figure 3b. Figure 3c shows the LSDA + DMFT results and one
can see that the dynamic correlations capture at best the behaviour of anisotropy of
the Compton proﬁle in the region around the zero momentum pz < 0.2 a.u. Previous analysis [64,65] discussed qualitatively the discrepancies with the experimental
spectral based on the shortcomings of the DFT exchange-correlation potentials in
misplacing the position of the d-bands (orbitals). It is well known that LSDA overestimate the exchange splitting, and the static corrections using LSDA + U enhance
the exchange splitting further. Therefore the (+U) addition does not correct upon the
position of the d-bands. On the contrary, LSDA + DMFT improves on the exchange
splitting as a consequence of a Fermi-liquid type of self energy and we equally see in
the panel (c) of Figure 3, although in a narrow momentum region 0 < pz < 0.2 a.u.,
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Fig. 3. Theoretical Compton proﬁle anisotropies of Ni. Panel (a) gives LSDA anisotropies
while panels (b) and (c) show the LSDA+U and LSDA + DMFT results for U = 2.3 eV,
J = 0.9 eV and T = 400 K. Comparison with the experimental anisotropy is presented in
panel (c). Right column: enlarged representation for 0 ≤ pz ≤ 1 a.u. Figure reproduced from
reference [48]. (This ﬁgure is subject to copyright protection and is not covered by a Creative
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an excellent agreement with the experimental anisotropies. The limited momentum
range may be due to the inherent DMFT approximation that the self energy neglects
spatial ﬂuctuations.
4.1.2 Relativistic eﬀects, moments of the Compton proﬁles and total energies
There are a few theoretical methods of electronic structure available to quantitatively
assess the interplay between correlation and relativistic eﬀects. Within the framework
of DFT the recently developed KKR+DMFT scheme demonstrates a clear advantage
in this direction. From a pragmatic point of view perturbative solvers of DMFT
written in adapted basis sets to include spin-orbit eﬀects [1,32] are eﬃcient tools
for realistic multi atom/orbital calculations. This means that we in fact capture the
interplay between relativistic and correlation eﬀects at a more economical level of
the theory: from the correlations point of view a perturbative solver is considered,
while for the relativistic part the four-component was replaced by a two component
formulation. For a single-particle in an eﬀective spherical symmetric potential Vef f ,
the most common transformation of the Dirac Hamiltonian into the two component
formulation is expressed as a unitary transformation [66], that leads to the following
series in power of ∝ 1/c2 :
H BP = (mc2 + Vef f +

p4
p2
1

)−
−
(p2 Vef f ) +
σ(∇Vef f × p) + . . .
2m
8m3 c2
8m2 c2
4m2 c2
(14)

The ﬁrst terms in parenthesis in equation (14) represent the usual non-relativistic
Hamiltonian including the rest mass energy, the second one is the so called massvelocity term, the third is called the Darwin term and the fourth operator describes
the spin-orbit coupling (interaction). It can be analytically proved that the scalar
mass-velocity and Darwin terms are unbounded from below. The resulting Breit-Pauli
Hamiltonian (H BP ) is also known as the ﬁrst order relativistic Hamiltonian.
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The measured Compton proﬁle, or the momentum distribution enables in principle to obtain averages pn  directly from experiment. On the computational side,
the momentum space formulation allows to obtain the Compton proﬁles within the
LSDA(+U/DMFT) [43,47,49] for many systems.
Further on additional information can be gained by taking moments of the difference between the correlated and non-correlated Compton proﬁles along diﬀerent
K-directions: pz ||K
 ∞
+U/DM F T
n
LSDA
pnz JK
(pz ) − JK
(pz ) dpz .
(15)
p K =
0

The second (n = 2) and the forth (n = 4) moments of the diﬀerence in the total
Compton proﬁles, along the bond directions can be connected with some speciﬁc terms
from the expansion (14). In the following we discuss the connection between the second
moment of the diﬀerence between correlated (LSDA + DMFT) and non-correlated
(LSDA) Compton proﬁles and the kinetic energy of the electronic system. Our main
focus is on the bond average of the second moment of the diﬀerence Compton proﬁles:
p2  =


1  ∞ 2
DM F T
LSDA
pz ΔJK (pz )dpz ∝ Ekin
− Ekin
.
Nb
0

(16)

K

The overbar represents the average taken over the bonds extending along the
K-directions, ΔJK (pz ) is the diﬀerence of the total Compton proﬁles, Nb is the number of bonds. On the right hand side of equation (16) are the kinetic energies computed
in DMFT/LSDA. In general, calculating total energies in LSDA + DMFT is a diﬃcult task and requires the evaluation of an energy functional with several terms [1,75]
including the Galitskii-Migdal contribution [67], i.e., 1/2Tr[Σ̂Ĝ], and the double
counting as well. The LSDA + DMFT total energy functional can in principle be
analysed to obtain an expression for the kinetic energy similarly to what is done for
DFT [68,69]. When focusing on the diﬀerences between LSDA + DMFT and LSDA,
one can write:
DM F T DM F T
LSDA LSDA
ΔEkin = Tr ĤKS
− Tr ĤKS
+ ΔVKS  + ΔTc  .
Ĝ
Ĝ

(17)

In this expression the ﬁrst and second terms on the right hand side are the single
particle energies of the Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian within LSDA + DMFT and LSDA,
while the third term is the expectation value of the diﬀerence of their corresponding
Kohn-Sham potentials. The last term in equation (17) is the variation of the exchangecorrelation contribution to the kinetic energy, and can in principle be expressed in
terms of the exchange-correlation potential and its gradient [69]. In Figure 4 we show
the variation of the kinetic energy as obtained from equation (17) by ignoring the
last term ΔTc . These data were obtained through a full-potential linearized muﬃntin orbital (FP-LMTO) code [70,76], which has been shown to give results in very
good agreement with SPR-KKR regarding LSDA + DMFT total energies [75]. The
second moments along the bonds p2 K are also shown in Figure 4, demonstrating
that the electronic correlation energies are anisotropic. One has to note that the
main source for the anisotropy in the momentum space is bond directionality that is
already captured within the LSDA. However, this can not provide any measure for
the electronic correlations.
In fact, from Figure 4 it is clear that the two contributions are still far from
quantitative agreement. However, we capture a consistent qualitative picture pointing
to a decrease of the kinetic energy diﬀerence for increasing U . In the low momentum
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region increasing the values of U an increasing in the kinetic energy is obtained, which
is in agreement with the argument that the presence of U penalises the electrons and
leads to an increase in their kinetic energy. This argument is not valid anymore in the
region of high momenta, where the mean-ﬁeld type exchange-correlation dominates
the “Hubbard-U” contribution. Further analysis is needed in order to make a more
quantitative comparison, especially to understand the role of the double counting
correction and the eﬀects of the expectation value of Tc , discarded in the present
analysis.
We evaluate the so called free particle relativistic kinetic energy (H0 ) in terms
of the second moments and its relativistic correction as the forth moment, along
the bond directions of Ni. In order to compare the magnitude of second and fourth
order moments one has to introduce a dimensionless quantity pr = p/mc. In terms of
this reduced variable H0 = mc2 (1/2)p2r − (1/8)p4r + ... and the relevant expectation
values has the expression:



1
1
+U/DM F T
H0 K = H0 dpz ΔJK
(pz ) ≈ mc2 p2r K − p4r K ; (pz ||K) . (18)
2
8
Although the fourth order moments are signiﬁcantly smaller than that of second
order, p4r  ∝ 10−3 p2r , an overall non-negligible contribution is obtained: The relativistic corrections to the kinetic energy (see Fig. 4) are both negative and we see
that dynamical correlations (LSDA + DMFT) generate larger relativistic corrections
to the one-particle kinetic energy in comparison to their mean ﬁeld (LSDA + U)
counter part. In the range of the studied values of U qualitative and quantitative
diﬀerences are seen in the Compton proﬁles depending weather the LSDA is supplemented with static or dynamical many-body corrections. An important message is
that relativistic eﬀects and electronic correlations may have a non-trivial interplay
and dynamical correlations determine larger relativistic corrections in the electronic
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directions with experimental data reference [72].

structure of solids. Further investigations are necessary for a quantitative assessments
of such eﬀects.

4.1.3 Magnetic Compton proﬁles of nickel
The magnetic Compton proﬁles of Ni along the [001] and [110] directions are shown
in Figure 5. The dashed (solid, red) curve represents results of the LSDA (LSDA +
DMFT) calculations. The theoretical calculations are compared with the experimental
MCP data [71,72]. The experimental momentum resolution is 0.43 a.u., which was also
used as Gaussian broadening parameter for the calculated MCP spectra. In addition,
the calculated MCPs have been scaled to the spin magnetic moment (0.6 μB for both
LSDA and LSDA + DMFT calculations).
As one can see in the left panel of Figure 5 the signiﬁcant broadening takes away
almost all ﬁne structure features of the spectra. The LSDA results already show
a reasonable agreement with the measurements. It captures the behaviour at large
moments, it gets close to the maximum at ≈ 1.8 a.u. and overestimates the low
momentum region. In contrast to this, the DMFT reproduces signiﬁcantly better the
low momentum region, and the position of the maximum. However, it slightly overestimates the absolute value at the maximum and consequently deviates slightly from the
experimental data in the intermediate region. The insets show the low momentum
region. The right panel of Figure 5, shows the MCPs along the principal crystalographic directions. For all momenta the presence of correlations improves the agreement with experiment. In particular in the low momentum region (pz < 1.5 a.u.).
According to our results, the mean ﬁeld decoupling of the interaction (+U) overestimates slightly the MCP spectra, while dynamic correlations improve the agreement
with experiment. To reveal diﬀerences between the LSDA + U and LSDA + DMFT
approaches we studied the directional diﬀerences, i.e., diﬀerences of Compton proﬁles with respect to the LSDA spectra. Overall the diﬀerence spectra follow a similar
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momentum dependence with visible deviations in the low momentum region. A qualitative diﬀerence is evidenced in this region: within the mean ﬁeld approach (+U) negative diﬀerences are seen while in the dynamic case, the opposite result is obtained.
According to our suggested picture of momentum redistribution because of interaction [47] we conclude that the weight from low momentum distribution is shifted
towards the higher momentum region in the LSDA + U spectra. This is in agreement
with the naive picture of the eﬀects of LSDA + U on the spectral weight distribution
shifting weights towards higher energies. In the Compton scattering language, photons would be scattered accordingly by moving electrons situated in higher energy
bands, although this does not mean that the electrons are moving faster, explaining
the fact that there are no dramatic changes in the Compton spectra (diﬀerences of
the order of ±0.02). On the contrary to the LSDA + U results, in the DMFT calculations the Fermi liquid type of self energy determines the spectral weight transfer
towards the low energy region, and accordingly the spectra of photon scattering on
the renormalized electronic structure would be redistributed towards low momenta.
Similar conclusions have been reached in our previous studies [43,47].
4.2 Photoemission spectroscopy
The most direct probe of the electronic structure of the valence band is provided by
ARPES or its inverse version (IPE). An appropriate theoretical description of ARPES
and IPE is supplied by the so called one-step model of photoemission. The main idea of
it is to describe the photoemission process as a single coherent quantum-mechanical
process. This approach includes more or less all relevant spectroscopy issues, like
multiple-scattering events, matrix element, ﬁnal state eﬀects and surface eﬀects. The
approach goes back to the developments worked out by Pendry and coworkers [77–
79]. For calculation of the matrix elements that deﬁne the transition probability of
the photoelectron, one has to consider the initial- and ﬁnal-state wave functions.
The ﬁnal state has been constructed using the theory of spin-polarised low-energy
electron diﬀraction (SPLEED). In this framework, the ﬁnal state is represented by
a so called time-reversed SPLEED state [77]. The initial valence band states are
represented by the Green function. Both states are in practice calculated by means
of the layer KKR theory [6]. Within this approach it is straight forward to describe
complex layered semi-inﬁnite structures, like surfaces, thin ﬁlms or multilayers. Recent
technical developments allow one to perform calculations of the ordered as well as
chemically disordered systems including fully relativistic and electronic correlation
eﬀects [3,22,46].
In the following, ferromagnetic transition metal systems are considered as prototype materials to study electronic correlations and magnetism beyond the LSDA.
Various one-step model of ARPES studies including correlation eﬀects by means
of LSDA + DMFT have been performed. In particular, the spin dependent quasiparticle life-times and strength of electronic correlation eﬀects in the ferromagnetic
3d transition metals (Fe, Co and Ni) have been studied in a detail by spin- and
angle-resolved photoemission [20,39,40,80]. A detailed comparison between theory
and experiment is shown in Figure 6. Figure 7 shows the experimentally extracted
imaginary part of the self energy in direct comparison with results based on the
DMFT (using a pertrubative FLEX-solver) and an alternative many-body technique,
the so called three body scattering (3BS) scheme [81]. A reasonable agreement with
the spin-integrated as well as spin-resolved experimental data for all three surfaces
and various photon-energies has been achieved. This agreement was previously not
obtainable by LSDA calculations. Our quantitative analysis reveals that inclusion of
local many-body Coulomb interactions within the LSDA + DMFT method are of ultimate importance for a realistic description of correlation eﬀects in ferromagnetic
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Fig. 6. Top: series of experimental spin-integrated photoemission spectra of (a) bcc Fe(110),
(b) hcp Co(0001), and (c) fcc Ni(111). Left panel bottom: corresponding LSDA + DMFTbased calculations within the one-step model of photoemission for an in-plane magnetisation
according to the experimental situation. Figure is reproduced from [80]. (This ﬁgure is
subject to copyright protection and is not covered by a Creative Commons license.)

3d transition metals. In addition in Figure 6, several spectral features close to the
Fermi level can be attributed to surface states and surface resonances. Although these
states have predominantly surface character, their position in energy and dispersion
is strongly inﬂuenced by DMFT which has been applied only to d-states. Similar effects can be seen in the inverse photoemission of fcc-Co(001) [41]. This study showed
that surface eﬀects play an important role and are necessary to be included into the
LSDA + DMFT scheme. In the case of Fe(001) it turned out that the discrepencies
between the experimental and theoretical spectra can be trace back to the non-local
contributions to the self energy [40]. The increasing values of the on-site Coulomb
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Fig. 7. Comparison between the experimental (symbols) and theoretical  Σ (lines) for
majority [black] and minority [red] spin electrons. The theoretical calculations correspond
to  Σ obtained from the DMFT (thick solid lines) and 3BS (thin dotted lines) calculations.
Figure is reproduced from [80]. (This ﬁgure is subject to copyright protection and is not
covered by a Creative Commons license.)

interaction parameter U and the band narrowing of majority spin states, which were
obtained when moving from Fe to Ni, indicate that the eﬀect of non-local correlations
becomes weaker with increasing atomic number, whereas local correlation eﬀects tend
to be stronger.
Recently, the one-step model of photoemission has been extended to the soft-X-ray
(sub-keV) and hard-X-ray (multi-keV) regime [82–84]. Increasing the photon energy
means increasing the bulk sensitivity of the corresponding photoemission data and
gives access to deeper lying layers in a sample. This technique has now been applied
to a wide variety of materials including strongly correlated materials. Understanding
the electronic and magnetic properties of diluted magnetic semiconductors, like e.g.,
Mn-doped GaAs, by the UV-ARPES has been a challenge due to the problems with
the surface preparation (see [85] and references therein). The detailed understanding of the states near the Fermi level is necessary for explanation of the nature of
ferromagnetic coupling. Two extreme limits have been discussed for explaining ferromagnetism in (Ga,Mn)As. In one case Mn d-states strongly hybridise with GaAs
valence band states close to the Fermi level leading to ferromagnetism through p-d exchange. In the second model impurity bands are separated by 30–100 meV from the
valence band leading to double-exchange mechanism. Recently, this problem could
be settled by angle resolved [18] and angle integrated [19] bulk sensitive hard X-ray
photoemission. From the theoretical point of view, in order to describe this class of
materials the computational scheme presented above has been extended to the combination of the exact diagonalisation solver [86] and CPA and therefore disorder is
included naturally and on equal footing with the DMFT.
In Figure 8 we compare results of the one-step model of photoemission for
GaAs and Ga0.97 Mn0.03 As calculated within LSDA and a corresponding experimental
hard-X-ray ARPES measured at 3.24 keV [18]. Although overall agreement between
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Fig. 8. (a) and (b) LSDA results of one-step hard-X-ray angle-resolved photoemission calculations for GaAs and Ga0.97 Mn0.03 As respectively. (c) and (d) Experimental data measured
at 3.24 keV. Figure reproduced from [18]. (This ﬁgure is subject to copyright protection and
is not covered by a Creative Commons license.)
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Fig. 9. Left: Mn d-like partial density of states calculated by the LSDA and LSDA + DMFT
approach within the CPA. Right panel: real and imaginary part of the self energy calculated
by exact diagonalisation calculated in the complex plane 0.1 eV above real energy axis. The
ﬁnite broadening of the imaginary part of self energy is artiﬁcial and is not related to the
quasi-particle life time in the case of exact diagonalisation.

experiment and theory is remarkable, a closer look around the Fermi level reveals
several inconsistencies. In particular, localised states of Mn are found at about 0.3 eV
below the Fermi level. This feature was not reproduced by the LSDA calculations. In
order to understand these features, we performed additional LSDA + DMFT calculations [19] and corresponding concentration dependent angle integrated study. The
exact diagonalisation self energy as shown in the right panel of Figure 9 has been
calculated using the parameters described by DiMarco et al. [87]. The overall agreement between the resonant photoemission data [87] and the LDA+DMFT density
of states shown in the left panel of Figure 9 is very good. The shift of the majority
d-states of Mn to the lower binding energies at −3 and −5 eV is in agreement with
previous LSDA + U calculations [88]. At low binding energies between −6 and −10 eV
clear satellite structures appear. These structures can also be seen in the experiments.
In Figure 10 we show experimental (a)–(c) and theoretical curves (d), (f) based on
the one-step model of angle integrated photoemission. Our LDA + DMFT calculations agree quantitatively with the experimental data over a wide range of binding
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Fig. 10. (a), (b) and (c): experimental angle integrated hard-X-ray spectra for various Mn
concentration in GaAs. (d), (e) and (f): corresponding theoretical one-step model data for
13% Mn using LDA (red curve) and LDA + DMFT (blue curve). Panel (c) and (f) show
in addition the Mn-contribution to the spectral weight calculated as a diﬀerence between
undoped and doped spectra. Figure reproduced from [19]. (This ﬁgure is subject to copyright
protection and is not covered by a Creative Commons license.)

energies. In particular, we found close to Fermi level a peak with its maximum lying
at 250 meV below the Fermi edge, which is better described by LDA+DMFT than
by LDA calculations. From the calculations we infer that the maximum in the difference signal has mainly Mn-3d (t2g ) character. A strong hybridisation is present
with a mixture of mainly As 4p states localised around the impurity, and Mn 4p
states. It is important to emphasise that the Mn-related DOS near the Fermi edge,
although signiﬁcantly smaller, is nonzero within the energy resolution. This indicates
that ferromagnetism in (Ga,Mn)As must be considered to arise from both p-d exchange and double-exchange, thus providing a uniﬁed picture of this controversial
material.

5 Summary
In summary, we have reviewed an LSDA + DMFT implementation on the basis of the
KKR band structure method. This combined scheme is particularly suitable to study
the interaction of photons and electrons with matter. Nowadays, many technological
applications such as materials characterization as well as electro-optical devices are
based on the understanding of these interactions. In this area many fundamental
questions concerning the theoretical / numerical aspects are still open.
We have presented the principles of the LSDA + DMFT method using the fully
self-consistent, full potential, fully relativistic KKR formulation. This approach oﬀers
a clear physical picture and a straightforward analysis of spectroscopy results that
are connected with the presence of the spin-orbit coupling. In our examples we rather
followed at this particular point of view and looked at spin-orbit coupling induced
properties of the ground state as well as the excited states.
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A systematic improvement of the actual implementation requires to work on
both the KKR(LSDA) and DMFT sides. In order to compute and predict magnetocrystalline anisotropy an improved accuracy is required. The still open problem,
include the need for a technical development to overcome the bottleneck linked
to the analytical continuation of the Green function from the complex contour of
KKR(LSDA) into the Matsubara axis where the impurity (DMFT) problem is solved.
More success and failures of the analytical continuation (stochastic or in its actual
form) are needed in order to sort out this question. Advancing this problem will also
open the possibility to calculate within the Kubo formalism the anomalous Hall eﬀect
and related transport properties. Using a perturbative solver, as available in the current implementation, the calculations are less cumbersome. Better solvers, such as the
exact diagonalization (ED) or the numerically exact continuous-time quantum Monte
Carlo (CT-QMC) have still to be adapted to the KKR(LSDA), especially when this
method is meant to be used for the calculation of multiplet eﬀects in the absorption
spectra (one-step model) of solids. As shown in our example (ARPES of Fe) it is
expected that including non-local correlations into one-step model of photoemission
by means of the combined GW and DMFT would further improve on the agreement with experimental results. In addition this will allow not only to get a proper
description of the bulk states, but also the proper asymptotic behavior of the
surface barrier.
Other problems that will be treated as a motivation for future research is brieﬂy
summarized as follows: (i) the description of disorder in correlated materials using
Compton and Magnetic Compton scattering; (ii) The one step-model of photoemission in combination with DMFT, at equilibrium and (iii) its generalization to the
pump-probe case, eventually the combination with the non-equilibrium DMFT. In
conclusion is seems reasonable to suppose that progress will come form a common
eﬀort of people involved in the ﬁelds of Density Functional and Dynamical Mean Field
Theory.
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Abstract. The solution of an auxiliary quantum impurity system is the
computationally expensive step in dynamical mean ﬁeld theory simulations of lattice models and materials. In this review, we discuss Monte
Carlo based impurity solvers, which are suitable for a wide range of
applications. In particular, we present an eﬃcient implementation of
the hybridization expansion approach, which enables the simulation
of multiorbital impurity problems with oﬀ-diagonal and complex hybridizations, and dynamically screened (retarded) density-density interactions. As a complementary approach, we discuss an impurity solver
based on the determinant Monte Carlo method, which scales favorably with inverse temperature and hence provides access to the very
low temperature regime. The usefulness of these state-of-the-art impurity solvers is demonstrated with applications to the downfolding
problem, i.e., the systematic derivation of dynamically screened interactions for low-energy eﬀective models, and to pyrochlore iridates,
where the spin-orbit coupling leads to complex hybridization functions
in a multi-orbital system. As a benchmark for cluster extensions of dynamical mean ﬁeld theory, we also present results from lattice Monte
Carlo simulations for the momentum dependence of the pseudo-gap in
the half-ﬁlled two-dimensional Hubbard model.

1 Introduction
Dynamical mean ﬁeld theory (DMFT) approximates the self-energy of a correlated
lattice system by a momentum independent, but frequency dependent function, which
can be obtained from the solution of a self-consistently determined impurity model [1].
While this simpliﬁes the problem considerably, the numerical solution of these auxiliary quantum impurity models remains a nontrivial task. In the context of realistic
a
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materials simulations, one has to confront several challenges, ranging from multiorbital problems and dynamically screened interactions to spin-orbit induced complex hybridizations and various types of symmetry breaking. Recently developed
extensions of DMFT, such as the dynamical vertex approximation [2] and the dual
fermion [3] or dual boson [4] approach also require the calculation of general fourpoint correlation functions. In materials studies, we are furthermore interested both
in crossover phenomena at elevated temperatures, and quasi-particle formation or ordering phenomena at very low temperature, which requires a versatile and powerful
computational approach.
In this section, we describe Monte Carlo based impurity solvers which have been
developed or further improved in the context of the Research Unit FOR 1346. In
Section 2 we will discuss the hybridization expansion approach [5], which is nowadays the most widely used method in DMFT based ab-initio calculations of correlated materials. We describe the treatment of retarded density-density interactions
and complex oﬀ-diagonal hybridizations, as well as the eﬃcient and ﬂexible measurement of correlation functions based on worm sampling. The second class of impurity
solvers [6], discussed in Section 3, is based on a determinantal Monte Carlo algorithm [7] that scales linearly in the inverse temperature, and which hence provides
access to very low temperatures.
We illustrate these methods with three types of applications. First, we test the
downfolding scheme based on the random phase approximation [8], which requires
an impurity solver which can handle retarded interactions. Second, we present the
phase diagram of pyrochlore iridates as an illustration of a material simulation with
spin-orbit induced complex hybridizations [9]. In the third application we use the BSS
algorithm to formulate a quasi-continuous-time impurity solver for dynamical meanﬁeld theory calculations with linear scaling in the inverse temperature [6], and to
investigate momentum-dependent pseudogaps in the half-ﬁlled Hubbard model [10].
Finally in the fourth application we discuss how to incorporate the BSS solver in the
DMFT self-consistency loop with special emphasis on a multigrid approach, which
extrapolates the Trotter error to zero at each iteration [11].

2 Hybridization expansion impurity solver
2.1 Perturbation expansion of the partition function
Continuous-time impurity solvers [12] are based on an expansion of the partition
function into a series of diagrams and the stochastic sampling of collections of these
diagrams. We represent the partition function of the impurity model as a sum (or,
more precisely, integral) of conﬁgurations C with weight wC ,
Z=



wC ,

(1)

C

and implement a random walk C1 → C2 → C3 → . . . in conﬁguration space in such
a way that each conﬁguration can be reached from any other in a ﬁnite number of
steps (ergodicity) and that detailed balance is satisﬁed,
|wC1 |p(C1 → C2 ) = |wC2 |p(C2 → C1 ).

(2)

This assures that each conﬁguration C is visited with a probability proportional to
|wC |. One can thus obtain an estimate for some observable A from a ﬁnite number
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N of measurements:
N


wC AC
|wC |phaseC AC
phase · AMC
i=1 phaseCi ACi
C
C
= 
≈ 
=
,
A = 
N
phaseMC
C wC
C |wC |phaseC
i=1 phaseCi
(3)
where AC is the value of the observable associated with the conﬁguration C,
wC = |wC | × (phaseC ), and we assumed that AC and wC can be obtained by sampling the
√ same conﬁguration space. The error on this Monte Carlo estimate decreases
like 1/ N .
To derive the weights, we write the partition function Z = Tr[e−βH ] of the
impurity model as a time-ordered exponential in some interaction representation.
We split the impurity Hamiltonian into two parts, H = H1 + H2 , and deﬁne the
time-dependent operators in the interaction picture as O(τ ) = eτ H1 Oe−τH1 . In this
β
interaction representation, the partition function reads Z = Tr[e−βH1 T e− 0 dτ H2 (τ ) ],
which may be expanded into a power series,
Z=

∞ 

n=0

0



β

dτ1 . . .

β



dτn Tr e−(β−τn )H1 (−H2 ) . . . e−(τ2 −τ1 )H1 (−H2 )e−τ1 H1 .

τn−1

This expression represents Z as the sum / integral of all conﬁgurations C =
{τ1 , . . . , τn }, n = 0, 1, . . ., τi ∈ [0, β) with weight


(4)
wC = Tr e−(β−τn )H1 (−H2 ) . . . e−(τ2 −τ1 )H1 (−H2 )e−τ1 H1 dτ n .
In the rest of this section, we focus on impurity models with Hamiltonian
H = Hloc + Hbath + Hmix ,

(5)

where Hloc describes the impurity, characterized by a small number of degrees of
freedom (typically spin and orbital degrees of freedom denoted by a, b, . . .), and Hbath
describes an inﬁnite reservoir of free electrons, labeled by a continuum of quantum
numbers p and a discrete set of quantum numbers α. Finally, Hmix describes the
exchange of electrons between the impurity and the bath in terms of hybridization
amplitudes Vpaα . Explicitly, the three terms are
Hloc =



ab d†a db +

ab

Hbath =


pα

Hmix =

1  abcd † †
U
da db dc dd ,
2

(6)

abcd

εpα c†pα cpα ,




Vpaα d†a cpα + (Vpaα )∗ c†pα da .

(7)
(8)

paα

The hybridization-expansion approach [5,13] is based on an expansion of Z in powers
of the impurity-bath hybridization term Hmix , and an interaction representation in
which the time evolution is determined by the local part Hloc + Hbath .


†
Since H2 ≡ H2d + H2d = paα Vpaα d†a cpα + paα (Vpaα )∗ c†pα da has two terms, corresponding to electrons hopping from the bath to the impurity and from the impurity
back to the bath, only even perturbation orders contribute to the trace in equation (4).
Furthermore, at perturbation order 2n, only the (2n)!/(n!)2 terms corresponding to
n creation operators d† and n annihilation operators d contribute. We therefore write
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the partition function as a sum over conﬁgurations {τ1 , . . . , τn ; τ1 , . . . , τn } that are
collections of imaginary-time points corresponding to these n annihilation and n creation operators:
Z=

∞ 

n=0

0

β


dτ1 · · ·



β

β

dτn
τn−1

dτ1


···

0

β


τn−1

dτn



†
†
×Tr e−βH1 T H2d (τn )H2d (τn ) · · · H2d (τ1 )H2d (τ1 ) .

(9)

Introducing the β-antiperiodic hybridization function Δ, which in the time-domain
reads
  (Vpaα )∗ (Vpbα ) −e−εpα (τ −β) 0 < τ < β
Δab (τ ) =
,
(10)
eεpα β + 1
−β < τ < 0
e−εpα τ
p
α
we re-express the trace over the bath states as
1
Zbath



Trc e−βHbath T











p1 ...pn p1 ...pn a1 ...an a1 ...an α1 ...αn α1 ...αn
a α1

a αn

× (Vpa11 α1 )∗ Vp1

· · · (Vpann αn )∗ Vpnn

1







a
a
c†pn αn (τn an )cpn αn (τn n ) . . . c†p1 α1 (τ1 a1 )cp1 α1 (τ1 1 )

= det M −1 ,

where M −1 is the (n × n) matrix with elements
[M −1 ]ij = Δai aj (τi

ai

a

− τj j ).

(11)

In the hybridization expansion approach, the conﬁguration space consists of all sea
a
quences C = {τ1a1 , . . . , τnan ; τ1 n , . . . , τn n } of n creation and n annihilation operators
(n = 0, 1, . . .), see illustration in Figure 1a. The weight of this conﬁguration is


a
a
wC = Zbath Trd e−βHloc T dan (τnan )d†an (τn n ) · · · da1 (τ1a1 )d†a (τ1 1 ) det M −1 (dτ )2n .
1

(12)
The trace factor represents the contribution of the impurity, which ﬂuctuates between
diﬀerent quantum states as electrons hop in and out. The determinant sums up all
bath evolutions which are compatible with the given sequence of transitions.
2.2 Retarded interactions
Low energy models of correlated materials have dynamically screened (retarded) effective interactions, which reﬂect the screening eﬀect of the high energy bands [14].
A systematic procedure for calculating these interactions is the constrained random
phase approximation (cRPA) [8], which assumes that the screening eﬀect of the high
energy bands can be captured by a polarization evaluated at the random phase approximation level (bubble diagrams with LDA propagators). In practice, one ﬁnds
that the monopole part of the interaction, U Ntot Ntot , is strongly reduced by the
screening, while multipolar interactions, for example Hund’s exchange terms, exhibit
only little frequency dependence.
An eﬃcient formalism for treating dynamically screened monopole interactions
within the hybridization expansion approach has been developed in references [15,16],
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(a)

0

...

β

...

β

+K

(b)

0
−K

Fig. 1. (a) Illustration of a conﬁguration C in the hybridization expansion formalism for
models with static interactions. The diﬀerent symbols represent operators of diﬀerent ﬂavors a, with open (ﬁlled) symbols corresponding to creation (annihilation) operators. The
total number of creation and annihilation operators is the same, but it may in general be
diﬀerent for a given ﬂavor. (b) Analogous conﬁguration in a model with retarded monopole
interaction. The arcs represent an interaction between operator pairs given by the function
K, which has a diﬀerent sign depending on whether it connects a creation and annihilation
operator or a pair of creation or annihilation operators.

and discussed in detail in a recent review paper [17]. In a Hamiltonian formulation,
one can introduce such a screening eﬀect by coupling the total charge on a given
lattice site to a continuum of (ﬁctitious) Holstein phonons, with frequency ω and a
coupling strength gω determined by the frequency-dependent interaction U (ω):
gω2 = −ImU (ω)/π.

(13)

The boson bath can be integrated out, which results in an additional factor in the
Monte Carlo weight of the conﬁguration C [15],
Uscr
wC = wfermion,C
wboson,C ,

(14)

where the fermionic part corresponds to equation (12), evaluated with the screened
static interaction Uscr = U (ω = 0), and
wboson,C = exp



si sj K(τi − τj )

(15)

i>j

is determined by the twice integrated retarded interaction [16],
 ∞
ImU (ω) cosh(ω(β/2 − τ )) − cosh(βω/2)
K(τ ) =
.
dω
πω 2
sinh(βω/2)
0

(16)

In equation (15) the sign factor sj associated with the operator j is +1 if it is a creation
operator, and −1 if it is an annihilation operator. The bosonic contribution to the
weight can thus be interpreted as arising from an “interaction” between operator
pairs, which is −K(τi − τj ) if (i, j) is a pair of creation and annihilation operators,
and +K(τi − τj ) if both are creation or annihilation operators (the extra minus sign
comes from wC = e−SC ). The structure of the resulting diagrams is illustrated in
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Figure 1b, where we only plot the retarded interactions associated with one of the
creation operators. Since the main computational bottleneck is the evaluation of the
trace factor in wfermion,C , and the factor wboson,C is obviously real (i.e., does not
generate an additional sign problem), the treatment of retarded monopole-monopole
interactions is possible without a signiﬁcant numerical overhead.
If retarded interactions of non-density-density type have to be treated, the simulation becomes more complicated, because the retardation eﬀects can no longer be
expressed in the form of an exponential term similar to equation (15). One approach,
which has recently been tested [18], is a double expansion in both the hybridization
terms and the non-density-density terms. While this approach in principle allows to
treat retarded spin-ﬂips and pair-hoppings, it suﬀers from a severe sign problem.
2.3 Computation of the trace over the local degrees of freedom
A Monte Carlo update consists of elementary updates such as the insertion/removal of
a pair of d and d† . The most costly part of an elementary update in the multi-orbital
case is typically evaluating the trace for the given sequence of creation/annihilation
operators and time-evolution operators. Equation (12) can be expressed as


wC = Trd e−(β−τ̃2n )Hloc O2n · · · e−(τ̃2 −τ̃1 )Hloc O1 e−τ̃1 Hloc (−1)Ptrace detM −1 (dτ )2n ,
(17)
where 0 ≤ τ1 < . . . < τn < β, 0 ≤ τ1 < . . . < τn < β. The set {O1 , · · · , O2n } is a timeordered set of the impurity creation and annihilation operators, while Ptrace is the
a
a
permutation of time ordering from {dan (τnan ), d†an (τn n ), · · · , da1 (τ1a1 ), d†a (τ1 1 )} to
1
{O2n , · · · , O1 }.
The trace can be evaluated either by the matrix algorithm [13] or by the Krylov
algorithm [19]. It was shown that the Krylov method is superior in performance for
impurity problems involving more than 4 orbitals as local degrees of freedom. For
the matrix algorithm, several optimized procedures have been proposed in which
the recomputation of matrix products is minimized by storing intermediate products
by means of tree algorithms [12] or skip lists [20]. However, these optimizations do
not apply to the Krylov algorithm as they are based on storing intermediate matrix
products. Here, we describe an alternative optimization, called “sliding-window update” [21], which can be applied to both algorithms. To be speciﬁc, we detail the
procedure in the context of the matrix algorithm, but it naturally extends to the
Krylov algorithm.
As illustrated in Figure 2a, we deﬁne a narrow window on the imaginary time
axis in which the updates are performed. The left and right end points of the window
are denoted by τL and τR (τL − τR = τwin ). The idea is that we precompute the
products of all matrices for τ > τL and τ < τR and keep them in memory. We choose
τwin = β/nMC , where nMC is the Monte Carlo average of the perturbation order
estimated during the thermalization process. The value of τwin is ﬁxed during the
measurement process.
We deﬁne a ket as
|τR ; l ≡ E(τR − τnR )O nR · · · E(τ2 − τ1 )O 1 E(τ1 )|l,

(18)

where nR is the number of operators on the interval (τR ,0], E(τ ) is the matrix of
the imaginary-time evolution operator e−τ Himp and |l is the l-th eigenstate of Hloc .
Similarly, a bra is deﬁned as
τL ; l| ≡ l|E(β − τ2n )O 2n · · · O nL E(τnL − τL ),

(19)
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Fig. 2. (a) Elementary updates in the sliding window. (b) Sequential sweep of the window
on the imaginary time axis. (c) Insertion of creation and annihilation operators crossing the
boundary at β = 0. (d) Global update in which all operators are shifted on the imaginary
time axis (adapted from Ref. [21]).

where nL is the index of the operator with the smallest imaginary time on the interval
(β, τL ]. Using equations (18) and (19), the trace reads


τL ; l|Q(τL , τR )|τR ; l,

(20)

l

where Q(τL , τR ) is the product of matrices on the interval (τL , τR ]. The point of this
optimization is that we do not have to recompute the bra and ket as long as updates
are performed locally within the window.
We move the window back and forth on the interval [0,β] in a sequential fashion
as follows. At each position of the window, we propose a few elementary updates,
whose number is proportional to that of ﬂavors. After that, we move the window
to the next position with a ﬁnite overlap with the previous position as illustrated
in Figure 2b. In our current implementation, the step size is chosen as τwin /2. For
the new position of the window, we update the bra and ket by applying creation,
annihilation and time-evolution operators, or by loading cached data from memory.
The important point is that we avoid evaluating the bra and ket from scratch thanks
to the sequential move of the window on the imaginary-time axis. Note that all the
above steps require only O(1) operations. This procedure is repeated in such a way
that the window moves sequentially back and forth on the whole interval [0, β].
To make sure that the procedure is ergodic, we perform several global updates
after each sweep of the window. We refer the readers to reference [21] for more details.
For the global updates, we need to recompute the trace from scratch. However, the
computational cost for these updates is typically not dominating because they are
performed less frequently.

2.4 Complex and oﬀ-diagonal hybridizations
It is clear from the deﬁnition of the hybridization function (10) and the Monte Carlo
weights (12), (11) that the formalism outlined in Section 2 is applicable also to models
with oﬀ-diagonal hybridization functions (Δab = 0 for a = b). In the most general
case, we get a single matrix M which is determined by the time positions of all the
operators. The hybridization functions can in general be complex, which then leads
to complex conﬁguration weights wC , and to a sign problem (or more properly phase
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problem) in the Monte Carlo sampling. In this case, we implement the Monte Carlo
sampling using the positive distribution of weights |wC |, and shift the phase to the
observable. As shown in equation (3), the expectation values of observables are then
obtained by the ratio of this phase weighted measurement and the average value of
the phase. In general, wC /|wC | can be a complex number. But, the expectation value
phase, which is usually refered to as the average sign, is always real because the
partition funtion is real.
If the hybridization is diagonal in certain ﬂavors, then the hybridiztation matrix
acquires a block structure, and the determinant in equation (12) becomes the product
of the determinants of these blocks [13]. For example, if the hybridization is diagonal
in spin, we can separate the conﬁguration of operators into spin-up and spin-down
operators, and deﬁne separate matrices M σ for σ =↑, ↓, and det M becomes σ M σ .
2.5 Worm sampling
When it comes to the measurement of Green’s functions and other correlation functions in general models, some care has to be taken, since the standard measurement procedure based on the removal of hybridization lines [5] may not always be
ergodic. For instance, we cannot measure the oﬀ-diagonal elements of the singleparticle Green’s function when oﬀ-diagonal hybridization functions are vanishing.
Also, we cannot measure spin oﬀ-diagonal elements of correlation functions such as
S + (τ )S − (0) by conventional sampling.
To overcome these ergodicity problems, worm-type measurements have been developed [12,22–24]. In this section, we discuss an eﬃcient implementation of the worm
sampling and worm measurement procedure.
Our implementation provides measurements of correlation functions of the form
O
Tr[T e−βH Oi1 (τ1O )Oi2 (τ2O ) · · · OiM (τM
)]
C(τ1 , τ2 , · · · , τM ) =
.
Z
(1)

(2)

(M )

(21)

For example, the single-particle Green’s function, which is the most important
observable for DMFT calculations, is deﬁned as
Gij (τ − τ  ) = −

Tr[T e−βH ci (τ )c†j (τ  )]
,
Z

(22)

where τ, τ  ∈ [0, β). Comparing equations (21) and (22), one ﬁnds that Oi1 = ci and
(1)

(2)

Oi2 = cj (i1 = i, i2 = j, M = 2).
Similarly to the partition function, the numerator of equation (21) is expanded as
O
)]
Tr[Tτ e−βH Oi1 (τ1O )Oi2 (τ2O ) · · · OiM (τM

∞ 

τ
τ
β
= ZB n=0 a1 ,··· ,an a ,··· ,an 0 2 dτ1 0 2 dτ1 · · · 0 dτn
1

×Trloc e−(β−τ̃2n+K )Hloc O2n+K · · ·

· · · e−(τ̃2 −τ̃1 )Hloc O1 e−τ̃1 Hloc × (−1)Ptrace detM −1 ,
(1)

(2)

(M )

β
0

dτn

(23)

where {O1 , · · · , O2n+K } is a time-ordered set of all creation and annihilation operators. We denote the number of worm creation and annihilation operators by K.
Ptrace is the permutation of time ordering from {ca1 (τ1 ), c†a (τ1 ), · · · , can (τn ), c†an (τn ),
1
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(M )

O
Oi1 (τ1O ) · · · OiM (τM
)} to {O1 , · · · , O2n+K }. Note that a single worm operator may
contain multiple creation and annihilation operators. The set {τ̃1 , · · · , τ̃2n+K } is the
time-ordered set of the imaginary times of all creation and annihilation operators.
In a Monte Carlo simulation, we sample an extended conﬁguration space
[12,22–24] deﬁned as
S = SZ ⊕ S O .
(24)

We denote a conﬁguration in the subspace SO by
O
; i1 , · · · , iM }.
CO = {τ1 , τ1 , · · · , τn , τn ; a1 , a1 , · · · , an , an ; τ1O , · · · , τM

(25)

The total partition function W̄ now reads
W̄ = Z̄ + η Z̄O ,
where
Z̄O =

 
i1 ,··· ,iM

0

β




(1)
(M ) O 
dτ1 · · · dτM Tr[Tτ e−βH Oi1 (τ1O ) · · · OiM (τM
)] .

(26)

(27)

The overline means that we take the absolute values of the contributions of diagrams.
We choose the coeﬃcient η (> 0) such that the simulation spends approximately the
same number of Monte Carlo steps in both spaces.
When we sample the subspace SO , the Monte Carlo weight is given by η|w(CO )|
where


w(CO ) = Trloc e−(β−τ̃2n+K )Hloc O2n+K · · · e−(τ̃2 −τ̃1 )Hloc O1 e−τ̃1 Hloc
×(−1)Ptrace detM −1 (dτ )2n+M .

(28)

We sample in both conﬁguration spaces according to the weights |w(C)| and η|w(CO )|,
respectively. In practice, we switch from SZ to SO by inserting worm operators as
described later.
The estimator for the observable O is given by
O
− τM )O
NO phase δī1 i1 · · · δM̄1 M1 δ(τ̄1O − τ1 ) · · · δ(τ̄M
,
ηNZ phaseZ
(29)
where NZ and NO are the number of Monte Carlo steps spent in SZ and SO , respectively. The brackets · · ·Z and · · ·O denote the Monte Carlo average in SZ
and SO , respectively. We introduce NZ and NO into equation (29) to cancel out
the ones included in · · ·Z and · · ·O , respectively. The symbols “phase” in the
numerator and the denominator denote w(CO )/|w(CO )| and w(CZ )/|w(CZ )|, respectively. In general, w(CO )/|w(CO )| is a complex number, but the expectation value
phaseZ is real, because the partition function Z is real. The above equation indicates that the importance sampling works eﬃciently only if phaseZ  is suﬃciently
large (phaseZ  0.1).
For instance, the estimator for the single-particle Green’s function reads
(1)

(M )

O
Oī1 (τ̄1O ) · · · OīM (τ̄M
) =

G(Δτ ) =

β −1 η −1 NG(1) phase δ̃(Δτ − (τ − τ  ))G(1)
NZ phaseZ

(30)

for 0 < Δτ < β. The factor β −1 comes from the extra degree of freedom τ  for the
sampling in the worm space. Here, we introduced

δ(τ )
0 ≤ τ < β,
δ̃(τ ) =
−δ(τ + β) −β ≤ τ < 0.
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Boehnke et al. introduced the expansion of the Green’s function in terms of the
Legendre polynomials deﬁned on the interval [0, β] [25] as
Gab (τ ) =

Nl


√

l≥0

Gab
l

√
= 2l + 1

2l + 1
Pl (x(τ ))Gab
l ,
β



(31)

β

dτ Pl (x(τ ))G(τ ),

(32)

0

where x(τ ) = 2τ /β − 1 and Pl (x) is the l-th Legendre polynomial deﬁned on the interval [-1,1]. In practice, instead of using the imaginary-time estimator in equation (30),
we directly measure the coeﬃcients of the Legendre polynomials using the estimator
√
β −1 η −1 NG(1) 2l + 1phase P̃l (x(τ − τ  ))G(1)
ab
Gl =
,
(33)
NZ phaseZ
where

Pl [x(δτ )]
P̃l [x(δτ )] =
−Pl [x(δτ + β)]

δτ > 0,
δτ < 0.

(34)

The cutoﬀ Nl is a simulation parameter, whose typical values are Nl = 50 – 100.
The above procedure naturally extends to the measurement of multiple observables, for instance, O, P , · · · . Correspondingly, the total partition function now reads
W̄ = Z̄ + ηO Z̄O + ηP Z̄P + · · · .

(35)

The positive parameters ηO , ηP , · · · must be adjusted so that the number of Monte
Carlo steps spent in the subspaces are of the same order of magnitude. We refer the
reader to the Appendix of reference [26] for the technical details of the adjustment
of the parameters. The estimators for O, P , · · · are deﬁned in a way analogous to
equation (29).
We insert or remove a worm as
{τ1 , τ1 , · · ·

{τ1 , τ1 , · · · , τn , τn ; a1 , a1 , · · · , an , an } 
O
, τn , τn ; a1 , a1 , · · · , an , an ; τ1O , · · · , τM
; i1 , · · · , iM }.

(36)

However, some care has to be taken because these updates may never be accepted
when the local Hamiltonian has conserved quantum numbers other than the number
of electrons. One example is the measurement of the equal-time single-particle Green’s
function c†i cj  (i= j) in the case where Hloc has conserved ﬂavor quantum numbers.
In this case, the insertion/removal of a worm breaks the conservation law of the
quantum numbers from τ = 0 to β, leading to a vanishing expectation value of the
trace. Thus, such updates are never accepted.
To avoid this problem, we also insert/remove a worm by detaching/attaching
hybridization lines from/to impurity operators. For the single-/two-particle Green’s
functions, we follow the procedure described in reference [23]. However, this procedure
does not directly apply to other correlation functions whose worm operators have the
same imaginary time, e.g., the equal-time Green’s functions. For such correlation
functions, we need to gather/redistribute the worm operators on the imaginary time
axis at the same time. In practice, we measure multiple observables simultaneously.
We sketch the transitions in the extended conﬁguration space in Figure 3.
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Fig. 3. Illustration of transitions in the extended conﬁguration space. It is
possible to measure multiple observables, namely “Z” (partition function), “G1”
(single-particle Green’s function), “G2” (two-particle Green’s function), “Equal-time G1”
(equal-time single-particle Green’s function), “Two-time G2” (two-time two-particle Green’s
function), and “Equal-time G2” (equal-time two-particle Green’s function) simultaneously.
By default, we measure only “Z”, “G1” and “Equal-time G1”. We make transitions between
the subspaces of the conﬁguration space by inserting/removing a worm. The solid arrows
denote transitions by adding/removing worm operators and those by detaching/attaching
hybridization lines. The broken arrow represents transitions by adding/removing worm operators. We also perform direct transitions between “Two-time G2” and “Equal-time G2” to
reduce autocorrelation times. The deﬁnitions of these observables are given in reference [26].

3 BSS impurity solver
The above described CT-HYB algorithm [5], as well as the weak-coupling CT-INT [41]
algorithm are action based methods. They can easily handle retarded density-density
interactions [42–44] but invariably scale with the cube of the inverse temperature. In
contrast the BSS algorithm [45,46] is Hamiltonian based. It cannot handle retarded
interactions but scales linearly with inverse temperature. Another caveat which has
been extensively discussed in the literature is the systematic Trotter error inherently
present in the BSS algorithm. This systematic error originates at the very ﬁrst step,
when considering a generic Anderson impurity type model
ĤImp =


i,j



σ
ĉ†i,σ Ti,j
ĉj,σ +


≡ĤT



 Ui
2
(n̂i − 1)
2
i∈M




(37)

≡ĤU

relevant for applying the BSS algorithm in the context of quantum cluster theories
[47]. Here, i labels orbitals, and M is a subset of orbitals on which a Hubbard interaction U is applied. The above form includes the single impurity Anderson model
(SIAM) relevant for DMFT calculations. In the BSS algorithm, the ﬁrst step is to
isolate the interaction term. This is achieved using the Trotter decomposition:



LTrot


Tr e−β Ĥ = Tr e−Δτ ĤT e−Δτ ĤU
+ O (Δτ )2 with LTrot U Δτ = β.

(38)

Strictly speaking the Trotter error is of order Δτ . However for real representable
hopping and interaction terms, the coeﬃcient of the linear term can be shown to
vanish. The Trotter error is a high energy cutoﬀ (i.e., lattice spacing in imaginary
time) and should thereby not aﬀect critical behavior such as the Ising universality
class of the Mott metal-insulator transition. However, the location of the transition
will be dependent on the Trotter error, thus making it hard to compare with other
methods. Given this situation a number of eﬀorts were initiated to formulate a so
called continuous-time BSS algorithm [48]. To date, eﬀorts in this direction are based
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on a CT-AUX type formulation [49,50] and face two issues. The ﬁrst issue is that
they are restricted to a class of models with Hubbard-type interactions
2

4

(n̂i − 1) = (n̂i − 1) ,

(39)

such that the basic CT-AUX equation [51]
1+

1  αs(n̂i −1)
U
U
2
(n̂i − 1) =
= cosh(α) − 1
e
with
K
2 s=±1
K

(40)

holds. The second issue is that in the continuous-time approach it is hard to formulate
a computationally eﬃcient algorithm. Given this situation it turns out that the multigrid method [6] put forward by one of the authors is an eﬃcient scheme to extrapolate
to small imaginary time steps so as to eliminate the Trotter error.
We have developed a general open source package entitled Algorithims for Lattice
Fermions available under http://alf.physik.uni-wuerzburg.de which provides a
general implementation of the BSS algorithm. It is beyond the scope of this article to
review the details of the BSS algorithm and the reader is referred to overview articles
such as reference [52]. The ALF-package enables eﬃcient simulations of models that
can be written in the form

Ĥ =



σ
ĉ†i,σ Ti,j
ĉj,σ +



i,j

k

⎛
gk ⎝



⎞2
σ,k
ĉ†i,σ Oi,j
ĉj,σ + αk,σ ⎠ .

(41)

i,j,σ

Here Oσ,k is a Hermitian sparse matrix, and k runs over a set of interaction terms. We
note that the above form can account for various types of impurity models including
Kondo impurities [53].

4 Applications
4.1 Tests of the cRPA downfolding
We have used the solver’s ability to treat retarded density-density interactions in a
systematic test of the constrained random phase approximation (cRPA) downfolding
procedure [27]. The cRPA method [8] is commonly used to compute the dynamically screened interaction parameters of low-energy models from the LDA bandstructure. The idea is to separate the bandstructure into low-energy target bands
and high-energy screening bands, and to calculate a polarization Pr associated with
single-particle excitations into or out of the target bands. If v is the bare Coulomb
interaction, the eﬀective interaction for the target bands is obtained by evaluating
the matrix elements of
Wr = v/(1 − Pr v)
(42)
in some appropriate localized basis. While this procedure is in principle exact, in
cRPA the polarization Pr is evaluated in the random phase approximation, i.e., by
computing bubble diagrams made from LDA propagators.
In order to test the accuracy of this scheme, we have studied a three-orbital
Hubbard model on a cubic lattice with orbital-diagonal transfer t = 1 between
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nearest-neighbor sites [27]. The Hamiltonian is
H=−


i,j

−t





ασ


i

+

ĉ†iασ ĉjασ +



i

ĉ†i2σ ĉiβσ

σ β =2

Uα n̂iα↑ n̂iα↓ +

iα

+ ĉ†iβσ ĉi2σ


i

(Eα + Eαdc − μ)n̂iα

α



U  n̂iα n̂iβ ,

(43)

α<β

where i and j are site indices, while α and β denote orbital indices. The idea is that
this model can be solved within DMFT, so that we can compare this solution of the
full model with the predictions of the downfolded model. Since the low-energy model
has retarded and long-ranged interactions, it has to be solved within the framework
of extended DMFT (EDMFT) [28,29].
We choose α = 2 as the target band and α = 1, 3 as the screening bands. The
orbital potentials Eα are given by −Δ, 0, Δ for α = 1, 2, 3, so that Δ > 0 produces
gaps between the target- and screening-band manifolds. The on-site repulsion Uα is
taken to be Uα = Ud /2, Ud , Ud /2 for α = 1, 2, 3, respectively, and we also include
inter-orbital interactions U  . The chemical potential μ is adjusted in the DMFT selfconsistent procedure such that the number of electrons is 3 (half ﬁlling). The Coulomb
interaction breaks the particle-hole symmetry because it induces orbital-dependent
mean ﬁelds. To recover this symmetry in the limit of t = 0, we take Eαdc = U  , 0,
−U  + Ud /2 for α = 1, 2, 3 [see Eq. (43)].
In Figure 4 we show the onsite (U ) and nearest-neighbor (Vnn ) interactions produced by the cRPA method for Δ = 10, t = 4, Ud = 10 and three diﬀerent values of
U  /Ud . The horizontal dashed lines indicate the bare value of the on-site interaction
in the target manifold [= U (ω = ∞)], which is smaller than Ud . This is because the
Wannier functions of the target band extend to the screening orbitals with smaller onsite repulsions. This also explains the dependence of U (ω = ∞) on U  . For the values
of U  /Ud considered here, ImU (ω) exhibits a dominant negative peak around ω=15.
Below this energy scale, which corresponds to transitions between the target band
and the screening bands, the on-site interaction is reduced from the instantaneous
value U (ω = ∞). Although the full model has only on-site interactions, a dynamic
nearest-neighbor interaction Vnn (ω) is generated. This interaction is substantially
smaller than the on-site interaction, and almost vanishes at low frequencies.
The full ω dependence of the on-site and nearest-neighbor interaction is taken
into account in the EDMFT solution of the low-energy model. The resulting phase
diagram in the space of Ud and U  is shown in Figure 5 (charge-cRPA, red line).
We have also tested a spin-dependent version of the cRPA procedure, which takes
into account the self-interactions in Hubbard-type models resulting from the Pauli
exclusion principle. In this formalism the Coulomb matrix is a 6 × 6 matrix of the
form


v ↑↑ v ↑↓
v(q) =
,
(44)
v ↓↑ v ↓↓
where
⎞
⎛
000
v ↑↑ (q) = v↓↓ (q) = ⎝0 0 0⎠ ,
000

⎞
0 0 0
v ↑↓ (q) = v ↓↑ (q) = ⎝0 Ud 0⎠ ,
0 0 0
⎛

(45)
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Fig. 4. Screened interactions obtained by the cRPA method for the three-orbital
model with Δ = 10, t = 4 and Ud = 10. We show the on-site interaction U (ω)
and nearest neighbor interaction Vnn (ω). The bare on-site interaction U (ω = ∞) in
the targed manifold is represented by a horizontal solid line (from Ref. [27]).
(This ﬁgure is subject to copyright protection and is not covered by a Creative
Commons license.)

and the screened interaction projected onto orbital 2 becomes
W2↑2↓ (q) = v2↑2↓ + v2↑2↓ P22 (q)v2↓2↑ P22 (q)v2↑2↓ + O(P 4 )
= Ud +

2
Ud3 P22
(q)

(46)

4

+ O(P ).

This compares to
W22 (q) = v22 + 2v22 P22 (q)v22 + O(P 2 )

(47)

2

= Ud + 2Ud P22 (q)Ud + O(P )
in the conventional charge-cRPA, which contains a term O(P ) that violates the
Pauli principle.
The spin-cRPA phase boundary is shown by the pink line. We also plot in green
the phase boundary obtained by the unscreened model, i.e., the model with bare
interactions projected onto the orbitals of the target space, as well as in blue the
phase boundary predicted by the DMFT solution of the original three-band system.
The considerable disagreement between the phase boundaries shows that the
cRPA downfolding procedure (both in its charge and spin variants) is not reliable,
at least in systems with low-energy screening bands. For example, at U  = 0 the
charge-cRPA interaction considerably underestimates the correlation strength, while
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Fig. 5. Phase diagram of the three-orbital model with Δ = 10 and t = 4 at β = 15.
The solid lines denote the Mott-transition lines for the charge-cRPA (triangle), spincRPA (square), unscreened (crosses), and full models (ﬁlled circle) (from Ref. [27]).
(This ﬁgure is subject to copyright protection and is not covered by a Creative
Commons license.)

the bare interaction projected onto the targed band gives a good prediction for the
critical Ud . This suggests that the screening processes captured by the cRPA bubble
diagrams are compensated by anti-screening contributions from neglected diagrams.
An analysis and deeper understanding of these cancellation eﬀects, which may result
for example from a functional renormalization group study [30,31], is an important
step in the development of more reliable downfolding procedures.
4.2 Pyrochlore iridates
We have used the multi-orbital impurity solver with complex hybridization functions
to describe ﬁnite-temperature properties of pyrochlore iridates by means of the DMFT
based ab-initio method [9]. The pyrochlore iridates A2 Ir2 O7 (A = Pr, Nd, Y, etc.) are
an ideal system to study novel phenomena induced by the competition and cooperation between spin-orbit coupling (SOC) and electron correlations because their
magnetic and electronic states can be tuned by chemical substitution, pressure, and
temperature (T ). These compounds show a crossover from metal to insulator with
decreasing A3+ ionic radii at high T [32,33]. The Ir magnetic moments form a socalled all-in/all-out non-collinear magnetic state at low T for small A3+ ionic [35–37].
Y2 Ir2 O7 is the insulating compound with the highest magnetic transition temperature
and no f moments. A pioneering local density approximation (LDA)+U study suggested that a topological Weyl semimetal (with the coexisting all-in/all-out magnetic
order) may be realized as the ground state of some compounds in this series [38].
To clarify the role of local electron correlations, we applied the so-called local density approximation + DMFT method to the prototype compound Y2 Ir2 O7 . First, we
constructed maximally localized Wannier functions for the t2g manifold by band calculations based on the local density approximation. We used the code QMAS (Quantum
MAterials Simulator) [39]. Then, electron correlation eﬀects were taken into account
by introducing the Slater-Kanamori interaction in DMFT calculations. We chose the
Hund’s coupling JH = 0.1U , where U is the onsite repulsion. The quantum impurity
problems were solved by Monte Carlo sampling in the eigenbasis of the eﬀective angu2
111
lar momentum ĵeﬀ
and its projection to the local [111] axis (ĵeﬀ
), where the eﬀective
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Fig. 6. Left panel: LDA+DMFT phase diagram. Right panel: spectral functions computed
at U = 2 and 2.5 eV (β = 40) (adapted from Ref. [9]).

angular momentum is deﬁned as −L̂ + Ŝ. The vectors of the eigenbasis are denoted
by |jeﬀ , jeﬀ 111 . This basis diagonalizes the local SOC in the t2g manifold. However,
the trigonal crystal ﬁeld introduces non-zero hybridization functions between vectors
with the same value of jeﬀ 111 , e.g., |1/2, 1/2 and |3/2, 1/2. We took into account
all the oﬀ-diagonal hybridization functions, taking advantage of our complex-number
implementation of the solver.
We show the U -T phase diagram obtained by the DMFT calculations in the left
panel of Figure 6. The calculations were done down to β = 150 (eV−1 ). We identify
the magnetically ordered phase at low T as follows. At suﬃciently high T = T0 , we
obtain a paramagnetic solution, which has vanishing magnetic moments on atoms
within statistical errors. Then, we compute a self-consistent solution at a slightly
lower T = T1 using the solution at T0 as an input of the self-consistent procedure.
The procedure is repeated as T is lowered as T0 , T1 , T2 , · · · . We observed that the
all-in/all-out magnetic structure emerges below the transition temperature Tc . As a
function of U , Tc rises up to values about three times higher than the experimental
Tcexp  150 K. This may be due to the neglect of the feedback of spatial ﬂuctuations
in the DMFT approximation.
In the left panel of Figure 6, we also show the ﬁrst-order Mott transition line
obtained by paramagnetic DMFT calculations. Apparently, the metal-insulator transition in the magnetic DMFT phase diagram is assisted by magnetic ordering. The
metal-insulator transition is sticking out of the magnetically ordered phase as a
crossover between a paramagnetic metal and a paramagnetic insulator, which is signaled by a sharp change in the spectral function A(ω = 0). The insulating compound
Y2 Ir2 O7 , which has the highest Tc in the family, may be located at U  2.5 eV.
We plot the momentum-resolved spectral function computed at β = 40 (eV−1 )
 290 K. We compare the spectral function computed by LDA+DMFT and the LDA
band structure (solid red lines). One can see that, even in the paramagnetic metallic
phase, the band width is substantially reduced by strong correlation eﬀects. This raises
questions on the reliability of the LDA+U method [38], which takes into account
correlation eﬀects within the Hartree-Fock level, for discussing the stability of the
Weyl semimetal [38] in this series. On the other hand, in the paramagnetic insulating
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Fig. 7. Average sign encountered in solving the quantum impurity problem. The average
sign remains above 0.4 down to 77 K for U = 2.5 and 3 eV.

phase, we did not observe any signature of quasi-particle bands, indicating that the
system is in a Mott insulating state.
Figure 7 shows the average sign encountered in solving the quantum impurity
problems. The calculations were done down to β = 150 (1/eV)  77 K. The average
sign remains suﬃciently large in the eigenbasis. Interestingly, the temperature dependence is not monotonic. At large U , the average sign shows a local minimum around
200 K. The average sign decreases again below 100 K. Although this basis may not be
optimal in terms of average sign, it is practically good enough for the present purpose.
Recently, G. Prando et al. reported the magnetic properties of Eu2 Ir2 O7 under
hydrostatic pressure by macroscopic and local-probe techniques [40]. They found that
the magnetic transition temperature increases up to P = 20 kbar and then drops as
hydrostatic pressure is increased. They compared their results with our theoretical
results under the assumption that the hydrostatic pressure corresponds to changing
the U/W ratio (W is the band width). We show a similar plot in Figure 8, where the
theoretical Tc are scaled by a factor of 0.31 to correct the overestimation by the local
approximation. The values of U used in our LDA+DMFT calculations are mapped
to the values of hydrostatic pressure as suggested by G. Prando et al. One sees that
the P dependence of the data are consistent with the theoretical curve, although
experiments for higher P are needed for a more detailed comparison.
4.3 Momentum dependent pseudogaps in the half-ﬁlled Hubbard model
In the absence of a negative sign problem, the BSS algorithm oﬀers the possibility
of accessing large lattice sizes at high precision such that a detailed study of the
interplay of spin and charge degrees of freedom can be carried out. Here, we will
concentrate on how spin ﬂuctuations lead to a momentum dependence of the opening
of the single particle gap in the half-ﬁlled two dimensional Hubbard model. This is a
non-local eﬀect and the results we present in this section can act as benchmarks for
extensions of the DMFT approach aiming at including spatial spin-ﬂuctuations.
We consider the Hubbard model on the square lattice with hopping matrix element −t and Hubbard interaction U . In the non-interacting limit, the band width,
W = 8t, sets the coherence scale Tcoh . At weak coupling, U/W < 1, we can expect the
spin scale, TSpin , as deﬁned by the energy scale below which spin-ﬂuctuations emerge,
to satisfy TSpin < Tcoh . In this regime, our numerical results describe how the nested
Fermi surface develops a single particle gap due to the coupling to spin ﬂuctuations.
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Fig. 8. Comparison of the pressure dependence of the critical transition temperature
of Eu2 Ir2 O7 and the LDA+DMFT results. We scaled the transition temperatures of
LDA+DMFT by a factor of 0.31. The experimental data have been extracted from Figure 6 in reference [40].

Fig. 9. (a) High symmetry path in the Brillouin zone. (b) The trotter systematic error
at U/t = 4, T = 0.2t. The solid black line corresponds to the multi-grid extrapolation introduced in reference [55]. (c) Size extrapolation of the imaginary time Green function at
U/t = 4, T = 0.2t and k = (π/2, π/2). (d) The spectral functions at high symmetry points
on a ﬁnite lattice and after extrapolation of the imaginary time data to the thermodynamic
limit. This ﬁgure is adapted from reference [10].

In the opposite limit, U/W > 1, this picture does not hold. Here the charge gap originates from local interactions and is set by the energy scale U , and the magnetic energy
scale by J = 4t2 /U . From the point of view of magnetic ﬂuctuations one expects both
the strong and weak coupling limits to belong to the so-called renormalized classical
phase of quantum anti-ferromagnets [54]. Thereby, below the spin scale, the spin cors
relation length will grow as ξs ∝ kv
e2πρs /kB T where vs is the spin velocity and ρs
BT
the spin stiﬀness. This exponential growth of the spin correlation length deﬁnes the
challenge of the calculation since strictly speaking we have to consider lattice sizes
L > ξs . Our calculations are summarized in detail in reference [10].
As mentioned above, the ﬁrst challenge is the system size. The second is the
Wick rotation from the imaginary time axis to the real time which we carried out
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Fig. 10. Single particle spectral function and local density of states as a function of temperature. Prior to the Wick rotation, the data has been extrapolated to the thermodynamic
limit. The momentum selective opening of the gap is apparent (Figure reproduced from
Ref. [10]). (This ﬁgure is subject to copyright protection and is not covered by a Creative
Commons license.)

with the Maximum Entropy method [56]. Finally the third issue is the systematic
Trotter error. Figure 9 illustrates these issues. It turns out that given the accuracy
of the Wick rotation, the data at Δτ t = 0.1 are good enough such that a systematic
extrapolation to the continuous time was not carried out. The size dependence is
on the other hand crucial. Figure 9c shows that for all considered imaginary times
the ﬁnite size corrections of the Green function follow a L12 law which we use to
carry out the extrapolation to the thermodynamic limit. The importance of taking
the thermodynamic limit is underpinned in Figure 9d on the real frequency axis.
Consider the temperature T = 0.2t. On the 8 × 8 lattice the magnetic correlation
length is comparable to the lattice size. This statement is supported by Figure 3 of
reference [46] which shows that the spin structure factor at the antiferromagnetic wave
vector is not saturated at this temperature and lattice size. As a consequence, for the
L = 8 lattice we expect the data to bear similarities to a long range ordered state and
thereby be well described within a mean-ﬁeld picture. Within this approximation the
single particle gap at the M’ and X points in the Brillouin zone are identical. As the
system size grows and exceeds the magnetic correlation length, it becomes apparent
that gap ﬁlls in at the M’ point but remains robust at the X point. This momentum
dependent opening of the single particle gap is at the origin of the pseudogap. In
our calculation the Fermi surface is nested and crystal momentum conservation alone
will not account for stronger scattering of quasiparticles oﬀ paramagnons between
the antinodal points k = (0, π) and (π, 0). We hence attribute our observation to the
Van-Hove singularity at the X and symmetry equivalent points in the Brillouin zone
which provide an enhanced phase space for scattering oﬀ paramagnons.
Figure 10 summarizes the temperature dependence of the single particle spectral
function as well as the local density of states. At the highest temperature the data
follow approximately the single particle dispersion relation (dashed green line). In
particular between the X and M’ points it is dispersionless. The observed momentum
dependence along this line at slightly lower temperatures reﬂects the k-dependence
of the self energy stemming from scattering oﬀ paramagnons. At lower temperatures,
and as the correlation length increases, the gap becomes to a ﬁrst approximation
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Fig. 11. Flowcharts describing the embedding of the BSS algorithm in the DMFT selfconsistency loop. (a) Flowchart of DMFT. (b) Exact diagonalization impurity solver. This
requires a discretization of the bath. (c) BSS impurity solver which requires a discretization of the bath in addition to a multigrid extrapolation to get rid of the systematic
Trotter error.

k-independent as expected in a weak coupling mean-ﬁeld approximation. We also
note that there is a break between high and low energy features which is especially
apparent along the Γ-X line at low temperatures. This so-called waterfall feature
reﬂects a fundamental property of the dynamics of a single hole in a antiferromagnetic
background namely that a coherent quasiparticle band of width set by the magnetic
scale [57,58] splits oﬀ from an incoherent high energy background.

4.4 Quasi-continuous-time impurity solver for DMFT with linear scaling
in inverse temperature
As mentioned previously the BSS algorithm is, as opposed to the CT-INT and CTHYB, Hamiltonian based. This is very similar to exact diagonalization and one consequence is that in the DMFT self-consistency loop, depicted in Figure 11, one has
to solve an inverse problem: given the local Green function, we have to ﬁnd a Hamiltonian form which reproduces it best. This step essentially corresponds to ﬁnding an
optimal discretization of the fermionic bath of the single impurity Anderson model
with a bath consisting of Nb orbitals:
ĤAnd = 0


σ

nσ + U n̂↑ n̂↓ +

Nb 




iσ niσ + Viσ â†iσ ĉσ + h.c. .

σ,i=1

To solve ĤAnd for Nb bath sites, we can use the general implementation of the BSS
algorithm described in Section 3, to produce the local Green function. To avoid any
Trotter error in this step, we use the multigrid algorithm developed by one of the
authors [55] so as to extrapolate the systematic error to zero. For each given choice of
the Trotter time step, Δτ , the Green function is known only on a discrete grid. Prior
to extrapolation, one has to generate a common grid. There are many ways of doing
this. A simple approach that diﬀers marginally from that used in reference [11] is to
use the Maximum Entropy method to solve the inverse problem

Δτ
(48)
GAnd (lΔτ, {Vi , i }) = dωK(lΔτ, ω)AΔτ
And (ω, {Vi , i })
Δτ
and then use the spectral function to interpolate GAnd
(τ, {Vi , i }) to a ﬁner mesh.
Extrapolation produces GAnd (τ, {Vi , i }) or equivalently the Matsubara Green function, GAnd (iωm , {Vi , i }). We note that rather large values of Δτ can be used for the
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Fig. 12. Comparison of the DMFT-BSS algorithm to exact diagonalization and multi-grid
Hirsch-Fye solvers for the half-ﬁlled Hubbard model with semi-elliptic density of states
with full band width W = 4 and within the paramagnetic phase. (a) Convergence for ﬁxed
number of bath sites as a function of the Trotter discretization. (b), (c) Convergence as a
function of the number of bath sites for two diﬀerent temperature choices (ﬁgures taken from
Ref. [11]). (This ﬁgure is subject to copyright protection and is not covered by a Creative
Commons license.)

extrapolation, thus rendering the scheme very eﬃcient even though the BSS scales
linearly with the number of Trotter slices.
The ability to calculate the Matsubara Green function for the Anderson model of
equation (48) is only part of the self-consistency since the model parameters {Vi , i }
have to be determined so as to at best account for the bath Green function G. To
carry out this ﬁtting procedure, we deﬁne the cost function
χ2 [{Vi , εi }] =

nc


2

wn |GAnd (iωn , {Vi , εi }) − G(iωn )| ,

(49)

n=0

with a cutoﬀ Matsubara frequency iωnc and the weighting factor wn , which can
be used to optimize the bath parametrization and which we set to wn = 1. The
minimization is a tricky problem. Here we used a Newton method with an analytic
expression for the gradient. Since this approach can be trapped in local minima we
start the Newton search with many diﬀerent initial conﬁgurations. Steps to go beyond
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DMFT, in particular applications to DCA, require a better ﬁtting strategy. In the
framework of this project we have developed a stochastic ﬁt algorithm based on
parallel tempering and simulated annealing. The algorithm is based on stochastic
sampling of the target parameters, {Vi , εi }, and searches for the minimal value of
the above deﬁned cost function (see Eq. (49)). Details of the implementation may be
found in reference [59].
In the following, we test the method by comparing to an exact diagonalization
solver. First, we consider the extrapolation to zero imaginary time step at ﬁxed number of bath sites, and then test the convergence as a function of the number of
bath sites. Tests were carried out for the half-ﬁlled Hubbard model with semi-elliptic
density of states with full band width W = 4 and within the paramagnetic phase.
Figure 12a shows how important it is to take into account the Trotter time step
extrapolation in the calculation of the exact location of the ﬁrst order transition.
As mentioned above, the transition points are not universal and depend upon the
details of the model. On the other hand, the Ising universality class of the Mott
transition at ﬁnite temperature is expected to be independent on the choice of the
Trotter discretization. One notices that the multiscale BSS algorithm reproduces the
exact diagonalization results for the special case of four bath sites. It is also to be
noted that four bath sites at this temperature already reproduce very well the multigrid Hirsch-Fye result for a continuous bath both for the double occupancy and
the quasiparticle residue (upper and lower panels of Fig. 12a). As the temperature
deceases, the number of bath sites required to achieve convergence is however expected
to grow. This is illustrated in Figures 12b and 12c. Upon inspection, one notices that
at T = 0.04 four bath sites suﬃce to reproduce the continuous bath results. On the
other hand, at the lower temperature T = 0.02 convergence is reached only with ﬁve
bath sites. The convergence as a function of bath sites is remarkable. One should
compare this to standard lattice calculations with dynamical exponent z = 1. In this
case, the system size has to track the inverse temperature so as to reach convergence.
On the basis of these calculations we believe that using the BSS algorithm with the
muliti-grid approach provides a very eﬃcient linear in β solver. The bottleneck will
however clearly be the sign problem and the complexity of the interaction. However,
within the A lgorithims for L attice F ermions package available under http://alf.
physik.uni-wuerzburg.de quite general interactions (see Eq. (41)) can be treated,
thereby allowing many possible applications including the Kondo lattice model. An
account of the status of this project can be found in references [59,60].

5 Conclusions
In this chapter, we described the Monte Carlo based impurity solvers which have
been developed or further improved in the context of the Reseach Unit FOR 1346. In
Section 2, we reviewed the formulation of the hybridization expansion Monte Carlo
impurity solver. In particular, we sketched the treatment of retarded interactions and
complex hybridizations, optimized sampling procedures for multi-orbital models, and
the worm-based measurement of general correlation functions. An open source code
package providing most of the features described here has recently been published in
reference [26].
In Section 3, we gave a brief description of the Hamiltonian-based BSS algorithm,
whose computational complexity scales linearly with inverse temperature. We also
mentioned the general open source package, Algorithms for Lattice Fermions, which
provides a general implementation of the BSS algorithm.
In Section 4, we demonstrated the power of our impurity solvers by presenting
four applications. First, we performed a systematic test of the constrained random
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phase approximation (cRPA) downfolding procedure in the context of a three-orbital
Hubbard model. We derived a low-energy single-band model with retarded and longranged interactions from the three-orbital Hubbard model by means of cRPA. We
solved both models within the DMFT and extended DMFT frameworks to compare
the results, and to judge the reliablility of cRPA. This application used the impurity
solver’s ability to treat retarded interactions. Second, we presented the phase diagram
of pyrochlore iridates obtained using DMFT based ab-initio calculation as an illustration of a material simulation with spin-orbit induced complex hybridizations. We
revealed the substantial role of strong electron correlations in the low-temperature
states. The solver’s ability to treat complex hybridizations and the absence of a severe
sign problem enabled these calculations at low temperatures. Third, we applied the
BSS lattice model solver to the Hubbard model on the square lattice. We showed
that magnetic ﬂuctuations lead to a momentum dependent opening of the single
particle gap. Such calculations provide benchmark results for approximate DMFT
based methods aimed at describing spatial ﬂuctuations. In the fourth application we
incorporated the BSS solver within the DMFT self-consistency loop taking care of
extrapolating the Trotter time step to zero by using a multigrid approach. This BSSDMFT algorithm was tested extensively and provides an eﬃcient linear-in-β solver
for DMFT and beyond.
These examples illustrate how the eﬃcient Monte Carlo impurity solvers developed
in the context of the Reseach Unit FOR 1346 allow to go beyond the previous stateof-the-art model and ab-initio calculations, and contribute to the goal of materials
simulations with predictive power.
Support of the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft and the Swiss National Science Foundation
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Abstract. We discuss the eﬃcient implementation of general impurity
solvers for dynamical mean-ﬁeld theory. We show that both Lanczos
and quantum Monte Carlo in diﬀerent ﬂavors (Hirsch-Fye, continuoustime hybridization- and interaction-expansion) exhibit excellent scaling
on massively parallel supercomputers. We apply these algorithms to
simulate realistic model Hamiltonians including the full Coulomb vertex, crystal-ﬁeld splitting, and spin-orbit interaction. We discuss how to
remove the sign problem in the presence of non-diagonal crystal-ﬁeld
and hybridization matrices. We show how to extract the physically
observable quantities from imaginary time data, in particular correlation functions and susceptibilities. Finally, we present benchmarks and
applications for representative correlated systems.

1 Introduction
The generalized Hubbard model is given by
 
1  i
†
H=−
tii
Umm pp c†imσ c†im σ cip σ cipσ − Hdc
mσ,m σ  cimσ ci m σ  +
2




i
ii

mm
σσ 

mm pp
σσ 

(1)
where c†imσ creates an electron at site i with orbital quantum number m and spin


σ, tii
mσ,m σ  are the hopping integrals (i = i ) and the elements of the crystal-ﬁeld

i
matrices (i = i ), Umm pp the local screened Coulomb tensor, and Hdc the doublecounting correction. Assuming that the electron-electron interaction retains spherical symmetry, the Coulomb tensor for d electrons can be written in terms of
three Slater integrals, F0 , F2 and F4 . For t2g or eg electrons only, the independent
parameters reduce to two. In the basis of real harmonics, the essential terms
a
b
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⎛
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⎜
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Hkc c
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Hkc c

⎞
...
⎟
... ⎟
⎠
..
.

Gic mα ,ic mα (iνn ) =

1
Nk

Umα mβ mα mβ

k

1
iνn I − HkLDA − Σ(iνn ) + HDC

ic mα ,ic mα

Gmα ,mα (iνn ) = Gic mα ,ic mα (iνn )
G −1 (iνn ) = G−1 (iνn ) + Σ ic (iνn )
νn → τ
G(τ )

QMC

G(τ )
τ → νn

Σ ic (iνn ) = G −1 (iνn ) − G−1 (iνn )
⎛
⎜
Σ=⎝

Σ ic
0

0
Σ ic

⎞
...
... ⎟
⎠
..
.

NO

converged?

YES

Σ(iνn )
DONE!

G(iνn )

Fig. 1. The self-consistency loop in the DFT+DMFT approach with a quantum Monte
Carlo (QMC) impurity solver [8]. The method is also known as LDA + DMFT, as the localdensity approximation (LDA) is one of the most popular among the known approximations
to the exact DFT exchange-correlation functional.

are the screened direct Coulomb integrals Umm mm = U − 2J(1 − δmm ), the exchange (Umm m m = J), as well as the pair hopping (Ummm m = J) and spin-ﬂip
(Ummm m = J) term. These can be expressed as linear combinations of Slater
4
1
integrals, with U = F0 + 49
(F2 + F4 ) and J = 49
(3F2 + 20
9 F4 ) for t2g states, while
1
5
J = 49 (4F2 + 3 F4 ) for eg states [1,2].
The one-electron parameters of the Hamiltonian (1), i.e., hopping integrals,
crystal-ﬁeld splittings and spin-orbit couplings, can be obtained by building
Wannier functions that span the correlated bands, either using the downfolding approach based on the N th-Order Muﬃn-Tin Orbital method (NMTO) [3,4] or the
maximally-localized Wannier function technique [5]. The calculation of the screened
Coulomb interaction would in principle require the full solution of the many-body
problem, and can only be achieved via approximate approaches; popular schemes [6,7]
are the constrained random-phase approximation (cRPA) or the constrained localdensity approximation (cLDA). The double-counting correction is also not known
exactly; if only correlated electrons of the same kind are retained, it amounts to a
shift of the chemical potential and can be neglected. In the more general case, approximations such as the around-mean-ﬁeld or the fully-localized Ansatz are used [6,7].
In dynamical mean-ﬁeld theory (DMFT), the generalized Hubbard Hamiltonian
(1) is mapped onto a multi-orbital quantum-impurity problem, whose bath parameters are determined via the self-consistency criterium (see Fig. 1), which requires that
the local lattice Green function equals the local impurity Green function [6,7]. The
complexity of the quantum-impurity problem increases dramatically with the number
of correlated sites and orbitals, the (lack of) symmetry of the Hamiltonian and the
type of Coulomb terms included in the calculation, as well as the strength of crystalﬁeld splittings and spin-orbit interaction. Depending on the approach used for solving
the quantum impurity problem, the principal numerical bottleneck can be either the
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computational time (quantum Monte Carlo methods) or the memory (exact diagonalization or Lanczos). In the following we will review two particularly powerful general
DMFT solvers, discuss their eﬃcient implementation on massively parallel machines,
and illustrate their abilities by presenting a number of paradigmatic applications.

2 The Lanczos approach
Using the Lanczos approach [9–11] we can ﬁnd the ground state and spectral
function of many-body Hamiltonians of the type (1), including the generalized
quantum impurity problems at the core of the DMFT method [12]. The basic
idea for numerically exactly calculating the ground state is strikingly simple: The
vector (H − E[Ψ])|Ψ/Ψ|Ψ is the gradient of the energy expectation value
E[Ψ] = Ψ|H|Ψ/Ψ|Ψ. Since the total energy functional E[Ψ] has no local minima, it can be minimized very eﬃciently by the method of steepest descent. Convergence is even more rapid when the minimization is performed over all successive
gradient vectors simultaneously. For L steepest descent steps, starting from some
arbitrary normalized state |v0 , this corresponds to minimizing the energy functional
on the (L + 1)-dimensional Krylov space KL (|v0 ) = span(|v0 , H|v0 , . . . , H L |v0 ).
The Lanczos algorithm iteratively constructs an orthonormal basis of Krylov spaces
of increasing dimension L using the recursion
bn+1 |vn+1  = H|vn  − an |vn  − bn |vn−1  ,

(2)

where an = vn |H|vn  while bn+1 is determined by the normalization of the new
basis vector. The starting vector |v0  must be normalized and we deﬁne |v−1  = 0.
Rearranging (2) it immediately follows that the Hamiltonian is a tri-diagonal matrix
H(L) in the L + 1-dimensional Lanczos basis:
H|vn  = bn |vn−1  + an |vn  + bn+1 |vn+1  .

(3)

With increasing dimension of the Krylov space the lowest eigenvalue Ě0 (L) of H(L)
very rapidly approaches the ground state energy of H and the variational state
L
|Ψ̌0 (L) = n=0 u0,n (L)|vn  constructed from the lowest eigenvector u0 (L) of the
tridiagonal matrix H(L) gives, for increasing L, an excellent approximation to the
ground state |Ψ0  of H.
The Krylov space approach also provides rapidly converging approximations to
spectral functions by simply replacing the full spectrum in the Lehmann representation by the L + 1 eigenstates of H in KL (|Ψc ):
Gc (z) = Ψc |(z − H)−1 |Ψc  =

N
L

Ψc |Ψn Ψn |Ψc   Ψc |Ψ̌n Ψ̌n |Ψc 
≈
= Ǧc (z).
z − En
z − Ěn
n=0
n=0

Here the Krylov space is constructed starting from the (normalized!) state |Ψc . To
see how the approximate spectral function Ǎ(ω) approaches the true spectral function
A(ω ± iη) = ∓G(ω ± iη)/π, we consider the m-th moment of Ǎ


∞

−∞

dω ω m Ǎ(ω) =

L


|u0,n |2 (Ěn )m =



Ψc |Ψ̌n (Ěn )m Ψ̌n |Ψc  = Ψc |Ȟ m |Ψc  .

n=0

(4)
Since Ȟ is the projection of the full Hamiltonian H onto KL (|Ψc ), it follows by the
construction of the Krylov space that Ȟ m |Ψc  = H m |Ψc  for all m ≤ L. Thus the
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approximate spectral function Ǎ(ω) correctly reproduces the moments 0, . . . , 2L of
the true spectral function.
The implementation of the Lanczos method for the Hubbard model
 †

H = −t
ciσ cjσ + U
ni↑ ni↓
(5)
i,j,σ

i

for electrons
is straightforward. The occupation number representation |n0σ , n1σ , . . . 
with spin σ is interpreted as the bit representation of an integer iσ = j njσ 2j so
that a many-body basis state can be characterized by a pair of integers
  † nj↓   † nk↑
|i↑ , i↓  =
|0 .
(6)
cj↓
ck↑
j

k

For N↑ and N↓ electrons on M sites there are dim(H) = M !/(N↑ !(M − N↑ )!) ×
M !/(N↓ !(M − N↓ )! = dim↑ × dim↓ such states. The hopping term can only connect
basis states that diﬀer in at most one electron. The simple density-density Coulomb
term is diagonal and easily evaluated by counting the set bits in (i↑ & i↓ ). Counting
bits is most eﬃciently done using the popcnt machine instruction. The full Coulomb
term connects states that diﬀer in at most two electrons. This means that even in
the case of long-ranged hopping and Coulomb repulsion, for large systems, the manybody Hamiltonian will be extremely sparse so that the matrix-vector products H|vn 
that are at the core of the Lanczos approach can be calculated eﬃciently.
The Lanczos approach has a number of striking advantages: (i) it is conceptually
simple and easily implemented, (ii) it quickly converges to the ground state energy
and gives a good approximation of the ground state vector, and (iii) it allows to
accurately calculate spectral functions directly on the real axis. The main limitation
is caused by the need to handle many-body vectors: For a given electron density
the dimension of the Hilbert space increases exponentially with system size, limiting
Lanczos calculations to quite small systems. For half-ﬁlling, e.g., a single many-body
vector of a system with 12 orbitals requires just 6 MBytes of memory, for 18 orbitals
already 17 GBytes are needed, while for 24 orbitals it takes 53 TBytes.
In practice, Lanczos calculations are thus limited by the amount of memory that
can be eﬃciently accessed. The largest memories are available on modern supercomputers. This is the motivation for porting the Lanczos algorithm to massively
parallel machines. For shared-memory systems this can be done quite easily: When
calculating the matrix-vector product H|vn  in (2), diﬀerent threads can work on different sections of the resulting vector independently. The oﬀ-diagonal elements of the
Hamiltonian (5) lead to non-local memory access of the many-body vector |vn , but
the vector elements are only read, so that there is no need for locking. An OpenMP
parallelization thus only requires a single pragma for parallelizing the sparse matrixvector product. Parallelizing the scalar products required for obtaining the Lanczos
parameters an and bn in a similar way, we obtain almost ideal speed-up on a wide
range of shared-memory systems. Unfortunately, such systems are limited to between
a few hundred to a thousand GBytes of memory, restricting calculations to at most
20 orbitals at half-ﬁlling. To go to even larger systems we need to ﬁnd an eﬃcient
distributed-memory implementation. A naive approach uses the MPI-2 extensions to
the Message Passing Interface which provide one-sided communication to emulate the
shared-memory strategy of directly accessing remote memory. In practical implementations this leads, however, to a severe speed-down, i.e., the more CPUs we use, the
longer we have to wait for the result.
An eﬃcient distributed-memory implementation [13] is instead based on the fact
that hopping does not change spin. Hopping of the up-electron mixes only diﬀerent
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thread 2

(1,1)

(1,2)
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(2,6)
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(6,4)

(6,5)
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Fig. 2. Transpose operation that makes memory access thread-local when calculating the
operation of the Hamiltonian on the state-vector. Each white box represents the amplitude
of a basis-state. The communication (red arrows) is realized by a call to MPI Alltoall. The
small grey arrows indicate the local operations needed to complete the matrix-transpose.

up-hopping conﬁgurations, while the down-electron conﬁguration remains unchanged.
If we group all up conﬁgurations for a ﬁxed down conﬁguration together in a single
thread, this hopping can be carried out locally. Figure 2 illustrates how the amplitudes
of the 36 basis states |i↑ , i↓  of a half-ﬁlled 4-orbital system are distributed over three
nodes. Since all states with a ﬁxed conﬁguration of down-spin electrons i↓ are stored
on a single node, the terms involving hopping of an up-spin electron can be done in
local memory. For the hopping of the down-spin electrons this is not true. Here we
would need to access amplitudes stored on diﬀerent nodes. If we, however, exchange
the indices i↑ ↔ i↓ , i.e., perform a transpose operation as indicated in Figure 2,
the terms involving the hopping of a down-spin electron can be performed in local
memory. Transposing again restores the original storage arrangement.
We use MPI Alltoall to implement an eﬃcient matrix transpose. This routine
sends data between all threads of the code and expects the data packages that will be
sent to a given thread to be stored contiguously in memory. As shown in Figure 2 this
is not quite the case since we actually store the down-spin amplitudes sequentially,
which is equivalent to a matrix that is stored column-wise. For MPI Alltoall to work
properly, we would have to bring the data elements into row-major order. This could
be done by performing a local matrix transpose. The involved matrices are, however,
in general rectangular, leading to expensive local-copy and reordering operations. We
can avoid this by calling MPI Alltoall for each column separately as indicated by
the red arrows in Figure 2. After this, only a local strided transposition has to be
performed (small white arrows) to obtain the fully transposed Lanczos vector. The
implementation described so far uses MPI Alltoall which assumes that the matrix
to be transposed is square and that the dimension dim↑ = dim↓ is divisible by the
number of MPI processes. To overcome these restrictions we have generalized the
algorithm to use MPI Alltoallv, which allows the size of the data packages to depend
on the thread. This is the implementation that is used in practice.
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Fig. 3. Timings of the parallel implementation of the Lanczos algorithm for the Hubbard
model on the Jülich IBM BlueGene. Sizes of a single state vector are 89 MBytes for the
system with 14 orbitals and 7 up- and down-spin electrons, 14(7,7), 1.2 GBytes for 16(8,8),
17 GBytes for 18(9,9), 254 GBytes for 20(10,10), 3.8 TBytes for 22(11,11), and 28 TBytes
for 24(10,10). Despite massive communication in each Lanczos iteration, the code shows
excellent speed up. Only when the message size per process becomes too small, performance
degrades due to network latency. This is shown in the lower plot. Properly scaling the
execution times we obtain a universal scaling (ParLaw) for system sizes ranging over more
than ﬁve and process counts ranging over three orders of magnitude.

Despite the massive communication that is involved in sending the entire manybody vector across all the nodes, our approach shows an impressive performance on
massively parallel machines as can be seen in the upper panel of Figure 3: The speedup for a given problem size is nearly ideal until the node count becomes so large that
the individual messages that are sent become very small. In that regime the performance is limited not by the bandwidth of the interconnect but by its latency. This
is shown in the lower panel of Figure 3: When the number of processes
#MPI proc is

much larger than the dimension of one spin-conﬁguration dimσ ≈ dim(H) the time
per iteration decreases linearly with message size. In this regime the speedup measures the bandwidth of the network. When the number of processes keeps increasing,
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the speedup is no longer linear, as for the resulting shorter and shorter messages the
network latency becomes more and more important. Figure 3 shows that timings of
problems with dimensions varying over more than ﬁve and processor counts varying
over more than three orders of magnitude show universal scaling. Here the size of a
single many-body vector varies from below 90 MBytes (14 sites with N↑ = 7 = N↓ )
to about 28 TBytes (24 sites with N↑ = 10 = N↓ ) while the number of nodes varies
between 64 and 65 536. This allows us to predict the run-time of our code on even
larger problem sizes or processor counts.

3 General quantum Monte Carlo solvers
Quantum Monte Carlo methods are particularly well suited as impurity solvers for
realistic applications of the DFT + DMFT approach. Thus, we have implemented
general QMC solvers of diﬀerent ﬂavors: Hirsch-Fye QMC [14] and continuous-time
hybridization-expansion (CT-HYB QMC) as well as continuous-time interactionexpansion (CT-INT QMC) [15–19]. These three approaches all have some advantages and some disadvantages and complement each other. Here we will illustrate
in particular the generalized CT-HYB solver [17]. To this end, we ﬁrst rewrite the
quantum-impurity Hamiltonian as the sum of three terms, the local Hamiltonian,
the bath Hamiltonian and the hybridization, H = Hloc + Hbath + Hhyb . The ﬁrst two
terms can be collected in H0 = Hbath + Hloc , where


1 
γ b†γ bγ +
ε̃αᾱ c†α cᾱ +
Uαα ᾱᾱ c†α c†α cᾱ cᾱ
H0 =
2


γ
αᾱ
HI = Hhyb =


γ

αα ᾱᾱ

Vγ,α c†α bγ + h.c. .

α

Here α = mσ labels the ﬂavors, i.e., spin and orbital degrees of freedom and γ is
the basis which diagonalizes the Hamiltonian describing the bath, Hbath . The term
ε̃αᾱ = εαᾱ −ΔεDC
αᾱ is the sum of the crystal-ﬁeld matrix εαᾱ , and of the system-speciﬁc
double-counting correction, ΔεDC
αᾱ . The next step is the expansion of the partition
function in powers of HI . In the interaction picture HI (τ ) = eτ H0 HI e−τ H0 with β =
1/kB T this yields the series
 (m)
∞
1


m
−βH0
(−1)
dτ Tr T e
HI (τi ) ,
Z=
m=0

i=m

where T is the time ordering operator, such that τ = (τ1 , τ2 , . . . τm ) with τi+1 ≥ τi and
(m)
β
β
dτ ≡ 0 dτ1 . . . τm−1 dτm . Only even expansion orders
the integral is given by
m = 2n (i.e., terms containing an equal number n of creation and annihilation operators both in the bath and impurity sector) contribute to Z. For a speciﬁc order m, we
deﬁne the n-dimensional ﬂavor vectors α = (α1 , α2 . . . αn ) and ᾱ = (ᾱ1 , ᾱ2 . . . ᾱn ),
where αi (ᾱi ) are the ﬂavors of the n impurity annihilation (creation) operators at
imaginary times τi (τ̄i ). The partition function can then be written as
∞   (n)

 (n)
Z
(n)
=
dτ dτ̄
tα,ᾱ (τ , τ̄ ) dᾱ,α (τ , τ̄ ) ,
(7)
Zbath
αᾱ
n=0
where Zbath = Tr e−βHbath . The term tα,ᾱ (τ , τ̄ ) is the trace over the impurity states
(n)

(n)

tα,ᾱ (τ , τ̄ ) = Tr T

e−β(Hloc −μN )

1

i=n

cαi (τi )c†ᾱi (τ̄i ) .
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Here cα (τ ) = eτ (Hloc −μN ) cα e−τ (Hloc −μN ) and N is the total number of electrons on
the impurity. The second factor is the trace over bath states, which is the determinant
of the n × n square hybridization-function matrix
(†)

(†)

(n)

(n)

dᾱ,α (τ , τ̄ ) = det[Fᾱ,α (τ , τ̄ )]
with elements




(n)
Fᾱ,α (τ , τ̄ )

i ,i

= Fᾱi αi (τ̄i − τi ) =

 Vγ,ᾱ  V̄γ,αi
i

γ

1 + e−βγ


−e−γ (τ̄i −τi )
τ̄i − τi > 0
× −γ (β+(τ̄  −τi ))
.
i
e
τ̄i − τi < 0

Its Fourier transform Fᾱα (ωn ), where ωn is a fermionic Matsubara frequency, is related
to the inverse of the bath Green function G(ωn ) by
Fᾱα (ωn ) =

 Vγ,ᾱ V̄γ,α
γ

iωn − γ

= iωn δᾱα − ε̃ᾱα −(G)−1
ᾱα (ωn ) .

In order to speed up the calculations, we exploit symmetries, splitting the sums
in decoupled blocks. Furthermore, for calculating the local trace we adopt a multiapproach scheme. For local Hamiltonians that conserve the ﬂavors, we use the fast
segment approach [15]. In this case the partition function can be expressed, for each
ﬂavor a, in expansion orders na
Z
Zbath

=

Na 
∞ 


(na )

(n)

(n)

dτ a dτ̄ a tα,ᾱ (τ , τ̄ ) dᾱ,α (τ , τ̄ ) .

a=1 na =0

Na
Na
Here τ = a=1
τ a and α = a=1
αa ; the same kind of deﬁnition holds for τ̄ and ᾱ.
The local trace takes then the simple form

N
a


1
(n)
na
tα,ᾱ (τ , τ̄ ) =
e− aa [(ε̃aa −μ)δa,a + 2 (Uaa a a +Uaa aa )]laa ,
sa
a=1

where laa is the length of the overlap of the τ segments a and a , sa = sgn(τa1 − τ̄a1 ) is
the fermionic sign. In all other cases, i.e., when the local Hamiltonian mixes ﬂavors, we
adopt the Krylov method [20]. In this approach, at the beginning of the DMFT loop we
compute all the eigenstates of Hloc , {|Ψn }, and their energies {En }. To calculate the
trace at a certain order, a given state |Ψn  is initially propagated with e−τ1 En ; the ﬁrst
creation or annihilation operator met generates a new state |Ψ, which we propagate
via the Krylov approach obtaining |Ψ(τ2 − τ1 ); the procedure continues until the last
creation or annihilation operator in the local trace is met. The calculation is performed
in the occupation number basis, so that all operators appearing in the calculations
are represented by sparse matrices. To exploit to the maximum eﬃcient sparse-matrix
multiplication algorithms, we collect the states according to the symmetries of the
local Hamiltonian. Figure 4 shows the convergence of the Krylov procedure with the
number of Lanczos steps r. The propagation and creation/annihilation is carried out
from both the left and the right side of the trace; this minimizes the work-load to
measure the Green function. When possible – far from phase transitions – we use the
eigenvalues of Hloc to adaptively truncate the outer bracket of the trace. Figure 5
shows in representative cases the performance of our CT-HYB QMC solver on the
massively parallel Jülich BlueGene/Q in comparison with the performance of the
Hirsch-Fye QMC solver on the same machine.
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Fig. 4. In order to calculate |Ψ(τ ) = e−Hloc τ |Ψ, we ﬁrst construct the Krylov space of
2
r
order r, i.e., the space spanned by |Ψ, Hloc |Ψ, Hloc
|Ψ . . . Hloc
|Ψ. By means of the Lanczos
technique we build an orthonormal basis of such a space, in which the local Hamiltonian
Hloc is tridiagonal. The matrix exponential e−Hloc τis then approximated by its projection
onto the Krylov space, so that |ψ(τ ) ∼ |Ψ(τ )r = rl=0 e−τ εl |ll|Ψ, where {|l} and {εl }
are the eigenstates and eigenvalues of the tridiagonal matrix Hloc . The ﬁgure illustrates
the convergence of Δ(r) = | |ψ(τ )r − |ψ(τ )|. The plot was obtained for a representative
5-orbital model at half ﬁlling. Symbols in order of increasing size: τ = 0.005, 0.05, 0.5, 5,
and 100. To best exploit the power of the method, we keep r ﬂexible [17].
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Fig. 5. The ﬁgure shows the scaling of our CT-HYB QMC DFT + DMFT code on BlueGene/Q [17]. Dark lines: CT-HYB Krylov solver with (empty symbols, K-t) and without
(full symbols, K) local trace truncation. Circles: two orbitals. Triangles: three orbitals. Light
lines: CT-HYB segment solver (S), 5-band model (pentagons). Black line: Hirsch-Fye (HF)
solver, 2 orbitals. All points were obtained from high accuracy calculations with comparable
error bars.

Concerning the minus sign problem, we ﬁnd that it appears mostly when oﬀdiagonal crystal-ﬁeld terms are present. Remarkably, we ﬁnd that the sign problem is
strongly suppressed rotating the one-electron basis to crystal-ﬁeld states, even when
the oﬀ-diagonal terms of the hybridization function matrix remain of comparable size
before and after the rotation [21]. We use this basis transformation to study, e.g., the
low-temperature ferromagnetic transition of the low-symmetry t12g system YTiO3 ,
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Fig. 6. YTiO3 : ferromagnetic order parameter (t2g states) as a function of temperature
calculated with the DFT+DMFT approach. The theoretical transition temperature, TC ∼
50 K, slightly overestimates the experimental value TC ∼ 30 K [22].

one of the few ferromagnetic Mott insulators. Figure 6 shows that the theoretical
critical temperature is about 50 K, in very good agreement with experiments [22],
which yield TC ∼ 30 K. For systems in which spin-orbit is included, we ﬁnd that the
sign problem can be tamed by a unitary transformation to a basis in which the local
Green function is real. The speciﬁc form of the transformation will be discussed later,
in the subsection about the Fermi surface of Sr2 RuO4 [19]; the precise form of the
transformation depends on the system as can be seen by comparing to the case of
Ca2 RuO4 [23].
3.1 Generalized linear-response functions
In addition to single-particle Green functions, in order to compare with experiments,
linear-response functions are crucial. The local susceptibility tensor χα (τ ) can be
deﬁned as follows [8]
χα (τ ) = T cα1 (τ1 )c†α2 (τ2 )cα3 (τ3 )c†α4 (τ4 ) − T cα1 (τ1 )c†α2 (τ2 )T cα3 (τ3 )c†α4 (τ4 ).
We deﬁne τ = (τ1 , τ2 , τ3 , τ4 ) and α = (α1 , α2 , α3 , α4 ) where the αj are ﬂavors. The
Fourier transform to Matsubara frequencies yields χα (ν), where ν = (νn , −νn −
ωm , νn + ωm , −νn ), νn and νn are fermionic and ωm bosonic Matsubara frequencies. The local tensor elements build a square matrix [χ(ωm )]N,N  with elements
N = α1 n, α2 n, N  = α3 n , α4 n . The local matrix χ(ωm ), calculated via QMC, does
not couple quantum-impurity blocks, which have dimension Nc . In the local-vertex
approximation [24] the lattice susceptibility χ(q; ωm ) is given by the solution of the
Bethe-Salpeter equation
χ(q; ωm ) = χ0 (q; ωm ) + χ0 (q; ωm )Γ(ωm )χ(q; ωm ) .

(8)

The equation is illustrated diagrammatically as a Dyson-like series in Figure 7. The
terms χ(q; ωm ), χ0 (q; ωm ), and Γ(ωm ) are all N × N matrices; the elements of the
matrix χ0 (q; ωm ) can be written as
1  k+q
[χ0 (q; ωm )]N,N  = − βδnn δσ2 σ3 δσ1 σ4
Gα2 α3 (νn + ωm )Gkα4 α1 (νn ) ,
(9)
Nk
k
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Fig. 7. The Bethe-Salpeter equation [8].

where Gkαi αj (νn ) is the DMFT (or, depending on the case, cellular DMFT) lattice
Green function. The local vertex matrix Γ(ωm ) can be obtained by solving the local
Bethe-Salpeter equation within a quantum-impurity block
χ(ωm ) = χ0 (ωm ) + χ0 (ωm )Γ(ωm )χ(ωm )

(10)

with
[χ0 (ωm )]Nc ,Nc =

1 
[χ0 (q; ωm )]Nc ,Nc .
Nq q

By replacing the vertex tensor
Γ(ωm ) = [χ0 (ωm )]−1 − [χ(ωm )]−1
in equation (8) we obtain the lattice susceptibility tensor [χ(q; ωm )]N,N  . The most
time-consuming part is the computation, via QMC, of the local susceptibility tensor;
to speed up the calculations we again use symmetries and have optimized our code for
modern massively parallel architectures. Finally, we use the Filon-trapezoid method
to minimize the time required to perform the Fourier transform to Matsubara space
as well as an extrapolation scheme to sum up Matsubara frequencies. This approach
is implemented in our generalized HF-QMC solver [25].

4 Applications
In this section we present a selection of representative applications that highlight the
capabilities of our generalized impurity solvers. First we analyze the mechanism of
orbital order in correlated insulators, comparing the strength of Kugel-Khomskii
super-exchange and of mechanisms that are driven by lattice distortions. Next we
turn to correlated metals, analyzing the interplay of crystal-ﬁeld splitting, spin-orbit
coupling, and Coulomb correlations (and in particular its low-symmetry terms) on
the Fermi surface of Sr2 RuO4 . Finally we study the degree of frustration in twodimensional layered vanadates via the calculation of the magnetic response function.
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Fig. 8. Orbital ordering in KCuF3 (left) and lattice distortions (right) [26].

4.1 The origin of orbital ordering
Orbital ordering phenomena are very common in Mott insulators with orbital degrees
of freedom and they are believed to play a crucial role in determining their magnetic
and electronic properties. Despite of the importance of the phenomenon, the origin
of orbital order has been debated for decades. Two rather diﬀerent mechanisms have
been proposed to explain it. The ﬁrst is based on the Jahn-Teller theorem, and is
well presented in a seminal work of Kanamori [27]. In this view, in the presence of
orbital degeneracy, electron-phonon coupling yields a Jahn-Teller distortion, and thus
gives rise to an ordered pattern of occupied or empty orbital states in localized systems. Recently, it has been shown via DFT+DMFT that Coulomb repulsion strongly
enhances orbital-order in the presence of a small crystal-ﬁeld splitting [3,4], so that
even a correspondingly small static distortion can lead to orbital order at rather high
temperatures. The second mechanism, due to Kugel and Khomskii [28], takes a quite
diﬀerent perspective. In this view the orbitally ordered state forms because of multiorbital super-exchange, a purely electronic many-body eﬀect, after which the systems
undergoes a Jahn-Teller-like distortion as a consequence of the electronic order. Since
the two mechanisms yield often the same ﬁnal state, it is diﬃcult to say, based on
experiments only, which mechanism drives the transition [29].
The two paradigmatic and most studied compounds are the eg systems KCuF3
(t62g e3g ) and LaMnO3 (t42g e1g ). For both materials, DFT + U calculations have shown
that the Coulomb interaction stabilizes the Jahn-Teller distortion [30,31]. This lead
early-on to the conclusion that the Kugel-Khomskii mechanism drives the transition [30]. The DFT+U approximation is, however, based on a Hartree-Fock treatment
of Coulomb eﬀects, and yields an electronic gap only at the price of introducing longrange magnetic order, while in the real materials orbital order is retained well above
the magnetic phase. One could thus conjecture that the results obtained via DFT + U
are a spurious eﬀect of the approximation. They were, however, recently conﬁrmed via
ﬁnite-temperature DFT+DMFT calculations for the paramagnetic phase [32], which
yield basically the same energies and ground state geometries as DFT+U , indicating
that the Hartree-Fock approximation gives reliable results for these properties. This
somewhat unexpected result, as will become clear below, is due to the smallness of the
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Fig. 9. LaMnO3 : Kugel-Khomskii energy gain ΔE (upper panel) and orbital polarization p (lower panel) as a function of the temperature T , calculated via the DFT + DMFT
approach [21]. We ﬁnd that TKK ∼ |2ΔE|/kB , where TKK is the transition temperature
determined from p(T ).

energy gained by Kugel-Khomskii orbital polarization, which for the case of LaMnO3
is shown in Figure 9.
Although these studies show that the Coulombic electron-electron repulsion plays
a key role, they did not really clarify what the main mechanism is. Coulomb repulsion
could, as a matter of fact, help to stabilize the Jahn-Teller structure for other reasons
than the Kugel-Khomskii super-exchange mechanism. Furthermore, the fact that the
magnetic ordering temperature is small, e.g., 40 K in KCuF3 , while orbital order persists up to the melting temperature, makes it diﬃcult to explain both phenomena
via super-exchange interaction. In order to clarify this problem, we devised a scheme
to separate the eﬀects of Kugel-Khomskii super-exchange from the rest. We achieved
this via the construction of a series of idealized structures in which the Jahn-Teller
distortion is progressively reduced to zero. In the undistorted limit, we calculate the
order parameter p (the orbital polarization), as a function of temperature and thus
determine the critical temperature TKK for the pure Kugel-Khomskii mechanism (see,
e.g., Figs. 9 and 10). With this approach, we ﬁnd that TKK is 350 K [26] in KCuF3
and TKK ∼ 600 − 700 K [33] in LaMnO3 ; the results for the latter are presented in
Figure 10. This shows that Kugel-Khomskii super-exchange is remarkably strong,
but not suﬃcient to induce an orbital-ordered phase which persists to the melting
temperature, as reported experimentally. It also shows that Kugel-Khomskii superexchange plays a larger role in LaMnO3 than in KCuF3 . The case of LaMnO3 is more
complicated than the one of KCuF3 , and this has two reasons. First, the t2g states
are half-ﬁlled, and interact with the eg states via the Coulomb interaction; however,
since the t2g states are much lower in energy than the eg , they can be treated in ﬁrst
approximation as local eﬀective spins S = 3/2 interacting with eg electrons, so that
one can show that an eg model with renormalized hoppings and an eﬀective magnetic ﬁeld [34] is suﬃcient to describe the low-energy properties. Second, apart from
the Jahn-Teller distortion, other distortions are present (tilting and rotation of the
octahedra and orthorhombic distortions), which lead to a bandwidth reduction and
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Fig. 10. Kugel-Khomskii transition and orbital rotation in LaMnO3 [33]. Left: order parameter, i.e., the orbital polarization p, as a function of temperature. Right: occupied state as
a function of temperature. I0 : idealized structures with no distortions. R0 : idealized structure with no Jahn-Teller distortion. Filled circles: calculations for U = 5 eV. The occupied
orbital is deﬁned as |θ = cos θ2 |3z 2 − r2  + sin θ2 |x2 − y 2 , and the angle θ for the diﬀerent
structures is given in the right panel. For the R0 structure a change in θ is found at TKK .
The ideal angle for a pure Kugel-Khomskii mechanism is 90◦ .

an additional crystal ﬁeld, whose symmetry diﬀers from the one of the Jahn-Teller
mode [3,4,33]. In order to account for those distortions and their eﬀect, we performed
calculations for idealized structures in which only the Jahn-Teller interaction is progressively removed. These structures yield, as discussed, a crystal-ﬁeld splitting of eg
states, hence an orbital polarization is present at any temperature. The onset of the
super-exchange regime, and thus the super-exchange critical temperature TKK , can
in this case be determined only by the change in the occupied orbital character which
occurs when decreasing the temperature; we ﬁnd that, indeed, at TKK , the occupied
orbital rotates towards the state predicted by the super-exchange interaction. This
can be seen in the right panel of Figure 10.
Remarkably, in the case of LaMnO3 , while Jahn-Teller distortions survive in nanoclusters up to 1000 K or more [35], an order-to-disorder distortion is observed at
TOO ∼ 750 K [36]; our calculated TKK is very close to TOO . Could it be that superexchange is driving such a transition? To answer this question we calculated TKK
for representative elements of the REMnO3 series (rare earths RE = La, Nd, Tb,
Dy), systems for which TOO has been measured [37–40]. The results are shown in
Figure 11. The ﬁgure shows that the super-exchange transition temperature TKK is
basically independent of the rare-earth ion, while TOO strongly increases when the
rare-earth radius decreases. This lead us to the conclusion that super-exchange alone
cannot explain the observed trends in TOO and thus the fact that TOO ∼ TKK in
LaMnO3 is accidental. This study was based on an eg Hubbard model in which the
t2g electrons were treated as local eﬀective spins S = 3/2. More recently, thanks to
our generalized CT-HYB QMC solver, we conﬁrmed these conclusions using the full
5-band Hubbard model [17].
If super-exchange is not the main mechanism, is it simply Kanamori’s Jahn-Teller
mechanism? To ﬁnd an answer to this question we re-analyzed the case of KCuF3 [41],
for which, against all expectations, orbital ordering persists to melting. Actually, the
transition to a symmetric phase is not simply absent, but the Jahn-Teller distortion parameter, in fact, increases with temperature. Applying hydrostatic pressure,
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Fig. 11. Super-exchange transition temperature TKK for representative elements of the
ReMnO3 series. Also shown (crosses) are experimental orbital-order to orbital-disorder
transition temperatures, TOO [21]. For LaMnO3 circles of decreasing size are theoretical
results for increasing pressures, from ambient pressure to 9.87 GPa.

instead, reduces the order parameter, while chemical pressure, replacing K with the
larger ions Rb or NH4 increases it. This shows that the structural change is hardly
aﬀected by thermal eﬀects, instead the lattice constant plays the dominant role. The
increase of the order parameter with temperature thus appears to be a consequence of
thermal expansion. The two established mechanisms, Kugel-Khomskii super-exchange
and the Jahn-Teller mechanism cannot explain this behavior. Super-exchange decreases with distance and for the Jahn-Teller mechanism we would have to assume a
completely unrealistic softening of the distortion mode with lattice constant. Instead,
we ﬁnd a new mechanism for ionic Mott insulators, where the energy gain from the distortion is driven by the crystal-ﬁeld splitting and the Ewald energy of the shifted ions
while it is opposed by the Born-Mayer repulsion of the electron clouds of the F and
Cu ions. Such a model can accurately reproduce the energy curves calculated within
DFT+U , which describe the experimental structures very well. Since the Born-Mayer
potential increases rapidly at short distances, we ﬁnd that the short Cu–F distance is
nearly constant, independently of temperature and hydrostatic or chemical pressure.
Moreover, the Cu–F repulsion is essentially a property of the touching ions, which
explains why an almost constant short Cu–F distance is found in a whole variety
of compounds with copper ions surrounded by ﬂuorine octahedra, but of otherwise
widely varying composition. We note that the structures calculated in DFT+U are
fairly robust under changes of U as long as the parameter is large enough to open a
gap. The essential eﬀect of increasing the Coulomb term is to slightly increase the size
of the Cu2+ ion [42]. Our new mechanism in which only the Born-Mayer repulsion
stabilizes the undistorted phase suggests the following intriguing scenario: Since the
contribution of the Born-Mayer term at the undistorted position decreases exponentially with the distance of the ions, even for non-Jahn-Teller-active ions the Ewald
energy can drive a distortion once the lattice constant becomes large enough. The
result would be an inverted phase transition: no distortion at low temperature, while
thermal expansion would induce a distortion above some critical temperature.
4.2 The fermi surface of Sr2 RuO4 : spin-orbit and Coulomb anisotropy eﬀects
The single-layered ruthenate Sr2 RuO4 (t42g electronic conﬁguration) exhibits an amazing range of exotic properties, among which are low-temperature p-wave superconductivity [43–46], Hund’s metal physics [47] and other anomalous behavior [48,49],
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as well as a peculiar Mott metal-insulator transition after Sr→Ca substitution [50].
These surprising eﬀects are believed to stem from the atypical low-energy electronic
structure of this material, made of a quasi-two-dimensional xy band and two quasione-dimensional xz/yz bands. In order to understand the low-energy properties of
Sr2 RuO4 , the description of its Fermi surface (FS) is crucial. It is thus not a surprise
that the latter has been investigated intensively, both experimentally and theoretically. Angle-resolved-photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) measurements [51] revealed early-on the presence of three Fermi sheets, the so-called γ (xy), and α and β
(xz, yz) sheets. First principles calculations based on DFT in the local-density approximation (LDA) qualitatively reproduce the experimental FS, provided that the spinorbit (SO) interaction is taken into account [52,53]. They fail, however, in describing
the relative size of the three sheets, suggesting that many-body eﬀects could play an
important role. In order to identify the actual part of the electron-electron interaction,
we recently analyzed the problem by means of the DFT + DMFT approach, accounting for spin-orbit interaction and a realistic Coulomb tensor. First, we performed LDA
and LDA + SO calculations using the full-potential linearized augmented plane-wave
method as implemented in the WIEN2K [54] code. We obtained localized t2g Wannier functions via the Marzari-Vanderbilt localization procedure [5,55,56] and using
symmetries. Because of the D4h symmetry at the Ru site, the Wannier t2g states split
into an eg doublet (xz, yz) and a b2g singlet xy. The tetragonal crystal-ﬁeld splitting,
εCF = εxz − εxy , is 120 meV in LDA. We ﬁnd that the LDA spin-orbit coupling is basically isotropic, with the value λxy ∼ λz ∼ 100 meV. For what concerns the screened
Coulomb tensor, it is typically assumed that the symmetry is O(3), since the bare
electron-electron interaction is spherical; in this commonly adopted approximation
all terms relevant for the t2g states can be expressed as a function of two parameters,
U and J, as discussed in the introduction. Once constructed, we solve the materialspeciﬁc t2g Hubbard model (1) with DMFT via our CT-INT quantum Monte Carlo
quantum-impurity solver [18,19]. In the case of Sr2 RuO4 the self-energy matrix in
spin-orbital space is a 6 × 6 self-energy matrix. We performed the calculations with
spin-orbit coupling in the basis |m̃σ = T̂ |mσ , where the unitary operator T̂ is chosen
such that the local imaginary-time Green function matrix is real. For Sr2 RuO4 this
transformation merely amounts to an extra (−1)σ π phase (where σ = 1 for spin up
and σ = −1 for spin down) for the |xzσ orbital.
The reshaping of the Fermi surface due to electron-electron correlation arises,
for a Fermi-liquid in the zero-temperature limit, from the change in the elements of
the onsite Hamiltonian via the real-part of the self-energy matrix. For Sr2 RuO4 in
particular, the following parameters are relevant
εCF → εCF + ΔεCF , λxy → λxy + Δλxy , λz → λz + Δλz .
We calculated them with LDA + DMFT extrapolating to the T → 0 limit. Figure 12
summarizes the results. It shows (panels a and b) the Fermi surface obtained in LDA
without (a) and with (b) SO interaction as well as the corresponding LDA+DMFT
results (panels c and d). The right side of the ﬁgure shows LDA+DMFT calculations for (U, J) = (2.3, 0.4) eV, the constrained random-phase-approximation (cRPA)
estimate [57], while the left side exhibits calculations for (U, J) = (3.1, 0.7) eV, the
constrained LDA estimate [58]. ARPES data from reference [51] are also shown (grey
map) for comparison. The ﬁgure shows that LDA describes well the α and γ sheets;
however, the β and γ sheets cross, in contrast to ARPES, and the area enclosed by
the β sheet is larger in LDA than in ARPES. Accounting for the spin-orbit interaction
removes the crossing and strongly improves the agreement, but the β sheet remains
too large with respect to experiments. These results are in line with previous LDA
and LDA+SO calculations [52,53]. Remarkably, further including the O(3) Coulomb
interaction does not really improve the agreement. The LDA + DMFT Fermi surface
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Fig. 12. Sr2 RuO4 : Fermi surface from (a) LDA, (b) LDA + SO, (c) LDA + DMFT and (d)
LDA + SO + DMFT calculations performed with O(3)-symmetric Coulomb matrix, (U, J) =
(3.1, 0.7) eV (left) and (U, J) = (2.3, 0.4) eV (right), T → 0 limit [19]. Light lines: α and β
sheets. Dark lines: γ sheet. Grey density maps: experimental data taken from reference [51].

deviates from ARPES in particular around the M point (γ sheet), which approaches
the boundary of the ﬁrst Brillouin zone. In the LDA + SO + DMFT calculation,
with respect to LDA+DMFT results, the agreement worsens for the γ sheet and it
improves for the α and β sheets. These results indicate that an important mechanism
is missing.
We have identiﬁed it in the D4h -symmetric Coulomb terms, which account for the
actual site symmetry of the Coulomb tensor. More speciﬁcally, important Coulomb
parameters are ΔU = Uxy,xy − Uxz,xz and ΔU  = Uxy,yz − Uxz,yz . Due to the elongation of the RuO bond in the c direction, the eg (xz, yz) Wannier orbitals have a larger
spread than the xy orbital, suggesting positive ΔU and ΔU  . This is in line with the
results of cRPA calculations [57], ΔU ∼ 0.3 eV. Coulomb low-symmetry terms yield,
diﬀerently from the O(3) terms, an orbital-dependent double-counting correction Hdc .
For the latter we adopt the around-mean-ﬁeld approximation,
a typical choice for

correlated metals, which yields Hdc = n6 [ΔU + 2ΔU  ] σ n̂σxy , where n = 4 is the
number of t2g electrons. By performing a set of LDA + DMFT and LDA + SO +
DMFT results for several values in the range 0 < ΔU < 0.45 eV, we could estimate a
realistic range of on-site parameter enhancements, with ΔεCF in the interval [-0.08,0.02] eV, Δλxy and Δλz in the intervals [0.10,0.16] eV and [0.04,0.08] eV. In this range
the theoretical Fermi surface is in good agreement with experiments, as shown in a
representative case in Figure 13.
To summarize, we have shown that including the eﬀects of the sphericallysymmetric (point group (O(3)) Coulomb interaction alone does not improve the agreement between theoretical and experimental Fermi surface. It is essential to take also
into account both the spin-orbit interaction and D4h -symmetric terms of the Coulomb
tensor. The O(3) terms enhance the crystal-ﬁeld splitting and the spin-orbit coupling.
The Coulomb-enhanced spin-orbit coupling shrinks the β sheet and extends the γ
sheet. The D4h term ΔU reduces the Coulomb crystal-ﬁeld enhancement. Similar
eﬀects are likely to occur in many other multi-orbital correlated metals. For Sr2 RuO4 ,
our results support the recent suggestions of strong spin-orbital entanglement for
Cooper pairs [59]. The full Coulomb vertex is important not only for strongly correlated metals but also for insulators, as we have shown, e.g., in the case of spin-state
transition cobaltates [60].
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Fig. 13. Sr2 RuO4 : Fermi surface from LDA+SO+DMFT calculations performed with
D4h Coulomb vertex, T → 0 limit. Grey density maps: experimental data taken from
reference [51]. Shown is a representative calculation corresponding to ΔU = 3ΔU  = 0.3 eV
(parameters: ΔεCF ∼ −0.02 eV , Δλxy ∼ 0.13 eV, Δλz ∼ 0.08 eV) [19].

4.3 Are layered vanadates 2-dimensional frustrated systems?
The layered vanadates Li2 VOSiO4 and VOMoO4 (see Fig. 14) have been proposed
as possible realizations of the two-dimensional J1 -J2 quantum Heisenberg model
[61–64]. The analysis of early experiments supported a strong frustration picture
(with J1 ∼ J2 ). Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), muon-spin rotation and thermodynamic measurements lead to the estimates J1 + J2 ∼ 8.5 K and J2 /J1 ∼ 1.1 [62,63].
Similar conclusions, although with sizably larger couplings, J1 + J2 ∼ 155 K and
J1 ∼ J2 , were reached for VOMoO4 [64]. Furthermore, in both systems, small saturated magnetic moments have been inferred from thermodynamic data [62–64],
a typical signature of strong frustration [65]. Remarkably, a very diﬀerent picture emerged from ab-initio studies based on density-functional theory [64,66,67],
which placed both systems in the weakly frustrated regime, with J2 /J1 ∼ 12 for
Li2 VOSiO4 (collinear regime), and J2 /J1 ∼ 0.2 for VOMoO4 (Néel antiferromagnetic
regime). Later-on, a high-temperature expansion study of the J1 -J2 Heisenberg model
pointed out that the experimental speciﬁc heat and susceptibility of Li2 VOSiO4 from
references [62,63] could be also compatible with large J2 /J1 values obtained in DFT
calculations [68]. More recently, neutron diﬀraction and resonant X-ray scattering experiments have reported magnetic order in three dimensions for both systems [69,70].
These theoretical and experimental results, taken together, suggest a weak frustration
scenario.
This conclusion strongly relies, however, on the DFT estimate of the hopping integrals and the associated magnetic exchange couplings of the J1 -J2 Heisenberg model.
It becomes therefore crucial to put the latter to a test. Recently we have addressed
this issue via the DFT+DMFT method, calculating the eﬀective spin model via linear
response theory. To this end, the minimal material-speciﬁc many-body model is the
half-ﬁlled one-band Hubbard model describing the xy low-energy states. By using
linear response-function theory on top of DFT+DMFT calculations we ﬁrst calculate the local correlation function, which yields the eﬀective moments, showing that
charge-ﬂuctuations are negligible and that the layered vanadates behave indeed as a
set of local S = 1/2 spins for all realistic U values. Next we calculated the magnetic
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Fig. 14. The crystal structure of Li2 VOSiO4 . The crystal structure of VOMoO4 is similar,
the main diﬀerence being that the VO5 pyramids point away from the interior of the layer
and are slightly rotated.

susceptibility in the high-temperature (T  TN ) regime, showing that it scales as
μ2 /(T − J(q)/μ2 ), where μ is the eﬀective magnetic moment with μ2 = S(S + 1)/3.
This enables us to extract the actual eﬀective super-exchange coupling J(q), including
non-trivial many-body eﬀects, and construct the eﬀective super-exchange magnetic
model. As a ﬁnal result, we ﬁnd that for both systems considered
J(q) ∼ 4J1 cos

qy
J1z
qx
cos
1+2
cos qz +
2
2
J1



J1z
J1

2

1/2

+ 2J2 (cos qx + cos qy )

+ 2Jz cos qz + 4J2z (cos qx + cos qy ) cos qz + . . . .

(11)

Longer range terms are small and can be neglected. The Fourier transform of J(q)
to real space yields the couplings of a generalized quantum Heisenberg model. The
magnetic response function for VOMoO4 is shown in Figure 15. Our calculations [25]
support a weak frustration picture for both vanadates, with a small but non-negligible
degree of three-dimensionality, which fully account for the three-dimensional magnetic
order reported in experiments. Although weak, the frustration is large enough to
explain the partial reduction of the ordered magnetic moments measured via neutron
scattering experiments [69,70].

5 Conclusions
We have shown that massively parallel algorithms in combination with a multi-solver
technique are key for solving complex many-body problems in real materials. This
approach is then used to tackle problems that would be otherwise out of reach. Our
generalized Lanczos solver is ideal for the very low-temperature regime [12,13], and
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Fig. 15. The static uniform magnetic susceptibility of VOMoO4 in the qx , qy plane for
representative values of qz , T ∼ 380 K (T  TN ) and U = 5 eV. Shown is χ(q; 0)/χA (0)
where χA (0) ∼ μ2 /kB T is the atomic susceptibility in the local spin (large βU ) limit. For each
value of qz , the top (bottom) panel shows the result without (with) local vertex correction.
The special points in the qx , qy plane are Γ1 = (2π, 0), X= (π, 0) and M= (π, π).

allows us to reliably treat large systems. For intermediate and high temperatures, combining our three quantum Monte Carlo solvers [17,19] allows us to study problems
which involve general Coulomb interaction with crystal-ﬁeld matrices and spin-orbit
coupling, cluster DMFT, and linear response-function calculations. We have presented
results for paradigmatic applications which showcase the advantages of our massivelyparallel multi-solver approach. First we address the origin of orbital order, a problem
which has been debated for decades. To solve it required calculations involving 2 to
5 orbitals, full Coulomb vertex and crystal-ﬁeld matrix, and 2-4 sites. Our calculations [17,21,26,33] show that the Kugel-Khomskii super-exchange alone, although
very strong, cannot explain orbital order in the two textbook examples of orbitally
ordered materials, LaMnO3 and KCuF3 . This ultimately lead us to propose [41] for
KCuF3 an alternative mechanism, which explains the absence of an orbital-ordering
transition in this material. The second application is the riddle of the Fermi surface of
Sr2 RuO4 , a system famous for exhibiting p-wave superconductivity. The Fermi surface
of Sr2 RuO4 has been studied for decades, but the role of Coulomb interaction and its
interplay with spin-orbit coupling were not fully understood. To solve this problem,
we performed calculations involving three orbitals, crystal-ﬁeld splitting, spin-orbit
interaction, and low-symmetry Coulomb interactions. For the latter, we additionally
generalized the around-mean-ﬁeld approximation in order to properly account for
the double-counting correction. Our study [19] lead us to identify the eﬀect of spinorbit and high- and low-symmetry Coulomb terms and their interplay. For the last
application we chose layered vanadates, systems which had been proposed as possible candidates for highly-frustrated materials. By calculating correlation functions
and high-temperature linear response functions, we could construct material-speciﬁc
spin models for these systems. The latter lead us to conclude that these systems are
well described by a weak frustration scenario. Finally, QMC solvers are very powerful but they are also hampered by the infamous sign problem. We have shown how,
in speciﬁc cases, the sign problem can be strongly reduced by changing the orbital
basis in which the calculation is set up; e.g., in the presence of a crystal ﬁeld, this
can be achieved rotating to the basis in which the crystal-ﬁeld matrix is diagonal
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(although the hybridization function remains non-diagonal) [17] or, in the presence of
spin-orbit interaction, to the basis which makes the local Green function real [19,23].
Support of the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft through FOR 1346 is gratefully
acknowledged.
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Abstract. The dynamical mean-ﬁeld theory (DMFT) maps a correlated lattice problem onto an impurity problem of a single correlated
site coupled to an uncorrelated bath. Most implementations solve the
DMFT equations using quantum Monte-Carlo sampling on the imaginary time and frequency (Matsubara) axis. We will here review alternative methods using exact diagonalization, i.e., representing the
many-body ground state of the impurity as a sum over Slater determinants and calculating Green’s functions using iterative Lanczos procedures. The advantage being that these methods have no sign problem,
can handle involved multi-orbital Hamiltonians (low crystal symmetry,
spin-orbit coupling) and – when working completely on the real axis
– do not need a mathematically ill-posed analytical continuation. The
disadvantage of traditional implementations of exact diagonalization
has been the exponential scaling of the calculation problem as a function of number of bath discretization points. In the last part we will
review how recent advances in exact diagonalization can evade the exponential barrier thereby increasing the number of bath discretization
points to reach the thermodynamic limit.

1 Introduction
The DMFT equations map a many-body problem on an inﬁnite lattice to a local
impurity problem. The potentials of the uncorrelated bath are chosen such that a
self-consistency condition for the local one particle Green’s function is fulﬁlled. In
spite of being a great simpliﬁcation, the resulting many-body impurity theory is still
not trivial to solve. Finding solutions to the correlated Anderson impurity model has
a long history including calculations of the Kondo problem and X-ray edge singularities [1–8]. With the development of DMFT, the numerical challenges encounter in
solving the many-body impurity problem gained more attention and great progress
has been made. One of the most successful methods is the continuous-time diagrammatic quantum Monte-Carlo impurity solver [9]. While this method is among the most
eﬃcient methods available for the single-band Hubbard model, diﬃculties can arise
a
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when facing multi-band Hamiltonians with low-symmetry interactions, rotational invariant Coulomb repulsion or spin-orbit coupling that lead to inherently non-diagonal
elements in the Green’s function. An active ﬁeld of research continuously pushes further the limits of what is possible to calculate [9–23] but more work needs to be
done before one can reach the chemical accuracy needed for many applications. A
further complication of current quantum Monte-Carlo methods is the ill-posed analytical continuation needed to transform the calculations on the Matsubara axis to
the real-frequency axis. This transformation sets a limit to the amount of detail one
can derive about the spectral shape. Exact diagonalization has long been employed
as a method to solve the Anderson impurity model [1–3,24–42]. One of its major
disadvantages is the need to discretize the bath Green’s function. The exponential
scaling of storage and computation time in the number of discretization points for
most exact-diagonalization impurity solvers only allows for the inclusion of a few
bath sites. The great advantages of the exact diagonalization, on the other hand, are
that it can handle any form of Hamiltonian (there is no sign problem) and calculate
the Green’s functions directly on the real frequency axis – thereby avoiding the analytical continuation. In addition, it can straightforwardly calculate diﬀerent types of
spectroscopy and response functions.
Recent advances in numerical methods now allow for the inclusion of many more
bath orbitals, thereby overcoming many of the disadvantages the early implementations of this method had. In this paper we will ﬁrst review literatures available on
diﬀerent exact-diagonalization schemes, starting with the formulation of DMFT in a
tight-binding language. We further discuss the problems that arise when representing
involved Green’s functions on the Matsubara axis. We then continue with the method
introduced by Lu et al. [30] in order to ﬁnd a stable self-consistency cycle that functions fully on the real-frequency axis which also allows one to increase the number of
bath sites such that (quasi-)continuous spectral functions can be computed. In the
last section we show examples of diﬀerent spectral functions one can calculate using
this method.

2 DMFT in a tight-binding language
We start by deﬁning a Hamiltonian on an inﬁnite lattice. Each lattice site i can have
several spin-orbitals which we label with τ ranging from 1 to Nτ . There are only
one-particle interactions between diﬀerent lattice sites. On each site we include oneand two-particle interactions. The resulting lattice Hamiltonian is:

 
H=
i1 ,i2 ;τ1 ,τ2 a†i2 ,τ2 ai1 ,τ1 +
Uτ1 ,τ2 ,τ3 ,τ4 a†i,τ4 a†i,τ3 ai,τ2 ai,τ1 . (1)
i1 ,i2 τ1 ,τ2

i

τ1 ,τ2 ,τ3 ,τ4

The parameters  include the onsite energy, the crystal-ﬁeld splitting between the orbitals, the hopping between sites as well as spin-orbit coupling and possible magnetic
ﬁelds. The parameters U include the orbital and spin dependent onsite Coulomb repulsion. Although the Coulomb repulsion in its bare form decays as 1/r as a function
of distance r and is thus long ranged, the locality of the Coulomb interaction can be
justiﬁed by the strong screening one generally expects to take place in solids.
The DMFT approximates the full lattice Hamiltonian by an impurity model where
only one site i = 1 remains fully correlated. At all other sites the Coulomb interaction is replaced by a site independent local self-energy Στ1 ,τ2 (ω). This approximation
allows one to take the self-energy calculated from the impurity model to be the selfenergy of the lattice model. The self-energy is ω dependent and thus cannot be entered
as a mere potential change in the tight-binding Hamiltonian. Nonetheless it is possible to add energy dependent interactions into a tight-binding description by adding
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Fig. 1. Graphical representation of the DMFT approximation. A full locally interacting
lattice model (left pannel) is mapped to an impurity model with one correlated site and
all other sites approximated by a local self-energy (middle pannel). The local self-energy is
chosen such that a full lattice model with all sites approximated by a local-self energy (right
pannel) give the same local Green’s function as the impurity site. In blue we depict the one
particle tight binding Hamiltonian deﬁned by the parameters i1 ,i2 ,τ1 ,τ2 in equations (1) and
(4). In red we depict the local Coulomb interaction deﬁned by the parameters Uτ1 ,τ2 ,τ3 ,τ4 in
equations (1) and (4). In Green we depict the self energy deﬁned by the parameters αj and
βj in equation (2) and equation (4).

additional auxiliary lattice sites. One way to determine the auxiliary lattice sites and
their Hamiltonian is by writing the self-energy as a continued fraction:
Στ1 ,τ2 (ω) = lim+ α0 + β0 †
η→0

1
β0 ,
1
ω + iη − α1 + β1 † ω+iη−α
β1
2 +...

(2)

with αj and βj matrices of the dimension Nτ by Nτ whose numerical values determine
the actual shape of the self energy. The index j runs from 0 to Nj where Nj is the
number of discretization points used to represent the energy dependence of Στ1 ,τ2 (ω).
In this tridiagonal form one can create a tight-binding Hamiltonian acting on auxiliary sites whose one-particle Green’s function reproduces equation (2). This auxiliary
Hamiltonian has 1 site that represents the site where the self energy is added and Nj
auxiliary sites with j running from 1 to Nj . α0 deﬁnes an additional onsite potential
that has to be added to each real site where a self energy is added. The matrices αh
deﬁne the onsite energy of the auxiliary site j. The matrices βj deﬁne the hopping
between site j and j + 1. For each site where a self-energy needs to be included one
can now add the auxiliary Hamiltonian and sites to the single particle part of the
original tight-binding Hamiltonian. The impurity Hamiltonian to solve thus becomes:


i1 ,i2 ;τ1 ,τ2 a†i2 ,τ2 ai1 ,τ1 +
Uτ1 ,τ2 ,τ3 ,τ4 a†i=1,τ4 a†i=1,τ3 ai=1,τ2 ai=1,τ1
H=
i1 ,i2 τ1 ,τ2

+


i=1 τ1 ,τ2

+

τ1 ,τ2 ,τ3 ,τ4

α0τ1 ,τ2 a†i,τ2 ai,τ1

Nj


i=1 j=1 τ1 ,τ2

+



i=1 τ1 ,τ2

αj τ1 ,τ2 b†i,j,τ2 bi,j,τ1

+

β0 τ1 ,τ2 a†i,τ2 bi,j=1,τ1 + h.c.

j −1
 N


i=1 j=1 τ1 ,τ2

(3)

βj τ1 ,τ2 b†i,j+1,τ2 bi,j,τ1 + h.c.,

with the operators b†i,j,τ (bi,j,τ ) creating (annihilating) a particle in the j-th auxiliary
site representing the self energy acting on site i with local spin-orbital τ . The parameters  and U used in the ﬁrst line of equation (4) are equivalent to those from the
original lattice Hamiltonian as given in equation (1). The parameters α and β are
those of the tridiagonal representation of the self-energy as given in equation (2).
In Figure 1 we show the DMFT approximation graphically following the review of
Held [43]. On the left we depict the original lattice model, where each site, represented
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by a square, has full local Coulomb interactions. The middle panel shows the DMFT
approximation whereby only on one site the full interactions remain. On all other
sites the interactions are replaced by a self-energy. The self-consistent condition on
the self-energy is such that the impurity Green’s function must be the same as the
Green’s function obtained from the full lattice using the impurity self-energy.
We now can formulate the DMFT self consistency loop (see also Koch et al. [44]).
(1) Starting from an approximate local impurity self energy Σi one can calculate
the full lattice Green’s function Gl using the local self-energy and the noninteracting part of the lattice Hamiltonian (right panel of Fig. 1)

1
dk·
(4)
Gl (ω) =
ω
−
H
(k)
+ Σi (ω)
0
k
(2) The lattice Green’s function together with the local self-energy deﬁne the bath
Green’s Gb function as:
−1
G−1
b (ω) = Σi (ω) + Gl (ω),

(5)

wich combines the non-interacting part of the Hamiltonian as well as the selfenergy of the Anderson impurity problem as depicted in the middle panel of
Figure 1.
(3) Representing the bath Green’s function as:
Gb (ω) =

ω − A0 +

Nb

1

i=1

1
Bi−1 † ω−η
Bi−1
i

,

(6)

with Ai and Bi Hermitian matrices of dimension Nτ by Nτ and Nb + 1 the
number of discretisation points used to represent the energy dependence of
Gb (ω), one can write the Anderson impurity Hamiltonian as:

HAnd =
Uτ1 ,τ2 ,τ3 ,τ4 a†i=0,τ4 a†i=0,τ3 ai=0,τ2 ai=0,τ1
(7)
τ1 ,τ2 ,τ3 ,τ4

+

Nb  



∗
Ai;τ1 ,τ2 a†i,τ2 ai,τ1 + Bi;τ1 ,τ2 a†i+1,τ2 ai,τ1 + Bi;τ
.
a† a
1 ,τ2 i,τ2 i+1,τ1

i=0 τ1 ,τ2

How to write any Green’s function in the form of equation (6) can be found
in appendix B of the work by Lu et al. [30]. The matrices Aj and Bj are not
equivalent to, but related, by a near unitary transformation, to the matrices
j , αj and βj of equation (4).
(4) Exact diagonalization methods without basis set optimisations used to equation (7) scale exponentially in terms of memory storage and computation time
needed in the number of bath sites used (Nb ). Traditionally only a few bath
sites are included and the number of bath sites is reduced by ﬁtting a small
number of parameters representing the bath Green’s function on the imaginary
axis. See for example Koch et al. [44] or Georges et al. [26]. Alternative reduction schemes have been proposed, such as truncated continues fractions by Si
et al. [45,46]. Both methods work well for simple models, but have problems
with numerical stability and general applicability once the Hamiltonian and
Green’s functions become more complex. In Section 4 we will review progress
in this respect made in the last years.
(5) Once the Anderson impurity model has been deﬁned, one needs to solve it
and calculate the local impurity Green’s function Gi which is in general an Nτ
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by Nτ matrix. This can be done using the Lanczos routines as for example
explained in Appendix C of Lu et al. [30]. These calculations consist of two
steps. In the ﬁrst step the lowest energy eigen-state of the impurity model is
calculated, in the second step the Green’s function is calculated starting from
the ground-state.
(6) After the local impurity Green’s function has been obtained, a new self-energy
needs to be calculated,
Σi (ω) = Gb −1 (ω) − Gi −1 (ω).

(8)

(7) Restart at step (1) with the new impurity self-energy until convergence is
reached.
2.1 Numerical challenges in DMFT
There are two parts in the algorithm presented in the previous section that pose numerical challenges. Mostly discussed in the literature is that the computation time as
well as memory cost of the solution to the Anderson impurity problem scales exponentially in the number of bath orbitals included. Traditional exact-diagonalization
methods can handle about 16 total basis states (sites times orbitals), which translates to about 15 bath sites for a single band model, 7 bath sites per orbital for a two
band model and 4 bath sites per orbital for a three band model. Recalling that the
number of bath sites is equal to the number of discretisation points in energy used
to represent the Green’s functions it is clear that this number is far from enough to
create continuous spectral functions. The other numerical challenge for the DMFT
algorithm lies in the calculations during the self-consistency loop. The calculations
of the self-energy and bath Green’s function as done in step (2) and (6) are numerically unstable, subject to severe loss of signiﬁcance at large energies and can lead to
unphysical (non-causal) representations of the Green’s function or self energy.
2.1.1 Loss of significance in calculating the self energy
In step (6) in the algorithm outlined above, the self energy is calculated as Σi (ω) =
Gb −1 (ω) − Gi −1 (ω). For large values of |ω| both Gi and Gb go to zero and their
inversions thus become inﬁnite while the self-energy, i.e. their diﬀerence remains ﬁnite.
This poses a problem once implemented in a computer where only ﬁnite precision
math is available (about 16 digits in most calculations). The direct calculation of the
self-energy is numerical unstable and leads to loss of signiﬁcance. Furthermore due to
the discretisation of both Gb and Gi at possible diﬀerent energy meshes, one might
ﬁnd that for some energy points the imaginary part of Σi becomes positive thereby
breaking causality. Traditionally, this problem is solved by calculating the self energy
on the imaginary axis, where the later instability is absent and the ﬁrst is solved by
analytical relations between limω→∞ G(iω) and moments of the Green’s function [47].
The use of Green’s functions on the Matsubara axis requires one to transfer back from
the imaginary axis to the real axis at some point in the calculation which leads to an
ill-posed inversion problem. This problem will be discussed in more detail in Section 3.
In Section 5, we will review the recent progress made to do numerically stabel DMFT
self-consistency loops on the real frequency axis.
2.1.2 Anderson impurity problem
In step (5) of the algorithm, an Anderson impurity problem needs to be solved. If
no further approximations are made, the Hilbert space scales exponentially with the
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number of bath sites and one is restricted by a total of bath plus impurity spinorbitals of about 16. This puts a severe limitation on the accuracy one can reach
using traditional exact-diagonalization methods. It is however to be expected that
not all elements of the Hilbert space (determinants) will be important. Based on this
notion one can device further approximations that allow one to include many more
bath orbitals. These methods applied to impurity problems go back to the work of
Gunnarsson and Schönhammer in the mid 80’s [1–3]. In Section 4 we will review
recent progress made that allows one to include several hundreds of bath orbitals in
exact-diagonalization routines.

3 Matsubara frequencies and the ill posed fitting to functions on
the real axis
Exact-diagonalization methods require that the bath Green’s function is represented
on a ﬁnite mesh. Traditionally this is done by optimizing the parameters of the discretized Green’s function by comparing the discretized Green’s function to the original one in the imaginary-frequency domain. See for example Section VI.A.2 of the
review of Georges et al. [26]. As noted by Koch et al. [44], details of the ﬁtting
procedure can be important and are accordingly discussed in the literature [48–51].
Before we review how stable self-consistency DMFT algorithms can be implemented
on the real-frequency axis, including solving the loss-of-signiﬁcance problem inherent
to the calculation of a self-energy from two Green’s functions, we brieﬂy review the
mathematics behind Green’s functions on the Matsubara axis and the corresponding
transformations.
The relation between the fermionic Matsubara Green’s function and the Green’s
function on the real frequency axis is given as:

G(τ ) =

∞

−∞

e−τ ω
A(ω)dω,
1 + e−βω

(9)

with ω the energy, β = 1/(kB T ) the inverse temperature, τ ∈ [0, β] the imaginary
time, and A(ω) = −(1/π)Im[G(ω)] the spectral density. In order to work with exactdiagonalization methods on the real frequency axis we represent our Green’s functions
as a sum over delta functions:
G(ω) =


i

lim+ βi†

η→0

1
β ,
ω − αi + iη i

(10)

with βi and αi the parameters that determine the Green’s function. Note that η → 0+
is an inﬁnitesimal positive number and should not be confused with a ﬁnite broadening, i.e. the Green’s function is given as a true sum of delta functions. For a single
delta function with αi = ω0 and βi = 1 the transformation to Matsubara frequencies
yields:
e−τ ω0
.
(11)
G(τ ) =
1 + e−βω0
The transformation from G(ω) to G(τ ) is bijective, i.e., for each delta function at energy αi there is a unique function Gαi (τ ). However, the transformation does not conserve norm or orthogonality of the transformed functions.
 The set of delta functions on
the real frequency axis is complete and orthonormal ( δ(ω, αi )δ(ω, αj )dω = δ(i, j)),
while the transformed functions on the Matsubara axis are not. In order to study the
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Fig. 2. Matsubara (imaginary-time) Green’s function Gτ for a delta function at ω0 at
the real frequency axis, plotted for diﬀerent values of ω0 and τ . The symmetric (s) and
anti-symmetric a parts are shown separately (left and right panels). Top panels show a 3D
representation, bottom panels show a contour plot.

implications of this loss of orthonormality in more detail we plot in Figure 2 the function G(τ ) as a function of ω0 , the energy position of the delta function. We separate
the total Green’s function in a symmetric and antisymmetric part:
G(τ, ω0 ) = GS (τ, ω0 ) + GA (τ, ω0 ).

(12)

The symmetric Green’s function (Gs (τ, ω0 )) is the transform of the sum of two delta
functions at ±ω0 , the antisymmetric Green’s function is the transform of the diﬀerence
between two delta functions at ±ω0 :
GS (τ, ω0 ) = (G(τ, ω0 ) + G(τ, −ω0 ))/2,

(13)

G (τ, ω0 ) = (G(τ, ω0 ) − G(τ, −ω0 ))/2.
A

As shown in Figure 2, the Green’s function of a delta function when transformed
to the imaginary axis varies only slowly as a function of the position of the delta
function. The transformation is ill posed in the sense that the detail and information
content in G(ω), represented by diﬀerent values of G(ω) at each value of ω, is only
represented in G(τ ) if this function is known to a high precision. One of the implications of representing the Green’s function on the imaginary axis becomes clear when
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Fig. 3. Derivative of the Matsubara Green’s function G(τ ) for a delta function at ω0 at
the real frequency axis with respect to ω0 , plotted for diﬀerent values of ω0 and τ . The
symmetric (s) and anti-symmetric a parts are shown separately (left and right panels). Top
panels show a 3D representation, bottom panels show a contour plot.

one considers the derivative of G(τ, ω0 ) with respect to ω0 (Fig. 3). This derivative
illustrates how sensitive the error in the position of the pole depend on the numerical
accuracy with which the Green’s function on the imaginary axis is known. As can be
seen in Figure 3, for large values of ω0 , dG(τ, ω0 )/dω0 goes to zero. The Matsubara
representation of the Green’s function is thus largely insensitive to the exact position
of the pole at large energies. More important, for many calculations is the observation
that the derivative for the symmetric Green’s function goes to zero for ω0 = 0. The
Matsubara representation of the Green’s function is not sensitive to the exact spectral
weight at the chemical potential. One can always open a small gap in the Green’s
function without numerically changing the Matsubara representation of the Green’s
function by a signiﬁcant amount.
Most self-consistency loops used in exact-diagonalization schemes need to ﬁt a set
of poles on the real-frequency axis to a known Green’s function on the Matsubara
axis. Knowing that this transformation is ill conditioned raises the question how
many poles on the real-frequency axis one can ﬁt to a given function known on the
Matsubara axis within certain numerical accuracy. Naturally one can always ﬁt more
poles, but at some point the weight and position of additional poles become ill deﬁned
or arbitrary.
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Fig. 4. Prefactors of the Matsubara imaginary time Green’s function of a delta function
at real frequency ω0 expanded on Legendre polynomials. Even (left panels) and odd (right
panels) expansion coeﬃcients refer to the symmetric and anti-symmetric part of G(τ ). Expansion coeﬃcients up-to the 22-nd order are shown, using a normal (top) and logarithmic
(bottom) scale.

Standard methods to regularize an ill-posed inversion problem use singular value
decomposition techniques and only keep those eigen values larger than the known error
in the original data. The simple form of G(τ, ω0 ) for the transformation of a delta
function allows for an analytical expresion. One can expand G(τ, ω0 ) on a complete
set of Legendre polynomials, which yields analytical prefactors for the expansion
coeﬃcients as a function of ω0 , i.e. the position of the delta function on the realfrequency axis. In Figure 4 we show the ﬁrst 22 expansion coeﬃcients as a function
of the position of the pole on the real frequency axis. For the symmetric part of the
Green’s function (even expansion coeﬃcients) we notice that all expansion coeﬃcients
are positive due to causality and they decay exponentially with increasing order of
the Legendre polynomial.
For a given numerical accuracy with which G(τ ) is known, one can now deﬁne
the number of poles n on the real frequency axis that represents G(τ ) with the given
accuracy. All expansion coeﬃcients smaller than the accuracy of the Green’s function
for all values of ω0 are not important in determining the Green’s function. For an
accuracy of 10−4 and a maximum energy of the pole at 5/β the even expansion
coeﬃcients α0 to α6 are large enough to be determined. This leaves 4 numbers, which
can be uniquely created by linearly combining 4 poles at diﬀerent energy. In fact there
might be solutions with less poles, but there will at least be one solution with 4 poles.
Naturally there will be inﬁnitely many diﬀerent solutions with more than 4 poles.
In Figure 5 we show the number of poles that completely determine the Green’s
function on the Matsubara axis for diﬀerent maximal pole energies. We here assume
that the Green’s function on the Matsubara axis is known upto 10 digits accuracy.
As one can see the Green’s functions can be represented by a relatively small number
of poles. From ligand-ﬁeld theory or ﬁnite-size cluster calculations of valence band
photo emission spectroscopy for transition metal compounds, we know that several
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Fig. 5. Number of poles needed on the real frequency axis to exactly represent the Green’s
function on the Matsubara axis with 10 digits accuracy as a function of the energy of the
largest pole. Many solutions with this amount of poles, or with more poles might exist and
linear combinations of two solutions will also be a solution.

hundred poles are needed to converge the multiplets and charge-transfer excitations,
which can further increase to a thousand poles for spectral functions of rare earth
compounds. This kind of detail is not easily represented using Matsubara frequencies
unless one is able to use arbitrary precision math on the imaginary axis. As the later is
not suited for heavy numerical work we will review methods that discard completely
the transformation to the imaginary axis. This then does pose the question on how
to calculate the self-energy in a numerically stable fashion avoiding the problem of
loss of signiﬁcance as outlined above.

4 DMFT on the real frequency axis
To prevent the numerical problems inherent to the Matsubara representation of involved spectral functions, Lu et al. [30] devised a scheme fully on the real-frequency
axis, which can be seen as an extension of the work on a Bethe lattice by Si et al. [45].
All Green’s functions and self-energies are represented as a sum over poles that reside
exactly on the real axis:
G(ω) = lim

η→0+



b†j

j

1
bj ,
ω + iη − aj

(14)

with aj and bj matrices of dimension Nτ and aj proportional to the identity matrix.
Summing Green’s functions in this notation is trivial. Inverting the Green’s function,
which is needed in order to calculate a self-energy can be done by rewriting the
Green’s function as a resolvent of a Matrix. Following appendix B of the work of Lu
et al. [30] one can rewrite the Green’s function as:
G(ω) = lim

η→0+

ω − α0 +

1

i

1
βi † ω−α
βi
i

,

(15)

with αj and βj matrices of dimension Nτ determined by the matrices aj and bj .
The algorithm involves once a block Lanczos tri-diagonalization routine and once a
diagonalization of a block tri-diagonal matrix, both nummerical stable algorithms,
it’s inverse is then easily calculated as:
G(ω)−1 = ω − α0 +


i

βi †

1
βi .
ω − αi

(16)
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In order to reduce the number of poles one can combine two closely-located poles into
one, such that the ﬁrst moments of the spectral function are retained. Appendix F of
the work of Lu et al. [30] shows the numerical detail on how this can be implemented.
Several diﬀerent choices can be made, whereby one can choose for a ﬁxed spaced
mesh, a mesh that has more dense points close to the Fermi energy or optimize both
the mesh spacing as well as the pole intensity at the same time. The optimal choice
will depend on the quantity of interest.
The resulting set of equations allow one to do the full DMFT self-consistency loop
directly on the real frequency axis.

5 Enlarging the number of bath sites
The remaining challenge to tackle is how to solve the Anderson impurity model with
several hundred of bath sites without running into the problem of an exponentially
large Hilbert space. Here one can use ideas from quantum chemistry and renormalization group theory that allow one to optimize the basis set such that at each step
of the calculation only a ﬁnite number of determinants is important. Using standard
quantum chemistry methods whereby the bath orbitals are transformed to their natural impurity basis, one can converge the ground-state with only a few (about 10)
bath orbitals per spin-orbital [28,29,52]. The convergence of the Green’s function,
which plays a central part in DMFT, requires a much larger basis, i.e., the optimized
basis for the ground-state does not represent the excited states well.
Within a Lanczos routine the spectral function is represented on a Krylov basis
deﬁned by the states that span the Hilbert space given by ψn = Hψn−1 with ψ1 =
T ψ0 . Here ψ0 is the ground-state, T is an operator that either removes or adds
an electron to an orbital τ , and H is the interacting Hamiltonian. For an optimal
representation of the excited states, the basis set should be optimized at each step
during this iterative procedure. This allows one not only to converge the ground-state,
but also to give a good representation of the spectral function.
The result is an algorithm that can handle several hundred of bath orbitals with
all the advantages of exact-diagonalization routines. In Figure 6 we show the DMFT
spectral function of the Hubbard model for a semi-circular G0 (ω) as a function of
the value of U and the number of included bath orbitals. With small broadening
(applied after the calculation is ﬁnished), one can observe discrete peaks in the Green’s
function for a small number of bath sites, which become quasi-continuous when the
number of bath sites is increased. Once a larger broadening is applied, one ﬁnds
that the Green’s functions with more than 30 bath orbitals are reasonably converged.
One should be very careful though with calculations that do not have enough bath
orbitals. The critical value of U separating metallic from insulating solutions changes
with the number of bath orbitals included. This is understandable, as the bath Green’s
function is discretized and the impurity actually always hybridizes with a gaped and
thus insulating state. Once there is a gap at the Fermi energy it becomes easier for
correlations to widen the gap and thus create an insulator.

6 Spectroscopy in DMFT
One of the great advantages of real-frequency DMFT using a Lanczos-based solver is
that once a self-consistent solution is obtained, several types of spectroscopy can be
directly calculated. The spectral function (I) of any linear-response spectroscopy is
given as:
1
IT (ω) = − Im[GT (ω)]
(17)
π
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Fig. 6. Figure reproduced from Lu et al. [30]. All panels show the DMFT impurity Greens
function for diﬀerent values of U ranging from 0 to 2 in steps of 0.25 in units of the bandwidth
of G0 (ω). The diﬀerent columns show the spectral function for 3, 11, 31, 101, or 301 poles in
the bath Greens function and thus sites in the Anderson impurity calculation. The impurity
Greens function in all calculations consists of 1000 poles. The panels in the top row show
the spectral functions broadened with a Lorentzian of full width at half maximum 0.01. The
panels in the bottom row show the same spectral functions as the top row, but broadened
with a Lorentzian of full width at half maximum 0.1. (This ﬁgure is subject to copyright
protection and is not covered by a Creative Commons license.)



and
GT (ω) =

ψ0 T †

1
T ψ0 ,
ω − H + iΓ/2

(18)

with ψ0 the Anderson impurity ground state, H the Anderson impurity Hamiltonian
and T an operator describing the excitation made during the experiment. This spectrum can be calculated in the same fashion as the Green’s function. The only restriction (inherent to the single-site approximation we discuss here) is that T can only act
on the impurity site, therefor one can calculate, for example, the total magnon density
of states but not its dispersion without going beyond the single-site approximation.
For neutron scattering, one would replace the operator T by the spin operator
acting on the impurity site, which allows one to calculate both the total spin density
of states as well as orbital excitations in e.g., rare-earth compounds. Several forms
of core level spectroscopy can be calculated, including core level photo emmission (T
annihilates a core electron and H includes the core-valence interaction explicitly),
X-ray absorption spectroscopy (T annihilates a core electron and creates a valence
electrons and again H includes the core-valence interaction explicitly), or inelastic
X-ray scattering where T has the same form as in X-ray absorption spectroscopy
with diﬀerent orbital-dependent matrix elements.
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cPES

Q = U = 2.00
Q = U = 1.75
Q = U = 1.50
Q = U = 1.25
Q = U = 1.00
Q = U = 0.75
Q = U = 0.50
Q = U = 0.25
Q = U = 0.00
-3
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-1
ω (W)

0

-2

-1
ω (W)
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Fig. 7. Figure reproduced from Haverkort et al. [53]. Core level X-ray absorption (left panel)
and core level photo-emission (right panel) spectra calculated for diﬀerent values of U = Q
within the Hubbard model on a Bethe lattice solved within the DMFT approximation.
Spectra for a metallic (insulating) ground state are shown with thin black (thick blue) lines.
(This ﬁgure is subject to copyright protection and is not covered by a Creative Commons
license.)

Higher order response functions such as resonant raman spectroscopy or the
emerging technique of resonant inelastic X-ray scattering can also be calculated by
adding an additional interaction:

1
1
1
T†
T2
T 1 ψ0 ,
GT1 ,T2 (ω, Ω) = ψ0 T1†
ω − H ∗ − iΓ1 /2 2 Ω − H + iΓ2 /2 ω − H + iΓ1 /2
(19)
where T1 and T2 describe the excitation and de-excitation process in a resonant
Raman experiment. ω and Ω are the incident photon energy and Raman energy loss,
respectively.
The great advantage of DMFT is that it can capture band excitations as well as
excitons and the hard-to-describe intermediate regime of resonances. In spectroscopy
one can divide excitations into three diﬀerent categories depending on the interaction strength between the electron-hole pair created by promoting an electron in the
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Fig. 8. Figure reproduced from Haverkort et al. [54] 3p to 3d IXS excitations in MnO.
(a,b,d,e) Large momentum transfer, octupole transitions into excitonic states. (c,f) Small
momentum transfer, dipole transitions into resonances; (a–c) including only a local basis,
(d–f) including local correlations as well as the full dynamical mean-ﬁeld approximated
band-structure in the theory. Experimental data reproduced from Gordon et al. [55].

occupied bands into the empty ones. If this interaction is weak, one observes basically a convolution of the band structure of the occupied and unoccupied bands.
If the interaction is very strong a bound state is formed and one observes a single
excitonic peak outside the continuum. Often this peak has an internal structure due
to multiplet eﬀects. In the intermediate regime, one observes resonances with typical asymmetric line-shapes that are notoriously hard to describe theoretically. All
these types of excitations are found in diﬀerent materials with important properties
resulting from the interplay between local and itinerant states.
In Figure 7 we show an example of the transition from band excitations to excitions
via resonances with the variation of U and Q. With U being the Coulomb repulsion
within the Hubbard band and Q the Coulomb repulsion between a deeper dispersionless occupied band and the valence band. We show both the absorption spectra (the
electron is transfered from the core level into the valence band) as well as the photo
emission spectra (the electron is removed from the core level). More details on the
description of excitons, resonances and band transitions using DMFT can be found
in the original paper by Haverkort et al. [53].
An example of a real material and experiment where both excitons and resonances
are observed is the case of 3p to 3d excitations as observed in non-resonant inelastic
X-ray scattering of MnO. At low energy transfer one ﬁnds a few strongly bound excitons, whereas at higher energy transfer one ﬁnds a broad continuum. The excitonic
bound states are well modeled using a ligand-ﬁeld model, in which the solid is
approximated by a single atom interacting with it nearest neighbor ligand atoms. In
the case of MnO this equivalents to a single Mn d shell interacting with six O 2p shells
of the neighbors. Slight deviations may occur as, for example, one needs to include
the Mn 4s orbital into the tails of O 2p orbitals. While such approximations
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generally work very well for excitonic bound states in transition metal compounds [56],
they can not describe band transitions nor resonances. As shown in Figure 8, the resonance at hihger transfer energy in MnO is poorly described in ligand ﬁeld theory.
In DMFT, however, such resonances can be captured and the transition into the
resonance between 50 to 60 eV is well described in addition to the excitons.
To summarize, we have presented how DMFT self-consistency loops can be
fully implemented on the real-frequency axis using an exact-diagonalization impurity solver, and demonstrated that it is a method well suited to describe several types
of spectroscopy on correlated transition metal compounds with a reasonable computational eﬀort.
We gratefully acknowledge support of the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft through FOR
1346. Open access funding provided by Max Planck Society.
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Abstract. We review recent developments in electronic structure calculations that go beyond state-of-the-art methods such as density functional theory (DFT) and dynamical mean ﬁeld theory (DMFT). Specifically, we discuss the following methods: GW as implemented in the
Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP) with the self energy on
the imaginary frequency axis, GW+DMFT, and ab initio dynamical
vertex approximation (DΓA). The latter includes the physics of GW,
DMFT and non-local correlations beyond, and allows for calculating
(quantum) critical exponents. We present results obtained by the three
methods with a focus on the benchmark material SrVO3 .

1 Introduction
The calculation of materials with predictive power is arguably the biggest challenge
of condensed matter theory. In the 20th century we have seen the breakthrough of
density functional theory (DFT) [1,2] (for reviews see Refs. [3,4]) which allows for
the reliable calculation of many materials and their properties. This is quite surprising considering the fact that the approximations employed to the exchange and
correlation potential, such as the local density approximation (LDA) or the generalized gradient approximation (GGA), are rather crude. Despite the success of DFT
for many materials, there are entire classes of systems for which it does not work
properly. This happens, e.g., for materials, in which exchange or correlation eﬀects
are large. Hence the silver bullet of method development is to ﬁnd better potentials
or to improve upon exchange and correlations by many-body methods [5].
Materials in which the exchange part is particularly important are, e.g., semiconductors. Here, DFT within LDA or GGA predicts consistently too small band gaps.
This can be overcome by hybrid functionals [6–9] that mix part of the exact exchange
to the exchange correlation functional. The amount of exact exchange that is required for an accurate modeling is, however, non-universal, i.e., material-dependent.
a
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For instance, in metals the long-range exchange is screened by long-range charge ﬂuctuations [10]. An accurate many-body framework to capture the system-dependent
screening is Hedin’s GW approach [11] which calculates the screened-exchange self
energy from the Green function G times the screened exchange W , see Figure 1 for
the corresponding Feynman diagram. Most GW results have been obtained using a
DFT-derived Green function G0 and an interaction W0 that has been screened by
the Lindhard function computed with G0 . Only recently self-consistent GW calculations that use an approximate hermitianized form of the self energy, as proposed
by van Schilfgaarde and Kotani [12,13], became available. In Section 2 we discuss
the GW method and the calculation of the full frequency-dependence of the self energy, which is needed for spectral functions and for a self-consistency beyond the
van Schilfgaarde-Kotani approximation. We detail in particular the advantages of
our new imaginary-frequency implementation of GW within the Vienna ab initio
simulation package (VASP) [14,15]. Both methods, hybrid functionals and GW, can
lead to semiconductor band gaps in far better agreement with experiment [6,9,17],
with the GW self energy acting as a “scissors operator” [17]. Beyond that, GW also
describes quasiparticle renormalizations, ﬁnite life times, and improves on the total
energies of, e.g., defects [10,18]. While hybrid functionals are one-electron-like by construction, also the GW – at least in all common implementations (see however the
recent Refs. [19,20]) – is based on a Green function G0 that is always related to a
single Slater determinant. Excluding any multi-reference character in G0 , the G0 W0
approach is thus not capable to treat systems in which ﬂuctuations are strong.
Materials in which the correlation part is particularly important are, among others, transition metal oxides and heavy fermion compounds with partially ﬁlled d
and f shells, respectively [21]. For treating electronic correlations in such materials,
dynamical mean ﬁeld theory (DMFT) [22,23] (for a review see Ref. [24]) and its
merger with DFT [25,26] (for reviews see Refs. [27,28]) has been a big leap forward.
DMFT takes into account a major part of the electronic correlations: the “local” ones
that are conﬁned to a single atomic site. Figure 1 (bottom) shows the corresponding
Feynman diagrams. This way, among others, quasiparticle renormalizations including kinks [29–32], Hubbard side bands, metal-insulator transitions, and magnetism
can be described much more accurately than with one-particle methods, and ﬁnite
temperature properties become accessible as well. Early successes of DFT+DMFT
include the calculation of the Mott-Hubbard transition in V2 O3 [33–36], magnetism
in Fe and Ni [25], and the α-γ transition in Ce [37,38]. More recently, it has also been
applied to oxide heterostructures [39–41], surfaces [42], nanoclusters [43] and oxygen
vacancies [44].
The major remaining shortcomings of DFT+DMFT are (i) the sand in the clockwork when interfacing a density functional theory with a Feynman diagrammatic
approach and (ii) that only local correlations are taken into account in DMFT.
Regarding (i), let us in particular mention the double counting: It is unclear which
part of the DMFT correlations are taken into account already on the DFT side, and
so diﬀerent double counting schemes have been proposed. Most commonly used is
the fully localized limit [45]. The double counting issue is particularly pronounced
in so-called “d + p” DFT+DMFT calculations that in, say, oxides, include both, the
transition metal d- as well as the oxygen p-orbitals and can lead to largely diﬀerent
results [46–48].
This conceptual problem can be overcome by substituting DFT by GW in the
so-called GW+DMFT approach [49,50], which merges two many-body Feynman diagrammatic approaches so that one can precisely identify which diagrammatic contribution is counted twice. GW+DMFT also provides for a better treatment of the
exchange contribution. This is not only of advantage for correlated semiconductors
such as Ga1−x Mnx As, and ligand-states in, e.g., transition metal oxides [51], but also
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Fig. 1. First line: In GW the self energy Σ is given by the interacting Green function G
(black straight line) times the screened interaction W (red wiggled line) from coordinate/site
Ri to Rj . Second line: The screened interaction W in turn is given by the bare interaction
(here denoted as V ) and the screening in the random phase approximation (RPA). This
RPA screening is generated by the last term which yields a ladder in terms of V and bubbles
consisting of two Green functions. Third line: In DMFT the self energy is given by the local
contribution of all Feynman diagrams with the local interaction U always on the same site
Ri . Fourth line: In AbinitioDΓA, we take as the irreducible vertex Γ the bare non-local
Coulomb interaction V q and the local vertex Γloc which depends on orbitals (l, m . . . )
and frequencies (ν, ν  , ω) but not momenta (k,k ,q); Γloc also includes the local Coulomb
interaction U (adapted from Ref. [16]).

for a quantitative description of eﬀective masses of correlated electrons [52]. We discuss the GW+DMFT approach and present results in Section 3; for a more detailed
introduction we refer the reader to references [53–56]. One should note, however, that
the treatment of non-local correlations is very limited in GW+DMFT as only charge
ﬂuctuations and only the particle-hole channel are included in GW. Moreover they
are treated only in weak coupling perturbation theory, i.e., by building the particlehole ladder only in terms of the bare Coulomb interaction V , see Figure 1 (middle).
There are essentially two routes that deal with non-local correlations while keeping the local DMFT correlations at the same time: cluster [57–59] and diagrammatic
extensions [60–66] of DMFT. The former have been successfully applied to the two
dimensional Hubbard model and helped establishing the presence of superconductivity in this model. However, due to numerical restrictions, realistic multi-orbital
calculations are only possibly for a handful of sites, restricting the cluster extensions
essentially to nearest neighbor correlations (for a review see Ref. [67]).
Diagrammatic extensions of DMFT on the other hand can treat short- and longrange correlations on an equal footing, which allowed, among others, for the calculation of critical exponents [68–71] and revealed the absence of a metal-insulator
transition in the two-dimensional Hubbard model on a square lattice [72]. In
Section 4 we discuss the ﬁrst of these diagrammatic extensions, the dynamical vertex
approximation (DΓA) [60,73] and its extension to ab initio calculations. For the latter,
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AbinitioDΓA [16,74], we take as the vertex (irreducible in the particle-hole channel)
the bare non-local Coulomb interaction as well as the local Coulomb interaction and
all local vertex diagrams, see Figure 8. From this unifying framework, we naturally
generate all (local and non-local) GW diagrams, all local DMFT diagrams, as well
as non-local diagrams beyond. The latter include, e.g., spin ﬂuctuations which are
important in the vicinity of phase transitions, for magnons and pseudogap physics.
For a pedagogical introduction see reference [75], and reference [76] for an elaborate
presentation.

2 Hedin’s GW method: The new VASP implementation
2.1 Method
Hedin’s method is in principle an exact approach to describe many-body interactions [11,18,77–79]. However, in practice for computational reasons, virtually all implementations of this method are limited to the so-called GW approximation. This
greatly simpliﬁes the calculations, but also makes important approximations1 ; the
considered Feynman diagrams are shown in the top panel of Figure 1.
The new aspect of the present VASP implementation [15] is that it is tuned for
massively parallel computers and that it works in imaginary time and frequency as
opposed to the earlier VASP implementation that worked along the real frequency
axis [14,80] and necessitated very ﬁne frequency grids. In the following, we will give
a brief outline of the computational steps of the present code, highlighting why it is
particularly convenient for a combination with DMFT. We follow previous publications but emphasize simplicity and conciseness by dropping for instance the Brillouin
zone index as well as the PAW formalism [15]. The ﬁrst step in a GW calculation is
to determine the DFT one-electron orbitals ψi and one-electron energies i . From the
DFT orbitals the one-electron Green function follows:


G(r, r , iτ ) =

occ


G(r, r , iτ ) = −

ψi (r)ψi∗ (r )e−(i −μ)τ

i
unocc


(τ < 0),

ψa (r)ψa∗ (r )e−(a −μ)τ

(τ > 0).

(1)
(2)

a

Generalization to ﬁnite temperature is straightforward and involves restriction of the
time to −β ≤ τ ≤ β, where β is the inverse temperature, and introduction of Fermi
occupancy factors ni = 1/(exp((i − μ)β) + 1) and (1 − ni ) in the ﬁrst and second
equation, respectively. It is then easy to show that the function observes the antiperiodicity for Fermionic Green functions G(r, r , iτ ) = −G(r, r , i(τ − β)).
As typically done in plane wave codes, all functions are expanded in a plane wave
basis and fast Fourier transformed (FFT) to real space only when this is required:

 
G(r, r , iτ ) =
eigr G(g, g , iτ )e−ig r
(3)
g,g

G(g, g , iτ ) =

 
1  −igr
e
G(r, r , iτ )eig r .
Nr2 

(4)

r,r

1
Only the particle-hole channel is considered and the vertex is approximated by the bare
Coulomb interaction V q , see Section 4.
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Here Nr is the total number of real-space grid points. Since the plane-wave basis can
be chosen to be signiﬁcantly smaller than the number of real-space grid points [81],
the plane wave expansion typically reduces the storage demand by a factor 6-8 for
orbitals (one position index), and a factor 62 − 82 for Green functions (two position
indices). The ﬁrst crucial approximation of the GW method is that the irreducible
polarizability is approximated by the independent particle polarizability (RPA).
Assuming a factor 2 for spin-degenerate systems, we get
P (r, r , iτ ) = 2G(r, r , iτ )G(r , r, −iτ ) = 2G(r, r , iτ )G∗ (r, r , −iτ ),

(5)

that is, vertex corrections of the form P = 2GGΓ are neglected. This approximation
neglects important many body eﬀects, for instance excitonic eﬀects [10,80] that are
captured by particle-hole ladder diagrams. It has been shown that these terms become
important when self-consistent calculations are performed [80]. From the irreducible
polarizability the screened interaction (see Fig. 1 middle) can be determined by:
W (r, r , iω) = V (r, r ) + V (r, s)P (s, s , iω)W (s , r , iω) ⇔ W −1 = V −1 − P.

(6)

Here, V is the Coulomb kernel, and integration over repeated spatial coordinates (s
and s ) is assumed. For reasons of computational eﬃciency, the calculation is more
conveniently done in reciprocal space, where the Coulomb kernel is diagonal [15].
The Dyson-like equation for the screened interaction needs to be solved in frequency space iω. This obviously requires one to perform a Fourier transformation
of the independent particle polarizability from imaginary time [compare Eq. (5)] to
imaginary frequency. In previous (imaginary time) GW codes [82,83] this was a fairly
cumbersome operation involving ﬁtting, a fast Fourier transformation, and some analytic continuation at very large frequencies and times. Using a mathematical rigorous
treatment, Kaltak et al. determined imaginary time and frequency grids [84] that
have a number of favorable properties. (i) The grids are non-uniformly spaced. This
allows to simultaneously and accurately describe intra-band transitions at very small
energies (meV), as well as high energy excitations into continuum like states (up to
several 100 eV). (ii) The time and frequency grids are individually optimized to allow
accurate calculations of the correlation energy to second order. Convergence of the
correlation energy is exponential in the number of time or frequency points, with 20
points yielding μ eV convergence even for metals. (iii) The grids are dual to each other:
if a Bosonic function is known on a grid of Nω frequency points ωk , k = 1, ..., Nω , the
numerical error in the Bosonic function is minimal for a set of corresponding Nτ = Nω
imaginary time points τj , j = 1, ..., Nτ . (iv) Related to point (iii), a numerical discrete
Fourier transformation exists to transform any function from imaginary time to imaginary frequency (and vice versa):
f (iωk ) =

Nω


γkj cos(ωk τj )(f (iτj ) + f (−iτj )) + i λkj sin(ωk τj )(f (iτj ) − f (−iτj )). (7)

j=1

This is a numerical approximation to the Fourier transformation from time to
frequency :
 ∞
f (iω) =
f (iτ )eiωτ dτ
−∞


=

∞




cos(ωτ )(f (iτ ) + f (−iτ )) + i sin(ωτ )(f (iτ ) − f (−iτ )) dτ.

(8)

0

The corresponding matrix of coeﬃcients, e.g., γkj cos(ωk τj ), are precalculated and
stored.
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The evaluation of the self energy is most conveniently done in imaginary time
Σc (r, r , iτ ) = −G(r, r , iτ )W c (r, r , iτ ),

W c (iω) = W (iω) − V

(9)

with the bare Coulomb kernel V subtracted before the Fourier transformation of
W and the contribution GV calculated analytically. As for the polarizability, also
equation (9) neglects vertex corrections (Σ = −GW Γ). For non-correlated semiconductors, the vertex contributions are only of the order of 0.2 eV for states close to the
Fermi-level but can reach up to 1 eV for localized d-orbitals [85].
With the evaluation of Σc , a single shot G0 W0 calculation is ﬁnished, so it is
worthwhile to recapitulate what can be done with the yet calculated quantities. It
is straightforward to express the self energy in any basis, for instance, a set of localized Wannier functions and to export it to a DMFT solver. The advantages over
a conventional GW implementation are numerous. (i) First, many GW codes avoid
calculating the full frequency dependency of the self energy, and instead evaluate the
self energy only at a few points close to the DFT one-electron energies Σ(DFT
). In
i
the present code, this is no longer necessary and one obtains the self energy at all
imaginary time points by equation (9). There is a (small) price to pay, though: to
obtain physically measurable quantities, the self energy needs to be continued to the
real axis, for which continued fractions are used [15]. However, since DMFT solvers
usually work in imaginary time, the interface between VASP and DMFT is simple
and requires only an interpolation from the few available imaginary frequency points
{iωi } to a denser Matsubara grid. (ii) Each of the individual compute steps scales
(at worst) cubic in the number of grid points or plane waves and linear in the number
of k-points, as opposed to conventional GW codes, which scale quartic in the number
of basis functions and quadratic in the number of k-points. The favorable scaling is
straightforward to see: the calculation of the polarizability [Eq. (5)] and self energy
[Eq. (9)] are clearly quadratic in the number of grid points, however, cubically scaling
rank one updates of matrices and matrix multiplications are required to calculate the
Green function [Eq. (1)] and the screened potential [Eq. (6)]. This favorable scaling
combined with the eﬃcient frequency grids allowed for eﬃcient calculations of the
random phase approximation (RPA) of the correlation energy for isolated defects
in huge supercells containing several hundred atoms [86]. (iii) The constrained RPA
(cRPA) [87] is simple and straightforward to implement in the present code. One
only needs to remove the polarizability P t (iτ ) = 2Gt (iτ )Gt (−iτ ) of some target, say
t2g , orbitals from the total polarizability P = P r + P t to obtain an eﬀective screened
interaction U :
U −1 (iω) = V −1 − P r (iω)

⇔

U −1 (iω) = W −1 (iω) + P t (iω).

(10)

The polarizability P r (iω) then captures all screening eﬀects, except for the one inside
the target space, which will be treated in the DMFT solver. The full frequencydependent U (iω) can be calculated with very little extra cost, and after transformation
from the plane wave basis to a localized target space, it can be directly imported into
a DMFT continuous time quantum Monte Carlo solver.
The advantages of the imaginary time and imaginary frequency representation are
more obvious if self-consistency is considered. Once the GW self energy is known, the
Green function can be updated by
−1
Gc (iω) = (iw + μ − H HF − Σc + [Σimp − ΣGW
− (iw + μ − H HF )−1 ,
imp ])

(11)

where H HF = −∇2 /2 + V ion + V H + V x is the Hartree-Fock Hamiltonian consisting
of the kinetic energy term, the ionic V ion , Hartree V H and exact exchange potential
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V x . To obtain a converging Fourier transformation when transforming to the imaginary time, the Hartree-Fock Green function (second term) needs to be subtracted
and added back in imaginary time
G(iτ ) = Gc (iτ ) + GHF (iτ ).

(12)

This closes the cycle and allows to continue with a re-evaluation of the independent
particle-hole polarizability in equation (5). Clearly, it is also possible to add any local
self energy in equation (11) (terms in square brackets) and, thus, seamlessly incorporate DMFT results. Likewise, the irreducible polarization propagator can incorporate
local eﬀects beyond the independent particle-hole approximation, if the DMFT code
GW
, compare next section).
provides the required information (P → P GW + Pimp − Pimp
This opens the route towards a concise implementation of GW+DMFT, as discussed
in the next section (see Fig. 5). A closure of the self-consistency cycle is already possible in the present code, although some intricacies for metallic systems still need to
be solved, including an approximate inclusion of Drude-like metallic screening, and
an eﬃcient update of the chemical potential, which is important to achieve robust
convergence in the self-consistency cycle for metals.
2.2 Results
The GW method has now been used for almost ﬁve decades. However, despite its
undisputed improvements compared to DFT, results vary signiﬁcantly between different codes. Errors are actually particularly large for transition metal compounds
placing a serious question mark on any quantitative predictions. Speciﬁcally in oxides, d-binding energies can vary by up to 1 eV using diﬀerent codes and implementations [88]. This is clearly unacceptable, if one aims to merge GW with more accurate
methods such as DMFT. One major problem of the GW method is that the convergence with respect to the basis set size is extremely slow [89,90]. Speciﬁcally, for
the projector augmented wave method, as used in VASP, the partial waves, which
are supposed to form a suﬃciently complete basis in the vicinity of the atoms, need
to be chosen such that basis set convergence can be attained. The slow convergence
has been rigorously discussed by Klimes et al. in reference [88]. Although that paper
also establishes a suitable benchmark for solid state systems, we are not aware that
other comparable reference numbers have yet been published for solids. Then, how
can one ascertain that the numbers predicted with VASP are accurate and reproduce
the inﬁnite basis set limit? Fortunately, the new VASP GW code allows us to address
this issue. Since it is eﬃcient for large unit cells and large basis sets, it is possible to
compare the results for molecules with atomic codes that use Gaussian type orbitals
(GTOs). GTOs have been used for 50 years in quantum chemistry and have matured
to a point where convergence for excited state calculations can be obtained fairly
easily, although careful basis set extrapolations are as important as for plane waves.
Figure 2 shows the diﬀerence between the basis set extrapolated GTO results
and the VASP PAW results for the ionization potential of 100 closed shell molecules.
The mean deviation between both codes is only 60 meV [91], and large outliers are
practically absent. We note that the deviations between other plane wave codes and
GTOs are on average twice as large, but can even reach 200 meV on average. The other
important point is the large diﬀerence between theory and experiment highlighting
how limited the precision of G0 W0 is even for simple weakly correlated systems such
as small molecules. This clearly underlines the need to go beyond the random phase
approximation and single shot G0 W0 calculations.
As an illustrative example for solid state calculations, we show results for SrVO3 .
Figure 3 shows our calculated on-site dynamical screened intra-orbital interaction
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Fig. 2. Diﬀerence between GTO, PW and experimental values for the ionization potential
(IP) for a set of 100 molecules. The theoretical data are from G0 W0 calculations using GGA
orbitals (the data have been collected from Ref. [91]).
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Fig. 3. On-site dynamical partially screened (a) intra-orbital interactions U (iω), (b) interorbital U  (iω), and (c) Hund’s coupling J(iω) of SrVO3 as a function of the imaginary
frequency (shown in blue circle). The bare counterparts are also shown as black dashed
lines. The red solid lines are obtained from a Padé ﬁt. We use 20 optimized imaginary
frequency grid points and 8 × 8 × 8 k points in the calculations.

U (iω), inter-orbital U  (iω), and Hund’s coupling J(iω) of SrVO3 using the cRPA and
V-t2g -like maximally localized Wannier functions. In imaginary frequency, U , U  and
J are rather smooth functions, so that it is possible to interpolate them from the
optimized frequency grid to Matsubara frequencies by a Padé interpolation [92] (see
the red solid lines in Fig. 3). This makes it possible to transfer them to a dynamical
impurity solver. In the static limit (ω = 0), U , U  , and J are calculated to be 3.38,
2.42, and 0.44 eV, respectively, agreeing perfectly with the ones directly obtained from
the conventional implementation working on the real frequency axis. Moreover, they
are in nice agreement with the published values [93,94]. In the high-frequency limit
(ω → ∞), U , U  , and J approach the unscreened (bare) counterparts (16.29, 15.07,
and 0.55 eV).
Figure 4a shows the single-shot G0 W0 momentum resolved spectral function.
Compared to DFT, the t2g bandwidth is reduced by 20% in G0 W0 . In the G0 W0
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Fig. 4. (a) Momentum resolved spectral function in the G0 W0 approximation (color/gray)
and DFT (black line). (b) Comparison of the DFT and G0 W0 local spectral function A(ω).

approximation, spectral weight is transferred to satellites. This is much more clearly
seen in the local, momentum-integrated, spectral function as shown in Figure 4b.
The plasmon satellite of the t2g quasi-particle band at ∼3 eV arising from the t2g
contribution to the fully screened interaction at the plasmon frequency [51,95] is well
reproduced. Further, a plasmon peak deriving from transitions outside the t2g subspace is seen at ∼15 eV [51,93]. We note, however, that in our calculations repeated
plasmon peaks at higher frequencies are absent. This is a well known issue of the
G0 W0 approximation [96].

3 Screened exchange and local quantum fluctuations: GW+DMFT
3.1 Method
The key advantage of the GW approach discussed above is its treatment of dynamical
screening: While standard electronic structure methodologies – such as Hartree-Fock
or DFT – work with the bare Coulomb interaction V , GW explicitly incorporates
the polarizability of the electronic system. As a consequence, the repulsion between
electrons becomes reduced and retarded. The resulting screened-exchange self energy
yields a much improved description of, e.g., sp-semiconductor gaps, whereas the retardation eﬀects account for spectral weight transfers to (plasmon) satellite features,
and ﬁnite lifetimes of electronic excitations.
However, as already mentioned in the Introduction, the perturbative GW approach
is insuﬃcient for strongly correlated materials. In fact, it fails to account for their
strong mass renormalizations, Hubbard satellites, and local moments physics [21]. Our
recent understanding of strong electron-electron correlations was indeed propelled by
the advent of a non-perturbative technique: the dynamical mean ﬁeld theory [24].
The latter maps the lattice problem onto the self-consistent solution of an Anderson impurity model, and the lattice self energy is identiﬁed with the single-site (i.e.,
local) self energy of the impurity [23]. This mapping becomes exact in the limit of
inﬁnite lattice coordination [22]. By construction, DMFT accounts only for correlations from on-site interactions, yet it includes – as depicted in Figure 1 – all Feynman
diagrams built from the Hubbard U and Hund J interactions and the local impurity propagator. To set up a realistic DMFT calculation, the one-particle part of
the Hamiltonian is taken from DFT (whence the name DFT+DMFT [25,26]) and
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the screened interaction parameters – U and J – can be computed from techniques
such as constrained DFT [97], or, better, the constrained random phase approximation [87,98,99]. However, as mentioned in the Introduction, it is not separable how
the Hubbard U already contributes to the DFT band-structure. so that there is the
problem of “double-counting” correlations when adding the DMFT self energy.
From this brief summary it is apparent that GW and DMFT are very complementary techniques: GW has no restriction on the range of the interaction or the
self energy and therefore excels for sp-systems. In DMFT the interaction and the self
energy are by necessity localized on an atomic site, yet their non-perturbativeness
allows for a reliable description of the Kondo and Mott physics realized in many
d- or f -electron materials. At the same time, GW and DMFT share a common
(diagrammatic) language. Therewith, both methods can proﬁt from each other: As
the RPA technique is integral part of the GW, it can provide the DMFT with a Hubbard U computed from ﬁrst principles [see the preceding section and Eq. (10)]. In
return, DMFT susceptibilities and self energies can add local vertex corrections to all
orders to Hedin’s equations for the polarization and self energy, see equations (5) and
(9), respectively. Contrary to DFT+DMFT, any double-counting in this combination
of screening and correlations can be avoided, since a clear-cut separation is possible
on the diagrammatic level.
This outlines the GW+DMFT method proposed in reference [50]. By elegantly combining the best of both worlds – screened exchange and local quantum ﬂuctuations – GW+DMFT has the potential to vastly extend the realm of
quantitative and predictive many-body electronic structure calculations. Let us
give speciﬁc examples: In many materials the separation between correlated d or
f -states and ligand sp-orbitals is often severely underestimated within DFT and
DFT+DMFT [46,100–102]. Yet, optical transitions between these states can actually
be relevant for technological applications in, e.g., intelligent window coatings [103],
or eco-friendly rare-earth-based pigments [104]. Calculating the red colour of CeSF
indeed required incorporating a GW correction into DFT+DMFT [104]. Non-local
(inter-site) self energies à la GW were also shown to be crucial in oxides [102,105], intermetallics [106], and iron-pnictides and chalcogenides [107], e.g., for explaining the
non-magnetic nature of BaCo2 As2 [108]. Moreover, important eﬀects of dynamical
screening were found, among others, in oxides [51,109,110], pnictides [108,111] and
cuprates [112]. On the other side, local vertex corrections in susceptibilities beyond
RPA where shown to be crucial in, both, Hubbard models [113,114] and realistic
materials, e.g., regarding the dynamical structure factor in iron-pnictides [115,116],
and the absence of ferromagnetism in stoichiometric FeAl [117].
After this general rationale, we will now discuss GW+DMFT in some more detail
(see Refs. [53–56] for longer reviews). The workﬂow of the approach is depicted in
Figure 5: On the left – in blue – is the DMFT [49,118,119] cycle with an additional
self-consistency for the two-particle interaction: It is required that the local screened
interaction Wloc equals the screened impurity interaction Wimp = U + U Pimp Wimp =
U − U χU , where χ = T n(τ )n(0) is the impurity density-density correlation function
and U the local interaction (containing, e.g., Hubbard and Hund terms). Owing to
the dynamical nature of screening, these interactions are in particular frequencydependent, i.e., U → U (ω). At least for density-density type of terms, solving an
Anderson impurity model with dynamical interactions is easily possible with quantum
Monte Carlo techniques, both approximately [109] and numerically exactly [109,120,
121]. On the right – in green – are Hedin’s equations for the polarization P GW and
the self energy ΣGW in the GW approximation. Neglecting vertex-corrections here
boils down to the RPA for P GW , equation (5), and the ﬁrst order GW expression for
Σ, equation (9).
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Gimp = − T cc† S
Wimp = U − U χU

G −1 = Gloc −1 + Σimp
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Fig. 5. The GW+DMFT approach. The DMFT sub-cycle is indicated in blue, the GW
procedure in green, and shared quantities in grey boxes.

DMFT and GW intersect at two junctures – marked in grey – once on the twoparticle level in the polarization, and once on the one-particle/spectral level in the self
energy. Both times, non-perturbative, yet local contributions from DMFT, Pimp and
Σimp , are added to the GW contributions, P GW and ΣGW . Since the latter already
contain some of the local diagrams of the former, these terms have to be subtracted.
Indeed, at each iteration, we need to remove all contributions from the polarization
and the self energy that arise when computing the impurity analogues of P and Σ on
the GW level. In case of the polarization, this is achieved by subtracting a local RPA
GW
= 2Gimp Gimp obtained from a convolution of two impurity Green
polarization Pimp
GW
functions [122]: P = Pimp + P GW − Pimp
. For the self energy, we need to subtract a
GW
GW
term Σimp that is computed as the ﬁrst order contribution in an interaction Wimp
that derives from screening the impurity interaction – the Hubbard U – with the above


GW
GW
GW −1 2
polarization Pimp
, i.e., Wimp
= U −1 − Pimp
. Due to these junctures, there is
an outer self-consistency that allows for a feedback of local and non-local many-body
eﬀects onto the GW and DMFT cycles, respectively. Typically such a calculation is

−1
initialized with a Green function G = G−1
, where GH denotes the Hartree
H −Σ
Green function, and a guess for the self energy Σ (here including the Fock term). In
the ﬁrst iteration, Σ is usually replaced by the DFT exchange-correlation potential
V xc , i.e., G = GDF T (called G0 in the Introduction section).
3.2 Results
Combining two methods that have evolved and matured independently over decades
into large software packages is an intricate endeavor. Therefore, the full scheme, as
shown in Figure 5, has been realized ﬁrst for one-band calculations [49,113,114,123].
For realistic multi-band systems, the ﬁrst implementation – Tomczak et al., [51]
– resorts to simpliﬁcations, namely (1) omitting global self-consistency, i.e., performing only one-shot GW calculations starting with G = GDF T , (2) ﬁxing the
GW
to the (dynamical!) cRPA result and approxidouble-counting polarization Pimp
GW
mating Pimp ≈ Pimp , (3) approximating the double-counting self energy by the local
2
Here, we leave out details on how to connect DMFT and GW in orbital space. For this aspect see the “orbital-separated” GW+DMFT scheme in reference [52] and also reference [95].
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 GW
projection of the GW self energy: ΣGW
, and (4) solving the DMFT imimp ≈
kΣ
purity with dynamical U (ω) within the approximative Bose factor Ansatz [109]. In
other early works, additional approximations were made: Taranto et al., used a static Hubbard U and circumvented computing a fully frequency-dependent ΣGW [124]
(see also below), and Sakuma et al., combined DMFT and GW self energies from
independent calculations [125].
Applied to the prototypical correlated metal SrVO3 , GW+DMFT revealed important new insights [51,52]: The additional ingredients – the momentum-dependent
self energy Σ(k, ω) and retardation eﬀects in the Hubbard interaction U (ω) – are
found to compete. The dynamics in the interaction describes, among others, spectral weight transfers to plasmon satellites (at ∼15 eV for SrVO3 [93]). These high
energy excitations account for an additional (i.e., beyond Hubbard-model physics)
reduction of the low-energy quasi-particle weight and, correspondingly, to a narrowing of the band-width [109,110] (by a factor ZB ∼ 0.7 in SrVO3 [126]). Therefore,
DMFT calculations that use only static interactions, have to employ a larger Hubbard
U = 4 − 5.5 eV [29,100,101,127] than the static limit U (ω = 0) ≈ 3.5 eV [51,93,98] of
the cRPA to account for the same mass enhancement; such a larger interaction is
actually obtained in constrained LDA [128]. The non-local exchange self energy on
the other hand widens the low-energy dispersion [51,107,129,130]. Correspondingly,
eﬀective masses of quasi-particles are reduced. With respect to the LDA reference,
eﬀective masses are given by the ratio of the LDA and GW+DMFT group velocities:
m∗
dLDA /dk
,
= k
LDA
m
dEk /dk

dEk
dLDA /dk + ∂k ReΣ(k, ω)
= k
dk
1 − ∂ω ReΣ(k, ω)

.

(13)

k=kF ,ω=0

Here, the denominator is related to the quasi-particle weight Zk = [1 −
∗
LDA
= 1/Z holds.
∂ω ReΣ(k, ω)]−1
ω=0 . In DMFT, where the self energy is local, m /m
In GW+DMFT, the extra term involving the momentum derivative of the self energy substantially counteracts the mass enhancement generated by the dynamical
correlations [52,107]. Altogether this yields a similar eﬀective mass as in the previous DFT+DMFT calculations (that use U > U (ω = 0)), but the low-energy spectral
weight is diﬀerent, and can be measured by transport or optics.
In Figure 6 we compare Matsubara self energies for the t2g orbitals of SrVO3 obtained with our new implementation that combines the GW-code of VASP detailed
in Section 1 with the w2dynamics DMFT code [131,132].3 We employ the same approximations (1)–(3) as in reference [51]. However, instead of (4) the approximative
Bose-factor Ansatz [109], we use a numerical exact continuous-time quantum Monte
Carlo algorithm for retarded density-density interactions [120]. Our reference is a
standard DFT+DMFT calculation that uses a static Hubbard U (ω = 0) and Hund’s
J as provided by the cRPA (see Fig. 3). From the low-energy slope of ImΣ(iωn )
we extract a quasi-particle weight Z = 0.6. Turning on the retardation in the interaction, i.e., solving DFT+DMFT with the dynamical cRPA U (ω) adds substantial
renormalizations of plasmonic origin; Z decreases to 0.3. Moreover, since the dynamical interaction recovers at high frequencies the unscreened Coulomb interaction,
ReU (ω → ∞) ≈ 16 eV, also the self energy Σ lives on a much larger energy scale [109]
than in the standard, static DFT+DMFT case. Adding the non-local GW self
energy decreases eﬀective masses, i.e., the ratio of U over bandwidth diminishes and so
does the strength of correlations: In our GW+DMFT the local quasi-particle weight
3

The interface between both codes has been implemented by D. Springer. The capability
to use retarded density-density interactions in w2dynamics has been provided by D. Springer
and A. Hausoel. The framework of the Research Unit 1346 was instrumental for the success
of this collaboration involving at least 3 independent research groups.
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Fig. 6. Local Matsubara self energies (T = 300 K) for the t2g orbitals of SrVO3 using (i)
DFT+DMFT with static U = U (ω = 0), (ii) DFT+DMFT with the dynamical interaction
U (ω) from cRPA, and (iii) GW+DMFT. Data obtained using the new GW implementation
of VASP in combination with w2dynamics.

is Z = 0.63, which is even slightly larger than within static DFT+DMFT. We ﬁnd
qualitative agreement with previous GW+DMFT results from reference [52].4
GW+DMFT spectra for the t2g -orbitals of SrVO3 from reference [51] are shown in
Figure 7 in comparison with angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) results. The calculation agrees well with the experimental data. Diﬀerences to previous
DFT+DMFT calculations (see, e.g., Refs. [29,100,101,127]) are however most pronounced for unoccupied states [52], that are inaccessible to ARPES experiments. The
eﬀects are in line with the above discussion: (i) W.r.t. DFT+DMFT the low-energy
bandwidth is enhanced by non-local self energy contributions (e.g., the unoccupied
dxy , dxz -bands at the X point move up from 0.6 eV [29] to ∼1 eV). (ii) Using an ab
initio screened interaction U (ω) (instead of a larger static U adjusted so as to reproduce the experimental mass enhancement), the upper Hubbard band is placed at
much lower energy (e.g., 1.2(1.9)eV instead of 2.2(2.85)eV [29] at the Γ(X) point for
the dxy , dxz -components). Indeed, the upper Hubbard band merges with the quasiparticle peak in momentum-integrated spectra. This reduced importance of Hubbard
physics has recently been conﬁrmed by partially self-consistent GW+DMFT calculations [95], and is compatible with recent inverse ARPES experiment.5 Besides the
shown low-energy dispersion, also the position of ligand states, in particular the O-2p
and Sr-4d improve substantially in GW+DMFT. Since the discussed GW+DMFT
results are not globally self-consistent, the ligand states are at the same position as
in G0 W0 calculations [51,52,124,133].
In the setup used for these results (one-shot G0 W0 ), the only modiﬁcation of
the DMFT code comes from adding the frequency- and momentum dependent GW
self energy contributions into the DMFT one-particle self-consistency. Yet, since the
GW self energy is a large and unhandy object, it stands to reason to approximate
it to alleviate memory consumption. Also, as mentioned in the preceding section,
some GW codes cannot provide the self energy on a continuous frequency mesh. A
strategy to simplify the inﬂuence of the GW self energy was pioneered by Taranto et
al., in reference [124]: By evaluating the self energy at the Kohn-Sham energies and
hermitianizing it along the lines of reference [12], it is possible (using an approximate
double-counting correction) to cast ΣGW into Hamiltonian form. This idea was
4
Deviations could be explained by diﬀerences in temperature, the lattice constant, as well
as the lifting of approximation (4).
5
T. Yoshida and A. Fujimori, private communication.
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Fig. 7. Comparison of GW+DMFT spectra from reference [51] (bottom) with angle resolved
experimental photoemission spectra (top) from references [134, 135] for the Γ and X-point.

further developed into the more rigorous quasi-particle self-consistent
(QS)GW+DMFT approach proposed by Tomczak in reference [136] – previously alluded to in reference [107] – in which the double-counting correction can
be performed exactly, and furthermore, a global self-consistency is performed on
the QSGW[12] level. Flavors of QSGW+DMFT have subsequently been applied to
cuprates and nickel oxide [137], nickel and iron [138], as well as insightful model
systems [139,140]. Recently, Boehnke et al.[95] have pioneered a setup in which
GW+DMFT self-consistency is performed beyond the quasi-particle approximation,
yet only within a low-energy subspace, in this case the t2g -orbitals of SrVO3 . As
anticipated in earlier model calculations for the extended Hubbard model [113,114],
the self-consistent local interactions are smaller in this setup than the initial cRPA
values: compared to previous non-self-consistent works [51,52] the strength of
correlations is reduced and mass renormalizations in SrVO3 become more plasmonic
in origin [95].
This concludes the description of the current state-of-the-art in GW+DMFT calculations. While there is a panoply of materials to which the described methodology
can be applied with great beneﬁt, let us point out two challenges for future developments: (i) Besides inﬂuencing the low-energy dispersion, the GW self energy also
eﬀects higher lying states, e.g., the O-2p and the Sr-4d orbitals in SrVO3 . Indeed,
the O-2p orbitals are oﬀ by 1.5−2 eV within DFT, and are pushed towards their
experimental position by the GW self energy [51,52,133]. This will reduce their contribution to screening, causing an increase in the Hubbard U for the t2g -orbitals,
as indeed found when performing cRPA on top of QSGW. This eﬀect of ligand
states will counteract the reduction of correlations seen in calculations in which selfconsistency is limited to the t2g -orbitals [95]. Hence, a GW+DMFT implementation
that includes ligand states in the self-consistency is eagerly awaited. (ii) Contrary
to one-shot G0 W0 , self-consistent GW+DMFT is a conserving theory on the oneparticle level: the GW+DMFT self energy is derivable from an approximation to a
free-energy functional [50,141]. Yet, on the two-particle level the situation is inverted:
RPA and also QSGW+DMFT [136] yield a conserving density-density response function/polarization. In fully self-consistent GW+DMFT which uses dressed Green functions, on the other hand, gauge invariance for the polarization is not given and its
violation can lead to a qualitatively wrong description of, e.g., collective (plasmon)
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modes [142]. Achieving gauge-invariance respecting one- and two-particle quantities
within a GW+DMFT scheme remains a challenge for future works.

4 Correlations on all time- and length-scales: Ab initio DΓA
4.1 Method
The essential approximation of DMFT is that the self energy Σ, which is nothing
but the one-particle fully irreducible vertex, is local – given by all local skeleton
diagrams [24]. We can put this concept on the next level, assuming the locality of the
two-particle fully irreducible vertex Λ.6 This is the dynamical vertex approximation
(DΓA) [60,73]. From the local, fully irreducible vertex Λ, extracted by inverting the
local parquet equation of DMFT[143], one can construct – through the self-consistent
solution of the parquet equation of the lattice system – the non-local full vertex F , and
from that, the non-local DΓA self energy as well as all physical susceptibilities. This
full-ﬂedged parquet DΓA approach has been employed in references [144,145]. In most
calculations however, a restriction to the particle-hole (and transversal particle-hole
channel) has been employed. In this so-called ladder DΓA [60,73], the local vertices
irreducible in the two particle-hole channels Γph are the starting point and the full
vertex F is constructed through the Bethe-Salpeter ladder. This neglects the particleparticle channel which is important, e.g., for superconductivity and weak localization
corrections to the conductivity. In both variants the local and non-local self energy
is obtained through the Schwinger-Dyson equation of motion, and includes non-local
correlation eﬀects such as spin ﬂuctuations and pseudogap physics.
A variety of closely related approaches have been subsequently proposed [62–66].
They all have in common that they include all the local DMFT correlations, and
construct additional non-local correlations from the two-particle vertex via Feynman
diagrams. The diﬀerences are in the details: (i) which two-particle vertex is taken,
(ii) whether the real or a dual Green function (subtracting the local Green function) is taken as connection line, (iii) which Feynman diagrams are considered. These
diagrammatic extensions of DMFT have been highly successful for studying model
systems such as the one-band Hubbard model and we discuss selected results in
Section 4.2.
For realistic materials calculations, one might envisage using DΓA instead of
DMFT in a DFT+DΓA scheme. However, it is more appealing to use the BetheSalpeter equation also as a means for calculating the non-local exchange and correlation. This is possible by taking, as the irreducible vertex in the particle-hole channel,
the non-local Coulomb interaction V q in addition to the local vertex, see Figure 8b.
Besides non-local interactions, such a treatment also allows us to include less strongly
correlated orbitals – without the need to calculate the local vertex for them. In
the following we discuss this AbinitioDΓA, while results for SrVO3 are presented in
Section 4.3.
The ﬂow diagram of the AbinitioDΓA algorithm is given in Figure 8, for a complete
presentation and technical details see reference [16]:
Figure 8a: The ﬁrst step is to calculate the local generalized susceptibility χloc
via the numerical solution of an Anderson impurity model,7 and use the local variant
6
Deﬁned as all Feynman diagrams with two incoming and outgoing particle lines that
cannot be separated into two pieces by cutting two Green function lines.
7
Calculating this vertex by continuous time quantum Monte Carlo simulations [146] is
computationally the most demanding step. For getting all components of the vertex, a worm
sampling is needed [147]; using an improved estimator [148, 149] and vertex asymptotics [145,
149–151] increase the accuracy and size of the frequency box.
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(a) local Bethe-Salpeter equation

(b) the irreducible vertex

(d) Schwinger-Dyson equation of motion

(c) lattice Bethe-Salpeter equation

Fig. 8. Flow diagram of the AbinitioDΓA algorithm (from Ref. [16]). (This ﬁgure is subject
to copyright protection and is not covered by a Creative Commons license.)

of the Bethe-Salpeter equation as well as the bare (bubble) susceptibility χ0,loc to
extract the local irreducible vertex in the particle-hole channel Γloc (as indicated).
This vertex and the local susceptibility depends on three frequencies ν, ν  and ω, and
four orbitals m, l, m , l .
Figure 8b: We supplement this local irreducible vertex Γloc with the non-local
Coulomb interaction V q at momentum q. Together these terms form the AbinitioDΓA
approximation for the irreducible vertex Γq in the particle-hole channel.
Figure 8c: With this Γq we solve the Bethe-Salpeter equation on the lattice to
get the full vertex F q .8
Figure 8d: This F q allows us in turn to calculate the AbinitioDΓA self energy
via the Schwinger-Dyson equation of motion (the second line represents the Hartree
and Fock contribution to the self energy).
Self consistency: With a new self energy and local Green function we can, in
principle, go back to Figure 8a and recalculate the local susceptibility and vertex,
closing the self-consistency loop.
Before turning to our presentation of selected DΓA results, let us brieﬂy discuss
what kind of physics the AbinitioDΓA can describe. First of all, we notice that the
ﬁrst, V q term of Figure 8b yields the RPA screening when inserted into the BetheSalpeter equation in the particle-hole channel of Figure 8c. Via Figure 8d this yields
the GW self energy. That is, all GW diagrams are included in AbinitioDΓA. But on
top of GW, there is also the crossing symmetrically related ladder in the transversal
8
As detailed in reference [16], besides the displayed particle-hole ladder, also the transversal particle-hole ladder is taken into account, and the double-counted contribution is subtracted. The Bethe-Salpeter equation is formulated in terms of a magnetic and density com
bination of spins which are not displayed in Figure 8. Neglecting the second, V k−k term in

Figure 8b simpliﬁes the momentum dependence (Γqkk → Γq ) and dramatically reduces the
computational eﬀort to solve the Bethe-Salpeter equation. Please note that a corresponding
local contribution U is included as part of Γloc but does not lead to a k, k -dependence.
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particle-hole channel. Second, if we only consider the local Green functions in the
Bethe-Salpeter equation Figure 8c, we recover the local F or susceptibility χ of Figure 8a as well as, via the equation of motion, the DMFT self energy. In other words,
all DMFT diagrammatic contributions are also included. Beyond both, we have more
diagrams and physics included, e.g., non-local spin ﬂuctuations. These can be described in weak coupling perturbation theory as the particle-hole and transversal
particle-hole ladder with the local bare interaction U as a building block. These diagrams are generated in Figure 8c when taking the bare U term which is part of Γloc in
Figure 8b. More precisely it is the U contribution to the vertex which is analogous to

the second, V k−k term on the right hand side of Figure 8c which generates the spin
ﬂuctuations. Let us emphasize that in DΓA such spin ﬂuctuations are not restricted
to weak coupling, the same kind of diagrams are also generated with the full Γloc .
4.2 Results I: One-band Hubbard model
In the last decade the DΓA has been intensively applied to study several physical
aspects of the single-orbital Hubbard model. On the one hand, this was important
to demonstrate the performance of DΓA-based algorithms to describe intermediateto-strong-coupling parameter regions, hardly accessible to other techniques, in view
of subsequent applications to realistic systems. On the other hand, the DΓA, since
its ﬁrst applications to single-orbital models, has allowed signiﬁcant progress in the
fundamental understanding of important topics in many-body physics. We just mention here, among others, in d = 2 the transformation of the Mott metal-insulator
transition into a crossover down to U = 0 and the spin-ﬂuctuation-driven pseudogap [72,73,152,153], and, in d = 3, the critical exponents of the Hubbard model and
the breakdown of the paramagnetic Fermi-liquid at low temperatures (T ) because
of spin ﬂuctuations [68,153]. Notably, several of these DΓA ﬁndings have been supported [69,154] by complementary results of other powerful diagrammatic-extensions
of DMFT, such as the dual-fermion [62] and dual-boson approaches [155], as well as
other novel many-body techniques (e.g., the ﬂuctuation diagnostics [156]).
In this section, we will review some of the most recent DΓA applications to the
single-orbital Hubbard model in d = 3, and discuss their possible implications for the
development of high-performing multiorbital algorithms. The ﬁrst DΓA application
we consider is the investigation [71] of the quantum critical properties of the magnetic transition in the three dimensional Hubbard model, as a function of (hole-)
doping. As it was also found in DMFT [157], the relatively high antiferromagnetic
(AF) ordering temperature (TN ) of the half-ﬁlled system is progressively reduced
by increasing doping, until at about 20%-doping a quantum critical point (QCP)
is found (see Fig. 9). The reduction of TN is associated also to a gradual transformation of the magnetic order from commensurate AF at (π, π, π) to an incommensurate spin-density wave (SDW) at (π, π, Qz < π), see inset of Figure 9. While
the DMFT-description of the related (quantum) critical properties is restricted to
mean-ﬁeld correlations in space, the DΓA-treatment of both space and temporal correlations on an equal footing yields an improved understanding of the magnetic QCPs
in d = 3. In particular, beyond a sizable reduction of TN w.r.t. DMFT throughout
the phase-diagram, the ﬁnite-T critical exponents γ, ν found in DΓA for the magnetic susceptibility and correlation length, respectively, are consistent with the 3dHeisenberg universality class (i.e., γ
1.4, ν
0.7), independently on whether the
antiferromagnetism is commensurate or incommensurate. While this already corrects
the mere mean-ﬁeld values of critical exponents found in DMFT (γ = 1, ν = 0.5), the
nature of the criticality changes further at the QCP. Here around n ∼ 0.8, the exponents take unexpectedly the values γ 0.6 ± 0.1, ν = 0.9 ± 0.1, strongly violating the
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Fig. 9. Magnetic phase-diagram of the three-dimensional Hubbard model with nearest neighbor hopping t as a function of decreasing density n (hole-doping), for an intermediate value
of the interaction U = 9.80t. The left and right box give the critical and quantum critical exponent ν at ﬁnite and zero T , respectively. The inset shows the deviation from commensurate
AF order in DΓA (adapted from Ref. [71]).

typical scaling relation γ = 2ν. These values are also incompatible with the standard
Hertz-Millis-Moriya theory [158,159] for perturbative QCPs. By means of a complementary semi-analytical analysis [160], the unusual values of the critical exponents
have been ascribed to the presence of lines of Kohn’s points in the underlying Fermi
surface, whose eﬀect is no longer damped by ﬁnite-temperature ﬂuctuations at the
QCP. The DΓA results have, thus, identiﬁed an additional, important factor controlling the quantum critical properties of correlated systems, hitherto mostly neglected.
The eﬀects of non-local ﬂuctuations are, obviously, not conﬁned to the (quantum)
critical properties, as they also aﬀect the spectral properties, in particular at the
Fermi-energy. However, while the electronic self energy is signiﬁcantly corrected w.r.t.
the DMFT results, especially at low-T [68,153], a closer inspection[161] reveals that,
in d = 3, the intrinsic frequency/momentum structure of the electronic self energy in
DΓA displays speciﬁc, important patterns. These, in turn, can be used for devising
important simpliﬁcations of realistic many-body algorithms for bulk systems, such as
GW, GW+DMFT, or the AbinitioDΓA. Speciﬁcally, an inspection of the DΓA self
energy, continued to real frequencies (see Fig. 10) shows that the self energy of the 3d
Hubbard model, even in the most correlated low-doping regime (n = 0.9), displays a
clear separation in the time/frequency and space/momentum domains:
Σ(k, ω) = Σloc (ω) + Σnon−loc (k).

(14)

The hallmark of such a separation, which extends to a relatively broad frequency
interval around the Fermi level, is immediately visible in Figure 10 in form of the
parallel frequency behavior of ReΣ(k, ω) for diﬀerent k, which reﬂects a momentumindependent quasi-particle renormalization factor Zk ∼ Z. The DΓA demonstrates,
in fact, that the momentum dependence of Σ(k, ω) is essentially conﬁned to the
static sector, which explains the shift among the diﬀerent parallel self energies. Not
surprisingly, the same qualitative behavior, though – quantitatively – less correlated
(i.e., with a larger Z) is found in the corresponding GW results, shown for comparison
in Figure 10. It is however noteworthy that the static momentum-dependence is much
larger in DΓA than in GW. This advocates the presence of true non-local correlation
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Fig. 10. Real part of the self energy Σ(k, ω) of the Hubbard model in d = 3 (U = 1.6,
T = 0.043 and n = 0.9; energies in units of the half-bandwidth), analytically continued to
the real-frequency axis, computed with DΓA (solid lines) and GW (dashed lines), respectively. The curves correspond to diﬀerent k-points crossing the Fermi-surface selected on two
diﬀerent paths in the (kx , ky )-planes with constant kz = 0, π (left/right panel), as shown in
the corresponding insets (adapted from Ref. [161]).

eﬀects as opposed to exchange eﬀects that cause a large (static) k-dependence in
multi-band GW calculations [52,129]. In fact, lacking spin-ﬂuctuations (both local
and non-local), GW – where space-time separation was ﬁrst evidenced [52,107] –
veriﬁes equation (14) up to larger frequencies than DΓA.
The validity of equation (14) for strongly correlated systems in d = 3 is inspiring
for promising algorithmic improvements, potentially applicable to several many-body
techniques (e.g., GW, GW+DMFT, AbinitioDΓA). In all these cases, the assumption of a full time-space separability of Σ(k, ω) would allow to avoid numerically expensive transfer-momenta/frequency convolutions in the intermediate steps of manybody/diagrammatic calculations, reducing considerably the numerical eﬀort. Further
details about such simpliﬁcations, and an explicit proposal of a “space-time separated GW” scheme are reported in reference [161]. We should also notice, at the end
of this section, that complementary simpliﬁcations of the momentum structure, were
suggested by the recent ﬁndings of reference [162]: In d = 2 the momentum dependence of Σ(k, ω) can often be approximated by a dependence on the non-interacting
dispersion, i.e., Σ(k, ω) → Σ(k , ω).

4.3 Results II: SrVO3
Being a diagrammatic extension of DMFT, the algorithmic implementation of
DΓA is not aﬀected by cluster-size limitations of cluster extensions of DMFT,
making possible a systematic generalization of the DΓA approach to treat realistic
multiorbital systems. While the technical aspects of the AbinitioDΓA [16,74] have
been addressed in the previous Section, here we will discuss the physics emerging
from the ﬁrst applications of the AbinitioDΓA to realistic material calculations.
Speciﬁcally, we will focus on the very recent AbinitioDΓA study of Galler et al. [16]
performed for the correlated-metal testbed material SrVO3 . In this compound the
3d−t2g bands of V are rather well separated from the other bands, which allows
for a relatively accurate modelization already in terms of a three-orbital t2g -only
manifold. In fact, this modelization has been exploited in the past for a huge number
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Fig. 11. Momentum-dependence in the kz = 0-plane of (a) the real and (b) imaginary part of
the electronic self energy at the lowest Matsubara frequency (iν0 ), computed in AbinitioDΓA
for the V-t2g orbital 3dxy of SrVO3 . The corresponding quasi-particle parameters (weight
Zk ) and scattering rate γk , are reported in panels (c) and (d), respectively (reproduced from
Ref. [16]). (This ﬁgure is subject to copyright protection and is not covered by a Creative
Commons license.)

of many-body calculation, from LDA+DMFT to GW+DMFT (see Sect. 3), and
represents, thus, a sort of drosophila among correlated systems.
The application of the AbinitioDΓA to SrVO3 has allowed one of the ﬁrst nonperturbative analyses of the momentum-dependence of the self energy, and of the
spectral function in this compound. The AbinitioDΓA calculation foots on a DMFT
solution of a realistic three-band Hubbard model for the t2g -orbitals of vanadium. The
latter uses a static Hubbard U = 5.0 eV and Hund’s J = 0.75 eV in the rotationallyinvariant Kanamori parametrization. The computation of two-particle quantities resorts to a recent worm algorithm [147]. A sample of the AbinitioDΓA results, for
the dxy -orbital, is shown in Figure 11, where ReΣ(k, iν) and ImΣ(k, iν) at the lowest Matsubara-frequency (iν = iν0 = πT ) are reported, as well as the related quasiparticle parameters (Zk ) and (γk ) extracted from a low-frequency expansion of
ImΣ(k, iνn ). These AbinitioDΓA results show that a sizable momentum dependence
does appear in the electronic self energy of SrVO3 even if – as in this case – non-local
interactions are neglected. These eﬀects thus correct the purely local DMFT results.
Interestingly, this k-dependence is mostly conﬁned to ReΣ(k, iν0 ) (Fig. 11a), where
one observes a momentum diﬀerentiation larger than 0.2 eV, which, however, does
not directly mirror the shape of the underlying Fermi-surface. At the same time, the
overall k-dependence of Im Σ(k, iν0 ), and the related quasi-particle coeﬃcient Zk ,
γk (Figs. 11b–11d) is deﬁnitely much weaker (e.g., Zk varies less than 2% over the
whole Brillouin zone, with an average value slightly increased w.r.t. DMFT). We note
that this behavior matches rather well the conclusions of the space-time separation
emerging from previous single band DΓA calculations [161] discussed above. Moreover, going beyond the single-orbital framework, it is also worth emphasizing that
a correlation between the momentum and orbital-dependence is found: the strength
of the k-dependence, as computed in reference [16], displays the same trends for the
orbital dependence of Σ. The latter was found, again, to be much more pronounced
for ReΣ(k, iν0 ), than for the other quantities shown in Figure 11.

5 Conclusions
One of the main challenges in computational materials science is to predict the properties of materials for which the standard DFT-based methods are not applicable.
Present DFT functionals are not reliable if the screening of the electron-electron
interaction over diﬀerent length- and time-scales is insuﬃcient to approximate the
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electronic exchange and correlation with the common LDA and GGA functionals.
This is the case for some correlated semiconductors, most transition metal oxides, as
well as heavy fermions. In this paper, we have reviewed the forefront of methodological progress towards a full ab initio treatment of electronic exchange and correlations
beyond DFT, and its state-of-the art merger with DMFT. These progresses range
from the inclusion of the frequency dependencies in Hedin’s GW-scheme for realistic
calculations of large systems, to the implementation of a corresponding GW+DMFT
algorithm that lifts the quasi-particle approximation in the scheme suggested by van
Schilfgaarde and Kotani, and, eventually, to the treatment of correlations beyond the
purely local description of DMFT by means of the AbinitioDΓA. Such advances are
of extreme importance, because the new algorithms are conceived to be able to treat
all classes of materials, independently of the strength and the range of the screened
electronic interaction in the speciﬁc compound. While such ambitious goals will certainly require further work in the next decade, the examples we have selected in this
work to illustrate the applications of the diﬀerent method developments already show
a promising trend.
Speciﬁcally, we have started by discussing the outline of the new GW implementation in the Vienna ab initio simulation Package (VASP), written for massively
parallel computations and working – for the ﬁrst time within the VASP package –
on the imaginary time/frequency axis. This allows not only the calculation of full
dynamical information at the GW level, but also opens the road for the implementation of a self-consistency at the GW level – beyond the quasi-particle approximation
by van Schilfgaarde and Kotani. The applicability of the new implementation has
been demonstrated with a calculation of the testbed correlated metal SrVO3 . The
progress in the GW part are also pivotal for allowing a more natural and precise
interfacing with DMFT-based algorithms. In particular, after reviewing the generic
scheme of the GW+DMFT, where the non-local, but perturbative GW-exchange and
correlations are supplemented with the purely local, but non-perturbative ones of
DMFT, we have shown self energy results obtained with the G0 W0 +DMFT merger
of the VASP and the w2dynamics codes, again for the prototype material SrVO3 .
In particular, numerical results obtained by means of diﬀerent levels of reﬁnement
(e.g., retaining/neglecting the dynamical structure of the screened interaction in the
DMFT part) have been presented and critically analyzed.
Finally, we have reviewed the most general algorithmic framework in which even
the limitations of GW+DMFT can be overcome, i.e., the AbinitioDΓA approach.
This diagrammatic scheme starts with a local irreducible vertex (Γ) obtained by
using an impurity-solver (such as w2dynamics) and supplements it with the bare
non-local Coulomb interaction. From this starting vertex, ladder diagrams (or for
a few orbitals parquet diagrams) are constructed, yielding non-local self energies
and correlation functions. While one can easily obtain – within the AbinitioDΓA
formalism – all previously discussed approaches (GW, DMFT, and GW+DMFT)
as limiting cases, it also includes non-local correlations beyond these schemes, such
as spin ﬂuctuations. For a simple, one-band Hubbard model, we have recapitulated
the unexpected properties found at the magnetic QCP in three dimensions, and
discussed the space-time separability of the self energy. For realistic multi-orbital
materials calculations, we have shown the very ﬁrst AbinitioDΓA results for SrVO3 ,
and discussed the corrections found w.r.t. DMFT. Indeed, we evidenced a sizable
momentum-dependence in the SrVO3 self energy even for purely local interactions –
an eﬀect well beyond GW approaches [161]. Instead, the momentum dependence in our
GW+DMFT results is almost exclusively propelled by exchange contributions originating from non-local interactions – thus far omitted in our AbinitioDΓA calculations.
As a consequence, the results of AbinitioDΓA and GW+DMFT cannot yet be directly
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compared. Calculations that include the non-local interaction in AbinitioDΓA are
under way.
As it is typical in physics, and especially true in the case of new algorithmic
developments, a signiﬁcant amount of future work will be inspired by the progress
we have reviewed in this paper. In particular, the new method enhancements pave
the way towards the implementation of a fully self-consistent, frequency-dependent
GW scheme in VASP, while the frequency-dependent treatment of both the GW self
energy and the local dynamic interaction of DMFT represents an important step
towards the realization of a globally self-consistent GW+DMFT merger of the VASP
and the w2dynamic codes. Eventually, the ﬁrst successful applications of AbinitioDΓA
for treating strong non-local correlations beyond GW+DMFT will encourage further
eﬀorts towards a new standard of ab initio materials science calculations for correlated
electron systems.
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Abstract. Many of the fascinating and unconventional properties of
several transition-metal compounds with partially ﬁlled d-shells are
due to strong electronic correlations. While local correlations are in
principle treated exactly within the frame of the dynamical mean-ﬁeld
theory, there are two major and interlinked routes for important further methodical advances: On the one hand, there is a strong need
for methods being able to describe material-speciﬁc aspects, i.e., methods combining the DMFT with modern band-structure theory, and, on
the other hand, nonlocal correlations beyond the mean-ﬁeld paradigm
must be accounted for. Referring to several concrete example systems,
we argue why these two routes are worth pursuing and how they can
be combined, we describe several related methodical developments and
present respective results, and we discuss possible ways to overcome
remaining obstacles.

1 Introduction
The quantum theory of the electronic structure of solids is very much characterized by
the dichotomy of spatially local and nonlocal concepts. Nonlocality ﬁrst comes across
when considering the Hamiltonian of an electron moving in a potential V with the discrete translational symmetries of an inﬁnite three-dimensional lattice: Its eigenstates
are highly nonlocal and extend over the entire system, and the spectrum of eigenenergies, the band structure, lives in reciprocal or k-space. While this band-structure
problem cannot be solved analytically, there are nowadays extremely eﬃcient and
highly reliable computational tools to solve the single-electron Schrödinger equation
for rather general lattice potentials [1–4].
Thanks to density-functional theory (DFT) [5–7], the solution of the band problem
is key to a quantitative theory with predictive power: According to this paradigm of
electronic-structure theory established in the 1960s, essentially independent electrons
move in an eﬀective one-particle lattice potential V which, on a static mean-ﬁeld level,
includes eﬀects of Fermi statistics (“exchange”) and of “correlations”. The success of
band theory is very much due to the fact that V = V (r) is local – opposed to the
diﬃcult-to-handle nonlocal exchange term of Hartree-Fock theory, for example.
a
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Essential for a realistic modeling of the electronic structure is the treatment of
electronic correlations. This central notion refers to all physics beyond the concept
of a single Slater determinant and beyond a simple construction of the ground state
by ﬁlling electrons, according to the Aufbau principle, into the nonlocal one-particle
eigenstates up to the Fermi energy. Opposed to conﬁguration-interaction schemes for
atomic or molecular systems, an explicit treatment of correlations by means of the
full N -electron wave function is not practicable since for solids one has to consider
a macroscopically large number of electrons. It is thus advisable to shift the main
focus to a diﬀerent fundamental quantity of interest: Most suitable in the context
of the Hohenberg-Kohn theory is the local electron density n(r). This allows for an
average and static mean-ﬁeld-like description of correlation eﬀects by means of the
local-density approximation (LDA) and extensions [6,7].
In the recent decades, however, more and more material classes have been discovered, have been designed or simply have moved in the focus of materials science, where the DFT-LDA approach breaks down. In most cases this is related
to correlation phenomena like spontaneous magnetic order [8], correlation-driven
metal-insulator transitions [9] or high-temperature superconductivity [10]. This comprises d-electron materials and 3d transition-metal compounds, for instance. Typical
examples are oxides, such as the intensively discussed unconventional cuprate-based
superconductors, or pnictides, in particular iron-pnictide superconductors, cobaltates,
etc. but also Mott or charge-transfer insulators like transition-metal monoxides, or
simply late 3d transition metals as the classical band ferromagnets Fe, Co, Ni. These
“strongly correlated electron systems” require a more explicit treatment of correlations which is conventionally done with the help of Feynman diagrams, i.e., in the
context of many-body perturbation theory [11]. The central physical quantity here
is the single-electron propagator or Green’s function G(r, r , t, t ) which is spatially
nonlocal. The Green’s function is closely related to photoemission spectroscopy [12]
and describes the propagation of the additional hole in the occupied part of the band
structure that is left in the ﬁnal state; it thus describes a nonlocal process. Note that
temporal homogeneity implies that G depends on the time diﬀerence only and, via
Fourier transformation, can be written as a function of the excitation energy ω.
In the 1990s an important discovery was made for many-electron models with
local interactions, such as the famous Hubbard model [13–15]: The summation of
all local (renormalized skeleton) diagrams contributing to the electronic self-energy
can be achieved in practice by solving an eﬀective impurity problem, the parameters of which must be determined self-consistently. This idea constitutes the dynamical mean-ﬁeld theory (DMFT) [16–19], a powerful nonperturbative and internally consistent mean-ﬁeld theory which exactly accounts for the local quantum ﬂuctuations while nonlocal correlations are treated on average only. A practical DMFT calculation must be based on an “impurity solver”. There are diﬀerent
highly sophisticated variants available, based on Krylov-space techniques, quantum
Monte-Carlo simulations or renormalization-group techniques, for example [20–24].
The success of DMFT is largely due to the fact that the importance of nonlocal
correlations diminishes with increasing spatial dimension and that this eﬀect is already
relevant for three dimensions. In fact, the DMFT is the exact theory of the Hubbard
model on an inﬁnite-dimensional lattice. DMFT is also a versatile theory which is easily adapted to diﬀerent lattice-fermion models and which has been extended in various
directions.
Nonlocal correlation eﬀects, i.e., correlations beyond the DMFT, are key to understanding and controlling the electronic properties of several important material
classes. Still, the dynamical mean-ﬁeld theory can serve as a starting point. The
purpose of the present work is to discuss electronic-structure theory and materials
science from this perspective. Referring to a couple of concrete and typical examples,
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we review some essential theoretical aspects and recent methodical advances in this
ﬁeld.
Section 2 provides an introduction to the issue of local and nonlocal eﬀects and
what can be described by means of the DMFT. As an instructive example we discuss
the subtle competition between the Kondo eﬀect and the indirect magnetic exchange
in a periodic Anderson model on the triangular lattice. Even on the pure model
level, however, there are important eﬀects of nonlocal correlations beyond DMFT,
in particular the feedback of nonlocal two-particle correlations on the electronic selfenergy. Several proposals have been made to access nonlocal eﬀects using DMFT as a
platform for further improvements. Besides cluster extensions [25] or further diagram
resummations [26], this comprises the idea of dual-fermion theory [27], reviewed in
Section 3, and also includes the extension to the dual-boson technique [28], which is
in addition capable of handling nonlocal interactions.
The combination of DMFT with band theory is a fascinating vision with the
ﬁnal goal of establishing a parameter-free computational approach, covering largely
diﬀerent material classes. This ongoing development, described in Section 4, is highly
ambitious as it requires to unify nonlocal concepts from band theory with the locality
paradigm of DMFT. The discussion of V2 O3 as a concrete example sheds some light
on the current state of the art. Novel materials-design ideas are touched upon by
discussing application to the prominent problem of oxide heterostructures. In view of
realistic nonlocal self-energy eﬀects, we discuss in Section 5 spin-polaron physics in
Nax CoO2 , based on applied dual-fermion theory.

2 Local vs. nonlocal correlations
Let us start our discussion with an application of the DMFT to a “simple” model
system. Without going too much into the formalism and by concentrating on the
physics, this should help to qualitatively understand the capabilities of the DMFT
but also show what is beyond a dynamic mean-ﬁeld approach.
One of the hallmarks of strong correlations among itinerant valence electrons is
the formation of local magnetic moments [29]. Local-moment formation is constitutive for much of the physics captured by the periodic Anderson model (PAM)
which is the most simple model for heavy-fermion materials [30,31]. Generically, the
PAM describes a band of light conduction electrons (“c electrons”) of bandwidth W
hybridizing, with local hybridization strength V , with a narrow band of “f electrons”
located at energy εf . Since the f band is narrow, Coulomb correlations are important
and are taken into account by an on-site Hubbard interaction U .
In the local-moment regime of the PAM for strong U , charge ﬂuctuations on the
local f orbitals are eﬀectively suppressed. The single-electron spectrum exhibits two
Hubbard bands located around εf and εf + U which are well separated from the
c band located around the chemical potential μ, i.e., εf  μ  εf + U , and each
f orbital is exactly occupied by one electron. In this limit, the low-energy physics
is perturbatively captured by the more simple Kondo-lattice model [31,32], where
the f degrees of freedom are represented by quantum spins with Sf = 1/2. Mediated by a super-exchange mechanism [33], the localized magnetic moments on the f
orbitals couple to the c-electron spins via a local antiferromagnetic exchange of
strength J = 8V 2 /U . This coupling J lifts the macroscopic ground-state spin
degeneracy and quenches the residual entropy.
There are however, two diﬀerent and competing mechanisms, RKKY coupling and
Kondo screening, which generate the famous Doniach diagram [34] and corresponding quantum phase transitions [35]. The nonlocal Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida
(RKKY) [36] indirect magnetic exchange is mediated via magnetic polarization of
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Fig. 1. Adapted from reference [39]: Magnetic phase diagram of the periodic Anderson
model on the triangular lattice as obtained by site-dependent DMFT. (a) Unit cell used
for the calculations. Sites A, B, C are treated independently. For each site, an f orbital
with local interaction U couples to a c orbital via the hybridization V . The nearest-neighbor
hopping t = 1 sets the energy scale. (b) Triangular lattice with primitive cell (light gray,
dashed lines) and the unit cell used for the calculations (gray, solid lines). (c) Phase diagram
in the plane spanned by U and the ﬁlling n (total electron number per site) at inverse
temperature β = 100. KI: Kondo insulator (at half-ﬁlling n = 1), KS: metallic Kondo singlet
state, PKS: partial Kondo-singlet phase, AFM: antiferromagnetic phase, FM: ferromagnetic
phase.

the conduction electrons; it dominates for weak J, and is characterized by the eﬀective coupling strength JRKKY (q) = −J 2 χc (q, ω = 0) where χc is the c-electron spin
susceptibility. The Kondo screening of the f magnetic moments is a local correlation
eﬀect which is already captured in the impurity variants of the Kondo or Anderson
model and dominates at stronger J. Below the characteristic Kondo scale [37,38]
given by TK ∝ e−W/J , the f moment forms a singlet with a mesoscopically extended
cloud of c-electron moments.
Figure 1c shows the phase diagram as obtained [39] by DMFT using the
continuous-time quantum Monte-Carlo method (CT-QMC) [22,40] based on the
hybridization expansion and the segment algorithm [41] at a low temperature (β =
1/kB T = 100). Each point corresponds to a converged DMFT calculation. At halfﬁlling n = 1, the hybridization band gap in the noninteracting density of states results
in a band insulator for U = 0. This develops into a correlated Kondo insulator (KI)
with increasing U . Furthermore, we ﬁnd a metallic ferromagnetic phase (FM) at low
ﬁllings in the mixed-valence regime where the f local moments are no longer well
deﬁned. Most interesting, however, is the competition between an antiferromagnetic
phase (AFM) and the Kondo-singlet state (KS) in the local-moment regime for ﬁllings slightly oﬀ half-ﬁlling. As expected, the RKKY-induced AFM phase shows up
for strong U , i.e., weak J, while the metallic heavy-fermion KS state, which connects
to the KI at n = 1, is realized at weaker U but prior to charge ﬂuctuations becoming
dominant.
The competition between Kondo screening and RKKY coupling is aﬀected by the
triangular lattice geometry (see Fig. 1b). The nonbipartiteness of the lattice already
explains the asymmetry of the phase diagram under particle-hole transformations:
Choosing a positive hopping t = 1 implies that the center of gravity of the noninteracting total density of states is located close to the lower band edge and that
symmetry-broken magnetic phases are expected for ﬁllings below half-ﬁlling.
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More importantly, however, the lattice also introduces frustration of the antiferromagnetic ordering tendency, and thus the problem gets more involved due to another
energy scale which is associated with the release of frustration. For the PAM or the
Kondo lattice, a mechanism of partial Kondo screening (PKS) [42] has been suggested
where a spontaneous, site-selective Kondo eﬀect (say, on site A in the unit cell, see
Fig. 1a) alleviates the frustration and thus allows the remnant spins (on sites B and C)
to order magnetically via the RKKY coupling. This is an interesting compromise
between a local and a nonlocal correlation eﬀect which has attracted considerable
attention in the past [43,44] and which has been studied in the PAM on the level
of the static mean-ﬁeld (Hartree-Fock) approximation [45,46]. The dynamical meanﬁeld study discussed here correctly includes all local ﬂuctuations and also captures
the Kondo eﬀect. Apparently this is suﬃcient to destroy any magnetic order at n = 1
found in the static theory [45].
The phase diagram is actually obtained by applying a variant of DMFT (“sitedependent DMFT”) where the diﬀerent correlated orbitals in the unit cell are treated
independently, similar to a real-space DMFT approach [47]. In fact, a spontaneous
breaking of the 120 ◦ rotational symmetry is found at the border between the AFM
and KS phase (Fig. 1c). At this border it becomes favorable to avoid frustration
by partial Kondo screening of one out of three f moments. A detailed study [39]
shows that the PKS state is metallic and that it supports an additional weak chargedensity-wave ordering, mainly on the c orbitals. Furthermore, due to proximity to
the RKKY-coupled remnant moments, the corresponding breaking of time-reversal
symmetry results in a slightly imperfect partial Kondo screening with a tiny residual
magnetic moment on the f orbital at the Kondo site in the unit cell. DMFT predicts
a robust PKS in a large parameter range. Anisotropies [42] are not necessary to
stabilize the phase. PKS appears at noninteger ﬁllings, i.e., the gain in kinetic energy
might be essential to stabilize the phase such that spin-only models would be ruled
out. Steering the system through the border between the paramagnetic heavy-fermion
and the magnetically ordered phase could be an experimental route to detect the PKS
phase.
There are some lessons learned about the dichotomy between local and nonlocal
concepts in electronic-structure theory and about the point where DMFT stands: The
Kondo eﬀect is due to a highly nonlocal singlet formation but is fully included in the
framework of DMFT since it is driven by a local (exchange) interaction between a
local magnetic moment and an uncorrelated bath. The metallic Kondo singlet (KS)
or heavy-fermion state of the PAM, on the other hand, is much more intricate as it
must build from coherently overlapping Kondo singlets. DMFT can only provide an
approximation to the physics on this coherence scale at energies even lower than the
impurity Kondo scale. This inﬂuences the competion with the RKKY coupling in an
essentially unknown way. The RKKY interaction itself is a nonlocal interaction and
thus cannot be treated explicitly with the standard single-site DMFT. In the PAM,
however, it is generated perturbatively as an eﬀective interaction. Hence, DMFT
does capture its full spatial structure and therewith the corresponding tendencies
towards magnetic ordering. However, DMFT does not include the feedback of nonlocal
magnetic correlations on the one-particle self-energy, induced by the RKKY coupling,
as only local diagrams are summed up. Those missing ﬂuctuations must result in
mean-ﬁeld artifacts. Typically, the DMFT will be biased, to some extent, toward
magnetic ordering and a spontaneously
√ symmetry-broken state |↑|↓ at the expense
of a nonlocal singlet (|↑|↓ − |↓|↑)/ 2 [48,49]. Although one could thus argue that
the AFM state is overestimated in the phase diagram, compared to the Kondo singlet
state, one would still expect a PKS phase at the border between both phases. In any
case, given the complexity of a problem posed by strong correlations in fermionic
models on two-dimensional frustrated lattices with several mechanisms competing
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on low energy scales, the DMFT cannot be expected to provide more than a useful
starting point. Cluster and other extensions of the single-site mean-ﬁeld concept, see
below, can be invoked to progressively include the eﬀects of short- and long-range
correlations.

3 Nonlocal correlations
There are several strategies to include nonlocal correlations beyond the DMFT which
can be explained by referring to the the Hubbard model. Here, we describe the dualfermion [27] and the dual-boson approach [28] but start with a short discussion of
DMFT again.
Consider the noninteracting, “kinetic” part H0 of the Hubbard model ﬁrst. This
is ﬁxed by specifying the hopping-matrix elements tij between sites i and j. In
the absence of the local Hubbard-interaction term, H0 is easily diagonalized. For a
Hubbard model on a translationally invariant lattice with periodic boundary conditions, diagonalization is achieved by Fourier transformation to k-space, and the
one-particle excitations are fully captured by the “band structure” ε(k) with band
width W . If, on the other hand, only the local part of the Hamiltonian is kept, i.e., the
Hubbard interaction H1 with interaction strength U and the local term of H0 ﬁxed
by the on-site energy ε0 , the diagonalization of the Hamiltonian is trivial again and
essentially reduces in real space to the diagonalization of a single “Hubbard atom”.
The great success of the DMFT is related to its ability to interpolate between
these two extreme limits, or, at half-ﬁlling in particular, between the weak-coupling
(U/W  1) metallic state and the strong-coupling (U/W  1) Mott-insulating paramagnetic state [18] in a nonperturbative way which treats the local correlations
exactly. On the operational level, DMFT replaces the correlated lattice problem (the
Hubbard model) by an impurity problem with a single interacting site and with the
same local Hubbard interaction strength U , typically by an Anderson impurity model.
The one-particle parameters of this impurity model, which are fully determined by
the local hybridization function Δ(ω), must be determined self-consistently,
Δ(ω) = ω − ε0 − Σ(ω) −

1
,
Gloc (ω)

(1)

from the (local) self-energy Σ and the local element of the one-particle Green’s function Gloc of the lattice model. The impurity problem, deﬁned in this way, must be
solved numerically to get the Green’s function on the impurity Gimp and the local
impurity self-energy. The self-consistency loop is closed by identifying the impurity
self-energy with the lattice-model self-energy, assumed as local, and by calculating
the lattice Green’s function using Dyson’s equation of the lattice model.
A rather obvious idea suggests itself to incorporate nonlocal correlations beyond
the DMFT: We start from a self-consistent DMFT solution deﬁned by a self-consistent
hybridization function Δ(ω) of the Anderson impurity model. Since the Hubbard and
the Anderson-impurity model share the same interaction part, one can think of the
Hubbard model as the impurity model plus a residual term ∝ ε(k) − Δ(ω) and treat
this perturbatively. This requires a novel perturbation theory. One may view this idea
as a generalization of the Kohn-Sham idea in DFT of an optimal reference system,
but with a crucial diﬀerence. Here, not an interacting homogeneous electron gas, but
an eﬀective impurity model, tailored to the problem of strong correlations, serves as
the reference system, see Figure 2.
Since at the zeroth order of this perturbative expansion, i.e., on the level of the
DMFT problem, we already have an interacting problem and since the perturbation
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Fig. 2. Sketch of three diﬀerent approaches to describe many-body eﬀects in lattice-fermion
models: (i) Density-functional theory (DFT) with the interacting homogeneous electron gas
as a reference system, deﬁned by a constant external potential μ. (ii) Dynamical mean-ﬁeld
theory (DMFT) with an eﬀective impurity problem as a reference system, i.e., a representative correlated atom embedded into a fermionic bath, speciﬁed by hybridization function
Δ. (iii) GW + DMFT with a more complex impurity reference system, consisting of a correlated atom in a fermionic (Δ) and a bosonic bath (Λ). The latter describes eﬀects of the
frequency-dependent screening of long-range Coulomb (V ) interactions.

is momentum and frequency dependent, one is forced to replace the Hamiltonians
by actions within the path-integral formalism. Note that the fermion path integral
can also be used to formulate the DMFT itself [18,50]. Now, the separation of the
local and nonlocal terms is achieved by a Hubbard-Stratanovich transformation applied to the single-particle (ε − Δ)-term. This provides us with a new action. Moreover, it is formally possible to integrate out the original local degrees of freedom and
in this way generated an eﬀective action in the transformed, so-called dual-fermion
representation [27]. Note that integrating out the local degrees of freedom is not only
a formal step but can be achieved in practice, namely by numerically solving the
problem given by the local impurity action with the help of the CT-QMC method.
The dual action consists of a bare dual propagator G̃0 (k, ω) = [G−1
imp (ω) + Δ(ω) −
−1
ε(k)] − Gimp (ω), and a local but frequency-dependent eﬀective potential related to
scattering processes of two, three, and more dual particles on the impurity site. The
simplest two-particle dual potential coincides with the fully connected part of the

impurity vertex Γνωω
imp , which can be calculated with the impurity CT-QMC solver
as a function of bosonic (ν) and fermionic (ω, ω  ) Matsubara frequencies. Normally,
correlations between three particles on the DMFT impurity site are much weaker
than two-particle correlations and can be ignored. The same applies to higher-order
terms. Formalizing this argument, one can think of the dual-fermion formalism as
an expansion in the order of local multi-particle correlation functions. This means
that interactions between dual fermions are related with the connected part of the
impurity vertex. Standard diagrammatic techniques can be applied for calculations
of the full dual propagator G̃0 (k, ω), which allows to obtain the nonlocal self-energy
for the original fermions [27] and to describe nonlocal correlations starting from the
DMFT solution.
The dual-fermion approach is not necessarily bound to a speciﬁc starting point.
However, the DMFT starting point is very eﬃcient. Namely, it corresponds to the
elimination of all local diagrams for any n-particle correlation of dual fermions when
using the DMFT self-consistency equation (1). In the dual space, this simply reduces

to k G̃0 (k, ω) = 0 and means that, on average over the whole Brillouin zone, Δ(ω)
optimally approximates the electron spectrum ε(k), including its local correlation
eﬀects. Therefore, the noninteracting dual fermions correspond to strongly correlated
DMFT quasiparticles, and the remaining nonlocal eﬀects can be quite small and
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reasonably described by, e.g., ladder summations of dual diagrams. This also explains
the notion “dual fermions”.
More interesting but also more complicated many-body nonlocal screening eﬀects
can appear if the original Hamiltonian contains additional nonlocal interactions V (q).
In this case, one can formulate a similar so-called dual-boson theory [28], which not
only takes into account nonlocal fermionic propagators but also bosonic ones, which
are screened by the long-range Coulomb interaction. In this way, one can describe, e.g.,
plasmons or magnons in strongly correlated materials. The action of this “extended”
Hubbard model reads as

1
[iω + μ − εk ]c+
Uq ρ∗qν ρqν ,
(2)
S=−
kωσ ckωσ +
2 qν
kνσ

where the Grassmann variables c+
kωσ (ckωσ ) correspond to creation (annihilation) of an
electron with momentum k, spin projection σ, and fermionic Matsubara frequency ω.
The interaction Uq = U + Vq consists of the on-site (Hubbard) term and the nonlocal
long-range Coulomb interaction, respectively. The screened Coulomb interaction can
be frequency dependent as in the case of the constrained random-phase approximation
(c-RPA), thus not producing any problems for the present formalism. The charge
ﬂuctuations
are described by the complex bosonic variable ρν = nν − nδν , where

nν = ωσ c+
ω cν+ω counts the number of electrons, and ν is a bosonic Matsubara
frequency. For simplicity, we do not include spin degrees of freedom, which could be
done by introducing vector spin-boson variables [28]. Moreover we will consider only
a one-band model, but keep the matrix form of all equations for a generalization to
multi-orbital cases.
As discussed above, we split the lattice action, equation (2), into a sum of eﬀective
single-site impurity reference actions Simp , deﬁned by the hybridization function Δω
and by the screened local interaction Uν , and into a remaining nonlocal part S̃ =
 (i)
i Simp + ΔS. The contributions to the latter are given by
Simp = −



[iω + μ − Δω ]c+
ωσ cωσ +

ωσ

ΔS =



kωσ

ε̃kω c+
kωσ ckωσ +

1 
Uν ρ∗ν ρν ,
2 ν

1 
Ũqν ρ∗qν ρqν .
2 qν

(3)

Here, ε̃kω = εk − Δω and Ũqν = Uq − Uν . One can see that it is easy to incorporate
the frequency dependence of the bare Coulomb interaction. The strategy here is similar to the dual-fermion scheme and consists of an eﬃcient perturbation scheme for ΔS
in the action formalism. However, in addition to a fermionic Hubbard-Stratonovich
transformation of the ﬁrst term in equation (3), we also need to perform a standard
bosonic transformation of the second (interaction) term. Following the same procedure as above and integrating out the original degrees of freedom, c+ and c, with a
proper rescaling of the ﬁelds, we arrive at the dual-boson action
S̃ = −


kω

+
G̃−1
0 c̃kωσ c̃kωσ −

1  −1 ˜∗
W̃ ρ qν ρ̃qν + Ṽ ,
2 qν 0

(4)

with the bare dual-fermion and dual-boson propagators, i.e. G̃0 = GE − Gimp and
W̃0 = WE − Wimp , and with the dual interaction term Ṽ . We hereby also introduced the fermion (GE ) and boson (WE ) propagators for extended DMFT theory
(E-DMFT) [50]. Note that, if we ignored interactions in the dual-boson action
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(Ṽ = 0), our approach would exactly reduce to the E-DMFT, where the fermionic
Green’s functions depends on the local solution only (Gimp ) and the bosonic lattice
propagator merely depends on the impurity screened interaction (Wimp ). In this case
the E-DMFT self-consistent condition which connects the local part of the lattice
propagators to the impurity ones gives solutions for the hybridization function Δω
and the dynamical interactions Uν .
Now the eﬀective interaction in dual space not only consists of two-particle correlations (“square vertex”) but also contains eﬀective electron-boson correlations (“triangular vertex”) which can be viewed as a result of partial bosonizations in the original
diagrammatic series in powers of the interaction. In the standard dual-boson scheme
one usually sums the ladder-type series of diagrams for the fermionic and bosonic
propagators.
It is instructive to relate the dual-boson framework in its simplest approximation to the popular GW + DMFT scheme [51,52], see Figure 2. In this approach,
one neglects the two-fermion vertex and in the same approximation sets the eﬀective fermion-boson vertex to unity. The fermions always interact with bosons in this
scheme, which makes the E-DMFT approximation (or zeroth-order dual-boson quasiparticles) not as good as the DMFT one. We use the lowest-order correction in the
electron-boson interactions which corresponds to the second-order boson self-energy:

(2)
Π̃qν = − k,ω G̃kω G̃k+q,ω+ν . In addition to the local DMFT self-energy we will have
the non-local contribution from eﬀective electron-boson interactions. In the simplest
RPA-like approximation this non-local part of GW+DMFT self-energy is equal to
Σ̃GW
kω =


qν

GW
G̃k−q,ω−ν W̃qν
,




−1
GW
 (2) Ũqν
W̃qν
= Ũqν 1 − χν + Π
.
qν

(5)

Let us point out two advantages of such a generalized GW + DMFT scheme: (a) the
GW
denominator of W̃qν
contains the exact local susceptibility χω , which improves the
numerical accuracy of this approximation; (b) the lattice nonlocal interactions Uq
needs to be corrected for the impurity local part Uν to give eﬀective interactions Ũqν .
Despite the recent successes of the GW + DMFT scheme, it does not provide
a completely valid description of plasmons. This is due to an inconsistent treatment of the single- and two-particle properties, which breaks local charge conservation and gauge invariance. In case of a local and frequency-dependent self-energy in
E-DMFT, vertex corrections from a local but frequency-dependent irreducible vertex
are necessary to fulﬁll the Ward identity. In the dual-boson approach, this can be
included via nonlocal polarization corrections, which are constructed diagrammatically. The resulting polarization vanishes in the long-wavelength limit at ﬁnite frequencies, as required by local-charge conservation [54]. It therefore becomes possible
to study the eﬀect of strong correlations on the plasmon spectra [53], showing that the
two-particle excitations exhibit both renormalization of the dispersion and spectralweight transfer. This is similar to analogous interaction eﬀects known from singleparticle excitations. Figure 3 shows the inverse dielectric function of two-dimensional
surface plasmons in presence of long-range interaction Uq = U ∗ + Vq . For weak inter√
action one observes a broad particle-hole continuum and the expected q dependence
of the plasmon dispersion at small q in two dimensions. As the interaction increases,
the plasmon dispersion ωp2 (q) ≈ αVq is renormalized. Two branches are clearly visible
in the spectrum: The lower branch can be associated with particle-hole excitations
between a Hubbard band and the quasiparticle peak, while the upper branch stems
from excitations between Hubbard bands. Spectral weight is transferred from the
lower to the upper branch as the interaction increases. Above a critical eﬀective
on-site interaction of U ∗ ∼ 2.4, the system becomes a Mott insulator. In this state
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Fig. 3. Adapted from reference [53]: Inverse dielectric function as obtained by the dualboson approach for the extended two-dimensional Hubbard model with long-range Coulomb
interaction as a function of momentum and energy. Results are shown for three diﬀerent
values of the eﬀective on-site interaction U ∗ .

a two-particle excitation corresponds to the creation of a doublon and a holon. Such
an excitation is highly localized, leading to a weakly dispersing band at energy U ∗ .

4 Realistic DMFT for correlated materials
The inclusion of nonlocal correlation eﬀects using theoretical concepts as described,
e.g., in the preceding section is an important route to go beyond the single-site DMFT.
Another one is described in the following and may be termed “realistic DMFT”. Its
main idea is to combine the DMFT with density-functional theory (DFT), as will be
discussed in Section 4.1 below, with the overall goal of quantitative predictions for
speciﬁc materials rather than addressing model systems only. Already in seemingly
standard-looking materials problems, multi-site and inhomogeneous aspects become
relevant. Methodological aspects of the generalized real-space DFT+DMFT approach
are mentioned in Section 4.2, and the metal-to-insulator transition in V2 O3 as a
concrete example is discussed in Section 4.3. A novel materials-design application of
the given ﬁrst-principles many-body theory is then discussed in Section 4.4 for the
context of oxide heterostructures.
4.1 Combining DFT with DMFT
The promotion of DMFT to the realistic level by an adequate merging with electronic
structure theory in DFT has been envisaged already early on [18]. While the study
of model Hamiltonians is a very important research ﬁeld in order to investigate and
reveal key processes in correlated electron systems, concrete materials problems often
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harbor a vast number of relevant characteristics that are hard to condense into a
tailored (minimal) model problem from the start. Low-symmetry crystal structure,
multi-orbital manifolds, intricate crystal-ﬁeld eﬀects, structural distortions or sophisticated screening processes are only a few features that may render an approach within
a ﬁrst-principles many-body scheme favorable [50].
Since DMFT builds up on a tight-binding perspective with well-localized
orbitals to represent interacting electron states, the linear-muﬃn-tin-orbital
(LMTO) [2] scheme was the ﬁrst natural Kohn-Sham-based DFT framework to be
allied with the many-body method [55,56]. Thereby, the LMTO orbitals (or parts of
it) associated with selected states, e.g., a sub-manifold of the 3d shell of a transitionmetal ion, serve as the so-called correlated subspace. A diﬀerent combinational route,
building up on the Korringa-Kohn-Rostocker method for the Kohn-Sham problem,
has a similar identiﬁcation of the correlated states [57]. In order to utilize bandtheory approaches which employ a plane-wave basis, the notion of local orbitals has
to be introduced. The spread of an inserted common LCAO basis is usually too
large, but Wannier-function methodologies, e.g., in the maximally-localized form [58],
are well suited. Thus using Wannier functions as a generic interface [59] allowed to
open DFT+DMFT calculations to the widespread plane-wave community. The construction of explicit special-featured Wannier functions for certain bands can sometimes be numerically cumbersome, especially for the case of low crystal symmetries
and/or large supercells. An eﬃcient alternative is the projected-local-orbital formalism [60,61] which uses a simple projection of Kohn-Sham states onto localized
orbitals. This appears quite ﬂexible and frees the correlated subspace from a direct
band association. The correlated subspace should be quite generally be understood
as a quantum-numbered real-space region where correlated electrons are most likely
hosted. That space surely connects to the DFT charge density, but not necessarily
needs to originate from a one-to-one mapping to a certain band dispersion. Once a
correlated subspace is selected, quantum impurity solvers based, e.g., on quantum
Monte Carlo, Exact Diagonalization, etc. yield the DMFT impurity solution.
So far we only dealt with the interface from DFT to DMFT, i.e., the full calculation employs the downfolding of a converged Kohn-Sham cycle via the named
interfacing to a kinetic Hamiltonian that is then treated together with a suitable
interacting Hamiltonian. This so-called “one-shot” or “post-processing” approach has
been the state of the art for several years. Its reliable to examine many spectral or
local-moment properties [59,62–64]. However, since the realistic band-theory part and
the interacting many-body part form the framework on equal footing, there has to
be in addition an interfacing from DMFT to DFT to close a self-consistency loop.
The charge self-consistent version of the method suits that goal. It computes an
update of the, now correlated, charge density subject to the many-body self-energies.
Hence there is an upfolding of the correlation eﬀects to the complete Kohn-Sham
(Bloch) Hilbert space. From the new charge density, a novel eﬀective-single-particle
potential for the next Kohn-Sham step is extracted and hence the full DFT+DMFT
cycle [57,65–67] is closed (see Fig. 4). Using the normalized projections P̄ between
Bloch space and correlated subspace [60], the key equations governing the down- and
upfold interfacing read

R
R∗
GR,imp
P̄mν
(ω)
=
(k) Gbloch
(6)

νν  (k, ω) P̄ν  m (k),
mm
k,(νν  )∈W

ΔΣbloch
νν  (k, ω) =



R∗
R
P̄νm
(k) ΔΣimp
mm (ω) P̄m ν  (k).

(7)

R,mm

Here, at self-consistency, GR,imp
is the impurity Green’s function on site R
mm
with orbital indices m, m and ΔΣbloch
is the k-dependent self-energy in Bloch
νν 
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Density Functional Theory (DFT) + Dynamical Mean–Field Theory (DMFT)

upfold

DFT step

self–energy update

Kohn–Sham equations

CT–QMC impurity solution

charge update

DMFT step
downfold

Fig. 4. Sketch of the charge self-consistent DFT+DMFT scheme pictured as a ratchet (for
more details see e.g., [59]). It starts with a DFT step by solving the Kohn-Sham equations
with respect to the eﬀective lattice potential veﬀ and computing the resulting charge density. Downfolding to a correlated subspace deﬁnes a DMFT impurity problem and a solution
step is undertaken, e.g., by using quantum Monte Carlo. The resulting self-energy is upfolded to the Bloch space and a novel veﬀ , based on the correlation-modiﬁed charge density,
constructed.

space after double-counting correction with band indices ν, ν  . As for the correlated subspace, there is a choice for the range W of included Kohn-Sham bands
in the calculation. The double-counting correction, similar as in static DFT+U [68–
70], takes care of the fact that some correlations are already treated on the DFT
level. Note that albeit the latter equations are written in spirit of single-site DMFT,
the Bloch self-energy is indeed naturally k-dependent because of the k-dependence
of the projections P̄ . In other words, since a given orbital has varying contribution to given Kohn-Sham bands in reciprocal space, so has the associated selfenergy. It is also instructive to reproduce the expression for the correlated charge
density ρ, i.e.,
ρ(r) =





r|Ψkν  f (˜kν )δνν  + ΔNνν  (k) Ψkν  |r,

(8)

k,νν 

where Ψ denotes Kohn-Sham states, f the associated Fermi function and ΔN is the
DMFT self-energy correction term [59,60]. Without the latter, the charge density
reduces to the original Kohn-Sham DFT form (and also realized in static DFT+U),
resulting from contributions diagonal in the band index. However since a pure band
picture is not vital in a many-body system and real-space excitations also matter,
additional terms oﬀ-diagonal in the band index contribute in the correlated regime.
With this establishment of DFT+DMFT, correlated total energies become available and permit the investigation of, e.g., phase stabilities [67]. Note, ﬁnally, that
this ﬁrst-principles many-body scheme essentially works at ﬁnite temperature T .
Electron states are subject to the full thermal impact, resulting, e.g., in a welldeﬁned description of paramagnetism or the evaluation of coherence scales in electron
transport.
This very brief sketch of the realistic-DMFT development described the matter
on an informal level. Importantly, however, the approach may also be much more
formally presented on the level of many-body functionals of Luttinger-Ward type.
We refer to [50,71] for detailed reviews on such formulations.
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4.2 Real-space DFT + DMFT
The correlated subspace in many quantum materials invokes not only a single
lattice site. For instance, multi-component compounds often harbor various
symmetry-equivalent or -inequivalent correlated transition-metal sites. But this is
easy to handle, since an impurity problem can be deﬁned for each symmetryinequivalent site, whereby the coupling of those arises via the DMFT self-consistency
condition [47]. The self-energy of equivalent sites is determined for a representative
site and transferred to the remaining sites via the proper symmetry relations.
This multi-site or real-space generalization of single-site DMFT, of course, also neglects in its realistic version explicit inter-site self-energy terms, i.e., explicit nonlocal
correlations are absent. Yet especially fostered in the charge self-consistent framework,
there is surely an implicit coupling, suﬃcient to sustain certain inter-site processes
(cf. Sect. 2). Besides stoichiometric compounds with larger primitive cells, real-space
DFT + DMFT is suited to investigate realistic defect physics in correlated materials,
e.g., naturally occuring via doping or through intrinsic (point) defects. The research
ﬁeld of realistic defect-based many-body physics, albeit a pressing problem in many
persistent quantum-materials challenges, is only about to receive more attention in
recent years [72,73]. Let us note that of course also the standard cluster extensions
to DMFT (see e.g., [25] for a review) can be allied with DFT in similar manners. But
in the following subsections we will focus on multi-site applications.
The next two chapters deal with concrete applications using DFT+DMFT calculations based on the charge self-consistent combination of the mixed-basis pseudopotential method [74] for the DFT part and the CT-QMC method, as implemented in
the TRIQS package [75,76], for the DMFT impurity problem.

4.3 The longstanding V2 O3 problem as a concrete example
For already decades, the vanadium sesquioxide V2 O3 poses a famous challenge in the
understanding of correlated materials [77]. The corundum compound has a canonical phase diagram [78,79] that displays a paramagnetic-metallic, a paramagneticinsulating as well as an antiferromagnetic-insulating phase at ﬁnite T , depending on
pressure or eﬀective electron/hole doping with transition-metal substitutes, i.e., Cr or
Ti, on the vanadium sites. At ambient T and pressure, the PM phase is the stable one
for the stoichiometric compound. Along the crystallographic c-axis, pairs of V align,
and the ab-plane is deﬁned by a honeycomb lattice. A trigonal crystal ﬁeld acts on the
transition-metal site in VO6 octahedra. Thus the low-energy t2g orbitals of the V(3d)
shell are split into an a1g and two degenerate eg orbitals, providing a bandwidth
W ∼ 2.6 eV (see Fig. 5a). Formally, vanadium is in the oxidation state 3+, i.e., a
valence conﬁguration 3d2 holds. The transition-metal t2g electrons are then also usually chosen to form the correlated subspace of V2 O3 . An interacting Hamiltonian of
Slater-Kanamori form, parametrized by a Hubbard U = 5 eV and a Hund’s exchange
JH = 0.93 eV [62,80], is therein applied. Note that the corundum structure asks for
two formula units in its primitive cell, i.e., there are four symmetry-equivalent V ions
for multi-site DFT + DMFT.
From the U/W ratio, the V2 O3 system is in a strongly correlated regime, but the
detailed mechanism of the metal-to-insulator transition (MIT) remains a matter of
debate. Of course, as basic DMFT teaches us, at a large local interaction strength a
condensed-matter electronic system will become Mott insulating. But this statement
is often not suﬃcient to explain or predict details of MITs in materials. The interplay
of lattice structure, multi-orbital characteristics, defect properties and temperature
in a realistic system, allows nature to realize quite intricate driving mechanisms.
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Fig. 5. Adapted from references [67, 73]: Data for V2 O3 . (a) LDA low-energy density of
states. (b) Left panel, full lines: relaxed c/a ratio vs. lattice constant. Right panel, dashed
lines: total energy vs. lattice constant. Black/Red lines mark metal/insulator. (c) Diﬀerence
of DFT+DMFT and LDA charge density in the ab-plane. Note the charging of V by Cr due
to electronic correlations.

Let us in the following restrict the discussion to the paramagnetic regime.
Experimentally, in essence, Cr-doping drives V2 O3 insulating at constant temperature, accompanied by a subtle lattice expansion [81] as well as orbital polarization
towards eg [82]. First-principles DFT [83–87] and DFT + DMFT [62,67,73,88–92]
studies approached the problem. Originally, the focus of most of the theoretical works
is on the “proper averaged” electronic properties, i.e., leaving the very details of
the (electron-)lattice degrees of freedom and the doping/defect physics aside. Then,
whereas conventional DFT surely fails to describe a MIT, “one-shot” multi-orbital
DFT + DMFT indeed suggests a transition. But it does so on the basis of experimental lattice data for the metallic and insulating phase [62,88,89], while keeping
the V2 O3 stoichiometry in the calculation. The orbital polarization is explained by a
crystal-ﬁeld enhancement due to electronic correlations [88,89].
Recently original [67] and follow-up charge self-consistent DFT + DMFT [73,91,
92] suggests some modiﬁcations to this picturing. The correlation-enhanced orbital
polarization in stoichiometric V2 O3 (with or without expanded lattice) is predicted
to be much weaker. This theoretical forecast is indeed veriﬁed in very recent angleresolved photoemission experiments [93]. Additionally, structural relaxation of the
c/a ratio in the correlated system [67] exhibits the subtle electron-lattice coupling,
marking strong c/a changes close to the MIT (see Fig. 5b). Related formal divergences of compressibilities near a Mott transition where before only studied within
a model context [94]. A more thorough treating of Cr doping within an explicit supercell approach rendered it furthermore obvious that the eﬀect of the chromium
dopants may not only be reduced to a sole lattice-expansion eﬀect. The valence of Cr
has an additional electron and apparently electron-dopes the neighboring V sites in
an orbital-selective manner (cf. Fig. 5c), giving rise to the measured orbital polarization [73]. Note that is has indeed been shown [95], that applied pressure on insulating
Cr-doped V2 O3 renders the system metallic without substantial changes in the orbital
polarization.
A complete understanding of the MIT in vanadium sesquioxide is still missing,
but DFT + DMFT was so far very successful in sheding light on various important
features. There is evidence that a full solution asks for the inclusion of correlations,
coupling to the lattice and defect physics on a close-to equal footing.
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4.4 Oxide heterostructures: δ-doping of titanate Mott insulators
The research ﬁeld of oxide heterostructures has become a prominent one in condensed
matter physics (see e.g., [96–98] for reviews). Materials design starting from metallic,
band- or Mott-insulating transition-metal oxides can lead to emergent physics due to
interfacing, e.g., to the formation of two-dimensional electron systems. As electronic
correlations come easy with such oxides, there is the chance of a new era of realistic
many-body physics with possibly novel exotic phases and various engineering options.
As a highlighting and instructive example, we will show how DFT+DMFT can
help to understand or even predict the complex electronic structure in oxide Mott
insulators doped by heterostructuring. Experimental work on oxide heterostructures
grown with molecular-beam epitaxy revealed puzzling electron states in rare-earth
(R) titanates RTiO3 upon δ-doping [99,100], i.e., monolayer doping, with SrO. The
bulk distorted perovskites are formal Ti(3d1 ) systems, whereby the single electron
occupies the eﬀective t2g subshell. The well-deﬁned δ-doping of such Mott insulators
is free from disorder eﬀects or screening-length ambiguities. Unusual metallicity as
well as complex magnetic response has been detected.
By employing a large supercell (see Fig. 6a) to incorporate the regions close and far
away from the doping layer, real-space DFT + DMFT calculations including charge
self-consistency indeed reveal a demanding electronic structure [101]. We focus in the
following on the doped LaTiO3 system described by a 100-atom primitive cell, with
lattice parameters from experiment [102] and DFT-relaxed atomic positions. There
are 20 Ti ions, forming the 5 symmetry-inequivalent classes Ti1-5 resembling the
diﬀerent TiO2 layers counted from the SrO doping layer. The correlated subspace
consists of the eﬀective t2g manifold formed by all the Ti sites and obtained by the
projected-local-orbital formalism. Again a Slater-Kanamori local-Hamiltonian form
is put into practice, with U = 5 eV and JH = 0.64 eV, as proper for titanates [64].
Of course in DFT, δ-doped LaTiO3 is metallic (as the stoichiometric compound).
As displayed in Figure 6c, a metallic state is also detected within DFT + DMFT for
the overall system, but showing a renormalized quasiparticle peak as well as spectralweight transfer to a lower Hubbard band. Moreover the calculations uncover a rich
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correlated electronic structure with respect to the distance from the SrO doping
layer (see Fig 6b). Far from there, indeed a Mott-insulating state is stabilized, with
nearly complete orbital polarization to one eﬀective t2g level. The TiO2 layer next
to SrO harbors a nearly-orbital-polarized metallic state that appears Fermi-liquid
like [101]. The electrons in the second TiO2 layer between those two states form
an orbital-polarized doped-Mott state with metallic response but seemingly unusuallarge electron-electron scattering. In a recent advancement of these investigations
to the case of δ-doped SmTiO3 , a rare-earth titanate close to an antiferromagneticferromagnetic instability, non-Fermi-liquid behavior and ﬁngerprints of a pseudogap
have been revealed [103].
The ﬁndings render it obvious that not only a well-deﬁned doped-Mott system with
layer-dependent electron characteristics may be realized by oxide heterostructuring.
A further (theoretical) engineering of those characteristics appears possible via, e.g.,
additional chemical dopants, strain, diﬀerent layerings, etc., opening the possibility
for the intriguing stabilization of known and/or exotic orders.

5 Realistic nonlocal correlations: spin-polaron physics in Nax CoO2
So far we discussed nonlocal self-energies Σ(k, ω) in a model context and local selfenergies Σ(ω) for realistic cases. Due to complexity, realistic nonlocal correlations are
(even) much more demanding. Nonetheless, we are able to report a realistic dualfermion study on the interaction of electrons and paramagnons in strongly correlated
sodium cobaltate Nax CoO2 , close the in-plane ferromagnetic order at x = 0.7 [105].
Let us brieﬂy summarize the problem and the obtained results. Sodium cobaltate
consists of triangular CoO2 planes subject to strong electronic correlations, that are
held together by Na ions in between (cf. Fig. 7a). As shown in Figure 7b, the resulting phase diagram upon variation of the sodium content x is rather rich, and we are
here focussing on the onset of in-plane ferromagnetism close to the band-insulating
x = 1 limit. While for smaller x a single hole resides in the low-energy Co(t2g ) shell,
giving rise to Mott physics, at larger x ferromagnetic ﬂuctuations have their share
on the electronic correlations. In a ﬁrst step, we computed q-dependent dynamic lattice susceptibilities beyond the bubble approximations, i.e., included relevant vertex
corrections [104]. The latter are based on the two-particle Green’s function and the
extraction of the local vertex function [104,107]. Figure 7c displays the obtained paramagnon dispersion close to the Γ point in reciprocal space at higher doping x. This
enhanced spin susceptibility close to Γ should aﬀect the one-particle spectral function, namely by a coupling between electrons and paramagnons. But as described in
Section 3, such processes may just be described within the dual-fermion scheme. In
short, the k-dependent dual self-energy can be expressed as

να
ω
να
Σ̃(k, ω) =
aα γωω
(9)
 G̃(k + q, ω + ν) χ̃ν (q) Γ̂ω  ω (q),
ανω  q

whereby α diﬀers spin and charge channel, ω/ν are fermionic/bosonic Matsubara
frequencies, χ is the dual particle-hole bubble, G̃ the dual Green’s function, Γ̂ the
lattice vertex function and γ the local irreducible vertex. Thus it indeed describes the
self-energy building up from one-particle and two-particle objects.
Using a tailored one-band description of the low-energy cobaltate physics, we
thus derived a realistic DFT-based dispersion, applied a proper Hubbard U = 5 eV
and solved for the local and nonlocal correlations by the elaborate dual-fermion
framework (see [105] for details). And indeed, for x = 0.7 an additional anti-bound
state is detected close to Γ, split oﬀ from the renormalized quasiparticle dispersion
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(cf. Fig. 7c). Again in terms of physics, it corresponds to the interaction of renormalized electrons with strong ferromagnetic ﬂuctuations. The resulting emerging excitation is a so-called spin polaron and experimental ﬁngerprints thereof have indeed
been detected in optics measurements by Wan et al. [108]. Hence besides reﬁnements
of the DMFT-determined electronic spectrum, the inclusion of nonlocal correlations
may be important to reveal more complex excitations with possible relevance for
future materials science.

6 Perspectives
The extremely diverse and fascinating physical properties of classical and modern
condensed-matter systems, ranging from simple metals (as, e.g., Al) over semiconductors (such as GaAs), itinerant ferromagnets (Fe), Mott or charge-transfer insulators (NiO), to high-TC superconductors (La1−x Bax CuO4 ) and graphene, to name
a few examples only, are to a large extent determined by their electronic structure.
It is clear that a realistic modeling of the interacting electron gas in a solid that
covers materials of such diﬀerent kind in a coherent theoretical framework represents
a highly ambitious project. In fact, this project goes on for decades and is by no
means ﬁnished. It is triggered by an ever-improving set of sophisticated experimental
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techniques, in particular by the various breakthroughs in high-resolution photoemission spectroscopy, which is the technique that gives the most direct access to the
electronic structure. Also the discovery of new materials or the completely revised
understanding of “well-known” ones pushes this project. Predictive power is the regulative idea, which drives the research in this ﬁeld, since the ultimate goal of any
theory should be to make measurable predictions, as precise as possible, without
any a posteriori input, and starting only from general information, such as chemical
composition.
With the focus on strongly correlated electron systems, the next level in this
endeavor is reached. Typically, the electronic properties of these correlated materials
are extremely susceptible to all kinds of perturbations. This may lead to a substantially increased complexity of the essential physics. A related characteristics of
strongly correlated systems is that diﬀerent electronic mechanisms are at work, favoring phases with diﬀerent types of local, short- or long-range correlations. These
compete or cooperate with each other at low temperatures and on tiny energy scales.
Besides the bare energy scales, given by the one-particle or interaction parameters,
also new and typically much smaller energy scales are generated by correlations. This
can give rise to involved thermodynamical phase diagrams, already for model systems
as we have seen in Section 2 where single-site screening eﬀects, nonlocal magnetic correlations and geometrical frustration compete with each other.
Understanding strongly correlated systems thus requires (i) nonperturbative
approaches to tackle the correlation problem and (ii) highly accurate tools to describe the chemical and geometrical aspects and to compute one-particle and interaction matrix elements. Using dynamical mean-ﬁeld theory, in a proper combination
with reﬁned concepts of band-structure theory, substantial progress could be made
in the recent past.
While the separate potentials of DFT and of DMFT themselves are not at all
fully exhausted, the versatile usability and the robustness of the band-structure and
of the mean-ﬁeld concept make the combination of DFT with DMFT an almost ideal
approach to cover complex materials with strong correlations. Examples for involved
multi-orbital physics have been discussed in Sections 4.3 and 5. In this context, there
are several possibly important issues that must be accounted for and that can be
covered in fact, such as low-symmetry crystal structures, intricate crystal-ﬁeld eﬀects,
structural distortions, sophisticated screening processes, etc. This also includes lack
of translational symmetry, see Section 4.4. Inhomogeneous correlated systems, such
as surfaces and interfaces, can be studied with the real-space variant of DFT+DMFT
(Sect. 4.2). This is important to make close quantitative contact with highly surfacesensitive photoemission spectroscopy.
To advance DMFT to a ﬁrst-principles approach with predictive power for real
materials, spanning traditionally studied and modern strongly correlated materials,
special attention must be spent on the interface with density-functional theory. The
interface is crucial as the nonlocal concepts from band theory must be combined
with the locality paradigm of DMFT. Related to this is the choice of a proper oneparticle basis set, the deﬁnition of a physically motivated “correlated subspace” and
the forth and back switching (“up and down folding”) between the DMFT treatment of a lattice model with local interactions in the correlated subspace on the one
hand, and the eﬀective one-particle multiple-scattering problem in the entire orbital
space on the other. Actually, this full complexity shows up when running through
the “big self-consistency loop”. This comes in addition to the internal loops that
are characteristic for DMFT, which self-consistently maps onto an eﬀective impurity
problem, and for DFT, which self-consistently maps onto the homogeneous electron
gas. The big loop or charge-self-consistency provides the necessary feedback of the
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correlation-modiﬁed charge density on the eﬀective one-particle potential (cf.
Sect. 4.1). Also in this respect, we have witnessed great progress in the recent years.
What is the to-do list for future developments? This question has at least two
lines of possible answers. First, the present activities must be continued to further
evolve the DFT+DMFT approach. This includes the development of better impurity
solvers, which are able to access lower temperatures and to treat impurity models with
more and more orbitals, and which give reliable real-frequency information. Improved
quantum Monte-Carlo techniques (along the lines of Ref. [22]), approaches based on
the time-dependent density-matrix renormalization group [109] or independent novel
ideas [24] are promising. Second, extensions of the theory which incorporate the feedback of nonlocal correlations on the self-energy must be advanced (see our discussion
in Sect. 3). In addition, further extensions are necessary to treat systems with nonlocal
interactions. There are diﬀerent diagrammatic or Green’s-function-based approaches
which are worth pursuing (cf. Sect. 3), but it is probably fair to say that the present
theoretical ideas are far from providing an answer that is conceptually as clear as
DMFT has given to the question of how to treat local correlations and local interactions. A third problem is the interface to the experiment. Besides static thermodynamical properties, the central quantity of DFT+DMFT is the one-particle spectral
function which, however, is not directly observable. A quantitative prediction of photoemission spectra rather requires a proper inclusion of transition-matrix elements,
an important issue that is in most cases set aside, unnecessarily. A challenge, on the
other hand, is the development of a realistic theory of time-dependent (pump-probe)
photoemission from correlated materials (see Ref. [110] for ﬁrst attempts). While nonequilibrium DMFT [111] is already on the market, a nonequilibrium DFT+DMFT,
however, is not yet in sight.
Finally, there are some future challenges which are of a more fundamental character: One example is the so-called double-counting problem, i.e., an incorrect double
counting of interactions, once on some average level within the local-density approximation of DFT or variants of the LDA and once more, and more explicit, in the
correlated lattice model to which DMFT is applied. While double-counting “corrections” are regularly used in practical DFT+DMFT calculations and while in most
cases this is fully suﬃcient from a pragmatic point of view, all of them lack a thorough theoretical foundation. The GW+DMFT approach elegantly circumvents the
double-counting problem, but eliminates the DFT-part of DFT+DMFT altogether,
and it is surely questionable whether GW as a starting point is as reliable and versatile
as the more traditional DFT.
Another fundamental critique targets the DMFT as such, and also its cluster or
diagrammatic extensions, as these are mean-ﬁeld approaches in the end and thus also
share some typical problems associated with the mean-ﬁeld concept. Critical phenomena, for example, are not easily described correctly when starting from the local
DMFT. Also the possibility for nonunique solutions, resulting from the nonlinearity
of the DMFT self-consistency (or mean-ﬁeld) equation, must be seen as problematic
from a fundamental quantum-statistical point of view - although this is often seen as
advantageous and exploited in practice. Finally, it is by no means obvious that the
central quantity of DMFT, the one-particle Green’s function, deserves a distinguished
role. Competing theories start from diﬀerent observables, such as higher-order Green’s
functions, or even the many-body wave function, constrained, e.g., to some “physical corner” of the Hilbert space [112], or the reduced one-particle density matrix.
First attempts to clarify the mutual relation between the diﬀerent concepts appear
very promising [113]. Up to now, however, there is no working alternative to the
DFT+DMFT concept when addressing the fascinating world of correlation eﬀects in
real materials.
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Abstract. Nanostructures with open shell transition metal or molecular constituents host often strong electronic correlations and are highly
sensitive to atomistic material details. This tutorial review discusses
method developments and applications of theoretical approaches for
the realistic description of the electronic and magnetic properties of
nanostructures with correlated electrons. First, the implementation of a
ﬂexible interface between density functional theory and a variant of dynamical mean ﬁeld theory (DMFT) highly suitable for the simulation
of complex correlated structures is explained and illustrated. On the
DMFT side, this interface is largely based on recent developments of
quantum Monte Carlo and exact diagonalization techniques allowing
for eﬃcient descriptions of general four fermion Coulomb interactions,
reduced symmetries and spin-orbit coupling, which are explained here.
With the examples of the Cr (001) surfaces, magnetic adatoms, and
molecular systems it is shown how the interplay of Hubbard U and
Hund’s J determines charge and spin ﬂuctuations and how these interactions drive diﬀerent sorts of correlation eﬀects in nanosystems.
Non-local interactions and correlations present a particular challenge
for the theory of low dimensional systems. We present our method
developments addressing these two challenges, i.e., advancements of the
dynamical vertex approximation and a combination of the constrained
random phase approximation with continuum medium theories. We
demonstrate how non-local interaction and correlation phenomena are
controlled not only by dimensionality but also by coupling to the environment which is typically important for determining the physics of
nanosystems.
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1 Introduction
The electronic structure problem in nanostructures involves two sources of complexity:
First, on a single-particle level, a large Hilbert space can be required to describe how
electronic orbitals adjust to a complex arrangement of many inequivalent atoms,
which by deﬁnition of a nanostructure lacks crystal translational symmetry in one or
more spatial directions. Second, electron-electron interactions are usually pronounced
in systems with reduced dimensionality, triggering strong electronic correlation eﬀects.
In this review, we report on recent advances on realistic material simulations of
nanostructures hosting electronic correlations which were made within the DFG Research Unit FOR 1346. Our strategy, here, is to combine ﬁrst-principles methods –
most prominently density functional theory (DFT) and the GW approximation – with
approaches for the description of strong electronic correlations [1–3], in particular dynamical mean-ﬁeld theory (DMFT) [4] and related approaches/extensions thereof.
The general idea is to account for atomistic details of the nanosystems based on the
ﬁrst-principles methods, which are then used to derive realistic model Hamiltonians
describing the electron correlation in eﬀective low energy Fock spaces constructed out
of a reduced set of single-particle orbitals. In this way, realistic and complex nanostructures are in principle within reach for approaches like DMFT, which critically
rely on Hilbert space dimensions not being too large.
The review is structured as follows: In Section 2 we explain how ﬁrst-principles
and correlated electron approaches can be interfaced in such a way that treatments of
complex (nano)structures becomes possible and how the resulting many-body problems can be solved eﬃciently. Section 3 is dedicated to a brief description of the
impurity solvers used by us in this context. In Section 4 we discuss applications of
this approach to so-called “Hund’s impurity systems”, molecular systems as well as
the Cr (001) surface. Section 5 explains a novel approach for the derivation of realistically screened interaction terms in complex nanosystems and discusses progress on
how to treat non-local interactions and non-local correlations in nanosystems.

2 Interface of density functional and dynamical mean field theory
for the simulation of complex structures
Considerable eﬀorts have been focussed on the modelling of correlated nanoscale
systems using DMFT techniques, e.g., [5–16]. Here, we describe the approach to a
material realistic DMFT scheme for nanosystems which has been implemented by the
authors during the course of FOR 1346, and which is particularly ﬂexible.
The DFT simulation of a material or nanostructure yields an auxiliary model of
non-interacting electrons in the material via the Kohn-Sham wave functions {|k, N }
and energies εN
k . The ﬁrst step of any approach combining ab-initio and many-body
methods (“DFT++”) is to consider this Kohn-Sham system as an eﬀective singleparticle starting point for the electronic problem. Then, one can identify a correlated
subspace {|m}, where the Kohn-Sham system can be augmented by interactions
beyond those included within DFT. Here, m is a combined site- and (spin-)orbitalindex. Let us also stress that, at this stage, the distinction between the correlated
orbitals and “the rest” of the system is just formal: beyond the actually correlated
orbitals (e.g., 3d), what we call correlated subspace can indeed contain also orbitals
(such as p or s) on which we are not always going to explicitly add a Coulomb
interaction, but that we nevertheless want to keep in our “low-energy” basis set
and treat as “active” degrees of freedom. Independently on these formal aspects, the
procedure always requires the addition of a double-counting correction in order to
account for the interactions already present within DFT.
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Fig. 1. Sketch of a non-periodic (a) and of a periodic (b) system of correlated (red) atoms
hybridized to a substrate (blue atoms). Adapted from reference [17]. Reprinted with permission from AAAS. (This ﬁgure is subject to copyright protection and is not covered by a
Creative Commons license.)

To make calculations feasible local interactions are often assumed1 . The lowenergy eﬀective Hamiltonian describes a generalized multi-impurity Anderson Model
(AIM), which also includes the coupling of the correlated subspace to leads or substrate atoms. The latter is described by a frequency- and momentum-dependent potential denoted, in equation (1), by the Greek letter Γ. It represents a fixed physical
bath, i.e., a particle reservoir determined by the geometry of the problem and by
the kind of coupling between the correlated atoms and the rest of the system. This
bath is not to be confused with the self-consistent DMFT bath of the auxiliary single
impurity problems. An example of this is sketched in Figure 1 where the red atoms
host the correlated orbitals and the blue ones represent the physical bath. The orbitals |m spanning the correlated subspace should be chosen as localized as possible
or atomic-like in order to have a consistent description in terms of AIM or Hubbardlike models with local interactions.
It is useful to introduce a matrix notation in the basis of the (spin-)orbitals of
all atoms in the low-energy subspace. The “Pinocchio-hat”  indicates full matrices
in this space. Since for the DMFT algorithm we sometimes work with sub-blocks of
such matrices corresponding to a given atom, we indicate these Norb × Norb smaller
matrices with the standard hat-symbol. We consider both periodic crystals and inhomogeneous nano-/hetero-structures with reduced, or even absent translational symmetry. For the cases in which the spatial periodicity is (even only partially) preserved,
the matrix structure reﬂects the fact that the unit cell can contain more than one
atom and each atom contributes, in general, more than one (spin-)orbital. Similarly,
in all other non-periodic cases, it describes the real-space structure of all the (multiorbital) atoms of the nanostructure. Hence, the k-integrated Green’s function can be
written as
−1






1 

, (1)
(iωn + μ) 11 − H (k)− Γ (k, iωn )− ε DC − Σ (k, iωn )
G (iωn ) =
k
Nk
where ωn = πT (2n + 1) are the Matsubara frequencies at temperature T and μ is the
chemical potential.


The matrix H (k) encodes both inter- and intra-atomic single-particle contribu

tions, while Γ (k, iωn ) describes the hybridization of the orbitals of the correlated




subspace to the physical leads or to the substrate. In general, Γ (k, iωn ) and H (k)
are obtained via projection of the Kohn-Sham non-interacting Green’s function onto
the localized states, as described in Section 2.1. Since these two quantities represent
physical properties of the system they are ﬁxed for the rest of the calculation, or recomputed at each iteration of a charge self-consistent DFT + DMFT (see Sect. 2.2).
1
A discussion of how appropriate realistic local eﬀective interaction terms is given in
Section 5.
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If the system is a non-periodic nanostructure – as the one shown in Figure 1a –
and there is no translation symmetry in any spatial direction, Nk is formally equal




to 1, and the sum drops out. In that case H and Γ (iωn ) are k-independent matrices, the latter being the “standard” frequency-dependent hybridization function,


often also called Δ (iωn ) in the context of the Anderson impurity model. If instead
the correlated atoms form a periodic structure – as e.g., a thin ﬁlm or a nanowire
of a correlated material on a substrate as sketched in Figure 1b – the k-summation
extends over the corresponding one- or two-dimensional Brillouin zone. In all cases,

the double-counting correction ε DC retains a matrix structure, in order to account


for the presence of more than one orbital/atom. The self-energy Σ (k, iωn ) describes
the dynamical eﬀects of electron-electron interaction. Within DMFT, the self-energy
is purely local, i.e., it carries no k-dependence and it is a block-diagonal matrix in
the atoms. A structure in k-space for the self-energy, as well as oﬀ-diagonal elements
between diﬀerent atoms can be obtained by taking into account non-local electronic
correlations beyond DMFT, as discussed in Section 5.
The simplest case of a simulation combining ab-initio and many-body approaches
is represented by a single correlated adatom or an atom coupled to some leads: The
solution of the low-energy model is obtained via a multi-orbital quantum impurity
solver which is able to yield the self-energy and hence the two-point Green’s function,




given the bath described by Γ (iωn ) and the local-level structure of H . For the cases
of a non-periodic nanostructure with more than one atom as well as for those of
a periodic arrangement of correlated sites, the calculation requires instead a selfconsistent adjustment of the Weiss ﬁeld, i.e., the “DMFT” bath, that describes the
eﬀect on the i-th atom of the other correlated sites of the system. This is deﬁned as

−1
Ĝi,N
(iωn ) =
orb ×Norb

atom i

G (iωn )


−1

Norb ×Norb

i
+ Σ̂atom
Norb ×Norb ,

(2)

where the matrix to be inverted is the Norb × Norb block corresponding to the i-th
atom of the k-summed Green’s function of equation (1). The Weiss ﬁeld deﬁnes an
auxiliary single-site quantum many-body impurity model, which must be solved to
get the two-point Green’s function of the i-th site Ĝimp i (iωn ). The corresponding
self-energy is obtained via the Dyson equation

−1
i
Σ̂atom
=
Ĝ
(iω
)
−
Ĝimp i (iωn )
n
Norb ×Norb
i,Norb ×Norb

−1

.

(3)

Once the self-energy matrices for all sites in the cluster or in the unit cell are calculated


via equation (3), the full matrix Σ (iωn ) is constructed block-wise and inserted back
into equation (1) to get a new local Green’s function for the whole system. The selfconsistency loop therefore goes on by calculating equation (2) for each site again,
until convergence is reached.
2.1 General projector and local Hamiltonian formalism


The DFT + + scheme explained in the previous section relies on extracting H (k)


and Γ (k, iωn ) as entering equation (1) from ab initio calculations. We achieve this
using projection operators P = m |mm| on the correlated subspace, as we explain
in the following. To deﬁne P , in practice, the overlaps m|k, N  of correlated local
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orbitals and Kohn-Sham wave functions in the DFT code are suﬃcient and taken e.g.,
from the PAW projectors implemented in the VASP code or more generally using any
kind of Wannier function describing the correlated orbitals.
The DFT simulation yields the Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian HKS (k) together with
the corresponding eigenstates {|k, N } and energies εN
k and thus also the Kohn-Sham
Green function:

−1
−1
GKS (k, iωn ) = [iωn − HKS (k)] =
|k, N  iωn − εN
k, N |.
(4)
k
N

GKS is a matrix in the space of all Kohn Sham states. It is particularly for nanostructures a much higher dimensional object than the matrices occurring in equation (1), which act on the correlated subspace only. The projections of HKS and
GKS (k, iωn ) on the correlated subspace yields all quantities entering equation (1):


H (k) = P HKS (k)P

(5)


or element wise H mm (k) = N m|k, N k, N |m εN
k . The projection of the KohnSham Green function on the correlated subspace

P GKS (k, iωn )P
then yields the frequency- and momentum-dependent potential entering equation (1)
via



−1
(6)
Γ (k, iωn ) = (iωn + μ)1− H (k) − (P GKS (k, iωn )P ) .
In the case of an adatom or a molecule absorbed on a surface (c.f. Sect. 4.1–4.2) there is
no k-dependence in equation (6). Then, (P GKS (k, iωn )P ) plays the role of the Kohn



Sham impurity Green function, H corresponds to the crystal ﬁeld and Γ is often also
labelled hybridization function Δ. See e.g., equation (4) in reference [18]. Equation (6)
is often expressed explicitly in terms of hopping matrix elements between impurity
orbitals
and
 bath states. If the k-dependence is absent, this takes the following form:


Viν Vνi
= ν iω
, where Vi,ν connects the impurity orbital i with the bath
Γ (iωn )
n −εν
ii



state ν at energy εν . The imaginary part of the hybridization function Γ is then simply
related to the bath density of states ρ(ω) if we assume
that the

 hopping V between


all impurity orbitals and the bath is the same:  Γ (ω + i0+ )

ii

= −π|V |2 ρ(ω).

2.2 Charge self-consistency
The DFT + + approach implicitly includes interactions between electrons in the
correlated subspace and the rest of the system through the Hartree as well as
the exchange correlation potential from DFT. As soon as the many-body part of
DFT + + redistributes electrons between correlated and uncorrelated orbitals or also
between diﬀerent sites there will be associated Hartree (as well as possible exchange
or correlation) energies and the DFT + + Hamiltonian should be correspondingly updated. In general, it is obviously problematic to obtain the update of the DFT + +
Hamiltonian simply from a double-counting correction applied to the correlated subspace only. This can be better achieved by including self-consistency over the chargedensity in the DFT + + approach which obviously requires us to work in the full
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Kohn-Sham Hilbert space of the DFT part of our approach. We calculate the updated electron density of the DFT + + system,
n(r) =

1
β



r|k, N GN N  (k, iωn )k, N  |r

(7)

k,N,N  ,n

where GN N  (k, iωn ) = k, N |G(k, iωn )|k, N   is the interacting Green’s function of
the full system and acts on the same Hilbert space as equation (4). It includes corrections due to dynamic self-energy eﬀects within the correlated subspace according
to
−1
G(k, iωn ) = [iωn − HKS (k) − εDC − Σ(k, iωn )] .
(8)
εDC and Σ are quantities deﬁned in the full Hilbert space and are obtained from




the corresponding ones ( ε DC and Σ) using the overlaps m|k, N , as explained in
reference [3].
With the new density n(r) one can recalculate the DFT potential and solve the
resulting Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian, which then deﬁnes a new Kohn-Sham Green function via equation (4). In this way, a charge self-consistent DFT + + scheme is obtained, which includes interactions between electrons of the correlated subspace and
the rest in a fully self-consistent static mean-ﬁeld manner. Several implementations
of charge self-consistent DFT + DMFT have been reported, e.g., references [19–21],
based on projector formalisms similar to Section 2.1. It is intuitively clear that the
Hartree terms occurring within DFT + + charge self-consistency counteract large
charge redistributions. In other words, ambiguities stemming for instance from the
unknown double-counting potential can be expected to be less severe in charge selfconsistent DFT + + calculations as compared to one-shot calculations. This has been
explicitly demonstrated, e.g., for the Matsubara self-energies in the iron pnictide superconductor LaFeAsO, where the discrepancy between FLL and AMF approaches is
signiﬁcantly reduced in the fully charge self-consistent scheme [19]. In nanosystems,
the issue of charge redistributions can be even more severe than in bulk systems,
since charge redistributions over larger distances are facilitated by the large supercells
needed to describe the nanosystems. We thus implemented a charge self-consistent
version of DFT + DMFT in the framework of the VASP code in collaboration with
project P8. A simple benchmark is presented in Figure 2, where we compare the density of states of antiferromagnetic NiO calculated from LDA+U (Fig. 2a) and from a
charge self-consistent LDA++ calculation where we solve the corresponding Hubbard
model in mean ﬁeld approximation. In principle, both methods should give the same
density of states. Qualitatively, the orbital resolved DOS are the same. However, due
to minor discrepancies in the deﬁnition of the projectors which are used internally in
VASP and externally for the interface, some diﬀerences such as the gap and details
in the valence band occur.

3 Impurity solvers
The solution of the Anderson impurity model for general parameters has to be done
numerically by means of, e.g., quantum Monte Carlo [22] (QMC), numerical renormalization group [23] (NRG), or exact diagonalization (ED) methods [4]. While NRG
and QMC are in principle numerically exact methods, they become computationally
very demanding, when dealing with many orbitals, hybridization functions with low
symmetry, spin orbit coupling and general fermionic four operator Coulomb vertices.
Here we brieﬂy describe the QMC and ED solvers that we mostly used for the study
of nanoscopic systems.
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Fig. 2. Orbitally decomposed local density of states for antiferromagnetic NiO in
(a) LDA + U as implemented in VASP and (b) in LDA++ using a charge self-consistent
interface between VASP and an external Hartree-Fock solver.

3.1 Continuous-time quantum Monte Carlo
The quantum Monte Carlo results presented here were obtained using the numerically
exact continuous-time version of the algorithm using the hybridization expansion [22].
We used the w2dynamics code package, which is a hybrid Python/Fortran90 code
written in Vienna and Würzburg. It is a versatile code that is capable of handling
complex systems with multiple impurities and diﬃcult nano geometries. Impurities
can be completely inequivalent and independently deﬁned with their own Coulomb
interactions and hybridizations. A general interface to any electronic structure code
is provided via the usage of the Wannier Hamiltonian in reciprocal space as input.
The solver portion of the code is a highly optimized Fortran90 code with Segment
[24], Matrix [25] and Krylov [26] implementations of the hybridization expansion
algorithm, that are optimal in diﬀerent regions of the parameter space. A general
four index Coulomb tensor (e.g obtained from cRPA or cDFT) can be used as well.
The code is capable of identifying certain conserved quantities [27] depending on the
form of the interaction used (density-density, Kanamori, full) which greatly speeds
up the simulations.

3.2 Variational exact diagonalization approach
The general concept of the exact diagonalization approach is to exactly solve an
auxiliary Hamiltonian, which is an approximation to the full Hamiltonian in some
systematic sense and is solved exactly. As solving a many-body problem exactly means
diagonalizing the Hamiltonian on its Fock-space, which grows exponentially with the
dimension of the Hilbert space, the original model has to be discretized in some way.
Loosing the “exactness” of QMC has however some important advantages: ﬁrst of
all, ED has no restriction on the low symmetries and the general form of Coulomb
vertices and, second, it allows us to access real-axis Green’s functions and self-energies
without the need of stochastic analytic continuation of noisy QMC data.
Several eﬀorts are dedicated to alleviate the problem of the bath discretization of
ED [28–31]. Here, we brieﬂy discuss a strictly variational method of approximating
an AIM with continuous bath by an AIM with ﬁnite strongly reduced number of bath
sites, which we call variational ED method [32]. It guarantees an optimal approximation to the AIM for a given number of bath sites in the sense of thermodynamic
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Fig. 3. Illustration of the original and eﬀective model for the case of one orbital and six
bath sites. Blue represents bath character and red impurity character: In the eﬀective model
bath and impurity states can be mixed. Figure adapted with permission from reference [32].
Copyrighted by the American Physical Society. (This ﬁgure is subject to copyright protection
and is not covered by a Creative Commons license.)

ground-state properties. The method is based on the well-known Peierls-FeynmanBogoliubov variational principle [33–35]. The minimization of the Peierls-FeynmanBogoliubov free energy functional
Φ̃[ρH̃ ] = ΦH̃ + H − H̃H̃ ,

(9)

leads to an optimal approximation of a Hamiltonian H by an eﬀective simpler model
H̃ in terms of an optimal density matrix. Here ΦH̃ = − β1 ln ZH̃ is the free energy of
the eﬀective system. ·H̃ denotes a thermodynamic expectation value with respect
to the eﬀective system. In our case H represents the full Anderson impurity model
and H̃ is the model with discretized bath.
The ansatz for the eﬀective model determines the quality of the method and has
to be chosen carefully. It has to be simple enough that we can solve it exactly but
still include explicit interaction terms. We divide the Hilbert space of the eﬀective
system into two classes: First, a small subset, the so-called correlated subspace C,
is equipped with interaction terms in the eﬀective Hamiltonian H̃ C . The remaining
space, the uncorrelated subspace R, is equipped with single-particle terms only and
described by H̃ R . The structure of the total eﬀective Hamiltonian H̃ = H̃ C + H̃ R
for the case of a single impurity orbital is depicted in the right panel of Figure 3. In
contrast to the original model (left panel of Fig. 3), the eﬀective model consists of two
decoupled parts: First, the eﬀective interacting impurity coupled to one bath site only
and second the remaining bath sites. For concreteness, we consider a cluster consisting
of a multi-orbital impurity and one bath site per impurity orbital for the correlated
space but other choices are similarly possible. The single particle states of the eﬀective
model are related to those of the original model by a unitary transformation uij , which
allows for mixing of original “bath” and “impurity” character in the eﬀective model.
The optimal matrix elements of the eﬀective model, as well as the optimal unitary
transformation uij are found by minimizing the functional (9).
The Hamiltonian H̃ C states a many-body problem which can be solved by exact
diagonalization. In contrast, the Hamiltonian H̃ R states a single-particle problem
and can be solved trivially. In summary, the Hamiltonian H̃ = H̃ C + H̃ R deﬁnes
an eﬀective Hamiltonian, which can be solved exactly and thus Φ̃ (Eq. (9)) can be
calculated exactly.
Finally, we note that the amount of variational degrees of freedom in the variational ED approach is such that it includes Hartree-Fock as the limiting case
Ũαβγδ → 0. Thus, we expect that variational ED will generally give more accurate
energy estimates than Hartree-Fock. Details on how to deal with the large number
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Fig. 4. Benchmark against an exact solution for single orbital Anderson impurity
models with hybridization matrix element V . Comparison of nd↑ nd↓  obtained from
an exact solution (“orig”, bold cyan) and calculated by the four diﬀerent approximate methods, i.e., the variational ED method (“varED”, solid black), unrestricted
Hartree-Fock (“HF”, dashed red) and ﬁts of hybridization functions on the imaginary
axis with diﬀerent weight functions (Wn = 1: “ﬁt0”, dotted blue; Wn = 1/ωn : “ﬁt1”,
dashed blue.)

of variational degrees of freedom in the variational ED approach are discussed in
reference [32].
We demonstrate the performance of the variational ED method by applying it to
a system (schematically shown in the left panel of Fig. 3) with only six bath sites
which is small enough to be solved exactly. In Figure 4 we compare the double occupation obtained from the variational ED, Hartree-Fock and the ﬁt of Green functions
on Matsubara frequencies [36] with two diﬀerent weighting functions (Wn = 1, “ﬁt0”
and Wn = 1/ωn , “ﬁt1”, compare Ref. [37]). The parameters of the model are the following: The impurity level is εd = −2.0 eV, the interaction strength is U = 4.0 eV.
The six bath levels are equally aligned around a mean bath energy εb = 0.02 eV in
an interval of 2 eV (i.e., the bandwidth of the bath). The hybridization is swept
from Vk = 0.0 eV to Vk = 1.5 eV. Small hybridization (V = 0) contains the atomic
limit, large hybridization (V → ∞) is the non-interacting limit. The region in between (V ∼ 0.3 eV) is strongly correlated as interaction and kinetic energy are on the
same order. The Hartree-Fock method gives satisfactory results for small hybridization strengths and reproduces the non-interacting limit. The choice of the weight
function in the ﬁt methods has a clear impact on how well the double occupancies are
reproduced, which reveals the ambiguities associated with the “conventional” bath
discretization schemes “ﬁt0” and “ﬁt1”. The variational ED method, in contrast,
gives an unambiguous and very accurate approximation to quantities like double
occupancies and outperforms all other methods. Small deviations to the exact double occupation exist in the strongly correlated region around V = 0.3 eV. Including
explicit interaction terms in the eﬀective Hamiltonian leads to a drastically better
performance than Hartree-Fock. The same conclusion also holds for estimates of total
energies, which makes the variational ED approach very interesting in the context of
materials simulations.
In reference [32] it is shown that the method is indeed of practical use for realistic
multi-orbital impurities. There, an ab-initio derived model of Co in Cu is solved and
compared to a quantum Monte Carlo solution.
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4 Applications
We now review applications of the compuational scheme outlined in the two previous
sections. We start with a general discussion electron correlations, charge ﬂuctuations and magnetism in multi-orbital Anderson models and consider two examples
of nanosystems without any translational symmetry: so-called “Hund’s impurities”
as realized by hydrogenated Fe on Pt(111) (Sect. 4.1) and metal organic molecules
on surfaces as complex Kondo systems (Sect. 4.2). Finally, we discuss the electronic
structure of the Cr (001) surface in Section 4.3, as an example of a correlated system
which retains translation symmetry in two dimensions.

4.1 Electronic correlations driven by Hund’s exchange interaction
There is a wide class of transition metal compounds in which Hund’s rule coupling
leads to exotic electronic properties. Examples of these so-called “Hund’s metals”
[38] include unconventional superconductors such as iron pnictides and chalcogenides
[39–41] as well as non-Fermi liquids as realized in ruthenates [42–44]. Within the
reasoning of DMFT, magnetic impurities strongly coupled to the electronic states of
a metallic host can be viewed as fundamental constituents of such Hund’s metals and
are called “Hund’s impurities” [45,46].
This idea is described in the following for the particular case of a 3d transition
metal adatom on a metallic substrate following references [45,46]. If the adatom is
still in the gas phase an integer number of electrons is ﬁlled into the ﬁve 3d orbitals
according to Hund’s ﬁrst rule: The orbitals are ﬁrst ﬁlled up by electrons having
the same spin, before being ﬁlled with the remaining electrons of opposite spin. This
is driven by the intra-atomic exchange energy, or so-called Hund’s rule exchange J.
After adsorption on the metallic substrate, electrons can hop on or oﬀ the adatom’s
orbitals into the bath of substrate conduction electrons, which has an electronic density of states ρ, paying or gaining the direct on-site Coulomb energy U . This hopping
leads to charge ﬂuctuations at the impurity site. The hopping term V [47] and the
valency [48] determine whether the adatom is most appropriately described in terms
of atomic multiplets, itinerant electrons, or a mixture of both with distinct correlation
eﬀects.
This is illustrated for an orbitally degenerate ﬁve orbital Anderson impurity with
local interactions U = 4 eV and J = 1 eV and bath density of states ρ = 0.05 eV−1
at ﬁlling N̂  = 6 in Figure 5. For vanishing hybridization V ≈ 0.0 the system has
a well-deﬁned valency and (half-) integer quantized spin. Also with weak hybridization, V
1 eV, the adatom essentially retains its integer valency. With hybridization
increased beyond V  1 eV sizable charge ﬂuctuations set in, as the valence histogram
(Fig. 5a) demonstrates. If the adatom had only a single orbital, the magnetic moment
would be simply quenched in this case. However, in the multi-orbital case, there exists a particular regime with strong hybridization which is yet too weak to overcome
the Hund’s coupling J, where strong charge ﬂuctuations can coexist with sizable local magnetic moments. This has been termed the Hund’s impurity regime [45,46].
The electronic excitation spectra (Fig. 5b) display a characteristic evolution from the
atomic limit to the Hund’s impurity regime [45]: When switching on the hybridization,
a Kondo-type low energy resonance appears, broadens and merges with some of the
upper and lower Hubbard peaks. In contrast to the single-orbital case, several atomic
multiplet peaks persist and additional exchange split satellites appear in presence of
strong charge ﬂuctuations.
The eﬀective charging energy Ueﬀ of a multiorbital impurity system, i.e., the
energy which determines the amount of charge ﬂuctuations in the system, can be
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Fig. 5. Valency (a) and electronic excitation spectra (b) of a ﬁve orbital Anderson impurity
with local interactions U = 4 eV and J = 1 eV at ﬁlling N = 6 as calculated by CT-QMC.
Figure adapted with permission from reference [45]. Copyrighted by the American Physical
Society. (This ﬁgure is subject to copyright protection and is not covered by a Creative
Commons license.)
(N )

estimated by the formula Ueﬀ = E(N + 1) + E(N − 1) − 2E(N ), where E(N ) is the
lowest atomic energy of the N electron state. For rotationally invariant interaction,
(N =5)
(N =6,9)
(N =7,8)
this gives Ueﬀ
= U + 4J (half-ﬁlling), Ueﬀ
≈ U − 3J/2 and Ueﬀ
≈U−
J/2 [45]. Hence, particularly Fe based impurity systems which typically have N ≈ 6
are expected to realize strong charge ﬂuctuations and Hund’s impurity behavior.
The case of hydrogenated Fe, FeHx , on Pt (111) has been investigated in a collaboration between experiments and FOR 1346 as reported in reference [46]. FeHx on
Pt (111) realizes strong charge ﬂuctuations coexisting with local magnetic moments
for several binding geometries and diﬀerent degrees of hydrogenation, x = 0, 1, 2. This
leads to non Fermi liquid electronic self-energies due to spin scattering at intermediate
temperatures, as shown in [46]. While this intermediate temperature non Fermi liquid
behavior is very generic for Hund’s impurity systems, FeHx on Pt (111) presents a
model system where the low temperature magnetic properties can be strongly controlled by changing the binding site and degree of hydrogenation of the Fe adatoms
with the tip of a scanning tunneling microscope. In this way, it turned out to be
possible to control four almost degenerate energy scales (Zeeman, thermal, Kondo
and magnetic anisotropy energy) and to tune the Hund’s impurities from realizing an
emergent unquenched magnetic moment to a multi-orbital Kondo state. The Kondo
state is particularly interesting, here, as it emerges without well quantized (half-)
integer local moments at the Fe sites. Hence, reference [46] shows that Kondo screening is possible without quantization of the local moments. The coupling of electrons
to ﬂuctuating magnetic moments is regarded a possible mechanism for superconductivity at high temperatures. Therefore, (arrays of) Hund’s impurities could provide
a bottom-up way for the understanding of the complex physics of systems like iron
pnictide and chalcogenide superconductors.
4.2 Transition-metal phthalocyanine on Ag(001)
In this section we focus on transition-metal phthalocyanine molecules (TMPc) on the
(001) surface of silver. This system is an example of how electronic and transport
properties of atomic and molecular conductors can be controlled by manipulation of
the molecular geometry [49,50]. It is conceivable to use similar molecular magnets [51]
as building blocks in the quest for improved magnetic storage devices and/or for spintronics applications [52–55]. Metalorganic molecules such as transition-metal Pc are
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particularly well suited for theoretical studies of strong electronic correlations, since
they contain a single transition metal atom at the center and, additionally, handle
very well in experiments. When deposited on the Ag (001) surface, see Figure 7a for
a generic structure, certain representatives, NiPc and CuPc, exhibit a Kondo eﬀect
which appears to be localized on the arms of the organic ligand of the transition
metal ion [56]. Instead, MnPc exhibits the Kondo eﬀect in the 3d shell of Mn [57].
Additionally, it is possible to manipulate the structure of the ligands with an STM
tip [58], thus gaining some degree of control over the physics.
When faced with such a challenging problem as the calculation of electronic correlation eﬀects in MnPC on a surface two approaches come to mind. One would be the
quantum chemical approach to attack the full system including all interactions using
a truncated conﬁguration interaction or similar approach to account for the correlation eﬀects [59]. The other one, more popular among physicists, is to “truncate”
the problem already at the level of the Hamiltonian and then solve the remainder
as exactly as possible. We will follow latter route here, observing that the system
can be viewed as a realization of an Anderson impurity model [60], if one assumes
that everything surrounding the correlated central atom can be reasonably described
within a one particle theory, such as density-functional theory (DFT). The model
was originally designed and is best suited for the description of d or f shell impurities
in simple metal hosts and is capable of describing local correlation physics, like the
Kondo eﬀect [61,62]. Since the remainder of the system consists of a simple metal
with sp electrons close to the Fermi level (Ag) and reasonably uncorrelated elements
(C, N and H) such an approach can be justiﬁed. They comprise what is called the
dynamical, i.e., energy dependent, hybridization, whereas the impurity levels or crystal ﬁeld constitute the static part. In our case the bath does not only consist of the
substrate, but also involves the organic parts of the molecule.
In our treatment the hybridization is given by a continuous orbital and energy
∗
Vνi Vνj
dependent function, Γij (ω) = ν ω−ε
, which can be obtained from DFT as deν +iδ
scribed in Section 2. The ﬁnal ingredient in the calculation, after the local basis
and the hybridization function, is the local Coulomb interaction. The Coulomb interaction is in general a rotationally invariant fourth-rank tensor [63] and there is no
mystery about its general form and entries for atoms [64]. It is, however, not so simple
to calculate the entries of the tensor for a solid or a nanodevice, due to dynamical
screening [65]. We have used the density-density portion of the full Coulomb interaction as obtained from the Slater integrals F 0 , F 2 and F 4 for 3d shell systems [64].
The numerical values we used were F 0 = 4.5eV, F 2 = 6.03eV and F 4 = 3.77eV which
were obtained for MnPc by means of the constrained random-phase approximation
(cRPA) [66]. To solve the model we employed the CT-QMC solver as described in
section QMC. Single MnPc molecules on Ag(001) nicely illustrate the general features
of a correlated molecular system in contact with metallic leads or a metal surface. The
structure of a MnPc molecule on the Ag(001) surface is shown in Figure 7a. Before
any Anderson model calculations one has to establish the structure of the molecule
and the adsorption site as well as possible changes in the geometry. A reliable approach is to perform a relaxation within DFT employing a GGA functional amended
by a dispersion correction to account for van-der-Waals interactions. From experience
a good combination is PBE+D3, which corrects the under-binding tendencies of pure
PBE [67]. LDA can, due to miraculous error cancellations, also perform quite well in
such a case, see e.g., [68]. When the structure is established and a localized basis is
available either directly or via a Wannier construction the hybridization function and
static crystal ﬁeld can be calculated. Both are shown in Figure 6a. The hybridization
function is very diﬀerent for each d orbital and exhibits the generic features of a
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Fig. 6. (a) Imaginary part of the hybridization function along with its (schematic) static
real part (i.e., the crystal ﬁeld splitting). The dominant conﬁguration of the Mn atom, i.e.,
d5S=3/2 is indicated. (b) Temperature dependence of the DFT + + spectral function of part
of the Mn 3d shell. Reprinted with permission from reference [57]. Copyright 2014 American
Chemical Society. (This ﬁgure is subject to copyright protection and is not covered by a
Creative Commons license.)

molecular system in contact with a surface or leads. One can make out three diﬀerent
types of d orbitals:
– orbitals that couple only to the molecular states, like the dxy and dx2 −y2 . Their hybridization function shows strong peaks at speciﬁc energies and closely resembles
the hybridization function calculated for the free molecule, see reference [69].
– orbitals that couple strongly to the surface and only weakly to the molecular
states, like the dz2 . Its hybridization is mostly smooth and almost constant as
expected from the “ﬂat” sp-electron density of states of the silver substrate.
– orbitals that couple moderately to both the molecular states as well as the surface,
like the dxz/yz .
Due to their symmetry and orientation in space such a division of the orbitals
is typical for a metalorganic molecular system in contact with metallic leads or surfaces. Due to the square planar structure of the molecule, as well as the presence of
additional Ag atoms underneath, the level crystal ﬁeld splitting of the 3d shell is as
shown in Figure 6. The dz2 orbital, as well as the dxz/yz orbitals are half-ﬁlled and
are as such prime candidates for correlated electron behavior. The level positions are,
however, diﬀerent for diﬀerent TMPc species, due to diﬀerent adsorption distances.
Having all the ingredients of the Anderson model now at hand we can solve the model
and calculate observables like the spectral function or self-energy. Since these types
of metalorganic molecules already exhibit a complex electronic structure without the
surface [69], we expect some interesting many-body eﬀects. Indeed below a certain
temperature a sharp peak appears in the spectral function of the dz2 orbital, as shown
in Figure 6b. Corroborated by a Fermi-liquid behaviour of the electronic self-energy,
we can identify this as the signature of the Kondo eﬀect. Such a spectral feature is also
observed in STM experiments [57]. For the dxz/yz orbitals a similar feature appears,
which can be shown to be of non-Fermi liquid character, however. In FePc and CoPc,
one would also expect such an eﬀect due to the non-vanishing spin on the 3d shell,
however, in experiments no low energy spectral feature indicative of a Kondo eﬀect is
found. This can be explained by the increasing ﬁlling of the dz2 orbital, which is eﬀectively full in Fe and Co, leaving the local moment regime of the Anderson model [57].
This is already interesting on its own, but MnPc allows us (and experimentalists!) to
do more. The Kondo eﬀect in MnPc can to some extent be controlled by manipulating
the structure of the molecule by a process called dehydrogenation [58]. As the name
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(a–c) Fully relaxed structures of MnPc and dehydrogenated
MnPc(-2H) and MnPc(-8H) on Ag(001). (d–f) Corresponding partial charge densities
obtained by integrating the band structure in a window of ±200 meV around the Fermi
level. (g–h) Series of tunneling spectra recorded for the complete and increasingly
dehydrogenated MnPc and FePc molecules respectively. Adapted from reference [58].

suggests hydrogen atoms are removed using an STM tip from the molecule employing
a voltage pulse [70]. The eﬀect on the structure can be simulated within DFT, the
result of removing two and eight hydrogen atoms are shown in Figures 7b and 7c.
The concomitant changes in the electronic density are shown next to the respective
structures in Figures 7e and 7f. The downward bending of the arms of the molecule
is accompanied by a depletion in charge density close to the newly formed bonds as
also observed in experiment [58]. The bending also leads to an increase in distance
between the central atom and the surface, which in turn changes the local electronic
structure in multiple ways. It reduces the hybridization between central atom and
substrate, especially for the dz2 orbital, and also leads to a uniform shift to smaller
binding energies of the partially ﬁlled dxz/yz and dz2 orbitals. The former leads to a
decrease in the Kondo temperature as shown in Figure 7g, while the latter can be
seen in experiment as an upward shift of the states superimposed over the Kondo
resonance. Both eﬀects occur also in FePC, see Figure 7h, the reduction in coupling
to the substrate manifests as a general sharpening of spectral features, since a Kondo
eﬀect is absent here.
We have discussed the Kondo eﬀect in TMPc molecules on Ag(001) as well as
the eﬀects of dehydrogenation seen in STM based mainly on local quantities of the
molecules calculated within the respective Anderson impurity models. In the systems
presented here this turned out to be suﬃcient for the qualitative description of the
physics. However, in an STM experiment the tip and the resulting interaction between
tip and sample can play a crucial role as well. In particular, regarding the understanding of transport through a correlated molecule measured by STM, it was realized in
reference [71], that not only the local correlations on the molecule are important, but
also the voltage drop over the junction is critical in understanding the line-shapes in
the conductance.
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4.3 Electronic structure of the Cr(001) surface
Bulk Cr crystallizes in a body-centered crystal (bcc) structure [72]. Neutron diﬀraction experiments [73,74] reveal a spin-density wave ordering of bulk Cr with a magnetic moment of about 0.6μB per atom at low temperatures and a Néel temperature
of approximately TNbulk ∼ 311 K [75].
Considering the lattice of antiferromagnetic Cr it is obvious that a cut along
the (001) direction leads to a surface where atoms of layers parallel to the surface
are ferromagnetically aligned. Thus, the ﬁrst layer of the (001) surface consists of
ferromagnetically aligned atoms. Intriguingly, the surface magnetic state persists up
to much larger temperatures (TNsurf ∼ 750–800 K) than the bulk state, as measured
in references [76,77] by angular resolved photo emission (ARPES) and reference [78]
by magnetization measurements with Cr particles of diﬀerent diameter. This large
magnetic moment originates from the altered paramagnetic electronic structure: The
surface introduces massively more states close to the Fermi energy (compare Fig. 8
for a comparison of the bulk DOS and the surface LDOS), which spin split due to
the exchange interaction and lead to a large surface moment [79].
Ab initio based constrained random-phase approximation (cRPA [80]) calculations
for the Cr(001) surface [81] show that the Cr d electrons are subject to rather strong
Coulomb interactions. This, together with the increased density of states at the surface
lays the ground for correlation eﬀects.
The question if correlations actually are important for the electronic structure has
been subject of measurements using (inverse) photo emission spectroscopy (PES) ([76,
77,82,83]) and scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS) [84]. These measurements all
reveal a sharp peak close the Fermi energy. The origin of the peak was so far discussed
either to be of single particle nature (surface state, [85]) or of many-body nature
(orbital Kondo eﬀect [84]). Here, we review our work from reference [86] where we
use the LDA+DMFT method to unravel the nature of the resonance in the electronic
spectrum of Cr(001). We show that local electronic correlations play a key role for
understanding the electronic structure of Cr(001).
In order to reproduce the structure of the spectrum realistically, we model
the Cr(001) surface by a slab of ten Cr atoms, which was partially relaxed using
GGA calculations, and employ the projector formalism of LDA+DMFT described in
Section 2.1. We solve the resulting multi-orbital Hubbard model of the slab of ten
atoms by multi-site DMFT which allows for spatially inhomogeneous Coulomb interaction and antiferromagnetic ordering [4]. Compare, e.g., references [87] and [88] for
a similar approach.
To solve the impurity problems we use the CTQMC algorithm presented in
Section 3.1. We cope with the double-counting problem by the requirement that
the total occupation on each impurity obtained from the DMFT Green function G
matches the corresponding occupation obtained from the non-interacting bath Green
!
0,loc
function. This is called trace double-counting correction and reads Trρimp
αβ = Trραβ ,
where ρ is the density matrix for each atom. This scheme allows for a ﬂexible way to
change the double counting, namely to enforce a desired electron number on the Cr
atoms. Here, we have enforced 4.5 electrons on each Cr atom.
The local density of states at β = 40 eV−1 summed over the d orbitals and spins
for the surface atom is shown in comparison to the GGA spectra in Figure 8a. For
the surface atom we can observe a three-peak structure resembling the experimental
situation (compare reference [85]).
The orbital characters of the spectrum are presented in Figure 8b. The resonance is
dominated by a feature in the minority spin channel with dz2 character but also carries
some spectral weight from the other d orbitals, particularly the dxz and dyz orbitals.
For β = 40 eV−1 the dz2 orbital also shows a sharp resonance in the majority spin
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Fig. 8. (a) Orbital and spin averaged local density of states (LDOS) from LDA+DMFT
simulations at the temperature β = 40 eV−1 (red), and GGA (dashed blue). The GGA DOS
of bulk Cr is shown in black. (b) orbital and spin resolved LDOS of the surface atom from
LDA + DMFT. Figure adapted with permission from reference [86]. Copyrighted by the
American Physical Society. (This ﬁgure is subject to copyright protection and is not covered
by a Creative Commons license.)

channel. Overall, the orbital contributions of the spectra are in line with experimental
ﬁndings in reference [85].
To answer the question of how important correlation eﬀects are at the surface and
−1
in the bulk, we calculate the quasiparticle weight Z = [1 − ∂ Re Σ(ω)/∂ω|ω=0 ] for
all orbitals and spins. Analyzing Z for all layers of the slab, as done in [89] shows that
correlation eﬀects are generally strongest at the surface. Also, the dyz,xz orbitals show
the smallest quasiparticle weight, i.e., the strongest many-body renormalizations.
The nature of the resonance seems to be the combination of the rearrangement of
the electronic structure at the Cr(001) surface (massively more states at the Fermi
energy in contrast to bulk Cr) and the multi-orbital interaction eﬀects, especially
in the dz2 and dxz/yz orbitals. The interaction introduces two major eﬀects: ﬁrst,
the spin dependent splitting of mainly the dxz/yz orbitals and, secondly, the appearance of quasiparticle peaks in dz2 and dxz/yz orbitals. We conclude that the resonance is a complex many-body eﬀect in the dz2 and dxz/yz orbitals due to dynamic
local-correlation eﬀects which are directly related to the (single-particle) electronic
structure at the surface.

5 Non-local interactions and correlations
5.1 Realistic description of Coulomb interactions and screening in complex
nanosystems: The Wannier function continuum electrostatics approach
The interaction terms entering the LDA + DMFT modeling can be in principle also
derived from ab-initio calculations. However, special care on the issue of screening
has to be taken here since the correlated subspaces involve some low energy sector of
bands only. Hence, realistic interaction matrix elements entering the modeling should
be appropriately screened. I.e. they should account for screening due to those states
which are not explicitly treated in the low energy models. Depending on the later
many-body treatment one has to ensure that screening channels are neither omitted
nor doubly counted in the end. To calculate realistic appropriately screened Coulomb
interaction matrix elements from ﬁrst principles the so-called constrained Random
Phase Approximation (cRPA) has been put forward [80]. It relies on excluding certain screening channels explicitly in a many-body perturbation theory calculation and
its computational demand is comparable to GW calculations. Hence, direct cRPA calculations of complex nanostructures or also two-dimensional (2d) materials on substrates with large moiré supercells are often computationally unfeasible. To solve this
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Fig. 9. (a) Illustration of the WFCE idea. The modiﬁed screening when going from a bulk
material to a monolayer or some more complex heterostructure is accounted for by means
of macroscopic electrostatics. (b) Density-density matrix elements of the screened Coulomb
interactions for graphite, monolayer and bilayer graphene as well as graphene embedded in
Ir metal (Gr/Ir) in real space, i.e., as function of distance r. The screened interactions are
generally retarded, i.e., frequency ω-depedent. Here, the static limit ω = 0 is considered.
Colored markers show ab-initio values, gray markers connected by dashed lines show the
WFCE values. Panel (b) adapted with permission from reference [90]. Copyrighted by the
American Physical Society. (Panel (b) is subject to copyright protection and is not covered
by a Creative Commons license.)

problem, we developed an approach called “Wannier function continuum electrostatics” (WFCE) [90] which will be explained in the following with the example of layered
materials and heterostructures.
The essential idea of WFCE is to combine ab-initio cRPA calculations for the
bulk of a layered material, which are of moderate computational cost, with continuum medium electrostatics to derive eﬀective Coulomb interaction matrix elements in
terms of Wannier functions for freestanding 2D materials or 2D materials embedded
in complex dielectric environments. In this way, we can avoid supercell calculations
involving complex environments or large vacuum volumes on the ab-initio side, which
are numerically often very expensive.
Going from a bulk material to a monolayer or a complex heterostructure means
changing the polarizability of the environment of the material of interest, as illustrated in Figure 9a. These changes have to be accounted for in the eﬀective dielectric
function of the system, ε(q). In a Wannier basis, ε(q) acquires generally a complex
matrix structure. However, as shown in reference [90], environmental screening aﬀects
only a single element of the dielectric matrix ε(q) which turns out to be accurately
describable by continuum medium electrostatics. WFCE essentially modiﬁes this one
“quasi macroscopic” matrix element. The full WFCE algorithm which is described in
reference [90].
Figure 9b demonstrates the range of applicability of the WFCE approach by comparing partially screened Coulomb interaction matrix elements in diﬀerent graphene
based systems obtained from direct cRPA calculations to WFCE results. In the latter
case, an ab-initio calculation is necessary only for the bulk form of graphite. The
WFCE approach predicts eﬀective Coulomb matrix elements for monolayer and bilayer graphene very accurately; for instance, the local Hubbard interaction agrees
with the full cRPA calculation within 0.3 eV. Larger deviations are only found in
the case of graphene embedded in Ir metal, where hybridization of graphene and
the surrounding material is sizable. I.e., the comparisons of full ﬁrst-principles and
WFCE calculations suggest that the WFCE approach is accurate when hybridization
between layers in the vertical direction is not too strong, as is the case for van der
Waals bonded systems.
Additionally, Figure 9b shows that Coulomb interactions in 2D materials like
graphene can be manipulated on the eV-scale by means of screening provided by
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diﬀerent environments which can be substrates, adsorbates, or other 2D materials.
I.e. environmental screening presents a very eﬀective tool for non-invasive materials
manipulation. Possible applications can be the creation of heterojunctions by nonlocal manipulations of Coulomb interactions as put forward in reference [91]. However,
this concept of “Coulomb engineering” is more general and can be likely also applied
in the domain of strongly correlated systems like Mott insulators.
5.2 Dynamical vertex approximation in nanosystems
In low-dimensional systems, spatial correlations beyond mean-ﬁeld become relevant.
Non-local correlations have been taken into account following diﬀerent strategies,
ranging from quantum cluster theories [92], which treat short-range correlations
within the cluster exactly and long-range correlations within mean-ﬁeld, to diagrammatic approximations, which treat correlations on all length-scales on equal footing, such as the dynamical vertex approximation [88,93–97] (DΓA), the dual-fermion
[98–101] and one-particle irreducible [102] approaches, as well as the DMF2 RG [103],
TRILEX [104,105], and QUADRILEX [106] In the following we discuss the idea
behind the DΓA and we present the ﬁrst application of DΓA in its parquet implementation, to nanoscopic systems. [97]
From a diagrammatic prospective, the DMFT can be formulated in terms of a
local approximation for the one-particle fully irreducible self-energy, owing to the
locality of perturbation theory in inﬁnite dimensions [4]. DMFT has been successfully
applied to model [10,16,88] as well as realistic [8,9,15,107] nanostructures. The idea
behind DMFT can be systematically extended to include non-local corrections to the
self-energy beyond mean-ﬁeld, by considering diagrammatic approximations based on
two-particle vertex functions. The Dyson-Schwinger equation
  ↑↓
n
Σk (ν) = U − T 2 U
Fkk q (ν, ν  , ω)Gk +q (ν  + ω)Gk (ν  )Gk+q (ν + ω), (10)
2


kq ν ω

relates the momentum-dependent electronic self-energy Σk (ν) to the full two-particle
↑↓

vertex F = Fkk
 q (ν, ν , ω). From a physical prospective, F encodes all information of
the two-body scattering processes in all particle-hole and particle-particle channels.
Within the parquet formalism [108], F can be decomposed according to reducibility
properties of two-particle diagrams as F = Λ + r φr , where φr is the set of diagrams
reducible in a speciﬁc scattering channel r = ph, ph, pp, while Λ is the set of fullyirreducible diagrams (i.e., irreducible in all channels). Moreover, in each channel a
Bethe-Salpeter equation (BSE) F = Γr +Γr χr F expresses F in terms of the vertex Γr ,
irreducible in channel r, and in terms of the corresponding reducible susceptibility χr .
Each diagrammatic approach relies on a speciﬁc approximation at diﬀerent levels
of the diagrammatic theory [109]. The DΓA assumes the locality of the fullyirreducible vertex [93], Λ = Λloc . Provided the knowledge of Λloc , the set of parquet
equations above can be solved self-consistently to determine all the momentumdependent vertex functions as well as the self-energy. Within the DΓA Λloc is evaluated from the auxiliary AIM, by solving the local (inverse) parquet equation and
the BSEs. A natural choice for the AIM is the (self-consistent) AIM of DMFT, which
is expected to provide a reasonable description of local correlations of the original
many-body problem [97]. Otherwise, a fully self-consistent DΓA calculation requires
the AIM (and the corresponding Λloc ) to be updated at each iteration until convergence. The full parquet-DΓA scheme is shown in Figure 10.
We discuss the application of the DΓA to cyclic organic molecules [88,97].
Speciﬁcally, we consider the cyclic organic molecule [n]-annulene: Cn Hn . A proper
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Fig. 10. The ﬂowchart compares the DMFT and DΓA approaches. Non-local correlations can be included from the local fully-irreducible vertex Λloc of a suitable AIM. The
self-consistent solution the parquet equations with Λ = Λloc allows to determine all the
k-dependent vertex functions as well as the non-local self-energy.

description of electronic correlations is relevant for a proper estimate of the spectral gap, which deeply aﬀects the electronic and transport properties of molecular
junctions. We consider a low-energy eﬀective model for the C2pz electrons, which
are delocalized in a single bonding π-molecular orbital. The Hamiltonian reads as:
H = HTB + Hint + Hhyb , where, HTB includes a nearest-neighbor tight-binding (or
Hückel) description of the molecule, Hint is the local Coulomb interaction U on the
π-molecular orbital, and Hhyb describes the (local) hybridization of each C atom to
weakly-correlated electrodes or a substrate. For the sake of simplicity, we neglect
non-local interactions. However, due to poor screening and quantum conﬁnement effects, those may be expected to play an important role in determining the physics of
nano systems, and can be taken into account within the DΓA, as discussed e.g., in
references [110] and [111].
Let us start considering the [6]-annulene (benzene). At half-ﬁlling, benzene is
characterized by a semiconducting gap Δ0 = 2|t| between the HOMO and LUMO
molecular orbitals already in nearest-neighbor tight-binding model, in the absence
of interaction. However, electronic correlations due to the local Coulomb repulsion
renormalize the gap, deeply inﬂuencing the transport properties of benzene molecular junctions. It is known that local electronic correlations within DMFT reduce the
spectral gap in both bulk crystal [112] and nanoscopic systems [10,16] while the corresponding exact QMC solution yields Δ > Δ0 , suggesting an important role is played
by non-local spatial correlations beyond DMFT. The DΓA is able to capture all the
relevant corrections beyond DMFT, and reproduces the exact self-energy, as shown in
Figures 11a–11d. The scattering rate γk ≈ −2 Im Σk (ıνn → 0) is weakly k-dependent
(and well described already within DMFT) due to the semiconducting nature of the
benzene molecule in the gas phase. Instead, the strongly k-selective nature of the real
part of the self-energy Re Σk (ıνn ), as shown both by the DΓA and exact QMC solution, cannot be captured by DMFT, as Re Σ(ıνn ) = 0 for the local self-energy due to
the particle-hole symmetry at half-ﬁlling. A real-space analysis [10,113] in Figure 11f-g
shows that the nearest-neighbor hopping parameter is renormalized by interactions
t∗ = t+Σi,i+1 (ıνn → 0). In the presence of a local hybridization between each C atom
in the molecule and the environment, described in the momentum-independent parameter Γ, non-local correlations are strongly suppressed. This determines, as a function of the control parameter Γ/t a crossover between a weak-hybridization regime,
where non-local correlations are dominant, to a local Kondo regime, characterized
by the formation of entangled singlet states between the π-electron of benzene and
the electrons of the environment, as shown in Figure 11e. In the weak-hybridization
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Fig. 11. DΓA (a-c) and exact (c-d) Matsubara self-energy for representative momenta k = 0
and k = π/3 for the isolated benzene. The k-dependence of the scattering rate γ is weak
due to the presence of a spectral gap. Parameters: U = 2t, T = 0.1t. Real-space nearestneighbor exact self-energy (f) and renormalization of the nearest-neighbor hopping t∗ /t (g)
for diﬀerent hybridization Γ/t. Parameters: U = 5t, T = 0.05t. The interplay between local
hybridization and non-local correlations is depicted in panel (e). Adapted with permission
from references [10] and [97]. Copyrighted by the American Physical Society.

limit, Δ ≈ 2|t∗ | is a reasonable estimate for the spectral gap, in good agreement
with the results obtained from the analytic continuation of the local Green’s
function.
The situation is substantially diﬀerent for the case of the half-ﬁlled isolated [8]annulene. In the absence of interaction, hij has a 2-fold degenerate eigenvalue at the
Fermi level for k = ±π/2 (in contrast to the benzene molecule, which is semiconducting). Within DMFT the local spectral function displays a resonance at the Fermi
level and undergoes a Mott metal-to-insulator transition at U ≈ 8t, while the exact
solution displays a gap at any ﬁnite interaction [113]. This is reﬂected in the large
scattering rate γkexact (while Re Σk = 0) for k = π/2. Instead, the DΓA fails to open a
gap at the Fermi level, as γkDΓA γkexact , resulting in a pseudogap, associated with a
partial transfer of the spectral weight toward higher energy.
The DΓA results discussed above can be understood also from the analysis
of the fully-irreducible vertex Λloc , which is shown in Figures 13 and 14 in the
density and magnetic (particle-hole) scattering channels. The frequency dependence of Λloc has been discussed in detail in reference [109] within the context of
DMFT. Remarkably, the generic key features of Λloc , as the typical “butterﬂy” fre
ω=0
quency structure of Λνν
, remain unchanged from the 2D Hubbard model to 0D
loc
nano systems. Compared to the fully-irreducible vertex of reference [109] we notice that for the benzene both in Λd and Λm the low-energy features are substantially suppressed, in contrast to the case of the [8]-annulene (or the [4]-annulene
in Ref. [97]). We ascribe this to the absence of a spectral gap in the local
density of states of the [4,8]-annulenes, within DMFT. This suggests that the
diﬀerence between the DΓA and exact solution in the case of the [8]-annulene,
results from a poor descriptions of local correlations within DMFT. In the respect, a
fully-self-consistent DΓA calculations, although computationally expensive, it is expected to further improve the description of the low-energy physical properties of the
[4,8]-annulenes.
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Fig. 12. DΓA (a-c) and exact (c-d) Matsubara self-energy for representative momenta k = 0
and k = π/4 and k = π/2 for the isolated [8]-annulene. The DΓA description is in overall good
agreement with the exact solution, but for the large scattering rate at the Fermi surface
γk=π/2 (see the text for a discussion). Parameters: U = 2t, T = 0.1t. Adapted with permission
from reference [97]. Copyrighted by the American Physical Society. (This ﬁgure is subject
to copyright protection and is not covered by a Creative Commons license.)
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6 Conclusions and outlook
In this paper we have summarized the results of a series of collaborations between
various groups at the University of Würzburg, the University of Bremen, the University of Hamburg and the TU Wien in Austria. One of the aims of this cooperative
eﬀort was to develop and optimize an interface between Kohn-Sham-based DFT and
nano-DMFT/nano-DΓA and achieve general applicability of these methods to complex correlated structures. Particular attention has been devoted to the choice of the
basis sets and the inﬂuence of the double counting. These steps have been made possible thanks to the parallel development of our code package “w2dynamics”, developed
in Würzburg, Bremen as well as in Vienna [27,114,115]. “w2dynamics”, which will
be made public in the course of 2017 [116], is a CT-QMC hybridization-expansion
code, as described brieﬂy in Section 3 and it allows users to set up calculations for big
and complex realistic nanostructures in a rather ﬂexible way. It is interfaced to the
DFT-based packages used in the calculations shown here and it has been designed to
be accessible not only to the experts of CT-QMC. This is not the only advance in
numerical algorithms for strongly correlated electron systems that we discuss in this
review paper. As described in Section 3.2, we implemented a variational version of
exact diagonalization [32] as well as the computation of core level X-ray absorption
and core level photo electron spectroscopy [117] in the framework of a new-generation
Hamiltonian-based solver for DMFT [30]. This is then extended to the case of multiorbital physics in nanostructures, which we approach with our combined CT-QMC
and ED impurity solvers in order to establishing links from realistic structures to
simple models.
Selected applications of the formalism in action have been presented in Section 4.
In particular, as described in Section 4.1, some of us introduced the notion of Hund’s
impurities by studying Fe and Fe-hydrogen complexes adsorbed on a Pt(111) surface [46] in collaboration with experimental colleagues from Hamburg. The role of
the Hund’s coupling in the Anderson model in general is also investigated, by comparing a multitude of calculations based on ED as well as CTQMC. Furthermore,
we have discussed the Kondo eﬀect in TMPc molecules on Ag(001) as well as the
eﬀects of dehydrogenation seen in STM in Section 4.2. These systems allow for a
direct experimental manipulation of the Kondo scale and oﬀer a rich playground
for the exploration of connections between theoretical models and real-world physics.
Section 4.3 is instead devoted to the study on the Cr(001) surface [86], which has been
raising a long debate on the many-body nature of its low-energy spectral features.
We reveal that the spectral feature observed close to the Fermi level is a consequence
of changes in the electronic structure at the surface, as well as complex many-body
eﬀects in certain orbitals. We have been mostly concerned with further pursuing the
realistic description of correlated impurities in environments with a reduced symmetry as well as of extended multi-orbital systems. A related example, on which we
however did not elaborate here, is the possibility of realizing a Mott transistor with
t2g -electrons in the context of oxide heterostructures, put forward in reference [118].
In this review, special attention has been given to non-local correlation eﬀects and
spatial correlations in nanoscopic systems, both touched upon in Section 5. We point
out that in complex nanoscopic systems the role of non-local Coulomb interactions is
important. In cooperation with the Research Center Jülich, we developed the Wannier
function continuum electrostatics approach, showcased in Section 5.1, which facilitates
the realistic calculation of appropriately screened Coloumb interaction matrices in
complex systems such as 2d materials supported by substrates [90]. Generally low
dimensional materials feature strong non-local Coulomb interaction which presents a
big challenge for correlated materials modelling [119]. This issue has been addressed in
reference [120]: we showed that it is possible to link systems with non-local interactions
to Hubbard models with local interactions only based on a thermodynamic variational
principle. A further important worked accomplished in this context is reference [121].
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Speciﬁc applications of diagrammatic approaches to include non-local correlations in nanoscopic systems have been discussed in Section 5.2, dedicated among
other things, to transport properties of nanoscopic systems, including single molecules [10,88,97] and quantum junctions [10,88]. In addition, some of us have analyzed in detail the frequency structure of the two-particle vertex [122–125] and the
role of spatial correlations [15,97,126] for several models of interacting as well as disordered electrons. We have reached a new level of understanding of the properties of
diagrammatic expansions for many-particle systems. In particular, we have discovered fermionic divergencies of speciﬁc two-particle irreducible vertex functions and
linked them with the appearance of “protected” degeneracies between physical and
unphysical solutions of the Dyson equation.
The topics that our review has dealt with witness the fact that more and more
complex systems became accessible to realistic dynamical mean-ﬁeld theory simulations. i.e., a reliable description of local correlation eﬀects is well doable now for many
solid state systems. Yet, there are clearly challenges such as non-local correlation effects, competing interactions or also non-equilibrium eﬀects in strongly correlated
electron systems where progress has been made but where applications to complex
real materials are at best at the very beginning to date and more development work
is necessary.
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Abstract. Materials with correlated electrons often respond very
strongly to external or internal inﬂuences, leading to instabilities and
states of matter with broken symmetry. This behavior can be studied
theoretically either by evaluating the linear response characteristics, or
by simulating the ordered phases of the materials under investigation.
We developed the necessary tools within the dynamical mean-ﬁeld theory (DMFT) to search for electronic instabilities in materials close to
spin-state crossovers and to analyze the properties of the corresponding
ordered states. This investigation, motivated by the physics of LaCoO3 ,
led to a discovery of condensation of spinful excitons in the two-orbital
Hubbard model with a surprisingly rich phase diagram. The results
are reviewed in the ﬁrst part of the article. Electronic correlations can
also be the driving force behind structural transformations of materials. To be able to investigate correlation-induced phase instabilities we
developed and implemented a formalism for the computation of total
energies and forces within a fully charge self-consistent combination
of density functional theory and DMFT. Applications of this scheme
to the study of structural instabilities of selected correlated electron
materials such as Fe and FeSe are reviewed in the second part of the
paper.

1 Introduction
The theoretical understanding of complex materials with strongly interacting electrons is one of the most challenging areas of current research in condensed matter physics. Experimental studies of such materials have often revealed rich phase
diagrams originating from the interplay between electronic and lattice degrees of
a
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freedom [1–3]. These compounds are therefore particularly interesting in view of
possible technological applications. Namely, the great sensitivity of many correlated
electron materials to changes of external parameters such as temperature, pressure,
magnetic and/or electric ﬁelds, doping, etc., can be employed to construct materials
with useful functionalities.
The electronic properties of materials can be computed from ﬁrst principles by
density functional theory (DFT), e.g., in the local density approximation (LDA) [4],
the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) [5], or using the so-called LDA+U
method [6]. Applications of these approaches describe the phase diagrams of many
simple elements and semiconductors, and of some insulators quite accurately. Moreover, they often allow to make correct qualitative predictions of the magnetic, orbital,
and crystal structures of solids where the equilibrium (thermodynamic) structures are
determined by simultaneous optimization of the electron and lattice systems [7–9].
However, these methods usually fail to describe the correct electronic and structural
properties of electronically correlated paramagnetic materials. Hence the computation of electronic, magnetic, and structural properties of strongly correlated paramagnetic materials remains a great challenge. Here the computational scheme obtained
by the combination of DFT and dynamical mean-ﬁeld theory (DMFT)[10–13], usually referred to as DFT+DMFT (or more explicitly as LDA+DMFT, GGA+DMFT,
etc.) [14–21], provides a powerful new method for the calculation of the electronic,
magnetic, and structural properties of correlated materials from ﬁrst principles. The
DFT+DMFT approach is able to give a good qualitative and quantitative description of the properties of correlated solids in both their paramagnetic and magnetically
ordered states and demonstrates the crucial importance of electronic correlations in
determining the properties of these multiband materials. In fact, by supplementing
the DFT+DMFT approach with methods of quantum information theory it even
becomes possible to quantify correlations in materials and to compare the correlation
strength of diﬀerent materials, e.g., transition-metal monoxides [22,23].
The DFT+DMFT scheme makes it possible to describe and explain the eﬀect of
ﬁnite temperatures, including thermally driven phase transitions, in real materials. By
overcoming the limitations of conventional band-structure methods it opens the way
for fully microscopic investigations of the structural properties of strongly correlated
systems. So far the DFT+DMFT approach has been mainly used to calculate oneparticle and local two-particle observables needed to explain experimental results
obtained, for example, by photoemission and x-ray absorption spectroscopies. The
method has been widely applied to d and f transition metals and their oxides or
Fe-based superconducting materials.
Employing a novel implementation of DFT+DMFT in combination with planewave pseudopotentials it was recently demonstrated that, by performing total-energy
calculations for correlated materials, it is possible to compute atomic displacements,
perform structural optimizations, determine the lattice dynamics, and explore structural transitions caused by electronic correlations [24–29]. Thereby the DFT+DMFT
computational scheme is able to treat electronic and structural properties of strongly
correlated materials on the same footing.
By combining DFT+DMFT with linear response techniques the scheme can be
employed to investigate both electronic and lattice instabilities of correlated materials.
In particular, it is possible to search for electronic instabilities in an unbiased manner,
i.e., without prior assumptions about the broken symmetry of the ordered phase.
Lattice instabilities can be explored by evaluating a complete set of the forces acting
on the atoms or the phonon dispersion relations.
In this article we review some of our results obtained during the funding period of
the DFG Research Unit FOR 1346 for electronic and lattice instabilities. The paper
is organized as follows: In Section 2 we discuss the DMFT treatment of electronic
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(particle-hole) instabilities and states with spontaneously broken symmetry. As a pilot
problem we study materials close to a spin-state crossover. This already leads to a rich
phase diagram with several competing instabilities. After a general introduction to
the formalism in Section 2.2.1, we present results for the spin-state crossover material
LaCoO3 in Section 2.3. In Section 2.4 we introduce a minimal two-orbital model of
spin-state crossover and investigate its instabilities as well as broken-symmetry phases
in Section 2.5.
In Section 3.1 we review the DFT+DMFT computational scheme for the computation of the electronic structure and phase stability of correlated materials. In particular, we present a detailed formulation of the fully charge self-consistent DFT+DMFT
scheme implemented with plane-wave pseudopotentials. This method allows one to
explore structural transformations (e.g., structural phase stability) caused by electronic correlations. We discuss applications of the DFT+DMFT scheme to the study
of the electronic structure and phases stability of correlated materials, such as elemental iron in Section 3.2 and the parent compound of the Fe-based superconductors,
FeSe, in Section 3.3.
In Section 3.4, we provide a detailed derivation of the DFT+DMFT method
implemented within linear-response theory with respect to atomic displacements. It
has been shown that this approach allows one to evaluate a full set of forces acting
on the nuclei and thereby perform a structural optimization of the lattice. We apply
this new technique to study the structural phase stability of a particularly simple test
material, namely solid hydrogen. An outlook is provided in Section 4.

2 Electronic instabilities
There are two general theoretical methods to explore the existence of long-range
ordered phases with spontaneously broken symmetries.
Method 1 : investigate a particular kind of long-range order which is assumed from
the beginning, and
Method 2 : investigate the instabilities of the normal phase.
The ﬁrst method has the obvious drawback that the broken symmetry of the ordered phase needs to be anticipated. This concerns in particular the translational
symmetry, which is assumed in all calculations for extended systems. A unit cell
which can host the ordered state is required, which may be diﬃcult to achieve, or even
impossible in the case of incommensurate order. Apart from the translational symmetry, care may also be needed to remove symmetries that might be present implicitly
in the computational scheme or in the initial conditions for iterative methods such as
DMFT.
2.1 Method 1
Numerous forms of magnetic order of strongly correlated electron systems have been
studied intensively by DMFT-based techniques in basic models [30–33] and materials
ranging from oxides of 3d [34,35], 4d [36–38] or 5d [39] elements, pnictides [40,41]
all the way to elemental metals [42,43]. Apart from superconductivity in the attractive [44–50] and multiband [51–54] Hubbard models DMFT investigations of longrange ordered states other than magnetically ordered phases are rare. We note that
superconductivity in repulsive Hubbard model was extensively studied [55–57] with
cluster extensions of DMFT [58].
In particular, the two-band Hubbard model proved to be simple enough to be
computationally tractable, while exhibiting surprisingly rich physics. Kuneš and collaborators found various ordered phases of this model which can be described either
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as spin-state ordered states or excitonic condensates [59–63]. An exciton is a bound
state between an electron and a hole with total charge zero. In this article we focus
on excitons with spin S = 1. Due to their bosonic nature excitons can Bose condense
(exciton condensation), which gives rise to anomalous matrix elements of the oneparticle density matrix. In the case of excitons with spin S = 1 the condensation
breaks spin isotropy, while time-reversal symmetry is not necessarily broken. Related results were reported by Kaneko et al., using the variational cluster approximation [64,65] and Vanhala et al., using cellular DMFT [52]. Other examples of
unconventional ordered states obtained within DMFT are the breaking of the channel symmetry in the two-channel Kondo lattice reported by Hoshino et al. [66] and
the spin/orbital freezing scenario for cuprate superconductors discussed by Werner
et al. [67].
While the DMFT formalism needed for the study of broken-symmetry phases is
not fundamentally diﬀerent from that for normal (e.g., paramagnetic) phases, speciﬁc implementations, impurity solvers and post-processing tools need modiﬁcations.
For example, the calculations in the exciton condensate reported below require the
possibility of oﬀ-diagonal hybridization functions. For this purpose we modiﬁed the
segment CT-HYB QMC code [68,69] to allow for a real oﬀ-diagonal hybridization.
As a minor methodological development we brieﬂy mention a trick adapting the
maximum entropy formalism [70] for indeﬁnite (oﬀ-diagonal) spectral densities. It consists in writing the oﬀ-diagonal spectral function in the form A(ω) = A+ (ω) − A− (ω),
where A± (ω) ≥ 0, which requires only minor code modiﬁcations. While this decomposition is highly non-unique we found the stability of A(ω) to be satisfactory. An
alternative approach working with an indeﬁnite A(ω) was proposed in reference [71].
2.2 Method 2
The investigation of instabilities of the normal phase removes the bias towards assuming a broken symmetry of the ordered phase. The price to be paid is that only
instabilities, i.e., tendencies to ordering, can be identiﬁed, while the detailed properties of the ordered phases and their possible instabilities are not accessible. Furthermore, when several susceptibility modes diverge simultaneously, the symmetry of the
ordered state is not uniquely determined by the susceptibility alone. It may be determined by higher-order terms in the expansion of the free energy, see reference [61]
for an example. Calculations in linear-response are more demanding since correlation
functions need to be evaluated which are not needed for the DMFT self-consistent
cycle.
2.2.1 Computation of susceptibilities within DMFT
The response to a weak external ﬁeld is one of the most important characteristics of
any physical system. For example, it yields information about the system’s stability
and possible phase transitions. For ﬁelds which couple to single-particle operators the
response of the many-body system is described by susceptibilities, i.e., two-particle
correlation functions. Their evaluation is a diﬃcult and in general unsolved problem.
Computations in the framework of DMFT are simpliﬁed by two facts: (i) susceptibilities do not enter the self-consistent solution of the DMFT equations, i.e., can
be computed after a converged DMFT-solution is obtained, (ii) the essential building block, the vertex function, is local. Nevertheless, even with these simpliﬁcations
the calculation of susceptibilities remains a formidable numerical task, which has
been performed only in special cases so far. One example is the evaluation of equaltimes correlations such as the double occupancy, which is a standard part of DMFT
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implementations. However, these quantities do not contain information about the
dynamics and the excitations of the system. Studies of the two-particle dynamics
are usually limited to the local (impurity) spin and charge susceptibilities, which can
be determined directly from the solution of the impurity problem [72]. Since they
describe the response to a local applied ﬁeld, they do not provide information about
instabilities towards long-range order. Such information is contained in q-dependent
susceptibilities.
When searching for (particle-hole) instabilities within the DMFT formalism one
is interested in static susceptibilities of the type
 β 


χij,kl (q) =
dτ
eiqR T c†Rj (τ )cRi (τ )c†0k (0)c0l (0) − c†j ci c†k cl  ,
(1)
0

R

where q is a vector from the ﬁrst Brillouin zone. In general, only the correlation functions with orbitals i and j belonging to the same atom (and similarly for k and l) are
relevant. Due to the locality of the two-particle irreducible vertex [11] such functions
appear on both sides of the Bethe-Salpeter equation and may cause a divergence.
The DMFT order parameter is therefore local, but can exhibit a modulation in space
(divergence at q = 0). The susceptibility (1) is obtained from the two-particle correlation function χ̃ij,kl (q; ωm , ωn )

χ̃ij,kl (q; ωm , ωn ),
(2)
χij,kl (q) = T
m,n

which is the solution of a pair of Bethe-Salpeter equations [11,73]
χ̃ij,kl (q; ω1 , ω2 ) = χ̃0ij,kl (q; ω1 , ω2 )

χ̃0ij,mn (q; ω1 , ω3 )Γmn,pq (ω3 , ω4 )χ̃pq,kl (q; ω4 , ω2 )
+T

(3)

ω3 ,ω4

χ̃ij,kl (ω1 , ω2 ) = χ̃0ij,kl (ω1 , ω2 )

χ̃0ij,mn (ω1 , ω3 )Γmn,pq (ω3 , ω4 )χ̃pq,kl (ω4 , ω2 ).
+T

(4)

ω3 ,ω4

Here χ̃pq,kl (ω, ω  ) is the impurity two-particle correlation function, and χ̃0ij,kl (ω, ω  )
and χ̃0ij,kl (q; ω, ω  ) are the local and lattice “bubbles”, respectively, which are constructed from the lattice Green functions. Truncated summations over the Matsubara frequencies and the treatment of the high-frequency tails are discussed in
reference [74].
DMFT calculations within linear response were performed for one-orbital models
in the early days of DMFT [73,75,76]. It is only quite recently that linear response has
been used for an unbiased search for instabilities in two- and three-orbital Hubbard
models [53,54,67,77–79]. The generalization of the above formalisms to dynamical
susceptibilities is straightforward, but involves an analytic continuation of the bosonic
frequency. The computation of dynamical susceptibilities within DMFT was reported
for simple models in reference [80] and, with a simpliﬁed RPA-like vertex, even for
real materials [81].
2.3 Spin-state crossover: The case of LaCoO3
The degeneracy of atomic states is a common cause for electronic instabilities in
strongly correlated systems. The spin degeneracy of a ground-state atomic multiplet
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in magnetic insulators is a typical example. The vicinity of a spin-state crossover,
where several atomic multiplets become quasi-degenerate, may give rise to complex
ordering phenomena. Their physics is the subject of the following sections.
A crossover between the low-spin state (LS) and the high-spin state (HS) (“spinstate crossover”) is essentially an atomic eﬀect – a consequence of the competition
between the Hund’s rule coupling J and the crystal ﬁeld (CF) splitting Δ. Varying
these parameters may lead to a level crossing [82] and thus change the single-ion
ground state. The CF splitting is typically controlled by external or chemical pressure.
Spin-state crossovers were observed in many oxides of transition metals from the
middle of the periodic table such as MnO, Fe2 O3 , FeO, CoO, which were theoretically
studied with the LDA+DMFT approach [34,83–87]. In bulk materials it usually gives
rise to a smooth crossover or a ﬁrst order transition, and often involves a sizeable
change of the speciﬁc volume. For most materials pressures in the range of tens of
GPa are required to induce a spin-state crossover, which corresponds to variations of
the CF on the scale of several 100 meV.
LaCoO3 is an interesting exception. In this material the parameters are ﬁnetuned in such a way that a (partial) spin-state crossover can be studied by varying
the temperature. In fact, the strongly temperature dependent magnetic and transport
properties of LaCoO3 and related compounds have attracted much attention and have
been studied already for half a century [88–90]. Below 50 K LaCoO3 appears to be
a band insulator. However, above 100 K it exhibits a magnetic response typical for
local moments while the charge gap continuously disappears between 450 and 600 K.
This suggests that the material is much more than an ordinary band insulator.
Traditionally several diﬀerent approaches have been employed to explain the
physics of LaCoO3 : (i) the single-ion picture of a LS, S = 0, ground state of the
Co3+ ion, with intermediate spin (IS), S = 1, or HS, S = 2, excitations augmented
by spin-exchange between these states on the lattice, (ii) band structure approaches
with electrons interacting via a static mean-ﬁeld, and (iii) a combination of both in
terms of DMFT. The technically simplest approach, (i), has been used extensively to
interpret the experimental T -dependence of the magnetic susceptibility and speciﬁc
heat. It describes the physics of a thermally induced statistical mixture of diﬀerent
atomic multiplets, but does not capture the extended nature of a bulk material. Models including IS, HS or both can be found in the literature [91–94]. Generally, it is
not possible to describe LaCoO3 by a single-ion model with constant parameters.
Band structure methods, (ii), have been used to describe the one-particle spectra in
the low-T regime [95–97]. A Hartree-Fock-like LDA+U method has been employed to
study stable spin states and their possible ordered patterns [98,99]. However, these
methods cannot capture the temporal ﬂuctuations between atomic multiplets and
are by construction limited to electrons at T = 0. The physical temperature enters
the calculations only via the thermal expansion of the lattice. The LDA+DMFT approach, (iii), includes the best features of the approaches (i) and (ii), and combines
the extended nature of the systems with local electronic correlations [100–103].
Křápek et al., [101] used LDA+DMFT to study the temperature dependence
of the atomic spin state and the one-particle spectra. In Figure 1 their results are
compared with the experimental photoemission spectra. As expected the results are
quite sensitive to the choice of the parameters used in the computation, in particular
the Hund’s exchange J. The thermal expansion of the lattice has a non-negligible
eﬀect on the electronic properties, but by itself it cannot explain the experimental
susceptibility. On the other hand, even with a rigid lattice one could observe the
eﬀect of thermal population of the spinful atomic states. Perhaps the most important
result is the negligible contribution of the IS state, irrespective of the values of the
interaction and double-counting parameters. This result is consistent with single atom
calculations [82,105], which yield the LS-HS or HS-LS sequence of the multiplet states
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Fig. 1. Comparison of the calculated spectral functions (lines) of LaCoO3 with measurements by photoemission spectroscopy (PES) (symbols) [104]. The LS solution corresponds to
T = 580 K and the HS solution was obtained for T = 1160 K. The measurements were taken
at 65 K (denoted as LS) and 300 K (denoted as HS+LS, since the temperature is not high
enough for the full spin-state crossover). Adopted from reference [101] with the permission of
the authors. (This ﬁgure is subject to copyright protection and is not covered by a Creative
Commons License.)

Δ
Fig. 2. (a) Nearest-neighbor hopping process giving rise to IS-LS exchange. (b) Schematic
plot of the atomic multiplet energies together with the dispersion of a single IS state on the
LS background. After reference [63].

in the vicinity of the spin-state crossover, but never a LS-IS sequence with a small
gap.
Recently, Sotnikov and Kuneš [63] proposed a mechanism in which the IS states
still play an important role in LaCoO3 . Starting from a global LS ground state, the
IS states can be viewed as tightly bound excitons which carry spin S = 1 and appear
in three orbital ﬂavors. A perturbation expansion in the hopping [63] shows that
the excitons have a rather high anisotropic mobility, i.e., each orbital ﬂavor moves
predominantly in one of the three cubic planes. The HS states are then viewed as
tightly bound bi-excitons with total spin S = 2 formed by two IS states with diﬀerent
orbital ﬂavors. The estimated mobility of HS bi-excitons is much smaller than that
of IS excitons. The proposed excitation spectrum of LaCoO3 at low temperature is
shown in Figure 2. The energies of atomic multiplets follow the LS-HS-IS sequence.
However, the dispersion of IS excitons causes the lowest excitation on the lattice to
be an IS wave with a speciﬁc crystal momentum q.
This picture is clearly beyond the capabilities of the single-ion model, (i), as well
as band structure approaches, (ii). The question is then whether DMFT is able to
capture the proposed behavior. Although the answer turns out to be negative, it can
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provide useful insights. Roughly speaking DMFT sees the IS excitation at its atomic
q-averaged energy, i.e., substantially above the HS state. It does not take into account
that in parts of the Brillouin zone propagating excitons have substantially lower
energy. This explains the results of Křápek et al., [101]. A linear response calculation
within DMFT performed on top of the low-temperature LS solution should be able
to identify the dispersive excitonic branch – at least its low-energy part that can be
distinguished from the particle-hole continuum. Such a calculation, while possible in
principle, will be quite demanding and has yet to be done. Altogether one may say
that DMFT can describe the dispersion of a single IS excitation on top a LS state,
but cannot describe the state in which such (strongly interacting) excitations are
thermally populated.
Experimentally, an observation of the low-energy excitonic branch in the lowtemperature (LS) state of LaCoO3 based on two-particle spectroscopy, e.g., resonant
x-ray scattering, oﬀers a way to test the proposed scenario. It is interesting to note
that on the one-particle level stoichiometric LaCoO3 at low temperature appears to be
an uncorrelated band insulator with sharp quasi-particle bands [101]. The “hidden”
correlations in the material become manifest in the one-particle spectra only upon
heating or doping.
2.4 Two-orbital Hubbard model
In the investigation of electronic instabilities in the vicinity of a spin-state crossover,
such as in cobaltites, there are two reasons not to start with realistic models that
include the full d shell. The ﬁrst one is purely technical. Linear-response calculations
are very demanding and their feasibility for the full d shell with the present (still
developing) codes is questionable. The second reason has to do with the interpretation
of the results. As shown by recent LDA+U calculations [106], the excitonic order
parameter in d6 systems has 18 components, and numerous almost degenerate phases
are possible. We ﬁnd it therefore necessary to start with simpler systems and gradually
increase the complexity.
The two-orbital (i.e., two-band) Hubbard model (2BHM) provides such a minimal
microscopic model to study the competition between CF splitting and Hund’s rule
exchange without the orbital degeneracy of realistic d shell. The Hamiltonian reads


 

 ta Vab
Δ  a
ajσ
†
†
b
H=
niσ − niσ +
+ h.c.
aiσ , biσ V t
2 i,σ
ba b
bjσ
+U

ij,σ




naiσ nbiσ + a†iσ aiσ̄ b†iσ̄ biσ
nai↑ nai↓ + nbi↑ nbi↓ + U 
naiσ nbiσ − J



i,σσ 

i

+ J



(5)

iσ

a†i↑ a†i↓ bi↓ bi↑ + h.c. ,

i

with the notation σ̄ = −σ. It describes electrons with two orbital (a and b) and
two spin (σ =↑, ↓) ﬂavors moving on a lattice and interacting via an on-site interaction Hint . Here, a†iσ (aiσ ) is an operator creating (annihilating) a fermion with
orbital ﬂavor a and spin σ on the lattice site i, naiσ = a†iσ aiσ is the corresponding
local density operator, and analogously for the b fermions. The sum ij runs over
the nearest neighbour (nn) bonds. Here we consider not only the hopping between
orbitals with the same ﬂavour (hopping amplitude t), but explicitly include also the
cross-hopping between orbitals with diﬀerent ﬂavors (hopping amplitude V ). The parameter Δ describes the CF splitting. The standard Slater-Kanamori interactions are
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parametrized by U and J (with U  = U − 2J, J  = J). Numerical quantum MonteCarlo calculations are greatly simpliﬁed when the interaction is approximated by a
density-density interaction, whereby spin-ﬂips (the second contribution in the J term)
and pair-hopping J  are neglected. This approximation will be used here.
In the following we will discuss the 2BHM at, and close to, half-ﬁlling. Let us
ﬁrst summarize the basic properties of its normal phase. The physics at strong and
intermediate coupling is controlled by the competition between the Hund’s coupling
J and the crystal-ﬁeld splitting Δ [107,108]. Large Δ favors the singlet LS state,
while large J favors the triplet HS state. When spontaneous symmetry breaking is
excluded the Δ − U phase diagram at ﬁxed J/U can be divided into three regions:
HS Mott insulator, LS band insulator, and a metallic state (“metal”) [107]. The
ﬁrst-order metal-insulator transition turns into a crossover at higher temperatures.
The low-energy physics deep in the Mott phase is described by the S = 1 Heisenberg model with antiferromagnetic interaction. The LS band insulator far from the
phase boundaries is a global singlet with a gapped excitation spectrum. In the vicinity of the HS-LS crossover both LS and HS states have to be taken into account.
The near degeneracy of the atomic multiplets in this region gives rise to several
instabilities.
Kuneš and Křápek [59] reported spin-state order (a checker-board pattern of HS
and LS states) on a square lattice in the 2BHM with very asymmetric (narrow/wide)
bands. An interesting feature of this transition, which can be well explained by the
classical Blume-Emery-Griﬃths model [109], is its reentrant character in parts of
the phase diagram [110,111]. The above (classical) order is not the only instability
of the model. Magnetic ordering of the HS states and condensation of spin-triplet
excitons [54,64,77,112–116] are competing instabilities. In the following, we focus on
the latter one.

2.5 Spin-triplet exciton condensation
Long-range order in materials with singlet atomic ground states is rare. If the energy of an atomic excitation is comparable to its amplitude to propagate to neighbouring atoms, spontaneous symmetry breaking may take place. This mechanism,
called exciton condensation or excitonic magnetism, was recently proposed to be realized in 4d4 materials such as Ca2 RuO4 [117,118] or 3d6 cubic materials such as
the Pr0.5 Ca0.5 CoO3 family [60]. Excitonic magnetism has been studied in simple
lattice models such a 2BHM or eﬀective pseudospin models [60,64,65,77,117,119].
In the following we review the DMFT results for the spin-triplet exciton
condensate.

2.5.1 Linear response
The linear-response formalism described in Section 2.2.1 (Method 2) allows for an
unbiased search for instabilities. Recently, several authors [54,77,120] applied this
approach to the 2BHM in the parameter range close to the triple point between
the metal and the HS and LS insulators. In Figure 3 we show a typical result of
such a calculation. The generalized particle-hole susceptibility exhibits three distinct
modes with sizeable amplitudes, which correspond to the spin susceptibility, orbital
susceptibility, and spin-triplet excitonic susceptibilities, respectively1 . These describe
1
This correspondence is only approximate for model with asymmetric band or with crosshopping.
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Fig. 3. Left: The q-dependence of the leading eigenvalues of the particle-hole susceptibility
a tb
matrix in a model with large band asymmetry ζ = t2t
2 +t2 = 0.22. The temperature decreases
a

b

from left to right (773 K, 644 K, 580 K). The colors mark modes of the sz (red), o (green)
and degenerate cx , cy , dx , dy (blue) character. Right: The instabilities towards exciton
condensation (c/d mode, open symbols) and spin-state ordering (o mode, ﬁlled symbols) in
the ζ − T plane for various values of the CF splitting Δ. After reference [77]. (This ﬁgure is
subject to copyright protection and is not covered by a Creative Commons License.)

the response of the system to the ﬁelds
 † μ
μ
aiα σαβ aiβ + b†iα σαβ
sμi =
biβ ,

(6)

αβ

oi =



a†iα aiα − b†iα biα ,

(7)

μ
μ
a†iα σαβ
biβ + b†iα σαβ
aiβ ,

(8)

α

dμi =


αβ

cμi = −i



μ
μ
a†iα σαβ
biβ − b†iα σαβ
aiβ ,

(9)

αβ

with site indices i, spin indices α, β =↑, ↓ and Cartesian indices μ = x, y, z of the Pauli
matrices σ μ .
Note that in the actual calculations with the density-density interaction, it is only
the spin szi and the excitonic cxi , cyi , dxi , dyi components that lead to a ﬁnite response.
The U (1) spin rotation symmetry implies a degeneracy of the x and y excitonic
modes. In the absence of cross-hopping (and pair-hopping) the spin-density dμi and
spin-current-density cμi modes are degenerate. In Figure 3 both the orbital and the
excitonic susceptibility diverge at q = (π, π) when the temperature is decreased, with
the orbital instability leading. This divergence is a signature of the checker board
instability discussed in the previous section. Varying the ratio of the bandwidths one
can switch between the orbital and excitonic instability. The orbital susceptibility is
favored by strongly asymmetric bands, while for a moderate asymmetry the exciton
condensation is the leading instability.
2.5.2 Excitonic condensate
In the remainder of this section we study the properties of the exciton condensate
(Method 1). We choose the model parameters in the region dominated by the excitonic instability (arrow in Fig. 3), but unlike in Figure 3 we choose, for computational
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Fig. 4. The k-resolved spectral function of the 2BHM of reference [60] in (a) the exciton
condensate (EC), and (b) the normal phase. (c),(d): Evolution of the local spectral for the
same model between 1160 K and 290 K. The red and blue lines belong to the normal and
EC phases, respectively. After reference [60]. (This ﬁgure is subject to copyright protection
and is not covered by a Creative Commons License.)

convenience, ta tb < 0 to get a uniform condensate (q = 0) [111]. The condensate is
characterized by a ﬁnite expectation value φi = αβ σ αβ a†iα biβ  = di + ici . It is
instructive to consider the condensate wave function in the strong-coupling limit,
which can be approximated as a product i (s|LSi + ξ|HSi ) of coherent superpositions of LS and HS states. Depending on the HS component we can obtain condensates with distinct symmetries and physical properties. In particular, HS states
with non-zero expectation value of the spin operator S i  = 0, e.g., |Sz = 1 give rise
to a ferromagnetic condensate (FMEC) with ﬁnite, ferromagnetically ordered spin
moments, while HS states with S i  = 0, e.g., |Sz = 0 or √12 (|Sz = 1 + |Sz = −1),
lead to a condensate with vanishing ordered moments which we call polar excitonic
condensate (PEC). Which of these states is realized depends on the details of the
model in equation (5). While FMEC and PEC states have many diﬀerent properties
they can be distinguished solely by the structure of the corresponding order parameter
φi [61].
In addition to the bosonic physics of the condensate, the 2BHM describes also
fermionic excitations and their interaction with the condensate. In Figure 4 we show
the evolution of the one-particle spectral function for the half-ﬁlled 2BHM when,
starting from a semi-metallic normal state, the system is cooled through the EC instability. For the stoichiometric ﬁlling the system adopts the PEC phase, a preference
that originates in the anti-ferromagnetic super-exchange between the HS states [111].
Below the transition temperature a sizeable gap ( kB T ) opens. The similarity to an
s-wave superconductor is not accidental. There is a mapping between the excitonic
insulator and a superconductor, which dates back to the 1960’s [54,112] and involves
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Fig. 5. Left: The phase diagram of the EC phase for the 2BHM without cross-hopping. A
description of the PEC, FMEC and FMEC phases is given in the text. Full lines denote continuous transitions, while dotted lines denote the boundaries of regions of phase coexistence.
Right: Electron density vs. chemical potential along curves of constant temperature. The
non-uniqueness of N (μ) indicates charge separation which can be quantiﬁed by a Maxwell
construction.

a similar algebra for both phenomena. Another notable property of the PEC phase
is a temperature independent spin susceptibility [60].

2.5.3 Doping and cross-hopping
Next, we consider the eﬀect of doping on the exciton condensate. The DMFT phase
diagram of a doped excitonic insulator is shown in Figure 5. A destructive eﬀect of
doping on the exciton condensation was observed experimentally [121] and can be
traced back to the competition between the condensation and the kinetic energy. In
the present model the excitonic instability vanishes for more that 0.17 holes per atom.
However, before that happens a transition to the FMEC phase takes place. At low
temperatures the transition is of ﬁrst order and is accompanied by charge separation,
while at higher temperatures it proceeds via two continuous phase transitions. The
microscopic origin of the FMEC phase has been explained in terms of a generalized
double-exchange mechanism [62]. The spin of the doped carrier couples to the net spin
polarization of the condensate. At low doping, the antiferromagnetic super-exchange
between HS states prevails and the system settles in the PEC state. At higher doping,
the spin polarized condensate is more transparent for the doped carriers and the gain
in the kinetic energy stabilizes the FMEC state.
|ta tb |. We
Finally, we discuss the eﬀect of moderate cross-hopping |Vab Vba |
consider two possibilities for the cross-hopping: Vab = Vba (even) and Vab = −Vba
(odd) [62]. The corresponding phase diagrams, shown in Figure 6, exhibit the same
basic features as their “parent” system in Figure 5 with several notable diﬀerences.
First, the PEC order parameter, which has an arbitrary complex phase (at least
on the mean-ﬁeld level) for Vab = 0, becomes purely real (Vab Vba < 0) or imaginary
(Vab Vba > 0). The corresponding states are characterized by a local spin polarization
with vanishing dipole but ﬁnite multipole moment (referred to as spin-density-wave
(SDW) phase in the terminology of [112]), or by a local pattern of spin currents (referred to as spin-current-density-wave (SCDW) phase). Second, a continuous phase
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Fig. 6. Phase diagram calculated for the 2BHM with ﬁnite cross-hopping. (a) and (c):
Phase diagrams for even and odd cross-hopping, respectively. Full lines denote continuous
transitions, dotted lines denote the boundaries of phase coexistence regions. (b) and (d):
Spin textures in units of μB (a0 /2π)2 at the indicated points of the phase diagrams. After
reference [62]. (This ﬁgure is subject to copyright protection and is not covered by a Creative
Commons License.)

transition from the normal phase directly to the FMEC phase is possible only via an
intermediate PEC phase (primed phases in Fig. 6).
All the SDW, SCDW, SDW , and SCDW phases of Figure 6 are instances of the
PEC state. Nevertheless, the primed and unprimed phases have distinct properties.
The primed phases were shown to host spin textures in the reciprocal space [62].
In particular, textures with odd k-parity are interesting since they do not break
time reversal symmetry and give rise to an eﬀective Hamiltonian similar to RashbaDresselhaus spin-orbit coupling. Microscopically the spin textures can be traced to
an eﬀective spin dependent hopping of the doped carriers on the condensate background [62].

3 Structural stability of correlated materials
In this section we present a detailed formulation of a variant of the DFT+DMFT
computational scheme [10–12,14,15,17,18], which allows one to compute atomic displacements and thereby detect correlation-induced structural transformations, determine the phase stability, calculate the lattice dynamics, and perform a structural
optimization of correlated electron materials [24–29].
We also present a detailed formulation of a fully charge self-consistent
DFT+DMFT scheme, which includes the eﬀect of electron correlations on the charge
density [122–126]. The correlations lead to a charge redistribution between the correlated 3d or 4f orbitals and non-correlated s, p states, which has been shown to play
an important role, e.g., near the Mott metal-insulator transition [29].
The DFT+DMFT approach overcomes the limitations of standard band-structure
techniques and allows one to perform microscopic investigations of the electronic
structure and lattice properties of correlated electron materials. It has been widely
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employed in recent investigations of the electronic and structural properties of
strongly correlated electron materials [22–29,34,43,83–86,127–158].
In particular, this method was used to study the electronic and structural properties of elemental Fe [27,28,134] and the iron chalcogenide FeSe [144], and to explain the cooperative Jahn-Teller eﬀect in paramagnetic KCuF3 and LaMnO3 [24–26].
Recently it was employed to explore the electronic properties and the phase stability
of paramagnetic V2 O3 [29] and the transition metal monoxides MnO, FeO, CoO, and
NiO near the pressure-induced Mott-Hubbard metal-insulator transition [87].
We will demonstrate that the DFT+DMFT approach provides a qualitative and
quantitative description of the electronic properties and phase stability of all these
materials, in spite of their chemical, structural, and electronic diﬀerences. The scheme
is robust and makes it possible to address, on the same footing, electronic, magnetic,
and structural properties of strongly correlated materials.
3.1 Methodological developments: Total-energy functional and a fully charge
self-consistent DFT+DMFT scheme
In order to compute the electronic properties and determine the phase stability
of correlated electron materials, we implemented [29] a fully charge self-consistent
DFT+DMFT approach [122–126], which is formulated in terms of plane-wave
pseudopotentials [7,159]. Following Anisimov et al. [160] and Trimarchi et al. [161]
we construct a basis set of atomic-centered symmetry-constrained Wannier functions [160–163], which allows us to build up an eﬀective low-energy Hamiltonian ĤDFT
for the partially occupied correlated orbitals, e.g., d of f orbitals of transition-metal
ions. The Hamiltonian ĤDFT , which provides a realistic description of the singleelectron band structure of a material, is further supplemented by on-site Coulomb
interactions for the correlated orbitals. In the density-density approximation for the
electronic interaction (see Sect. 2.4) the many-body Hubbard Hamiltonian takes the
form
1  σσ
Ĥ = ĤDFT +
U  n̂mσ n̂m σ − ĤDC ,
(10)
2 m,σ mm
where n̂mσ = ĉ†mσ ĉmσ is the local density operator for the orbital m and spin σ.
σ,σ
σ,σ̄
Here Um,m
 and Um,m are the reduced interaction matrices for equal and opposite spins, respectively. The interaction matrices are expressed in terms of the Slater
integrals F 0 , F 2 , and F 4 , which for the case of 3d electrons are related to the local Coulomb and Hund’s rule coupling as U = F 0 , J = (F 2 + F 4 )/14, and F 2 /F 4 =
0.625. The term ĤDC is a double-counting correction which accounts for the electronic
interactions already described by DFT. The Coulomb repulsion U and Hund’s
coupling J can be evaluated using constrained DFT and/or constrained random
phase approximation (RPA) methods within a Wannier-functions formalism [163].
σ σ̄
2
The U and J values are related to the matrix notation as U = {m} Umm
and
 /N
σσ
J = U − {m= m } Umm /N (N − 1), where N is the number of correlated orbitals.
We implement the fully charge self-consistent DFT+DMFT approach in terms of
plane-wave ultrasoft pseudopotentials [7,159]. In this scheme, the matrix elements of
ĤDFT are determined as

σ
σ∗
σ
(k)]μν =
Piμ
(k) σki Piν
(k),
(11)
[HDFT
i
σ
σ
where Piν
(k) = ψki
|Ŝ|φσkν  are the matrix elements of the orthonormal projection
operators expressed in the basis of local orbitals φσkν . The charge density ρ(r) is
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calculated as
ρ(r) = T



ρk;ij Gk;ji (iωn )eiωn 0+ ,
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(12)

k,iωn ;ij

where T is the temperature. The charge density matrix elements ρk;ij in the basis of
the Kohn-Sham wave functions ψki are computed as

I
Qlm (r − RI )ψki |βlI βm
|ψkj .
(13)
ρk;ij (r) = ψki |rr|ψkj  +
I,lm
I
(r) are computed in an
Here, the index I refers to an atomic site, the functions βm
atomic calculation and diﬀer for diﬀerent atomic species. Furthermore, QIlm (r) is the
augmentation function that is strictly localized in the core region, and Gk;ij (iωn ) is
the lattice Green’s function in the KS wave functions basis at a given k-point. The
(inverse) lattice Green’s function is evaluated as

Gσ (k, iωn )−1
ij = (iωn + μ −

σ
ki )δij

σ
− Σij
(k, iωn ),

(14)

σ
where σki are the Kohn-Sham eigenvalues. Σij
(k, iωn ) is the self-energy obtained
from the solution of the DMFT impurity problem by “upfolding” of the impurity self-energy from the localized Wannier to the Kohn-Sham basis. We note that
for the non-correlated states which do not hybridize with the correlated orbitals
the density matrix collapses to the Fermi function for the state k and band i,
i.e., T iωn Gk;ij (iωn )eiωn 0+ = fki δij . In practice, it is convenient to compute the
charge density as ρ(r) = ρDFT (r) + Δρ(r), i.e., to split the DFT contribution and
the correlation-induced diﬀerence Δρ(r). Full charge self-consistency is achieved when
both the charge density ρ(r) and the local Green’s function are converged.
Within the DFT+DMFT calculation the total energy is then evaluated using the
expression [24–26,130]

DFT
E = EDFT [ρ(r)] + ĤDFT  −
(15)
mk + ĤU  − EDC ,
m,k

where EDFT [ρ(r)] is the DFT total energy obtained for the self-consistent charge
density ρ(r). The third term on the right-hand side of equation (15) is the sum of the
DFT valence-state eigenvalues which is evaluated as the thermal average of the DFT
Hamiltonian with the non-interacting DFT Green’s function GDFT
(iωn ):
k


+
DFT
Tr[HDFT (k)GDFT
(iωn )]eiωn 0 .
(16)
m,k = T
k
m,k

iωn ,k

ĤDFT  is evaluated in a similar way but with the full Green’s function including the
self-energy. To calculate these two contributions, the summation is performed over the
Matsubara frequencies iωn , taking into account an analytically evaluated asymptotic
correction. Thus, for ĤDFT  one has

+
ĤDFT  = T
Tr[HDFT (k)Gk (iωn )]eiωn 0
iωn ,k

=T



Tr{HDFT (k)[Gk (iωn ) −

iωn ,k

+

mk1
]}
(iωn )2

1
1 
Tr[HDFT (k)] −
Tr[HDFT (k)mk1 ]
2
4T
k

k

(17)
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where the ﬁrst moment mk1 is computed as mk1 = HDFT (k) + Σ(i∞) − μ. The
asymptotic part of the self-energy Σ(i∞) is calculated as the average of Σ(iωn ) over
the last several iωn points. The interaction energy ĤU  is computed from the double
occupancy matrix. The double-counting correction EDC is evaluated as the average
Coulomb repulsion between the Nd correlated electrons in the Wannier orbitals.
This DFT+DMFT approach allows us to determine correlation-induced structural
transformations of correlated materials together with the corresponding change of the
atomic coordinates and the unit cell shape. It can also be used to explain experimentally observed structural data and to predict structural properties of real correlated
materials.
In particular, we performed fully charge self-consistent computations of the electronic structure and phase stability of paramagnetic V2 O3 across the Mott-Hubbard
metal-insulator transition (MIT) [29]; see also references [142,143]. Namely, in charge
non-self-consistent calculations the a1g –eπg crystal-ﬁeld splitting of paramagnetic
V2 O3 is found to be strongly enhanced [137–141]. This leads to a substantial redistribution of the charge density and thereby inﬂuences the lattice structure due to
electron-lattice coupling. For that reason full charge self-consistency turns out to be
crucial to obtain a more realistic description of the physical properties of V2 O3 [29]
near the Mott metal-insulator transition. For a detailed discussion we refer to
reference [29].
In the following we report our results obtained by the DFT+DMFT scheme for the
electronic and structural properties of elemental Fe [27,28,134] and the iron chalcogenide FeSe [144].

3.2 Lattice dynamical properties of paramagnetic Fe
Elemental iron is an exceptionally important material even for present-day technology.
Iron exhibits a rich phase diagram with at least four allotropic forms [164,165]. At
ambient conditions it is ferromagnetic and has a bcc crystal structure (α iron). Upon
heating above the Curie temperature TC ∼ 1043 K, α iron becomes paramagnetic, but
remains in its bcc crystal structure. Only upon further increase of the temperature
above Tstruct ∼ 1185 K α iron exhibits a structural phase transition to a fcc structure
(γ phase). Under pressure α iron makes a transition to a paramagnetic hcp structure
( phase) at ∼ 11 GPa.

3.2.1 Lattice stability and phonon spectra near the α-γ structural transition
State-of-the-art band structure methods provide a qualitatively correct description
of various electronic and structural properties of iron [166–174]. For example, these
methods provide a good quantitative understanding of the equilibrium crystal structure and the lattice dynamical properties of the ferromagnetic α phase. However,
applications of these techniques to describe, e.g., the α-γ phase transition in iron,
do not lead to satisfactory results. They predict a simultaneous transition of the
structure and the magnetic state at the bcc-fcc phase transition while, in fact, the
bcc-to-fcc phase transition occurs only about 150 K above TC . Moreover, the elastic
and dynamical stability of the bcc phase is found to depend sensitively on the value
of the magnetization. For example, in the absence of the magnetization, standard
band-structure methods predict bcc iron to be unstable [175]. We now understand
that this is due to the presence of local moments above TC which cannot be treated
realistically by conventional band structure techniques.
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This problem has been overcome by employing the DFT+DMFT approach which
allows one to study correlated materials both in to the long-range ordered and paramagnetic state [27,28,43,132–136]. The DFT+DMFT method naturally accounts for
the existence of local moments above TC and has shown to provide a good quantitative description of the properties of α iron. Moreover, applications of DFT+DMFT
to study the equilibrium crystal structure and phase stability of iron at the α-γ phase
transition reveal that the bcc-to-fcc phase transition takes place at a temperature
of about 1.3 TC , i.e., well above the magnetic transition, in agreement with experiment [27].
We determine the structural phase stability and lattice dynamics of paramagnetic
iron at ﬁnite temperatures by employing the DFT+DMFT approach implemented
with the frozen-phonon method [28,134]. The approach is implemented with planewave pseudopotentials [7,159] which allows us to compute lattice transformation
eﬀects caused by electronic correlations [24–26]. We employ this technique to study
the temperature dependent phonon dispersion relations and phonon spectra of paramagnetic iron at the bcc-fcc phase transition. Our presentation follows the discussion
of reference [28].
It was previously shown that band structure calculations within the nonmagnetic generalized gradient approximation (GGA) cannot explain the experimentally
observed phase stability of paramagnetic iron at the bcc-fcc phase transition, since
they do not describe electronic correlations adequately. We now include the eﬀect of
electronic correlations by constructing an eﬀective low-energy Hamiltonian for the
partially ﬁlled Fe s, d orbitals based on the results of the nonmagnetic GGA. We construct a basis of atomic-centered symmetry-constrained Wannier functions for the Fe
s, d orbitals [160,161,163], with U = 1.8 eV and J = 0.9 eV as obtained by previous
theoretical and experimental estimations. To solve the realistic many-body problem
we employ the Hirsch-Fye algorithm without charge self-consistency.
The phase stability and lattice dynamical properties of iron near the bcc-fcc phase
transition are computed within the DFT+DMFT approach implemented with the
frozen-phonon method [28]. The phonon frequencies are calculated by introducing a
small set of displacements in the corresponding supercells of the equilibrium lattice
which results in an energy diﬀerence with respect to the undistorted structure. We ﬁrst
focus on the lattice dynamical properties of iron near the bcc-to-fcc phase transition
and perform calculations at temperatures T = 1.2TC and 1.4TC , which are below and
above the temperature Tstruct ∼ 1.3TC where the structural phase transition occurs.
We present our results for the phonon dispersion relations and phonon spectra
in Figure 7. The computations are performed for the equilibrium volume calculated
at this particular temperature (lattice constant a = 2.883 Å, which almost coincides
with experiment). To evaluate the phonon frequencies for arbitrary wave vectors in
the Brillouin zone, we performed lattice dynamical calculations on the basis of a Bornvon Kármán model with interactions expanded up to the 5-th nearest-neighbor shell.
The calculated phonon dispersions of the bcc phase of iron show the typical behavior
of a bcc metal with an eﬀective Debye temperature ∼ 458 K. The phonon frequencies
are overall positive, implying mechanical stability of the bcc lattice structure at ∼ 1.2
TC , i.e., well above the Curie temperature, in agreement with experiment. This corrects the results obtained with the non-magnetic GGA which ﬁnds the bcc lattice to
be dynamically unstable even for the equilibrium lattice constant a = 2.883 Å. Most
importantly, our calculations clearly demonstrate the crucial importance of electronic
correlations to explain both the thermodynamic and the lattice dynamical stability
of the paramagnetic bcc phase of iron. For details we refer to reference [28]. Overall, the structural phase stability, equilibrium lattice constant, and phonon frequencies of bcc iron obtained by DFT+DMFT are in remarkably good agreement with
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Fig. 7. Phonon dispersion relations and corresponding phonon density of states (DOS)
of paramagnetic bcc (left) and fcc Fe (right) as calculated within DFT+DMFT [28]. The
DFT+DMFT result is further interpolated using a Born-von Kármán model with interactions expanded up to the 5-th nearest-neighbor shell. The results are compared with neutron
inelastic scattering measurements at 1173 K [176] and 1428 K [177] for the bcc and the fcc
Fe phase, respectively. From reference [28] with permission of the authors. (This ﬁgure is
subject to copyright protection and is not covered by a Creative Commons License.)

the experimental data which were taken at nearly the same reduced temperature
T /TC [176].
We also study the lattice dynamical properties of the paramagnetic fcc phase
which is found to become energetically favorable above ∼ 1.3TC . To prove the mechanical stability of the fcc phase we evaluate the lattice dynamics of the fcc phase
at T ∼ 1.4TC . Our results for the phonon dispersion relations and phonon spectra,
which were calculated for the equilibrium lattice constant a = 3.605 Å are also shown
in Figure 7. The eﬀective Debye temperature is obtained as ∼ 349 K. The phonon
frequencies are overall positive, implying mechanical stability of the fcc lattice structure at T ∼ 1.4TC . Although nonmagnetic GGA calculations also ﬁnd the fcc lattice
structure to be mechanically stable (for the GGA equilibrium volume), the GGA
energy for fcc iron is higher than that for the close-packed hcp structure. By contrast, DFT+DMFT calculation ﬁnd the simultaneous thermodynamic and lattice
dynamical stability of the paramagnetic fcc phase of iron at ∼ 1.4TC , in agreement
with experiment. Altogether our results for the structural phase stability, equilibrium
lattice constant, and phonon frequencies agree remarkably well with the available
experimental data taken at nearly the same reduced temperature T ∼ 1.4TC [177].
Again it should be noted that the application of the nonmagnetic GGA to fcc iron
ﬁnds phonon frequencies which diﬀer considerably from experiment. These ﬁndings
clearly demonstrate the importance of electronic correlations for the lattice dynamical
properties of fcc iron.

3.2.2 Origin of the phase stability of δ iron
At even higher temperatures, above 1670 K, iron is known to make a structural transition to the δ phase, which is stable up to the melting curve [164,165]. To explain the
phase stability of δ iron, we calculate the temperature evolution of the phonon dispersions near the α-to-γ and γ-to-δ phase transformations within DFT+DMFT [134].
The results for the phonon dispersion curves at temperatures near the magnetic phase
transition temperature TC are compared in Figure 8 (left). Phonon dispersion curves
obtained in the temperature range of 1.4–1.8 TC are also compared in Figure 8 (right).
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Fig. 8. Left panel: Calculated phonon dispersion curves for bcc iron near the Curie temperature. The results are compared with neutron inelastic scattering measurements at
1043 K [176]. Right panel: Calculated phonon dispersions of paramagnetic bcc iron near
the α-to-γ and γ-to-δ phase transitions for diﬀerent temperatures. From reference [134] with
permission of the authors.

The phonon frequencies are seen to be overall positive, both in the ferromagnetic
and paramagnetic phase at around TC . This implies the structural stability of the bcc
phase in accordance with experiment. In the given temperature range the calculated
phonon dispersions show only a rather weak temperature dependence. We notice a
good quantitative agreement between the calculated phonon dispersions of bcc iron
and the experimental data taken at T ∼ TC [176]. In particular, we ﬁnd a remarkable
anomaly in the transverse (110) acoustic mode (T1 mode) along the Γ -N branch near
the bcc-fcc phase transition temperature at ∼ 1.2 TC . As will be discussed below
this behavior is a dynamical precursor of the bcc-to-fcc phase transition [178] which
occurs at ∼ 1.3TC .
Upon further temperature increase our results, which were obtained in the harmonic approximation, clearly show that the bcc phase becomes dynamically unstable
at T ∼ 1.4TC , i.e., above the α-to-γ phase transition temperature [134]. The origin
of the instability lies in the T1 mode in the Γ -N direction discussed above, whose
frequency becomes imaginary near the N -point. At the same time other phonon dispersion branches remain stable and are only weakly temperature dependent near the
transition point. At even higher temperatures (T ∼ 1.8TC ) the bcc structure of the δ
phase is dynamically unstable in the whole Γ -N branch, again due to the T1 mode,
with an additional anomaly near the ( 23 , 23 , 23 ) point. Therefore we expect that the T1
transverse (110) phonon mode continuously softens upon temperature increase near
the α-γ and γ-δ phase transition temperature – a feature which is typical for simple
nonmagnetic metals. By contrast, at temperatures T < Tstruct the phonon dispersion
modes of bcc iron are relatively rigid, and resemble those of non-polymorphic bcc
metals such as Cr, Mo, W. This should be contrasted with the phonon spectra of the
denser fcc (γ) phase of iron which shows only a rather weak temperature dependence
for all temperatures.
An estimate of the lattice free energy, which is based on the quasi-harmonic
method described in reference [179], shows that the strong anharmonicity due
to the T1 mode at high temperatures is suﬃcient to overcome the total energy
diﬀerence between the bcc and the fcc phases, resulting in the phase stability of
the bcc (δ) phase [134]. On the basis of these results we therefore conclude that the
high-temperature bcc (δ) phase of iron is stabilized by the lattice entropy, which
gradually increases upon heating due to the increasingly anharmonic behavior of the
T1 phonon mode.
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3.3 Correlation-induced topological Fermi surface transition in FeSe
As a second application of the DFT+DMFT scheme discussed in this section we
address the electronic and structural properties of FeSe. This compound can be regarded as the parent compound of the Fe-based superconductors [180–186]. It has
been recently shown that the critical temperature Tc of FeSe, which is about Tc ∼
8 K at ambient pressure [187], depends very sensitively on changes of the lattice
structure of FeSe due to pressure or chemical doping. In particular, Tc is found to
increase up to ∼ 37 K under hydrostatic pressure of about 7 GPa and to ∼ 14 K upon
chemical (isovalent) substitution with Te [188–194]. The angle-resolved photoemission
and band structure calculations reveal that FeSe has the same Fermi surface topology as the pnictides [195–204]. It is characterized by an in-plane magnetic nesting
wave vector Qm = (π, π), consistent with s± pairing symmetry [205,206]. Moreover,
both pnictides and chalcogenides display a strong enhancement of short-range spin
ﬂuctuations near Tc , with a resonance at (π, π) in the spin excitation spectra [207–
210], suggesting a common origin of superconductivity in pnictides and chalcogenides,
e.g., due to spin ﬂuctuations [205,206]. On the other hand, the related isoelectronic
compound FeTe exhibits no superconductivity [192,211–213], but shows long-range
antiferromagnetic (π, 0) order below TN ∼ 70 K, suggesting that the solid solution
Fe(Se,Te) should have a remarkable crossover from the (π, π) to (π, 0) magnetic behavior upon substitution Se with Te. In addition, FeTe exhibits a remarkable phase
transition under pressure, from a tetragonal to a collapsed-tetragonal phase, with a
simultaneous collapse of local moments, indicating that the solid solution Fe(Se,Te)
is close to an electronic and/or lattice transition [214,215].
We will now discuss the origin of this surprising behavior as well as the properties
of the Fe(Se,Te) solid solution, following the presentation by Leonov et al., [144].
Most recently these calculations were generalized to take into account full charge
self-consistency [216]. It should be noted, however, that charge self-consistency is not
essential here, i.e., qualitatively similar results are obtained for FeSe already within
the non-charge self-consistent calculations reported earlier [144].
The electronic structure and phase stability of FeSe is computed as a function of lattice volume, employing the DFT+DMFT approach implemented with
plane-wave pseudopotentials [24–26]. For the partially ﬁlled Fe 3d and Se 4p orbitals we construct a basis set of atomic-centered symmetry-constrained Wannier
functions [160,161,163]. To solve the realistic many-body problem, we employ the
continuous-time hybridization-expansion quantum Monte-Carlo algorithm [68,217].
The calculations are performed at three diﬀerent temperatures: T = 290 K, 390 K,
and 1160 K. In these calculations we use the average Coulomb interaction Ū = 3.5 eV
and Hund’s exchange J = 0.85 eV, in accord with previous estimates for pnictides
and chalcogenides [40,41,125,218–227]. We employ the fully-localized double-counting
correction, evaluated from the self-consistently determined local occupancies, to account for the electronic interactions already described by GGA. To investigate the
phase stability, we take a tetragonal crystal structure (space group P 4/mmm) with
the lattice parameter ratio c/a = 1.458 and Se position z = 0.266, and calculate the
total energy as a function of volume.

3.3.1 Total energy and fluctuating moments
Our results are presented in Figure 9. In particular, we ﬁnd the equilibrium lattice
constant a = 7.07 a.u., which is within 1% of the experimental value [188, 189]. The
calculated bulk modulus is B ∼ 70 GPa, which is comparable with that for iron pnictides. Most importantly, our DFT+DMFT calculations predict a structural transition
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Fig. 9. Total energy (left) and ﬂuctuating local moment (right) of paramagnetic FeSe as
a function of lattice constant calculated within DFT+DMFT at a temperature of 490 K
with (sc) and without (nsc) charge self-consistency. The total energy is compared with that
obtained within the non-magnetic GGA (“nm GGA”). After reference [216].

of FeSe upon ∼ 10 % expansion of the lattice volume. This result is unexpected and,
in fact, is very diﬀerent from that obtained with the non-spin-polarized GGA, where
the bulk modulus comes out much higher. Once again the results obtained within
DFT+DMFT demonstrate the crucial importance of electronic correlations for the
electronic structure and phase stability of FeSe. Namely, the repulsive interaction
leads to an increase of the unit cell volume and hence results in a reduction of the
bulk modulus.
We interpret the structural transition as a collapsed-tetragonal (low-volume) to
tetragonal (high-volume) phase transformation upon expansion of the lattice volume.
The phase
 transition is accompanied by a strong increase of the ﬂuctuating local
moment m2z , which grows monotonically upon expansion of the lattice. The highvolume phase has a much larger local moment and a softer lattice with a much lower
bulk modulus of 35 GPa.

3.3.2 Spectral function and Fermi surface structure
The results for the integrated spectral function are shown in Figure 10 (left). In
agreement with previous studies [41], we notice a remarkable reduction of the Fe
3d bandwidth near the Fermi energy caused by electronic correlations. The lower
Hubbard band is located at about −1.5 eV for both phases. Upon expansion of the
lattice, we ﬁnd a substantial spectral weight transfer. In particular, the spectral
function for the low-volume phase exhibits a well-deﬁned quasiparticle peak located
below the Fermi level at −0.19 eV, which is absent in the high-volume phase. We
note that the peak originates from the van Hove singularity of the Fe xz/yz and
xy bands at the M -point. Moreover, we ﬁnd a substantial qualitative change in the
self-energy upon expansion of the lattice, resulting in a signiﬁcant orbital-selective
renormalization of the Fe 3d bands (not shown here). The xz/yz and xy bands
exhibit signiﬁcantly stronger correlations than the z 2 and x2 − y 2 bands. While in
the low-volume phase the quasiparticle mass enhancement is moderate, ∼2.0–2.5,
our calculations for the high-volume phase yield a strong renormalization ∼4 for the
xz/yz orbitals and ∼6 for the xy orbitals. This shows in particular that the eﬀect of
orbital-selective correlations increases upon expansion of the lattice.
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Fig. 10. Left column: Spectral functions of FeSe calculated using the fully charge selfconsistent DFT+DMFT scheme (lines) as compared with the results from the non-magnetic
GGA (ﬁlled area). Right column: Fermi surface reconstruction in the (kx , ky ) plane at kz = 0,
calculated for paramagnetic FeSe using the fully charge self-consistent DFT+DMFT. Top
row: Results obtained for a = 7.05 a.u. (low volume). Bottom row: Results obtained for the
expanded lattice (high volume), with a = 7.60 a.u. After reference [216].

Our results for the Fermi surface presented in Figure 10 (right) reveal a complete
reconstruction of the electronic structure upon expansion of the lattice, resulting in
a dramatic change of the Fermi surface topology (“Lifshitz transition”) [144]. In particular, the Fermi surface at the M -point collapses, leading to a large square-like hole
pocket around the M -point in the high-volume phase, in surprising analogy with the
cuprates. In addition, the hole pockets around the Γ -point transform into incoherent spectral weight at the Fermi level along the Γ − X direction. The reconstruction
of the Fermi surface topology leads to a corresponding change of the magnetic correlations in FeSe. We ﬁnd in-plane nesting with Qm = (π, π), connecting hole and
electron parts of the Fermi surface, to be dominant in the low-volume phase. Upon
expansion of the lattice, the Lifshitz transition sets in, resulting in the (π, 0)-type
magnetic correlations in the high-volume phase.
Our ﬁndings suggest that the proximity of a van Hove singularity to the Fermi
level strongly inﬂuences, or even induces, (unconventional) superconductivity in the
chalcogenide FeSe1−x Tex series [144].
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3.4 First-principles calculation of atomic forces and structural distortions
So far the phase stability of strongly correlated materials was investigated by performing total-energy calculations within DFT+DMFT. These calculations are very
demanding even for simple materials, since they require the minimization of the total
energy as a function of all atomic displacements. The computational eﬀort therefore
increases exponentially, which strongly limits the applicability of total-energy based
techniques. This obstacle can be overcome by computing the complete set of interatomic forces using the Hellmann-Feynman theorem, whereby it becomes possible to
compute the lattice structure even of complex materials. We conclude this section
by formulating the DFT+DMFT approach for the calculation of interatomic forces
and structural distortions in correlated materials based on the implementation of
DFT+DMFT within the linear-response formalism [148]; see also a recent formulation based on a stationary implementation of the DFT+DMFT functional [228,229].
The calculation of forces makes it possible to compute atomic displacements and equilibrium atomic positions and, hence, to explain the origin of lattice transformations
caused by electronic correlations. Moreover, it allows one to determine the equilibrium
lattice structure of correlated systems even in the vicinity of a Mott metal-insulator
transition – a computation which was not feasible up to now.
We discuss the DFT+DMFT scheme for the calculation of interatomic forces and
structural distortions in correlated materials following reference [148]. For illustrative
purposes we restrict our presentation to a discussion of structural transitions in a
correlated model system, elemental (solid) hydrogen. By choosing diﬀerent values of
the local Coulomb interaction parameter U , we are able to explore the properties of
solid hydrogen near a Mott metal-insulator phase transition.
The interatomic force acting on the atom s is calculated as the ﬁrst-order derivative of the total energy functional (15):

s
Fs = FDFT
− δs ĤDFT  +
δs DFT
m,k
1
−
2



m,k
σσ 
Umm
 δs n̂imσ n̂im σ  

s
− FDC
.

(18)

imm ,σσ 

Here δs ≡ d/dRs denotes the derivative with respect to the atomic position Rs , and
s
FDFT
is the force on the atom s calculated within DFT. Furthermore, δs ĤDFT  is the
thermal average of the force operator δs ĤDFT , which leads to the Hellmann-Feynman
contribution given by the ﬁrst-order changes of the DFT Wannier Hamiltonian ĤDFT ,
plus the term arising from the explicit dependence of the local Green function on the
atomic positions:

k
ĤDFT
δs Ĝk (iωn )eiωn 0+ .
(19)
δs ĤDFT  = δs ĤDFT  + Tr
k,iωn

The derivative of the local Green function is given by
k
δs Ĝk (ω) = Ĝk (ω)[δs ĤDFT
+ δs Σ̂(ω) − δs μ]Ĝk (ω).

(20)

To compute the interatomic forces caused by the Coulomb interaction (the
4th term on the right-hand side of equation (18)), we make use of the ﬁrstorder derivative of the Galitskii-Migdal formula2 [230] for the interaction energy
2

FUs can be also evaluated using a variation of the double occupancy matrix
δs n̂imσ n̂im σ . However, this is computationally more demanding, since it requires the
calculation of a three-particle correlation function
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FUs = − 12 Tr iωn [δs Σ̂(iωn )Ĝ(iωn ) + Σ̂(iωn )δs Ĝ(iωn )]eiωn 0+ . Here we assume that
the average Coulomb interaction Ū and Hund’s rule coupling J retain their values
when the atomic positions change. The force operator δs ĤLDA and the ﬁrst-order
change of the self-energy δs Σ̂(ω) are the two independent variables in the force
functional [Eq. (18)] which need to be evaluated to compute the interatomic forces3 .
To determine δs ĤDFT , we generalize the projection scheme used to evaluate the
DFT Wannier Hamiltonian [160,161]. The former is based on the projection of the
set of site-centered atomic-like trial-orbitals |φn  on the Bloch functions |ψik  of
the selected bands with indices ranging from Na to Nb . In this way the force
operator may be written as
k
(δs ĤDFT
)nm =

Nb


KS
Hxc
φn |ψik ψik |φm  (δs Vik
+ δs Vik
),

(21)

i=Na
KS
Hxc
and δs Vik
denote the ﬁrst-order changes in the LDA Kohn-Sham
where δs Vik
and the Hartree and exchange-correlation potentials, respectively4 . Within the planeKS
wave pseudopotential approach [7,159] the Kohn-Sham contribution δs Vik
can be
calculated as


KS
δs Vik
∝ −i
c∗i,k+G ci,k+G e−i(G−G )Rs (G − G )VsKS (k + G, k + G ), (22)
G,G

where VsKS (G, G ) is the Kohn-Sham potential for atom s (for details see Refs. [231,
Hxc
232]). The contribution δs Vik
is obtained from linear-response DFT calculations [231,232].
To evaluate the change of the self-energy δs Σ̂(ω) we perform a functional derivative of the impurity Green function (we suppress the spin/orbital indices and assume
a summation over repeated indices)
δs Ĝ(τ1 − τ2 ) = −χ̂(τ1 , τ2 , τ3 , τ4 ) δs Ĝ −1 (τ3 , τ4 )

(23)

with
χ̂(τ1 , τ2 , τ3 , τ4 ) = Tτ ĉ(τ1 )ĉ† (τ2 )ĉ† (τ3 )ĉ(τ4 ) − Tτ ĉ(τ1 )ĉ† (τ2 )Tτ ĉ† (τ3 )ĉ(τ4 ), (24)
and make use of the ﬁrst-order derivative of the local Green function [Eq. (20)].
Equations (20) and (23) are solved self-consistently by employing δs Ĝ −1 = δs Ĝ−1 +
δs Σ̂ and the two-particle correlation function, i.e., the generalized susceptibility,
χ(τ1 , τ2 , τ3 , τ4 ) calculated within DMFT. As a starting point, we evaluate an initial
guess for δs Σ̂ employing the static Hartree approximation
δs Σ̂  U δs N̂ = U



δs Ĝk (iωn )eiωn 0+

k,iωn

=U



k
Ĝk (iωn )[δs ĤDFT
− δs μ̂]Ĝk (iωn )eiωn 0+ .

(25)

k,iωn
3

The derivative 
δs μ is evaluated by employing the conservation of the total number of
particles δs N = Tr k,iωn δs Ĝk (iωn )eiωn 0+ ≡ 0.
4
We assume here that the Wannier basis is complete, i.e., there is no contribution caused
by the change of the projectors
δs2φn |ψik . In general, δs φn |ψik  can be evaluated using
the orthonormality conditions N
i=N1 φn |ψik ψik |φm  = δnm .
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This gives us the initial guess for δs Ĝ −1 which we then insert into equation (23) to
evaluate δs Ĝ. From δs Ĝ and δs Ĝ we obtain a new estimate for δs Σ̂ which allows us to
compute the new δs Ĝ using the k-integrated Dyson equation [Eq. (20)]. This scheme
is iterated until self-consistency over the δs Σ̂ is reached.

3.4.1 Applications to elemental solid hydrogen
To test the formalism proposed here, we perform a series of calculations for the
simplest correlated electron problem, namely elemental (solid) hydrogen assuming a
cubic structure with lattice constant a = 8 atomic units (a.u.). We then compare our
results for the total energy computed as a function of atomic displacement with those
obtained by the numerical integration of the corresponding forces [148]. Furthermore,
by varying the local Coulomb interaction U , we explore the structural properties of
solid hydrogen near a Mott metal-insulator phase transition. Thereby we can test
whether our approach is able to determine structural transformations in the vicinity
of the Mott-Hubbard transition, which is still a challenging problem of present-day
solid state physics.
The nonmagnetic LDA calculations for cubic hydrogen yield a metallic solution
with a half-ﬁlled hydrogen s band of 3 eV width located at the Fermi level. To evaluate
the force, we consider a supercell with two hydrogen atoms, in which one of the atoms
is displaced by a distance δ with respect to its crystallographic position. In Figure 11
we show the results for the total energy obtained by LDA as a function of δ. The
nonmagnetic LDA calculations ﬁnd the cubic lattice of hydrogen to be unstable since
the total energy decreases with δ.
Now we take into account the electronic correlations by calculating the properties
of paramagnetic hydrogen using the DFT+DMFT method. For the partially ﬁlled
hydrogen s orbitals a basis of atomic-centered symmetry constrained Wannier functions is constructed. The calculations are performed for the U values in the range of
1–4 eV at a temperature T = 0.1 eV.
In Figure 11 we also present our results for the total energy calculated by
DFT+DMFT for paramagnetic hydrogen as a function of the displacement δ. By
changing the U values, we were able to check the accuracy of our method by calculating the kinetic and interaction contributions, respectively, to the total force. By
integrating the corresponding force with respect to δ, we ﬁnd excellent agreement
(within 1–2 meV) between the force-based and the total energy calculations—even
for large displacements δ (up to ∼ 10 % of the lattice constant a). Most interestingly, by increasing U , the cubic lattice (more precisely, the investigated displacive
mode) becomes (meta-) stable for U ≥ 4 eV. These results clearly demonstrate the
crucial importance of electronic correlations for the lattice stability of correlated
materials.
Further applications of the DFT+DMFT scheme implemented within the linearresponse formalism to SrVO3 and KCuF3 are discussed in reference [148]. Our results
for solid hydrogen, the correlated metal SrVO3 , and the correlated Mott-Hubbard
insulator KCuF3 , demonstrate that the DFT+DMFT linear-response method presented here provides a robust computational tool for the study atomic displacements
caused by electronic correlations. In particular, it allows one to determine the structural phase stability of both metallic and insulating correlated materials. The approach opens the way to calculate forces and thereby explore lattice instabilities induced by electronic correlations. Lattice dynamical properties of correlated electron
materials can also be calculated by implementing the approach with, for example, the
so-called small displacements method (see, e.g., Ref. [233]).
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Fig. 11. Comparison of the total energies of paramagnetic hydrogen computed by
DFT+DMFT with the results obtained by (i) numerical integration of the corresponding
force with respect to an atomic displacement, and (ii) within the LDA. The calculations are
performed using diﬀerent values of the Coulomb interaction U . Adapted from reference [148]
with permission of the authors.

4 Conclusions and outlook
In this article we reviewed the main results of our research into multi-band correlation
phenomena during the funding period of the DFG Research Unit FOR 1346. In the
ﬁrst part of the paper we discussed the DMFT treatment of spontaneous symmetry
breaking. We outlined the two general approaches to this problem: ﬁrst, monitoring
the divergent susceptibilities in the normal phase that indicate an instability towards
long range ordering and, second, calculations in the phases with broken symmetry.
As a pilot problem we studied materials close to the spin-state crossover. The investigation of the two-band Hubbard model, which provides a minimal description of
this phenomenon, revealed a rich phase diagram with numerous phases with diverse
properties. The linear-response approach to the calculation of susceptibilities turned
out to be very useful for the identiﬁcation of continuous phase transitions without any
prior knowledge of the type of symmetry breaking. Nevertheless calculations in the
ordered phases are indispensable in order to identify ﬁrst-order transitions or phase
separation as well as to investigate the properties of the ordered states.
Besides serving as a non-trivial test ground for the implemented formalism, these
model calculations had a very speciﬁc materials based motivation, namely the longstanding problem of spin-state crossover in compounds from the LaCoO3 family. We
performed a series of DFT+DMFT studies of various aspects of the LaCoO3 physics,
the results of which led us to propose a new picture of this material based on the
concept of spinful excitons and their condensation. Experimental eﬀorts to test the
proposal are under way.
The competition of spin states in the two-band Hubbard model and the resulting
long-range order, including excitonic magnetism and superconductivity, have been
studied so far only on simple lattices, such as the Bethe and hypercubic lattice.
Other lattice geometries and hopping patterns will undoubtedly lead to new types of
order, e.g., the formation of a supersolid or magnetically ordered supersolid, which
is of great theoretical interest. Experimental realizations are ultimately necessary
to test these results. A ﬁrst step is to establish experimental techniques capable of
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unambiguously identifying these exotic states of matter. Scattering experiments, e.g.,
employing resonant inelastic x-ray scattering (RIXS), and their dependence on the
polarization may have this capability. Theoretical simulations of RIXS spectra in the
diﬀerent states are therefore necessary.
In the second part of the paper we reviewed the DFT+DMFT scheme for the computation of the electronic structure and phase stability of correlated materials. This
method allows one to explore structural transformations of the ionic lattice caused
by correlations among the electrons, and to investigate lattice dynamical properties
of correlated materials. We employed the DFT+DMFT scheme to explain the phase
stability and lattice dynamical properties of elemental paramagnetic iron near the
bcc-fcc phase transition. Furthermore, we discussed the origin of the phase stability
of the high-temperature δ-phase. Our calculations clearly demonstrated the crucial
importance of electronic correlations for the thermodynamic and lattice dynamical
stability of the paramagnetic bcc phase of iron.
We also investigated the parent compound of the Fe-based superconductors, FeSe.
In particular, we computed the electronic structure and phase stability of FeSe as a
function of lattice volume and predicted a topological change (Lifshitz transition) of
the Fermi surface upon expansion of the lattice as can be achieved experimentally by
substituting Se by Te. This reconstruction is accompanied by a sharp increase of the
local moments.
The present implementation of DFT+DMFT employs an adiabatic (BornOppenheimer) approximation, where it is assumed that the electrons move in an
eﬀective potential produced by the heavy nuclei, i.e., the electrons and nuclei are
treated independently. This simpliﬁcation excludes a dynamic coupling between the
electronic and lattice degrees of freedom, which is of importance for the investigation
of, for example, dynamical polaron eﬀects. In principle, appropriate generalizations
of the DFT+DMFT scheme can be achieved by combining it with linear-response
techniques to compute the electron-phonon coupling and by the implementation of
non-equilibrium DFT+DMFT methods employing the Keldysh formalism for the electrons with (quantum) molecular dynamics simulation techniques [234]. We leave these
projects for the future.
The ﬁeld of DMFT has developed into many directions in the period covered here.
Among them is the growing interest in two-particle quantities which, after all, describe
particularly important physical properties and also the technologically most exploited
features of materials. New impurity solvers were implemented [235–239], and new
algorithms developed [240–243] that greatly improved the computation of two-particle
correlation functions. Along with the development of diagrammatic approaches
beyond DMFT [244–246], fundamental questions about two-particle consistency [247],
the consequences of its violation in DMFT, and their possible remedies were raised
and are expected to give fresh impetus. The availability of two-particle correlators for multi-orbital quantum impurities, which allows for the application of linear
response to realistic systems, e.g., with full d-shells, calls for further developments in
the implementation of this data-intensive formalism.
We gratefully acknowledge support by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft through FOR
1346. Open access funding provided by Institute of Solid State Physics, TU Wien.
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Abstract. In materials with strong electron correlation the proper
treatment of local atomic physics described by orbital occupations is
crucial. Reduced density-matrix functional theory is a natural extension of density functional theory for systems that are dominated by
orbital physics. We review the current state of reduced density-matrix
functional theory (RDMFT). For atomic structure relaxations or abinitio molecular dynamics the combination of density functional theory
(DFT) and dynamical mean-ﬁeld theory (DMFT) possesses a number
of disadvantages, like the cumbersome evaluation of forces. We therefore describe a method, DFT+RDMFT, that combines many-particle
eﬀects based on reduced density-matrix functional theory with a density functional-like framework. A recent development is the construction of density-matrix functionals directly from many-particle theory
such as methods from quantum chemistry or many-particle Green’s
functions. We present the underlying exact theorems and describe current progress towards quantitative functionals.

1 Introduction
The ab-initio description of materials with strong electronic correlations is a standing challenge in solid state physics. The combination of density functional theory
(DFT, [1,2]) with dynamical mean-ﬁeld theory (DMFT, [3–6]), i.e. DFT+DMFT,
has proven to be a successful route for the description of materials with strong electronic correlations.
However for the purpose of atomic structure relaxations, stability investigations
and ab-initio molecular dynamics the existing DFT+DMFT schemes face two main
issues: a cumbersome calculation of forces on atoms from linear response theory [7,8]
and the computationally expensive solution of multi-orbital impurity problems.
Furthermore it is clear that dealing with dynamical quantities, such as the electronic
a

e-mail: robert.schade@tu-clausthal.de
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Green’s function, is not necessary for the calculation of atomic forces. Thus a hybrid
theory that combines DFT with a many-particle approach involving only static, i.e.
frequency-independent, quantities is highly desirable.
Blöchl et al. [9] have proposed such a hybrid approach with the help of reduced
density-matrix functional theory (RDMFT, [10–13]). RDMFT uses the one-particle
reduced density matrix (1-RDM) as a natural variable and thus emphasizes orbital
occupations. The approach is based on a variational total energy energy expression,
which guarantees the eﬃcient and consistent evaluation of forces using the HellmannFeynman theorem [14]. This also allows the use of very eﬃcient Car-Parrinello molecular dynamics approach [15]. A double counting problem similar to DFT+DMFT
does not arise within the proposed DFT+RDMFT scheme [9].
The ﬁrst part of this publication (Sect. 2) reviews the current state of one-particle
reduced density matrix functional theory. A more complete discussion can be found
in a recent review by Pernal and Giesbertz [16]. In the review presented here we emphasize observations that point out the current challenges in this ﬁeld. The second
part, Section 3, describes our ideas and approaches to tackle these issues. We describe
the DFT+RDMFT scheme and new approaches to approximate the density-matrix
functional. New functionals are necessary, because despite the success of simple functionals within RDMFT, the most common density-matrix functionals reproduce a
number of features in a qualitatively incorrect manner [17–19].

2 One-particle reduced density matrix functional theory
2.1 Hamiltonian and density matrices
The many-particle Hamiltonian for a system of N electrons that interact via a
Coulomb potential and an external potential vext , can be expressed in an orthonormal
one-particle basis {χα (r, σ)} as
Ĥ =



hα,β ĉ†α ĉβ +

α,β

1 
Uα,β,δ,γ ĉ†α ĉ†β ĉγ ĉδ .
2

(1)

α,β,γ,δ

The creation and annihilation operators, ĉ†α and ĉα , for an electron in spin-orbital χα
obey the usual anticommutation relations.
The matrix elements of the one-particle Hamiltonian are deﬁned as
 2


−
∇2 + vext (r) χβ (r, σ)
(2)
d3 r χ∗α (r, σ)
hα,β =
2me
σ
and the interaction matrix elements as [20]
Uαβγδ = αβ|γδ =



d3 r



d3 r

σ,σ 

e2 χ∗α (r, σ)χ∗β (r , σ  )χγ (r, σ)χδ (r , σ  )
.
4π 0 |r − r |

(3)

The main quantity for the solution of the quantum many-particle problem is the
n-particle reduced density matrix D(n) (n-RDM). It is deﬁned for an ensemble of
fermionic
 many-particle wave functions |Ψi  with probabilities Pi where 0 ≤ Pi ≤ 1
and i Pi = 1 as

(n)
Dα1 ,...,αn ;α ,...,α =
Pi Ψi |ĉ†αn ...ĉ†α ĉα1 ...ĉαn |Ψi .
(4)
1

n

i

1
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All expectation values of one- and two-particle operators can be expressed with the

(1)
1-RDM Dα,β = i Pi Ψi |ĉ†β ĉα |Ψi  and 2-RDM D(2) , especially the energy as
E=



Pi Ψi |Ĥ|Ψi  =

i



Pi Ψi |ĥ + Ŵ |Ψi  =

i



(1)

hα,β Dβ,α +

αβ

1 
(2)
Uαβδγ Dγ,δ;β,α .
2
αβγδ

(5)
The eigenvalues fi of the 1-RDM are named occupations and its eigenvectors |φi 
natural orbitals [21].

2.2 Modern formalism of RDMFT
The main quantity of interest for an interacting many-particle problem is the grand
potential given as
 
− 1 (ĥ+Ŵ −μN̂ )
,
(6)
ΩT,μ (ĥ + Ŵ ) = −kB T · ln Tr e kB T
where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, μ is the chemical potential
and N̂ is the operator of the total particle number. Within reduced density-matrix
functional theory [10–13,22,23] the grand potential is written as

ΩT,μ (ĥ + Ŵ ) =
Tr[D(1) (h − μ1)] + FTŴ [D(1) ] .
min
(7)
D(1) :0≤ fi ≤ 1

The reduced density-matrix functional FTŴ [D(1) ] (RDMF) is a universal functional
of the 1-RDM [10]. The minimization is performed over all ensemble-representable
1-RDMs D(1) . A density matrix is called an ensemble-representable n-RDM, if it can
be represented according to equation (4) by an ensemble of fermionic many-particle
wave functions |Ψi  and probabilities Pi . The necessary and suﬃcient conditions for
the ensemble-representability of an 1-RDM D(1) are hermiticity and that its eigenvalues fi fulﬁll 0 ≤ fi ≤ 1 [24].
If a 1-RDM is representable according to equation (4) with exactly one, i.e.,
P1 = 1, N -particle wave function |Ψ, it is called pure-state N -representable. The
pure-state N -representability conditions (generalized Pauli constraints) for the
1-RDM are only known explicitly for small systems even though a systematic construction has been given by Klyachko et al. [25]. The inclusion of the pure-state
N-representability conditions in the minimization of equation (7) with approximate
RDMFs has shown to improve the resulting energies [26].
Levy [12] and Valone [13] have shown that the RDMF can be obtained from a constrained minimization over an ensemble of orthonormal fermionic many-particle
wave

functions |Ψi  with ensemble probabilities Pi obeying 0 ≤ Pi ≤ 1 and i Pi = 1 as
FTŴ [D(1) ] =

min

{Pi ,|Ψi }→D(1)


i

Pi Ψi |Ŵ |Ψi  + kB T



Pi ln(Pi ) .

(8)

i

Here we denote with {Pi , |Ψi } → D(1) the set of ensembles with a given 1-RDM
D(1) according to equation (4).
The RDMF is usually decomposed into four contributions [27–29]: The Hartree
Ŵ
energy FH
[D(1) ], Fock energy FxŴ [D(1) ], an entropy contribution of a non-interacting
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Ŵ
system FT0̂ [D(1) ] and correlation energy Fc,T
[D(1) ] as
Ŵ
Ŵ
FTŴ [D(1) ] = FH
[D(1) ] + FxŴ [D(1) ] + FT0̂ [D(1) ] + Fc,T
[D(1) ]
1 
(1) (1)
Ŵ
[D(1) ] =
Uα,β,δ,γ Dδ,α Dγ,β ,
FH
2

(9)
(10)

α,β,γ,δ

1 
(1)
(1)
Uα,β,δ,γ Dγ,α
Dδ,β ,
2
α,β,γ,δ


FT0̂ [D(1) ] = kB T · Tr D(1) ln D(1) − (1 − D(1) ) ln 1 − D(1) .

FxŴ [D(1) ] = −

(11)
(12)

Ŵ
The correlation energy Fc,T
[D(1) ] contains contributions from interaction as well as
from the entropy and has to be approximated.

2.3 Approximate functionals for RDMFT
This section discusses several approaches for the construction of approximate parametrized RDMF. A more complete discussion can be found in a recent review by Pernal
and Giesbertz [16]. We start by listing important properties of the exact RDMF and
discuss classiﬁcation schemes for approximate RDMFs.
2.3.1 Properties of the RDMF
The correlation contribution Fc,T is non-positive for positive two-particle interactions [30–32]. The RDMF is convex with respect to the 1-RDM [22,33], its value
is invariant under unitary transformation of the one-particle basis and particle hole
symmetric [34,35].
In the case of zero temperature T = 0, the exact RDMF in equation (8) is given by
the 2-RDM D(2),min of the ensemble of many-particle wave functions at the minimum
analogously to equation (5) as
FTŴ=0 [D(1) ] =

1 
(2),min
Uαβδγ Dγ,δ;β,α .
2

(13)

αβγδ

An approximation of the RDMF is equivalent to an approximation of the 2-RDM
D(2),min by D(2),approx in equation (13). In this way more properties of the RDMF can
be formulated implicitly by expressing them as properties of the approximate 2-RDM.
The approximate 2-RDM should be hermitian, antisymmetric and ensemble or purestate N-representable. The complete set of ensemble N -representability conditions of
the 2-RDM D(2) were given by Mazziotti [36,37]. A set of necessary pure-state Nrepresentability conditions for the 2-RDM are also known [38]. The 2-RDM should
also obey the sum rule relating it to the given 1-RDM D(1) and fulﬁll relations to
higher-order RDMs [39].
The exact RDMF is size-consistent [33]. Violations of size-consistency by approximations can lead to unphysical delocalization of electrons especially in molecular
dissociation problems [40]. Approximations should additionally conserve the volumeextensivity, so that the homogeneous electron gas can be described properly [41,42].
Furthermore the spin constancy condition [17,43,44] is obeyed by the exact RDMF.
Violations of the spin constancy lead to an unphysical description of fractional spin
states and the static correlation problem [44,45].
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2.3.2 Static and dynamic correlation
It has early been recognized [46,47], that DFT with existing local or semi-local
functionals such as LDA- or GGA-functionals can properly describe dynamical
electron-electron correlation, i.e., the instantaneous short-range repulsion of electrons. In contrast, static or non-dynamical correlation results from near-degeneracy
eﬀects due to strong interactions between ground and excited states. Dynamical
correlation can be loosely related to the frequency-independent part of the electronic
self-energy, while static correlation is related to the frequency-dependent contribution
to the electronic self-energy [48].
2.3.3 Classification of approximate functionals
Approximate RDMFs can be classiﬁed according to which properties of the exact
RDMF they obey or violate [27,41,49].
A diﬀerent classiﬁcation into explicit and implicit RDMFs considers the evaluation of the approximate RDMF for a given 1-RDM: explicit functionals are given
explicitly in terms of the 1-RDM or occupations and natural orbitals. In contrast in
the evaluation of implicit functionals a solution of some equations or a minimization
problem is necessary.
Finally approximate functionals can also be classiﬁed according to which interaction matrix elements they depend on. This is done by transforming the expression of
the approx. RDMF into the basis of natural orbitals |φ and observing which of the
transformed interaction matrix elements,


e2 φ∗i (r, σ)φ∗j (r , σ  )φk (r, σ)φl (r , σ  )
3
Ũi,j,k,l =
,
(14)
d r d3 r
4π 0 |r − r |

σ,σ

contribute [41]. Most existing approximate functionals are JK-only in the sense
that their expression in the basis of natural orbitals depends only on the Coulomb
(Jij = Ũi,j,i,j ) and exchange (Kij = Ũi,j,j,i ) integrals [50]. Kollmar [51] has evaluated
the best possible JK-only wave function, i.e., a wave function that leads to JK-only
energy expression of the RDMF in terms of the corresponding 2-RDM. He has shown
that the best possible JK-only wave function only gives about one third of the correlation energy for the water molecule at equilibrium conﬁguration, even though it gives
exact results for two-electron closed-shell cases. Furthermore he concludes that there
can be no suﬃciently accurate JK-only RDMF that also obeys the N-representability
conditions for the 2-RDM. This is due to underestimated dynamic correlation of the
pair-excited conﬁguration interaction ansatz, that is related to the JK-only approximation [16]. For example a proper description of Van der Waals interactions requires
the RDMF to include integrals beyond the JK-only approximation [52].
2.3.4 Müller-type functionals
The 2-RDM corresponding to the Hartree and Fock energy given in equation (10)
and (11) can be written by using the occupations fi and natural orbitals |φi  (φi (α) =
χα |φi ) of the 1RDM as


(2)
fi fj φ∗i (γ)φi (α)φ∗j (δ)φj (β) −
cHF (fi , fj )φ∗i (δ)φi (α)φ∗j (γ)φj (β).
DHF,αβ;γδ =
ij

ij

(15)
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A large number of approximate functionals were constructed by employing a different function of occupations c(fi , fj ) instead of the product cHF (fi , fj ) = fi fj in
equation (15).
1/2 1/2
Müller [53] proposed the form c(fi , fj ) = fi fj , which gives the exact groundstate energy for the half-ﬁlled Hubbard dimer [18,54]. We have however shown that
the Müller functional predicts an unphysical inﬁnite magnetic susceptibility for the
half-ﬁlled Hubbard dimer [19]. It is also known to overcorrelate [55–57]. Buijse and
Baerends [54] later rederived the Müller functional starting from the exchangecorrelation hole [58]. The development of Müller-type functionals of the form in
equation (15) was furthered in three directions:
Self-energy corrections: Goedecker and Umrigar (GU, [59]) proposed to remove
orbital self-interaction from the Müller functional by excluding terms with i = j from
the summations in equation (15). This removal violates the sum rule relating the
1-RDM and 2-RDM. The GU-functional improves the description of small molecules
at equilibrium geometries when compared to the Müller functional but can not describe the dissociation [57] and is size-inconsistent [40].
Repulsive corrections: Gritsenko et al. [60] proposed a series of repulsive corrections to the Müller functional to correct for its overcorrelating behaviour. The ﬁrst
two corrections called BBC1 and BBC2 distinguish between weakly and strongly
1/2 1/2
occupied natural orbitals and modify c(fi , fj ) = fi fj if both orbitals are either
both weakly or both strongly occupied. BBC3 additionally distinguishes between
bonding and antibonding orbitals. The diﬃculty to classify the orbitals has been addressed by Rohr et al. They have proposed an automatic variant of BBC3 called
AC3, which introduces a damping function that smoothens the steps in the orbital
classiﬁcation [61]. An extensive benchmark of the BBCn-functionals for the G2-set of
molecules [62,63] resulted in deviations of atomization energies of BBC3 about three
times larger than with second order Møller-Plesset perturbation theory (MP2) when
compared to CCSD(T)1 reference values [57].
Empirical modifications of the occupation dependence c(fi , fj ): The MarquesLathiotakis functional (ML, [64]) uses a Padé approximant of order [1/1] for the
occupation dependence c(fi , fj ), where the three parameters are obtained by a ﬁt for
a subset of the G2-database. The ML-functional is size consistent [40], but violates
spin-constancy [17] and thus can not describe the dissociation properly [61]. The
deviations of the correlations energies of the ML-functional for closed-shell molecules
from the G2-set are only half of the corresponding BBC3 errors [64].
The power functional was proposed by Sharma et al. [65] to cure the overcorrelating behaviour of the Müller functional by an interpolation of the exponents in
c(fi , fj ) = fiα fjα with 1/2 < α < 1 between the Müller limit α = 1/2 and the HartreeFock-limit α = 1. The power functional can be rewritten as an explicit RDMF, thus
making it size consistent. It violates the spin constancy condition, but can be forced
to reproduce the correct dissociation energy by ﬁtting the exponent α [66]. Also by
ﬁtting the exponent, the deviations of the atomization energy and correlation energy
from the power functional for molecules from the G2-set can be brought to the level
of the BBC3 functional [66].
Due to the construction of the power functional by interpolation it inherits several problems from the limits [19]: We have shown that on the one hand it is missing
1
Coupled cluster theory with full single and double excitations and perturbative treatment
of triple excitations.
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the derivative discontinuity of the energy at integer particle numbers like the Müller
functional and that it on the other hand yields an unphysical transition to an antiferromagnetic state like the Hartree-Fock approximation. The power functionals also
shows a plethora of unphysical non-collinear magnetic structures and transitions.
The power functional has been shown to yield good results for the bands gaps of
simple semiconductors such as Ge or GaAs and simple transition metal oxides like
NiO, MnO or FeO [65]. It should be noted here, that the band gap was estimated by an
extrapolation technique [67] due to the missing derivative discontinuity. Applications
to transition metal oxides investigated the parameter dependence [68,69] as well as
metal-insulator transitions [70,71] and showed good agreement with other methods.
However due to the antiferromagnetic ground state of the transition metal oxides
under investigation, the pathologies of the power functional for the prediction of
magnetic structures did not become apparent.

2.3.5 Natural orbital functionals from cumulant expansions
A second important class of functionals is derived from a cumulant expansion of the
2-RDM [72]
(2)
(2)
(2)
(16)
Dαβ;γδ = DHF,αβ;γδ + γαβ;γδ ,
where the two-particle cumulant γ (2) is approximated while imposing conditions that
hold for the exact cumulant. Piris et al. proposed a series of natural orbital functionals called PNOFn (n = 1–6) [73–75]. Starting from PNOF4 [76] the functionals
in the series fulﬁll the hermiticity, antisymmetry and the (2,2)-positivity [36] conditions for the ensemble N-representability of the 2-RDM, also known as the D, Q and
G-conditions.
One striking feature of the PNOF5 functional [77,78] is that it can also be derived from a generating many-particle wave function. This wave function is an antisymmetrized product of strongly orthogonal geminals (APSG, [79]) with parameters
directly determined by the occupations of the 1-RDM. The knowledge of a generating wave function also allows the application of multiconﬁgurational perturbation
theory [80,81]. Applications to the G2-set of molecules showed that this correction
can recover part of the dynamical correlation that is underestimated in PNOF5 [82].
Approximations of the 2-RDM that explicitly try to respect the N-representabilty
have also been proposed by Kollmar and Hess [51,83].

2.3.6 Functionals for model systems
The reduced complexity of model systems such as the single-impurity Anderson
model [84] or single band Hubbard model [85–87] allows to relate the RDMF directly
to degrees of freedom of the 1-RDM. Carlsson and Hennig related the interaction
energy to the second moment of the 1-RDM [88,89] and successfully applied it to the
three-dimensional Hubbard Hamiltonian and Anderson impurity models.
López-Sandoval and Pastor observed a pseudo-universal relation between the correlation energy and the nearest-neighbor 1-RDM elements for one-, two- and threedimensional Hubbard models [90,91]. Combined with exact results for a Hubbard
dimer, they constructed an approximate RDMF, that can describe the ground-state
energy of one-, two- and three-dimensional Hubbard models [92,93] at diﬀerent ﬁllings
and interactions strengths as well as charge excitation gaps very well.
The Hubbard dimer as a reference system is also used in the two-level approximation [94,95] for single impurity Anderson models by Töws et al. They employ a
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unitary transformation of the bath basis states, that has been chosen to concentrate
the eﬀects of the bath to one bath site, and a subsequent truncation of all other bath
states. Schade and Blöchl have recently proposed a generalization [96] of the two-level
approximation, that can be systematically converged (see also Sect. 3.2).
2.3.7 Implicit functionals
The preceding sections covered ideas for the construction of explicit functionals. Implicit functionals include the solution of some equations or minimization problem.
One of the ﬁrst implicit functionals was proposed by Yasuda [35] and included the
solution of Nakatsuji’s density equations [97] together with the decoupling approximations for the 3- and 4-RDMs. Mazziotti restricted Levy’s constrained search to
antisymmetrized geminal power wave functions [98,99]. Other APSG-based implicit
functionals have been proposed by Cioslowski et al. [50,100].
Kollmar and Hess [51,83,101] proposed to use a limited conﬁguration expansion
representation in Levy’s constrained search equation (8), that only contains excitations from the HF-determinant of an electron pair consisting of two electrons of
opposite spin from an occupied orbital to an unoccupied orbital. This results in a
minimization problem for the pair-excitation coeﬃcients to be solved.
Restrictions of the wave function in Levy’s constrained search have the advantageous property of being variational in the sense that the resulting value of the RDMF
is a guaranteed upper bound for the exact RDMF.
2.4 Extensions of the theory
2.4.1 Gaps and spectral information
Several physically interesting quantities can be directly obtained from RDMFT: grand
canonical potential, expectation values of one-particle operators, equilibrium bond
distances, dissociations curves, vibrational frequencies, etc. Properties like spectra
or static response functions, like static dipole polarizabilities [102], however are not
directly accessible. Several methods have been proposed to estimate photoemission
spectra starting from Slater’s transition state [70,103], local RDMFT [104,105] and
approximations in terms of higher order RDMs [69]. Applications of these approaches
to models systems [18,69] as well as real materials [69–71] showed mixed performances.
The missing derivative discontinuity of the energy at integer particle numbers
in approximate RDMFs [106] as well as the non-existence of a Kohn-Sham system
at zero temperature within RDMFT make the estimation of the fundamental gap a
challenging problem. Helbig et al. proposed an extrapolation method [67] based on the
chemical potential μ = ∂E(N )/∂N for fractional particle numbers N . Alternatively
the gap could be read oﬀ from an approximated photoemission spectrum.
2.4.2 Hybrid theories
Local and semi-local DFT functionals are accurate at small interelectronic distances [46,47], but fail for systems with a poor balance between dynamical (shortrange) and static (long-range) correlation. This suggests a range-separation of the
electron-electron interaction and a treatment of the long-range component with methods that can describe static correlation [107–111]. Subsequently approximate RDMFT
functionals have been used for the long-range part [112,113], thus establishing a
hybrid DFT-RDMFT scheme.
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2.4.3 Large scale calculations
One important consequence of the non-existence of a Kohn-Sham system in RDMFT
at zero temperature is that the 1-RDM is the 1-RDM of the interacting system. The
ensemble N-representability conditions for the 1-RDM are given in terms of the occupations, so it is advantageous to choose the occupations and natural orbitals as
variational parameters. In principle every natural orbital could have a ﬁnite occupation and has to be considered. This is in sharp contrast to zero-temperature DFT,
where the number of Kohn-Sham wave functions that have to be considered for a
ground-state calculation is proportional to the number of electrons in the system.
During minimization within RDMFT, equation (7), the natural orbitals have to be
kept orthonormal. Thus the minimization over orbitals in RDMFT is the main computational bottleneck. An extensive discussion of approaches to mediate this problem
can be found in the review by Pernal and Giesbertz [16].

3 DFT+RDMFT
3.1 General ideas
Our work rests on a general framework of integrating RDMFT into DFT calculations,
which is based on an additive augmentation [9]

EDFT+RDMFT = EDFT + Fxc,RDMFT − Fxc,DFT ,

(17)

where the second part, ΔF = Fxc,RDMFT − Fxc,DFT , is a correction to the exchangecorrelation energy. This correction has the form of an interaction energy and a corresponding double-counting term. When the same approximations are applied to both
terms of the correction, the scheme proﬁts from error cancellation. This approach
provides a consistent and unambiguous deﬁnition of the double counting term.
The approximations are three-fold: Firstly, the Kohn-Sham wave functions of the
density functional calculation are projected onto a local-orbital basis set to provide
access to the machinery of orbital-based many-particle methods. Analogous to dynamical mean-ﬁeld theory, we secondly truncate the interaction matrix elements that
connect separate clusters, where a cluster is typically made up from all local orbitals
tied to one atom. Finally, the RDMF Fxc,RDMFT is decomposed into a sum of atomic
contributions. Each of these terms represents an impurity problem. The impurity
problem is an extended system with an interaction limited to a speciﬁc atomic site.
Note, that the decomposition done on the level of a RDMF diﬀers from similar approximations done in terms of the one-particle Hamiltonian. Even though the
interaction is limited, the electron correlations extend into the environment.
Additional approximations can be applied on top of the ones mentioned. A speciﬁc
approximation of this kind is our local hybrid functional PBE0r, which approximates
the RDMF in the correction ΔF by a scaled Fock energy. The calculations on real
systems provide conﬁdence into the mapping onto local orbitals.
The quality of the decomposition of RDMF into sum of atomic (cluster) contributions described above has been explored for Hubbard chains [9], because exact results
are readily produced. The method has proven to cope well with the static correlation
problem. The spin correlations are well described and the proper singlet ground state
is obtained. However the derivative discontinuities of the energy at integer particle
numbers are washed out for intermediate interaction strengths.
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Fig. 1. Left panel: dissociation curve within non-spin-polarized DFT+RDMFT (solid line
with triangles). The local basis for the RDMF was chosen as one s-orbital located at each
atom and the RDMF was evaluated numerically exact. The results are compared to nonspin-polarized DFT (solid line with circles) and FCI results in the cc-pVQZ basis [114] with
Orca [115] (dashed line). PBE [116] was chosen as the DFT xc-functional. Right panel:
chemical potential μ = ∂E(N )/∂N for the stretched hydrogen molecule (d = 5 Å).

3.2 Adaptive cluster approximation
After the RDMF Fxc,RDMFT has been decomposed into atomic contributions, several
RDMFs have to be evaluated for impurity problems. The impurity problem is an
inﬁnite system with a interaction limited to a speciﬁc site. To make the problem
tractable a cluster approximation is required. In order to minimize the resulting errors,
Schade and Blöchl have proposed the adaptive cluster approximation (ACA, [96]).
The ACA introduces a unitary transformation of the one-particle basis which turns
the 1-RDM into a band matrix with minimal bandwidth. In the transformed density
matrix the impurity orbitals are only connected to an inner bath with at most as
many orbitals as the impurity itself. The cluster truncation errors can be controlled
by increasing the number of blocks considered. The ACA is thus a generalization of
the two-level approximation by Töws et al. [94,95].
Calculations have been performed for a number of models [96]. They indicate that
the RDMF in the ACA converges rapidly to the exact result with the number of
blocks considered.
3.3 RDMFs from many-particle wave functions
The deﬁciencies of explicit RDMFs [19] discussed earlier suggest to explore implicit
functionals. Implicit functionals provide a solid basis for including static correlation
eﬀects and they hold promise to provide new ideas for the development of new explicit
functionals.
Schade and Blöchl have succeeded to implement a constrained search solver that
can treat conﬁguration interaction expansions of many-particle wave functions in
Levy’s and Valone’s constrained search formalism, equation (8), with up to 5 × 107
Slater determinants on a desktop machine. The solver is based on the primal PowellHestenes augmented Lagrangian [117,118] and is formulated with sparse matrixvector multiplications as basic operations. The implementation can either be used
to calculate the numerically exact RDMF for up to 28 spin-orbitals or together with
an iterative expansion of the space of Slater determinants for much larger systems.
Figure 1 shows results of the DFT+RDMFT scheme for the dissociation curve and
chemical potential of the hydrogen molecule H2 . The DFT-part is implemented in the
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projector augmented-wave formalism [119] and one s-state located at each atom was
used as a local basis for the RDMF. The RDMF has been solved numerically exact
by the constrained search solver described above. These calculations excluded the
approximations due to the decomposition of the RDMF.
The overestimation of the total energy in the dissociation limit by a non-spin polarized DFT calculation, shows the static correlation error of approximate DFT functionals. This static correlation problem is cured by DFT+RDMFT, which yields a dissociation curve in good agreement with results from high-level quantum chemistry methods, albeit at a much lower cost. The DFT+RDMFT calculation also describes the
derivative discontinuity of the energy and consequently also the fundamental gap correctly. It should be emphasized, that no unphysical breaking of the spin symmetry is
necessary to obtain the correct energy in the dissociation limit. The symmetry breaking dilemma of HF or DFT calculations is a topic of intense discussions [44,120–122].
3.4 Green’s function based RDMFs
Blöchl et al. [123] have derived an exact relation between the RDMF FTŴ [D(1) ] and
the Green’s function functional, namely the Luttinger-Ward functional ΦŴ [G] [124].
This exact link provided by Blöchl et al. [123], sets the stage for the construction
of approximate RDMFs based on well established many-body perturbation [125] and
related methods. It can be written as

F Ŵ [D(1) ] = FT0̂ [D(1) ] + stath statG,Σ ΦŴ
β [G, Ŵ ]

1  iων β0+  
e
Tr ln 1 − Ḡ(iων ) h + Σ(iων ) − h̄
β ν


 
+ h + Σ(iων ) − h̄ G(iων ) − G(iων ) − Ḡ h − h̄
,
−

(18)

where the ﬁrst terms is the entropy of a non-interacting system FT0̂ [D(1) ] given
in equation (12). The single-particle Matsubara Green’s function is denoted by
G(iων ) and Σ(iων ) is the corresponding self-energy. β denotes the inverse temperature β = 1/(kB T ). The Luttinger-Ward functional ΦŴ [G] is a universal functional of Green’s function and is deﬁned as an inﬁnite sum of closed and con(1)
nected
 skeleton diagrams [124]. The non-interacting Hamiltonian h̄[D ] = μ1 +
1
β

ln (1 − D(1) )/(D(1) )

is a direct functional of 1-RDM and the non-interacting

Green’s function corresponding to h̄ is given by
Ḡ(iων ) = (iων + μ)1 − h̄

−1

.

(19)


+
The 1-RDM constraint D(1) = β1 ν eiων β0 G(iων ) in the stationary point evaluation in equation (18), is enforced using the Lagrange multiplier h .
The exact relation in equation (18) requires a stationary point search in the space
of Green’s functions and the self-energies as well as the fulﬁllment of the 1-RDM
constraints. But nevertheless, it allows to construct approximations in a controlled
way through well known methods in the ﬁeld of many-body perturbation theory. A
related perturbation theory for the RDMF based on Green’s functions was proposed
by Baldsiefen et al. [29].
We propose a two step approximate scheme which leads to an algebraic expression
of the RDMF F Ŵ [D(1) ] as follows [126].
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1. Deﬁne a mapping of the form, D(1) → G[D(1) ], which provides a Green’s function
G[D(1) ] for a given 1-RDM D(1) , such that the 1-RDM constraints are fulﬁlled.
This circumvents the stationary point searches and leads to
(1)
FβŴ [D(1) ] ≈ FT0̂ [D(1) ] + ΦLW
], Ŵ ] −
β [G[D





×Tr ln Ḡ(iων )G

−1

1  iων β0+
e
β ν



−1
(iων ) + Ḡ (iων )G(iων ) − 1 .

(20)

2. The second approximation is introduced in the evaluation of the Luttinger-Ward
(1)
functional ΦLW
], Ŵ ] for a given Green’s function G[D(1) ]: the Luttingerβ [G[D
Ward functional is evaluated through a perturbation expansion in the interaction
strength. Here, one can make use of well known conserving approximations that
originated from the theory proposed by Baym and Kadanoﬀ [127], like HartreeFock or ﬂuctuation-exchange [128].
3.4.1 Mapping to Green’s function
The simplest mapping from a 1-RDM to a Green’s function, that reproduces the
1-RDM, is given by equation (19). This simple mapping however leads to the breakdown of the perturbation expansion at low temperatures [126].
The construction of mappings, that avoid the collapse of the perturbation theory,
is tackled through the spectral function A( ). We restrict the spectral function to a
set of N poles
Aαβ ( ) =


n

χα |φn φn |χβ 

N


wi (fn )δ ( − λi (fn )) .

(21)

i=1

The weights wi and positions of the poles λi are functions of the occupations fi
and are chosen such that the Green’s function fulﬁlls the 1-RDM constraints. The
complexity can be varied by using diﬀerent number of poles N in the description of
the Green’s function. The simplest non-trivial Green’s function has two poles and
constitutes the two-pole approximation.

3.4.2 Performance of the two-pole approximation
In this section we use the approximate RDMF FβŴ [D(1) ] of equation (20) with the
two-pole model Green’s function. The Luttinger-Ward functional for the given twopole Green’s function is approximated up to second order in the perturbation. This
is formulated within Hugenholtz diagrammatics [129] and contains the HF-diagram
and the so called bubble or tadpole diagram as well as its corresponding exchange
diagram.
The grand canonical potential of the half-ﬁlled Hubbard dimer resulting from this
approximate RDMF is shown in Figure 2 as a function of the interaction strength U/t.
The energies obtained from the approximate density-matrix functional are underestimated. It is also noticeable from Figure 2, that by increasing the pole-separation
Δ, the approximate density-matrix functional leads to better estimation of the grand
potential. The value of the free parameter Δ can be ﬁxed by performing a stationary
point search in the space of pole-separation [126].
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Fig. 2. Left panel: the grand canonical potential for the half-ﬁlled Hubbard dimer as a function of interaction strength U/t for diﬀerent approximations of RDMFs. Dashed line: exact
result. Solid squares: Hartree-Fock approximation. Approximate RDMF of equation (20)
with Δ/t = 1.8 (solid circles), Δ/t = 0.8 (open circles) and Δ/t = 0.2 (crosses). Right panel:
chemical potential μ(N ) of the Hubbard dimer with U = 3t as function of particle number
N . Same convention for symbols as the ﬁgure in left panel. The value of inverse temperature
is β = 1000/t.

As evident from Figure 2, the approximate density-matrix functional of equation (20) fails to reproduce the derivative discontinuity of the total energy at integer
particle numbers. It nevertheless produces a smoothened derivative discontinuity (the
chemical potential undergoes a continuous transition between two linear functions).
Thereby, using the extrapolation method proposed by Helbig et al. [67], one can
estimate the band-gap.

4 Summary
We have reviewed the current state of reduced density-matrix functional theory as
an approach to describe strong electronic correlations. The main challenge is to derive approximations of the RDMF, that on the one hand cover static and dynamic
correlation, and on the other hand can be systematically improved and evaluated eﬃciently. We survey the existing approaches to approximate the RDMF and show, that
even simple approximations can properly describe static correlations, while dynamical
correlations are challenging for existing approximate RDMFs.
We describe a hybrid DFT-RDMFT scheme, named DFT+RDMFT, where the
DFT description of local atomic physics is corrected by a RDMF functional. Together
with a local approximation this scheme is expected to cover local correlation eﬀects
similar to DFT+DMFT, while providing a straight-forward and eﬃcient way to calculate forces for structure relaxations and ab-initio molecular dynamics. We show
results for the full dissociation curve of the hydrogen molecule, that show that static
correlation is indeed well described in this hybrid scheme.
For larger systems the RDMF has to be approximated, because of the exponentially growing complexity of the many-particle problem. We show a systematic way
to construct a smaller eﬀective system for the approximation of the RDMF within
the local approximation, named adaptive cluster approximation.
Finally we describe the connection between the RDMF, the Luttinger-Ward functional and Green’s functions, illustrate a route to use this connection to derive new
systematic approximations to the RDMF from many-body perturbation theory and
show results for Hubbard systems.
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